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APPENDIX H 
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Sample Case 2 - SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT Executions. 







Sample Case 3 - FFCAL/CMCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN Executions. 





Sample Case 4 - FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL Executions. Shows use of 
MESS and ERN nodes and multi-configuration operations. 





Sample Case 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/DRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL 
Executions. Shows specular-diffuse radiation model results. 























FILE IN FIELD I DISABLED--ACCEPTED 











13:HEADER OPTIONS DATA 
14:TITLE SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SVCAL/FFCAL/OGCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
15: MODEL - SAMPLE 





19:C---- THIS SURFACE DATA BLOCK IS USED IN SAMPLE CASES I THROUGH 5
 








24:S ' SURFN 1 
25: / TYPE RECT 
26: ACTIVE c BOTTOM 
27: PROP o 0.9.0.9 
28: PI a 1.0. 0.0. 3.0 
29: P2 1.0. 0.O. 0.,0
 
30: P3 12.0. 3.0. 0.0
 
31: CON a0INNER RIGHT FRONT * 
32:5 SURFN . 2 
33: TYPE , RECT 
34: ACTIVE - BOTTOM 
35; PROP - 0.9.0.9 
36: P - t.0. 1.0. 1.0
 
37: Pa - 2.0. 1.0. 0.0
 
38: P3 - 0.0. 3.0. OO
 
39: CON . * INNER RIGHT SIDE * 
40:S SURFN - 3 
41: TYPE - RECT
 
42: ACTIVE • TOP
 
43: PROP - 0.9.0.9 
44: Pt - 0.O. 0.0. 3.0 
45: P2 - 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 
96: P3 - 0.0. 1.0. 0.0 
47: COn - * INNER RIGHT BACK * 
40:S SURFN - 4 
49: TYPE - R ECT 
50: ACTIVE - TOP
 
51; PROP n 0.9.0.9
 
52: Pt f 1.0. 0.0
2.0. 







5)6:C--- THE FOREGOING CARD IMAGES OCS SOXINR IN REFERENCE PLANE 1000
 
57:C--- TO CREATE eCS ROXINL. THE INTERIOR OF THE DUX WAG INPUT IN
 
59:C--- THIS MANNER TO FACILITATE THE INPUT OF SA;IPLE CASE ' TO SHOW 




ee- Pt * I.&. 0.0, 1.0
 
63: Pa t 1.0, 0.0, 0.0 
64: P3 0.0,4 0.0. 0.0
 




97:S SURFN =5 
69: TYPE RECT 
64: ACTIVE n BOTTON
 
70; PROP v 0.9,0.9
 
71: PI I2.0. .0. 0.0
 
"le CON *0 INNER RIGHT LID '
 
73;S SURFN - IS
 
74: IhAGSF - 5 
15: IREFSF 1000
 




78:S SURrN - e1
 
79: 3 TYPE - BOX5
 
G0: ACTIVE - OUT
 
81: SHADE - NO
 
R: PROP a 0.2.0.9
 
93: Pi - 1.0Z.-I.01, 2.01
 
8i: P2 - 1.02. 5.01. 2.01
 
8s: P3 --0.D 1.01. 3.03
 
06: pMo --0.01. 1.0t,-0.Ot
 




09:S SURFN. - e6 
90: TYPE - RECT 




93: PROP" - 0.2.0.9 
4: PI I.01.-I.01, 0.01
 
95: Pa a 1.01. 1.01. 0.01 
96: P3 -O-.0I. t.o0. 0.01
 
97: CON - * OUTER SURFACE OF LID 
9O:CI
 
9ssC--- THE NEXT TO BCS'S (MESSR AND MESSLI ARE ACTIVATED IN SAMPLE
 






103:S SURFN - lot 
104: TYPE a RECT 
105; ACTIVE - TOP 
105: PROP - 1,0..0
 
107: PI - 1.0, 0.0. 1.0 
10: Pa - I.e. 0.0. 0.0 
i09: P3 - 0.0. 0.0, 0.0 
110: COn . a PRIMARY MESS NODE, RIGHT SIDE 
Itt:BCS MESSL 
112:S SURFN - III
 
11,3: TYPE - RECT
 
11f: ACTIVE - BOTTOM
 
115: PROP - 1.0,1.0
 
IrE: Pt mJ.0, 0.0. 2.0 
117: P2 - 1.0. 0.0o 0.0 
119: P3 a 0.0O 0.0. 0.0 










t24:S SURFN - 200
 
225: TYPE - RECT
 
126: ACTIVE - BOTTON
 
£27: PROP - 0.1.0.1
 
120: SPR! 0 0.8
 
129: SPRS - 0.8 
130: PI - 1.0--1.O. 0.0 
131: P2 - 1.0. 1.e. 0.0 
132: P3 0 ,0.0. 3.0. 0.0 











































































































193: I 1.13.22 
t9%; a -2.5 
195f 3 3.13.24 
4.14.81
196: 4 ­
1913 5 n 5.15.26 
198: 1 - 12.23 
199:C
 
200:C---- ENTER CORRESPONDENCE DATA FOR CASE 3 To COMBINE FORI FACTORS 
201sC 
202F G CASC3.FT 
Z03 I 1.11.22 
204:' 2 2.25
 
205: 3 - 3.13.24 
206; 4 a 4.14.21 
207: 5 a 5.15.26 













215:C .--- PLOT THE CASE I CONFIGURATION INOICATINO THE ACTIVE
 










?21:C .--- CALCULATE SHADOW FACTOR TABLES FOR SUSSQUENT USE, 




























241:IASO.TiS RSO..SC.RSO.9.RSO APfPNDIX N. CASE 2. 
242: $ADD PRDCSS 
250: GFIN 
NO CORRECTIONS APPLIED. 
8FREE TPFS.
 

























































































































DATA T7 HL7O-5 06/22-20:26:21 
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DATE OF RUN ............ 062276
 
TIME OF RUN ............ 202623















DATE 062279 TIME 202625 TICRflAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) 




OPTION AND TITLE DATA BLOCKS
 
CARD ORGIN 12305670 I 2345676 2 35670 3 2345678 4 2345567 5 34557 6 2345678 7 2345670 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
INPUT 
 HEADER OPTIONS DATA
INPUT 
 TITLE 
 SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOTSFCALIFFCAL/06CAL/RKCAL 
- ORIGINAL RUN




DATE' D62270 TINE 20225 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS), UNIVAC/EXC 0 VERSION PAGE 2 
HODEL SAMPLE SAME CASE I - NPLOTISFCAL/FFCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
TRASYS INFORNATION,TO USER 
,O*OOoQ*40o000oQO@,OO@*,o,4,oeooo4oo0C*oOE*0*. 
* 0 
* A T TE N I 1 0 T R A Y S U S ERS
 
THIS SECTION OF THE TRASYS PRINTOUT WAS DEVISED TO
 
INFORM THE TRASYS USERS OF THE STATUS OF THE TRASYS
 
PROORAH WITHOUT HAVING TO PRINTOUT ALL THE STATUS
 
INFORMATION ON EVERY RUN. TO OBTAIN ADDITIONAL
 
INFORfMATION ON NOW TO USE THIS SECTION OF THE TRASYS
 




FOR TRASYS ASSISTANCE AND/OR POSSIBLE TRASYS PROGRAM
 
PROBLEMS. PLEASE CONTACT BOB VOGT AT JSC-2326.
 
NEHRL D/29/77 DOCUMENTATION ADDITION
 
THE TRASYS -N- VERSION HAS BEEN UPDATED TO THE UC2E2 
AND UL2E LEVEL. 
SEE LATEST USERS MANUAL FOR INFORMATION ON USER-




END OF TRASYS INFORMATION FILE
 




DATE 062276 TIME 202626 TACRS4M RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEP§ (TRASYS) UNIVAC/E'SC 8 VERSION PACE 3 




MODEL TITLE ............... SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCALIVFCAL/OCAL/RKCAL - 0IGIaA. RUn
 
MOD RUN JOB RUN RUN RSI ASO AT RTO CFlRO LHERS BCDOU TRAJ USERI U6ER8
 
LABEL NUMBER DATA TIE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE
 
AA RVNHOI 062279 202S25 RSTSAM
 
z 
DATE 062278 TIN 20806 THCAHM. RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UWIVAC/rXC S VERSION PAGE 4 
aMEL- SAMPLE 
SOURCE DATA EDIT DIRECTIVES 
SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCAL/FFCALOBCAL/RKCAL - ORIOINAL RUN 
CARD ORGIta 12345870 I 2345678 a 2345678 3 831.5670 4 231.5670 5 2345678 6 2345670 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
-S 
5DATE 062278 TINE 202629 THERHnA RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC 0 VERSION PAGE 
MODEL n SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCALJFFCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
SURFACE DATA INPUT BLOCK 
CARD GROIN £2345b 6 1 2345678 Z 0345678 3 2345879 23q5678 5 2345670 6 2345670 7 2345670 B EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
INPUT HEADER SURFACE DATA I AA 
INPUT C 2 AA 
INPUT C---- THIS SURFACE DATA BLOCK IS USED IN SAMPLE CASES I THROUGH 5 3 AA 
INPUT C ---- iITH VARIOUS PORTIONS OF IT BEING ACTIVATED FOR THE DIFFERENT 4 AA 
INPUT C ---- CASES. 5 AA 
INPUT C 6 AA 
'INPUT BCS BOXINR 7 AA 
INPUT S SURFN - .1 AA 
INPUT TYPE - RECT 9 AA 
INPUT ACTIVE - BOTTOM t0 AA 
INPUT PROP 0 0.9.0.9 II AA 
INPUT PI - 1.0. 0.0. 1.0 12 AA 
INPUT P2 - 1.0. 0.0. 0.0 13 AA 
INPUT P3 - l.O. 1.0. 0.0 I4 AA 
INPUT CON - * INNER RIGHT FRONT * 15 AA 
INPUT S SURFN . 2 to AA 
INPUT TYPE - RECT 17 AA 
INPUT ACTIVE - BOTTOM Is AA 
INPUT PROP - 0.9.0.9 i9 AA 
INPUT PI - 1.0. 1.0. 1.0 20 AA 
INPUT P2 - 1.0. 1.0. 0.0 21 AA 
INPUT P3 0.0. 1.. 0.0 22 AA 
INPUT CON 0 INNER RIGHT SIDE 23 AA 
INPUT' S SURFN -3 24 AA 
INPUT TYPE - RECT 25 AA 
INPUT ACTIVE - TOP as AA 
INPUT' PROP - 0.9.0.9 27 AA 
INPUT PI 0 0.0. 0.0 1,0 26 AA 
INPUT P2 a 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 29 AA 
INPUT P3 - o.o. 10. 0.0 30 AA 
INPUT CON . * INNER RIGHT BACK * 31 AA 
INPUT S SURFN a 4 32 AA 
INPUT TYPE • RECT 33 AA 
INPUT ACTIVE a TOP 34 AA 
INPUT PROP - 0.9,0.9 35 AA 
INPUT Pf - 1.0. 2.0. 0.0 36 AA 
INPUT CON - * INNER RIGHT BOTTOM *' 37 AA 
INPUT ACS BOXINL.IH0BCS-BOXINR.NINC-lD.IREFSF-lOO0 38 AA 
INPUT C 39 AA 
INPUT C ---- THE FOREGOING CARD IMAGES BCS GOXINR IN REFERENCE PLANE 2000 40 AA 
INPUT C --- TO CREATE BCS BOXINL. THE INTEOiOR OF THr BOX WAS INPUT IN 41 AA 
INPUT C ---- THIS MANNER TO FACILITATE THE INPUT OF SAHPLE CASE 4 TO SHOW 42 AA 
INPUT C ---- THE USE OF 'MESS' AND 'ERN' NODES. 43 AA 
INPUT C 44 AA 
IMAGING SURFACE C 
IMAGING SURFACE ( 
IMAGING SURFACE ( 
1) BCS (BOXINR). GENERATING SURFACE 1 
21 CS (nOXJNR), GENERAT'NG SURFACE ( 
3) BCS (bOXINH), GENLRATINQ SuoFAC" ( 
II) BCS (BOXINL) 
12) OCS (FOXiLI 
13) OCS (0OXINL) 
co 
DATE 002278 TIM 202632 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASVS) UNIVACIEXC 8 VERSION PAGE 6
 
MODEL n SANPLE SANIPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCl/fRKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
SURFACE DATA INPUT BLOCK 
CARD ORGIN I3%5670 t 2345678 R 23i5679 3 2ns67 23,5S78 5 234567e 8 2345678 7 2345878 0 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
INPUT R 
IMAGING SURFACE 1 
REFNO - 1O00 
41 UCS (BOXINR). GENERATING SURFACE 1Z') BCS (BOXINL) 
"5 AA 
INPUT Pi a I.O. 0.0. 1.0 46 AA 
INPUT P2 a 1.0. 0.0. 0.0 47 AA 
INPUT P3 - 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 48 AA 
INPUT CON . * IMAOING PLANE * 49 AA 
INPUT BCS LIDINR 50 AA 
INPUT S SURFN . 5 51 AA 
INPUT TYPE a RECT 52 AA 
INPUT ACTIVE - BOTTOM 53 AA 





- 1.0. 1.0. 0.0 





INPUT S SURFN - 15 57 Ah 











INPUT aCS BOXOUT I AA 
INPUT S SURFN - 22 62 AA 
INPUT TYPE - BOX5 63 AA 
INPUT ACTIVE - OUT 64 AA 
INPUT SHADE - NO 85 AA 



















INPUT P4 --O.O. t.ct.-O.os 70 AA 
INPUT CON . * OUTER SURFACES * 71 Ah 
INPUT 9S LIDOUT 72 AA 
INPUT S SURFN - 26 73 AA 











INPUT PROP a 0.2,0.9 77 AA 
INPUT P1 - 1.01.-I.0!. 0.01 78 AA 
INPUT P2 - t.01, 1.01. 0.01 79 AA 
INPUT P3 -O.Oi. 1.01. 0.01 80 AA 
INPUT CON - * OUTER SURFACE OF LID * 9I AA 
INPUT C 82 AA 
INPUT 
INPUT 
C ---- THE NEXT TWO BCS'S (MESSI AND MESSL) ARE ACTIVATED IN SAMPLE 





INPUT C 95 A& 
INPUT BCS HESSR 8 AA 
INPUT S SURFN - 102 97 AA 
INPUT TYPE - RECT as AA 
INPUT ACTIVE - TOP 9 AA 
INPUT PROP - 1.0.1.0 90 AA 
1O 
DATE oG28:7 riFtI 20293V TIRM. RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTVE (TRASYS) USIVAC#ESIC B VERSIOA 

WODEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE I - WXOTS FCALrrcALcOhWmLRKCAL 
- ORIGINALSURFACE DATA INPUT BLOCIC
 
CARD GROIN 123Q5578 I e345578 2 234567 3 2345578 4 2Vf5678 5 2345870 6 2345S70 7 2345679 a EDIT NO. 
INPUT PI a S.C. 0.0. 1.0 91INPUT pa a 1.0. 0.0. 0.0
INPUT P3 - 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 9? INPUT 93CON 




s SURnF - III go7
INPUT TYPE - RECT 97
INPUT 
 ACTIVE - BOTTON 
INPUT so
PROP - 1.0.1.0INPUT 9g
P - 1.e. o.o. i.e
INPUT P2 - S.D, o,0+ 0.0 100 
INPUT P3 |01
- 0.0. O.0. 0.0INPUT 102
CON . * PRIMARy MISS NODE. LEFT SIDE * INPUT C 103 
INPUT C---- TH FOLLOWING OCS (LIOSPI IS ACTIVATED IN SAMPLE CASE 5 ONLy. 
104 
105INPUT CINPUT 















SPRI . 0.9 

INPUT ae
SPRS a 0.9 

INPUT 113




- 1.0. I.0. 0.0
INPUT It5
P3 
 * 0.0. 1.0. 0.0INPUT Ila

































DATE 062270 TlTZ 20M2 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEn (TRASYS) UNIVACIEUC 0 VERSION PAGE 0
 
MODEL m SAPLE SArALE CASE I - KPLOTSFCALIFCALIGOCAL/RgCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
fitS DATA INPUT CLOCK 
CARD ORGAN 12345870 I 2345678 2 2305670 3 2345670 to 2345678 5 23$678 6 0345878 7 235678 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
INPUT HEADER BCS DATA lie AA 
INPUT 13CS BOXINR 119 IA 
INPUT sCS GOXIm. 320 AA 
INPUT oCS LIDINR .0..0...0..-4..0. 121 AA 
INPUT BCS BOXOUT 322 LA 
INPUT ICS LIDOUT .. O.,...-45..o. 123 AA 
INPUT aCS HESSR £24 AA 
INPUT ICS HESSL 125 AA 
INPUT ICS LIDSP ... I.,0..,-5.,O. 128 AA 
I 
DATE 082279 TIlN e02644 THERMAL RADIATION AALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC a VERSION PAGE 9 
HODIEL SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE I - 9dt.OTSFCALIF/CALIG8CAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN
 
FORK FACTOR DATA INPUT BLOCK
 
CARD GROIN 12345670 I 2345676 2 2345870 3 2345670 4 23'5678 S 2580 6 P345670 7 2345879 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
INPUT HEADER FOR FACTOR DATA I22 A
 
INPUT c tee AA
 
INPUT C- ENTER KNOWN ZERO FORN 129 AA
--- FACTORS AND EQUIVALENT FORM FACTORS FOR 

INPUT C---- CASE!. 130 AA 
INPUT C 131 AA 
INPUT Ie CASEI 132 AA 
INPUT NODEA i2e.23.e.a5.a6.END 1.a.3.4.II.32.23.I4.5.I5.333 AA
 
INPUT BOTH eI.ZERO t34 AA
 
INPUT 22.ZERO 135 AA
 
INPUT 83.2ERO 133 AA
 
INPUT 4?.ZERO 137 AA
 
INPUT 25.ZERO 13 AA
 
INPUT 6.ZERO I39 AA
 
INPUT 3.1.0. 1*0 AA
 
INPUT 1.12.3.2 l4 AA
 
INPUT il.13.1.3 t:4 AA
 
INPUT I,I.. .13 AA
 
INPUT I.,1.1.5 144t AA
 
INPUT 13.11.0. 2ot AA
 
INPUT 11.2.1.12 I4 AA
 
INPUT 11.3,1.13 117 A&
 
INPUT 3.4.2.1. 10 AA
 
INPUT tt.,,1.16 It AA
 
INPUT ?.2.0. ISO AA
 
INPUT 2.3,13.2 15 AA
 
INPUT 2.4.1.4 152 AA
 
INPUT 12.13.2.3 253 AA
 
INPUT t824.2.% IBI AA
 
INPUT 12.15.2.5 155 AA
 
INPUT 12.3.2.13 I56 AA
 
INPUT 12.4.2.14 t57 Ak
 
INPUT 12.5.2.15 3Me AA
 
INPUT 3.3,0. 159 AA
 
INPUT 3.4.1.4 160 AA
 
INPUT 1314.3.4 161 AA
 
INPUT 13.15.3.5 Ise AA
 
INPUT 3.13.0. t63 AA
 
INPUT 13.4.3.14 184 AA
 
INPUT 13.5.3.15 165 AA
 
INPUT 4.4.0. 166 AA
 
INPUT 14.15.4,5 167 AA
 
INPUT 4.14.0. 168 AA
 
INPUT 14.5.4.15 169 AA
 
INPUT 5.5.0. 270 AA
 
INPUT 5.15.0. 171 AA
 
I' 
DATE 062270 TInt 2026'9 THERIAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC 0 VERSION- PAO 10 
MODEL n SAHPLE 
CORRESPOIIOENCE DATA INPUT BLOCK 
SAIIPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/OBCALRIRCCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
CARD ORGIN 22345678 1 2346678 2 235678 3 2345678 q 2345670 5 2345670 23tSG70 7 2345870 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
INPUT KEADER CORRESPONDENCE DATA 172 AA 
INPUT C 173 AA 
,INPUT C- E---NTER CORRESPONDENCE DATA FOR CASE 2 174 AA 
,INPUT C 175 ' AA 
INPUT FIG CASE2 t76 AA 
INPUT I - 1.11.22 177 AA 
INPUT 2 - 2.25 170 AA 
INPUT 3 - 3.13.2% 179 AA 
INPUT 4 - 4.4.21 to AA 
INPUT 5 - 5.15.26 let AA 
INPUT 32 - 22.23 l8 AA 
INPUT C 183 AA 
INPUT C-----ENTER CORRESPONDENCE DATA FOR CASE 3 TO COMBINE FORM FACTORS 194 AA 
INPUT C Is AA 
INPUT FIG CASE3.Fr I96 AA 
INPUT I - !,11.22 187 AA 
INPUT 2 - 2,25 lea AA 
INPUT 3 - 3.13.2 19 AA 
INPUT 4 - 4,34.21 190 AA 
INPUT 5 * 5,15.28 19% AA 
INPUT 12 - 32.23 392 AA 
r03 
DATE O.218 TIHE 292CE3 TIHRRAL fRAIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ETRASYS) USIVAC/EXC a VERSION4 PAGE II 
,ODV"L a SAMPLE SAWPLE CASE I - MLaOT/FCALFrCAL/O&CAL/RCAL - ORIGIAL RUN 
OPERATION DATA IUPUT BLCK (PASS Ii 
CARD ORGIN 12yo5579 a 2356lt 2 83'5NS7S 3 2345879 % 23V567G 5 2#670 6 e 345678 7 2315678 8 E011 NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
IZwT KEADOR OPERATIONS DATA 193 AA
 
.4+ OPERATIONS DATA BLOCK (PASS 1) COMPLETE *4
 
DATE 06227§ TIM 2026§I TBERAL RADIATION ANLYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS1 UMIYACIEXC B VERSION PAGE 12 
IODEL a SAMPLE SAMPLE CASM I - NPLOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
OPERATION DATA INPUT BLOCK (PASS 2) 

















CALL 9UILDC (EOXINR.6HCASEI ) 

CALL ADD (BOXINLI 

CALL ADD (LIDINR) 

CALL ADD (BOXOUT) 

CALL ADO (LIDOUT) 

INPUT C ---- PLOT THE CASE I CONFIGURATION INDICATING THE ACTIVE 
INPUT C---- SIDES OF THE NODES. 
INPUT C 
INPUT CALL NOATAS(o.O.O.YES.OI 
INPUT L NPLOT 
INPUT C 
INPUT C---- CALCULATE SHADOW FACTOR TABLES FOR C(rncEQUENT USE 









































INPUT L RKCAL 


































































DATE 06227 TIME TI ll f AL RADIATION ANALYSIS SVSTEQ ITRASYS) UNIVAC4EXC, B VERSION PACE 13 
HODEL - SAMPLE SAWLE CASE - MLOTISFCALIFFCALIOBCAL/fWKCAL - ORIGINAL RUM 
PROCESSOR CORE ALLOCATION 
THE FOLLOWING IS THE PROCESSOR CORE ALLOCATION FOR THOSE SGPOZNTS MICH WILL BE LOAOD IN THIS EXECUTION (APPROX.) ...
 
OCTAL/DECIAL 
TRASYS (Ol SEGMENT . .................... 21204/ 4160t;
 
OPERATIONS DATA (NOT KNOWN AT THIS TINE) ........ 175000/ 64000
 
INITALIZATION SEGMENT .......................... 122300/ 42176
 
FORM FACTOR SEGMENT............................ 13100/ 4Q19?
 
SHADOW FACTOR SEGMENT .......................... 360001 49129
 
NODE PLOTTER SEGMENT ............................123600/ 42980
 
GRAY BODY SEGMENT ............................... 1240001 43008
 
RADATION CONDUCTOR SEGMENT ..................... 125500/ '3840
 
GRAY BODY DYNAMIC COMMON ....................... 000276/ %so 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR DYNAIC COMMON ............. O0574 380 
GRAY BODY MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE ................355f 4863 - Ia37071 42951 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE. ..... 385812i %3659 - 125456t 43822 
MNIMUM CORE NEEDED FOR PROCESSOR EXECUTION .... 136100f 01W9
 
MAXIMUM CORE NEEDED FOR PROCESSOR EXECUTION .... 136t00/ 4192
 




01ATE oO270 TIE EO2654O THER AL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM, (TRASVS) UMIVAC/EXC 0 VERSION PAGE It 
MDZL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE I - UPLOT/SFCALFFCAL/6CAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL a=5 
NRAP UP OF THE PRE-PROCESSOR 






DOCUMENTATION DATA PRE-PROCESSINO ...... .000 0
 
QUANTITIES DATA PRE-PROCESSINO ........... .037 266
 
ARRAY DATA PRE-PROCESSINO ............... 000 0
 
SURFACE DATA PRE-PROCESSING (PASS I . 1.426 64 
SURFACE DATA PRE-PROCESSINO (PASS E) ... .61a 1141
 
BCS DATA PRE-PROCESSINO .................. .214 16
 
FOR" FACTOR DATA PRE-PROCESSING ......... 8.27 1169
 
SHADOW DATA PRE-PROCESSING ............. . 000 0
 
FLUX DATA PRE-PROCESSING ................. .000 0
 
CORRESPONDENCE DATA PRE-PROCESSING ..... .223 1l
 
OPERATIONS DATA PRE-PROCESSING ........... 1.736 072
 
SUBROUTINE DATA PRE-PROCESSING ........... .209 0
 
SEGENTIAL TAPE INITIALIZATION ........... .02 0
 
TOTAL CP TIME FOR PRE-PROCESSOR .................... 7.08 DECIMAL SECONDS OR 000010 OCTAL SECONDS
 
MINIMUM DYNAMIC STORAGE NEEDED BY PRE-PROCESSOR .. 1369 DECIMAL NORDS
 
DYNAMIC STORAGE AVAILABLE TO PRE-PROCESSOR ....... 20000 DECIMAL WORDS
 



































0004 TAPE 000042 
0005 RSTRT 000017 
0006 TITLE 000031 































































































STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAKMI 
0001 00000 IDOL 00I 000040 I3DOL 0002 000043 1325L o00 000046 1350L 0001 000051 1400L 
o00t 000054 1500L 0001 000057 1600L 0001 000068 100 0001 000065 17501 0001 000070 WOOL 
0002 000073 1900L 0001 000075 2OOOL 0001 000101 21COL 0001 000104 22001 0002 000107 2300L 
0001 000112 2400L 0001 000115 3000L 0036 000000 ALAN 0025 000000 ALPH 0035 000016 APER 
0003 000202 AOPRNT 0003 000172 ARAD 0028 000000 AREA 0036 000001 ASUN 0038 000114 ATHT 
0036 000037 BETA 0036 000015 BETAS 0022 000003 COXINL 00l 000004 BOXINR 0ll 000005 BOXOUT 
0036 000036 CIGNA 0036 00001% CIGNAS 0036 000065 CLOCK 0036 000068 CONE 0036 000I2 DAWN 
0003 000146 DELCT 0003 000014 DIACC 0003 000015 DIACCS 0016 000000 DimS 003, O06 ONOSK 
0003 000017 DIPNCH 0003 000143 DLTLNE 0036 000113 DOY 0017 000000 OSTR 0006 000027 DTE 
0003 000000 OTh 0036 000t1 DUSK 0036 000003 DWP 0036 000004 ECC 0003 0001S ELPBUA 










































0003 000124 IEOFP 0003 000123 IFFSHO 0020 000000 IFS 0006 000033 IHSTEP 0021 000000 IKS 
0003 000164 1LLUHN 0003 000105 IMESS 0003 000132 INCORE 0015 000000 INDXN 0O0i 000000 INDXS 
0036 000102 INSHAD 0003 000163 INTMF 0007 000077 LOPNNP 0007 000201 IOPNV 0007 000t13 IOPHVU 
0007 000105 IOPTIT 0036 000006 bORUIT 0036 000005 IORNT 0003 I 000010 ICVL 0006 000031 IPAOC 
0003 000114 2PEAVL 0045 0OOO04 IPLNA 0045 000005 IPLSM 0045 000000 I2PLUNT 0003 1 000034 IPROMP 
0003 000065 iOARY 0003 000066 IGCOR 0003 000074 ICOTAB 0003 000077 lOOThE 0003 000032 IRKCN 





















0003 000150 ISTRT 0003 000057 ITRALL 0003 000053 ZTRCAG 0003 000054 ITRCBO 0003 000055 ITRCCO 
0003 000058 ITRCOO 0003 000042 ITRCIO 0003 000043 ITRCSO 0003 000044 ITRC30 0003 000045 ITRC%0 
0003 0000D46 IYRCSO 0003 000047 ITRO 0003 000050 ITRC7O 0003 000051 ITRCSO 0003 000052 ITRCO0 
0045 0000 7 tLPLOT 0004 000033 KBCDOU 0004 000035 KRSI 0004 000038 KRSO 0004 000037 KRTI 
0004 000040 KRTO 0004 000034 KTRAJ 0048 00001 LAOSEG 0046 0000Q23 LCHCOH 0046 000022 LCMSEG 











































I 0003 000142 MITSIN 0005 000035 HLINE 0003 000200 LIND 0006 000026 HODELN 0003 000135 IISRC 
0003 000155 fISRF 0007 000232 NACT 0004 000023 NBCOU 0003 0001 0 COSK 0010 000000 NSLKOR 
0003 000013 NBLKLN 0003 000156 NCONT 0046 000026 NCURFL 0004 000000 NOI 0004 000001 NOIR 
0003 000157 -+L 0003 000107 HEIM 000 Oee "F 00ao 000063 W-R 0003 000203 NVTYP 
0003 000144 WrIOCO 0003 000162 NFIGFF 0003 0b0176 NIO6 0045 000046 PFRIC 0004 000004 HOBIR 
0004 000005 NGBIRR 000q 000005 WNOB0 0003 000165 NI B LE 0008 OOOOy eJO OOze 000000 NLRIO 
0003 000130 MESS 0003 000160 WHIR 0006 000030 NHOI10L 0013 000000 KHODIR 0003 000132 NHOOLS 
0003 000004 NMl 0003 000006 w= 0003 000128 NNODC 0003 000127 NNOCU 0034 000000 NODE 
0004 000010 NOUT 0004 000017 NPL$ 00'G 000020 NPLSR 0007 000000 tPHNP 0007 000006 NPTIT 
0004 000022 NPUN 0007 000017 NPVU 0001 000011 NRAN 0004 000007 NRARR 0003 000177 NRMOD
 
0004 000025 NRSE 0004 000026 NASO 0003 000138 HRSP 0005 000006 NRSRCS 0005 000011 NRSRCE
 
0005 000003 NRSRCI 0005 000000 NRSRCO 0005 O0003 0.RSRCT 0004 000027 NRTI 0004 000030 NRTO
 
0003 000005 WS 0004 000041, 14SCRR o00 00o2 IASCRI 0004 000013 WSCR2 0004 00D014 NSCRI3
 
0041 000000 NSPEC 0036 000064 NSPFF 0003 000111 NSPND 0004 
 000021 NSQNTL 0003 000012 NSSTEP
 
0003 000011 NSTEP 0003 000145 ISTPOI 0003 000122 USTPL 0003 000121 NSTSOL 
 0003 000007 NSURF
 
0006 000013 NTITLE 0004 000015 NTQ 0004 000016 NTR 0004 000024 NTRAJ 0004 000031 NUSRI 
0004 000032 NUSER2 0035 000000 OCTEP 0036 800027 01NC 0007 000121 OPROT 0007 O0?020 OPRPLN 
0007 000165 OPSCL 0007 000173 OPSCLR 0007 000216 OPTIP 0007 000G84 OPTINS 0007 000210 CPTRUE 
0036 000043 ORNT 0036 o000t PALS 0036 600007 PERIOD 0003 000002 PI 0036 000108 PLCL
 
0045 000050 PLCMB 0036 000107 PLCO 0045 000001 PLCRVF 0045 000006 PLLABX 0045 000013 PLLADY
 
0045 000020 PLTITT 0045 000032 PLTIT2 0036 000300 PLTYPE 0043 000002 PLxnpr 0045 000003 PLYMPF
 
0036 000076 PNAME 0022 000000 PR 0036 00032 PRAD 0036 000002 PSD 0023 000000 PSH
 
0003 000067 OOAHPV 0003 000070 QOFHP" 0003 000076 OOPNCH 0003 000072 OORPf 0003 000075 GOTAPE
 
0003 000073 OOTMPF 0003 000073 GOTYPE 0003 000102 PALB 0038 000067 RATE 0003 000104 RFRAC
 
0003 000031 RKAhPF 0003 000033 RHIN 0003 000038 RKPNCH 0003 000037 RKSP 0003 000040 RKTAPE
 
0036 000070 ROTX 0038 000071 ROTV 0036 000072 ROTZ 0003 000103 RPLAN 0003 000101 RSOLAR
 
0036 000013 RSUN 0003 000001 RTD 0036 0D0040 RTKET 0003 000204 ATOL 0003 000161 SAOS
 
0003 000134 SFPRNT 0036 000102 SHADIN 0036 000103 SHAOUT 0003 000041 SIGMA 0030 000024 SOL
 
0036 000115 SOLO 0036 0000 SPINT 0043 000000 SREFLI 0044 000000 SREFLS 0030 000000 SRIR
 
0031 000000 Soso 0003 000173 STRACK 0036 000034 STRDEC 0036 
 000033 STRRA 0036 000104 SUNCL
 
0036 000105 SUWCO 0035 000035 SUNDEC 0035 000316 SUNPYO 0036 000032 SUNRA 
 0003 000167 T0IAM
 
0003 000170 THONT 0036 000022 TIMEPR 0036 000023 
fINEST 0038 000110 TIMSP 0008 000000 TITLE
 
0006 000030 THE 0032 000000 TRIR 0033 000000 TflSO 
 0003 000117 TRUANF 0003 000120 TRUANI
 
0035 000023 TRUEAN 0024 000000 TSTR 0036 000017 NDS 0036 000010 3S 0036 000020 NSUN
 
0007 000025 ZNPROT 0007 000071 ZNPSCL
 
00101 I# COMMON /CCONST/ OTR . ATO Pi NAXC MN 000000 
00101 2* NS NOD . HSURF IOVL NSTEP HSSTEP 000000 
00101 3* NIBLKLN DIACC . OIACCS DINOSH DIPNCH FFACC 000000 
00101 40 FFACCS FFIN . FFRATL FFNOSH FFPNCH rFPRNT 000000 
00101 5 IAUTOC *OBWNO . RKAMPF IRKCH RKNIN IPROMP 000000 
00101 60 IRKNSP RKPNCH . RKSP RKTAPE SIOMA ITRCIO 000000 
00101 7- ITRC20 ITRC30 . ITRC40 ITRC50 ITRC60 ITRC70 000000 

















00101 It. OOTYPE IQOTAB . COTAPE QOPNCH *QtOTrE * C8SK 000000 
00101 12 RSOLAR PALO . RPLAN RFRAC IESS ISPND 000000 
00101 13 KERN 1ESS . NSPND ISOLFL tALBFL PLAFL 000000 
00101 14# IAl IAS . TRUANF TRUANI NSTSOL NSTPL 000000 
00101 154 IFFSHO IEQFF . FFCa NNOC HNOODU ICMBL 000000 
00101 16* INCORE NMODLS . FrOISF SFPRNT RSRC NRSP 000000 
00101 174 [SKIP IRSK * tRT NITSIN OLTLNE 000000 




























































































































COMMON LRSTAT I 
1 
2 








. NODELN . 







. THE * IPAGE 






























































COMMON /BCSN I 
.* B0)OUT 
COMMON 111OX I 
COMMON INHlOOtRI 
COMMON IINDXS / 
COMMON /tNDXN / 
COMMON IDIMS I 
COMMON /DSTR / 
COMMON IIFS I 
COMMON 1|KS I 
COMMON /PR I 











LIOSI * MESSL 
. LIDINR . LIOOUT 
NLR!O 
NHOOIR(2. 20) 
INDXS ( 191 
IN0XN t 19) 
DIMS(3. 37) 
DSTR (5. 37) 
IFS 1 371 
IKS 1 31) 
PR (2. 37) 

























































COMMON ITSTR / 
COMMON 1ALPH I 
COMMON IARVA / 
COMMON /EHISS I 
COMMON ISRIA I 
COMMON /SR6O I 
COMMON /TRIP / 
COMMON /TRSO / 
COMMON /NODE I 
COMMON /ODTEMP/ 
COMMON IORBIT I 
. 
TSTR (3.3. 37) 
ALPH C 19) 
AREA C I9) 
EMISS 1 19) 
SRIR 1 19) 
SRSO C 191 
TAIR ( 19) 
TRSO ( 19) 
NODE 1 191 
ODTEMP( 200) 
ALAN . ASUN 

















00136 74' 2 , uSS . PALO . PRAD . RSUN 000001 

















00136 78' 6 * HA . HP . SUNRA STRRA 000001 

















00136 e20 0 *RATE . ROTX , ROTY . IOTZ 000001 
00136 930 I IROTX IROTY ItROT , PHAnE 000001 
00136 84'4 2 ISFT PLTYP INSHAD SHADIN 000001 
00136 85* 3 . SHAOUT SUINCL * SUNCO * FLCL 000001 




















COMMON INSPEC / 








ISPEC ( !1 
SREFLI( 10 
SREFLS( 1) 













00145 95* 1 IPLNA * IPLSH * PLLAOX(5 000001 
004t5 964 2 * PLLABY(5) , PLTITII0) 000001 
00145 97f 3 * PLTIT2(C2U * UVRAC * IIPLOT 000001 
00145 98' 4 * PLCMO 000001 
00145 990 COMMON ILNGSEO/ LOOSEG LRDSEO LFFSEO * LSVSEO 000002 
00146 1004 1 * LNPSEO LOPSEG LOISEG * LOSEG 000001 
00146 101' 2 LOBCOM LAOSEG LOOSCE * LOOCOM 000001 
00146 1020 3 * LRBSEG LPLSEG LPLCOH * LRCSEG 000001 
00146 103a 4 * LRCCOM LDRSEO LCMSEO . LCHCOM 000001 
00146 10t4 5 * MAXFL LHFSEO NCURFL 000001 
00147 305' CALL RDPROG 000004 
00150 1060 100 CONTINUE 000004 





IF(IPROMP.NE.0) CALL PROUP IIPROMP) 
00 TO 11300.1400.1500.2600.P700.l800,1900.2000. 
000005 
000012 











00156 213* CALL FFPR0 000040 
00157 t149 0 TO 100 000041 
0otE0 1154 1325 CONTINUE 000043 
00161 116' CALL REPRO 000043 
00162 117* GO TO 100 000044 
00163 1304 1350 CONTINUE 000046 
00164 119 CALL CHPROG 000046 
00165 120' 00 TO 100 0o0047 
00166 1210 1400 CONTINUE 000051 
00167 1229 CALL SFPROG 000051 
00170 123o 00 TO 100 000052 
0017t 1244 1500 CONTINUE 000054 
00172 125' CALL NPPROG 000054 
00173 126' 00 TO 00 000055 
00174 527' 1609 CONTINUE 000057 
00175 2a* CALL OPPROG 000057 
00176 129' 00 TO 100 000060 
00177 130' 1700 CONTINUE 000092 
00200 131' CALL DIPROG 000062 













00205 j360 1900 CONTINUE 

o0e0s 131/ CALL 6PROo 
coed7 136. 00 TO 100 
00210 139o 1900 CONTINUE 
0021 1%0t CALL fnCPROo 
00212 1410 Go TO 100 
00213 1Q20 2000 CONTINUE 
00214 1430 CALL AQPROG 
00215 2440 00 TO too 
00216 2150 2100 CONTINUE 
00217 1460 CALL QOPROG 
00220 1470 GO TO 100 
00221 1490 2200 CONTINUE 
00222 1494 CALL PLPROO 
00223 150 00 TO 100 
00224 151k 2300 CONTINUE 

00225 152. CALL RCPRO 

00226 153f GO 1 100 

00227 154o 2400 CONTINUE 
00230 155' CALL IWPROG 

00231 156' 00 TO 100 
00232 1570 3000 CONTINUE 
00233 158* CALL WRAPUP 
00234 1590 CALL EXIT 
00235 160* END 

























































SUBROUTINE OOPROG ENTRY POItIT 000170
 






0004 TAPE 000042 
0005 RSTRT 000017 
0006 TITLE 000037 
















































































STORAGE ASSIOHNT (BLOCK. TYPC. RELATIVE LOCATION. MAKE) 
0003 000020 301001. 0001 000033 IOICIL soo 000073 1O30L 0001 000104 10103L 0001 000114 10104L 





0003 000202 AQPRNT 
0000 R 000033 AUTO 
0003 000172 ARAD 
0000 R 000036 KV 
0026 000000 AREA 





0036 000035 BETAS 0000 R 000O03 BOTH 001t R 000003 BOXINL 0012 R 000004 BOXINR 0011 R 000005 BOXOUT 
0036 000036 CIGNA 









0000 R 90005 CM 





001 000000 DimS 0003 000028 DINOSH 0003 000017 OIPNCH 0047 000000 DIRCT 0003 000143 DLTLNE 
0036 000113 DOY 0017 000000 DSTR 0006 000027 OTE 0003 000000 OTR 0036 000113 DUSK 
0036 000003 0hP 0000 R 000011 EAR 0038 000004 CC 0003 000166 ELPBtA 0027 000000 £H2S 
0000 A 000004 FP 0003 000020 FFACC 0003 000021 FFACCS 0003 0OOitS VFCB 0003 000133 FFD1SF 
0003 000022 FF1N 0003 000175 FFNAC 0003 000024 FFNOSH 0003 000025 FFPNCH 0003 000026 FFPRHT 





























































0007 000113 IOPNVU 0007 000105 OPT1T 0036 000008 IORBIT 0036 000005 IORNT 0003 I 000010 bOVL 
0008 000031 lPASE 0003 000t1 IPtAFL 0045 000004 IPLNA 0045 000005 WPLSN 0045 000000 IPLUNT 
0003 000034 IPRDHP 0003 000065 IQOARY 0003 000066 lQOCOR 0003 000074 ICOTAB 0003 000077 IOTiH 























0003 000106 ISPNO 0040 000000 ISTPOR 0003 000150 ISTRT 0003 000057 ITRALL 0003 000053 ITRCAO 
0003 000054 ITRCOC 0003 000055 ITRCCO 0003 000056 ITRCCO 0000 I 00003a ITRCON 0003 000042 ITRCID 
0003 000043 ITRC20 0003 00004 ITRC30 0003 000045 ITRC40 0003 000040 %TRCSO 0003 000047 ITRC8O 
0003 000050 ITRC7O 0003 000051 ITRCBO 0003 000052 ITRC90 0045 000047 KIPLOT 0000 1 000014 JUP 
0004 000033 BCDOU 0004 000035 KRSI 0004 000036 KRSO 0004 000037 KRTI 0004 000040 KRTO 
0000 1 000042 KSTEP 






























0045 000005 LOPSEG 
0046 000014 LRBSEG 





0C ",. LRCCON 







0003 000151 He 0000 1 000007 HER ol1 000001 MESSL 0021 0oo0e hESSR 0003 000353 HFC0O 
0003 000154 FLUK 0003 000162 HO 0003 000142 MlTSIN 006 000035 KLINE 0003 000200 HNI4' 
0006 000026 HODELN 0000 1 000012 Hoc 0003 000135 tRSRC 0003 0O155 tlSfiF 0007 00CP32 HACT 
0D04 000023 NBCOOU 0003 000100 NBCOSK 0010 000000 NBLKDR 0003 000013 NBLKLN 0003 000156 NCONT 
DD4S 000026 NCURFL 0004 000000 NOD 0004 00000% MOIR 0003 COWOP NELN 0000 1 00uJ6 NEP 
0003 000107 1ERN 0004 000002 NFF 0004 000003 NFFR 0003 000201 NFFTYP 0003 000144 NFIGCO 
0003 000162 NFIGFF 0003 000176 NFlGOB 0045 000046 NFRMC 0004 000004 14GBIR 0004 000005 NGRPR 
0004 000008 NGBSO 0003 000165 NIBBLE O00 000034 NJ06 0012 000000 NLfIO 0003 000220 NIESS 
0003 000150 NmIR 0006 000036 N*ODEL 0013 000000 NHODIR 0003 00-'?12 HODLS 0003 000004 NN 
: 
0003 000006 WHOD 









0000 1 000090 NO 





























































































































































0003 000002 PI 

0045 000006 PLLABX 

0045 000002 PLXnPF 

0036 000002 P50 
0003 000076 QOPNCH 
0003 000102 RALB 
0003 000031RKAMPF 
0036 000070 ROTX 
0036 000013 RSUN 
0000 R 000015 SAT 
0036 000103 SHAOUT 
0000 R 000030 SPACE 
0031 000000 SRSO 
0036 000104 SUNCL 
0000 R 000026 TAPE 
0036 000110 TIMSP 

0003 000117 TRUANV 

0000 A 000037 USERI 


























z 00104 24* 
, 00105 25' 
00105 26' 
00105 27* 
0003 000009 N$ 

004? 000000 NSPEC 























































0000 R 000021 SAVE 

0003 000041 SIGMA 
0036 000052 SPINT 
0003 000173 STRACK 
0036 000105 SUNCO 
0003 000167 TOIAn 
0006 000000 TITLE 
0003 000120 TRUANt 
0000 R 000010 YEN 












































* 	 NFFTYP 



































* 	 NMIR 
* 	 ELPOEA 
ISFAC 













































0000 R 000031 PUN 

0003 000075 QOTAPE 

























































































































































* 	 NGSO 
* 	 NSCRI 
0004 000012 NSCRt 

0003 000111 NSPNC 

0003 000122 NSTPL. 

0004 000016 NTQR 

0036 000027 OINC 

0007 000216 OPTIIP 

0000 	R 000041 PALL 

0036 000107 PLCO 

0045 000032 PLTIT2 

0022 000000 PR 

0003 000067 QOAPF 

0003 000071 OOTMPF 

0000 	R 0000 2 REAO 

0003 000037 RKSP 

0003 000103 APLAN 

0003 000204 RTCL 

0000 R 000002 SHAD 

0000 R 000024 SOLAR 

0044 000000 SREFLS 

0038 000033 STRRA 

0036 000116 SUNPVO 

0035 0000 2 TIHEPR 

0032 000000 TRIP 

0024 000000 TSTR 











































































* 	 NFFR 
NIRARR 
























00105 319 6 * MTO *usEl W SER2 000000 
00105 324 7 . KBCOOU . KTRAJ KRSI . KRSO 000000 
00105 330 8 * sATI . KATO NSCRR 000000 











00107 3"7 COMMON ITITLE I TITLE f11) * NTITLE(III) 000000 
00107 39' 3 NOOCLM . DTE . THE . IPAGE 000000 
01011 39' 2 . LINE . IHSTEP . UJOB . s.INE 000000 
00107 400 3 * tHODEL 000000 
00110 41' COMMON IPLOT / NPNNPC6) * NPTZT(g) 000000 
00110 42* 1 * NPVU(6) , ZNPROTCO,6) 000000 
00110 43' 2 * ZMPSCL(B) IOPNNP(6) 000000 
00310 440 3 * IOPTIT(GI IOPNVU(G 000000 
00110 450 4 * OPROT(S.63 OPSCLIS) 000000 
00110 46' 5 , OPSCLR(6) IOPNY 000000 
oli0 474 6 * OPRPLN(81 OPTRUESlI 000000 
00110 480 7 * OPTInPG) OPTIS(6) cocoo 
00110 49' 9 * NACT ISHO 000000 
00111 500 COMMON ILCOIRI NELKDR(4. 8) 000000 
00112 51' COMMON /BCSN / LIDSP * NESSL * IIESSR * 0XIIL. * 9011tR OO000 
00112 520 . GOXOUT , LIDINR , LICOUT 000000 
00123 53' COMMON IINOX I NLRIO 000000 
00114 540 COMMON /NHOOIR/ NMODIR(2. 20) 00000 
00115 550 COMMON /INDXS I INDXS ( 19) 000000 
00116 56i COMMON JINDXN / INDXN I 19) 000000 
00117 57, COMMON /DIMS / DI1S(3. 371 000000 
00120 58 COMMON /DSTR / DSTR (5. 371 000000 
0012t 590 Common IFS irs 371 000000 
00122 60# COMMON /IKG f 1KS 3 1 000000 
00123 612 COMMON iPR I PR (2. 37) 000000 
00124 624 COMMON /PSH / PSH (4. 31) 000000 
0025 63' COMMON /TSIR I TSTR (3.3. rn7) 000000 
00126 64* COMMON /ALPH / ALPH 1 19) 000000 
00127 65' COMMON /AREA I AREA ( 19) 000000 
00130 66* COMOO /EISS / £ISS1 19) 000000 
00131 67* COMMON /SRIR I SRIR ( 19) 000000 
00132 68' COMMON /SRSO / SRS0 1 191 000000 
00133 69' COMMON /TRIR / TRIR 19) 000000 
00134 70' COMMON /TRSO / TRSO ( 191 000000 
00135 710 COMMON /NODE / NODE S19) 000000 
00136 724 COMMOH /ODTEMPI ODTENP( 100) 000000 
00137 73- COMMON tORBT / ALAN ASUN PSD omP 000000 
00137 74' 1 ECC IORNT lORDIT PERIOD 000000 
00137 754 2 *SS PALO PRAD ASUN 000000 
00137 76' 3 CItIAS BETAS APER NOs 000000 
00137 774 4 ASUll TIMEST TIMEPR TRUCAN 000000 
00137 790 5 SOL ISKPSO GRAy OINC 000000 
00137 79' 6 HA HP SUNRA STRRA 000000 
,700137 Do* 7 STROEC SUNDEC CIGHA *BElA 000000 
BIG0013,I 9 RTHET ORNT(3.3) SPINT(3.3) 000000 
00137 82' 9 ICALFL NSPFF , CLOCK CONE 000000 
00137 93' 0 RATE ROTX * ROTY ROTZ 000000 
00137 940 1 IROTX IROTY IROTZ PNAME d00000 
0+0 













. PLCO TI1SP 













00142 9t COMMON IHSPEC I NSPEC 000000 






































































00147 1050 5 * AXFL LMFSEO . NCURFL 000000 


















































































































































































































00253 1400 DATA PALLI4HPALL/ hoodoo 
00253 141 194 000000 
".0 
002353 1420 C---- BUILD TH CASE 1 CONFIGURATION IS -000000­
00253 143' C Ise 000000 
00255 1440 CALL IM¥OD 000000 
00256 31.50 KSTEP - NSTEP o0000t 









coast 149 C 000o01 
00281 150' C00*O00040 000011 
00261 151' C 000011 
00261 1520 CSTEP -I 0 000011 
00261 153' C 000011 
0026B 154 0loo CONTINUE 400020 
00263 1559 00 TO 1 10101 130308, 0103 , 10104 . 10105 * 10106 000020 
00263 156. 1. NSSTEP 000020 
00254 157' 30101 CONTINUE 000033 
00264 1580 CBUILD CASEI.6OXINR,BOXINL.LIDINR.DOXOUT.LIOCUT 191 000033 
00265 1590 CALL BUILOC IBOXINR.GHCASEI 1 0 000033 
00266 1600 CALL ADD (BOXINL 0 000038 
00267 11 CALL ADD (LIDINR) 0 000041 
00270 1620 CALL ADO (BOXOUT) 0 00004 
00271 1630 CALL ADD (LIDOUT) 0 000047 
00271 t64' C 198 000047 
00271 165' C ---- PLOT THE CASE I CONFIOURATION INDICATING THE ACTIVE 199 000047 
0027t 166' C .--- SIDES OF THE NODES. 200 000017 
00271 t62 C 201 000047 
00272 ISO' CALL NDATASIO.0.0.YES.0) 202 000052 
00272 169' C 000052 
00272 170' CL NPLOT 203 000052 
002?2 171' C 000052 
00273 172' iOVL- 3 000061 
002716 1730 NSTEP 1 000063 
00275 174# NSSTEP - 2 000065 
00276 1750 RETURN 000067 
00277 176'. t0102 CONTINUE 000073 
00277 177' C 204 000073 
00277 178- C ---- CALCULATE SHADOu FACTOR rABLES FOR SUBSEQUENT USE 205 000073 
00277 179 C-.SAMPLE CASE 2 IN THE CALCULATION OF DIRECT FLUXES. 206 000073 
00277 180 C 207 000073 
00277 s6t- C 000073 
00277 362 CL SFCAL 200 000073 
00277 363' C 000073 
00300 184* IOvL 'a 2 000073 
00301 185' NSTEP 1 000074 
00302 1860 NSSTEP 3 000076 
00303 187' RETURN 000100 
00304 I8' 20303 CONTINUE O0010 
00304 189' C 209 000104 
00304 190' C---- CALCULATE THE FORM FACTOR MATRIX. 810 000104 
00304 191' C 811 000104 
00304 192' C 00010. 
00304 1934 CL FFCAL eta 000104 
00304 194 C 000104 
: 00305 1956 IC0). 1 00010. 
00306 195' NSTEP 13 000105 
00307 1970 NSSTEP - 4 000106 





























1990 010 cT 
2000 C 
2010 C----- CALCULATE THE GRAY BODY HATRM. 
20?4 C 
2030 CALL GBoDATA(BOTH.O.rF) 
20 C 





210 ° RETURN 
elI* 10105 CONTINUE 
82' C 
2130 C ---- CALCULATE AND PUNCH RADIATION CONDUCTORS. 
214. C 
2150 CALL RKDATA(O.00,,O.SPACE.999.0.0.0.01 
216' C 





2229 RE TURN 




















































END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
41 
FoR.S T§Ws. NOPROG 
FOR SOE3-051228-20:27:,e (.0) 
SUBROUTINE R~fOO ENTRY POINT 000013 





STORAGE ASSIGN NT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NANE) 





















FOR 90E3-0612I7-20:a7:l2 (.09 
SUBROUTINE FFPROG ENTRY POINT oaOOlo 



























































































COMMON (EFE I 















































SUBROUTINE SFPRO ENTRY POINT 000011
 


















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME)
 
0000 000000 INJPS 0003 000000 ISHAC 0004 000000 GDP 0005 000000 ODP 0008 000000 0DS
 
00202 3' SUBROUTINE SFPROO 000000
 
00103 eg COMMON /SFSHOC/ ISHADt I9) 000000
 
00104 3* COMMON .SFQDP I COP( 19) 000000
 
00105 4' COMMON /SFOOR / CORE 19) 000000
 
00106 5 COMMON /SFODS / GOSt 19) 000000
 
00107 6 CALL SFMAIN 000000
 
00110 7' RETURN 000001
 
00111 so END 000012
 




FOR SOE3-06/227e-20:27tI 1.01 
SUBROUTINE NPPROG ENTRY POINT 000011 
STORAGE USED: CODO(|) 000013; DATA(O) 000004; BLANK COMMON(Z) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS; 
0003 NNP 000023 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME) 
0004 NPHAIN 
0005 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAKE) 






















END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
Iy41,
OFOR.St TPFS.cBPROG 
FOR SaE3-o5/e2a'1-20:27:45 (.01 
SUBROUTINE GBPROG ENTRY POINT 000011 
STORAGE USED: CODE(t) 000013 
COMMON BLOCKS: 













0003 000000 FA 
(BLOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 


















COMMON IFA f 
COMMON /SPACE / 
COMMON IXSPACE/ 



















END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
14 
oFG,SI TPFS.RCPROG 
GR SCE3-0622/70-20t2749 (.O 
SUBROUTINE RCPROG ENTRY POINT 000011 












































































COMMON /ISPN / 
COMMON /ISND I 
COMMON /NDS I 
COMMON /SFS I 











































END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSIICS. 
ECOPY.3 HAP..HAPP
 

















MAP28R2 RL7I-3 06/22/78 20:27:56 (0.)
 














































ADDRESS LIMITS 001000 064120 26193 IBANK WORDS DECIMAL
 
065000 123007 15368 OBANK WORDS DECIMAL
 
SEGMENT LOAD TABLE 065000 065037
 




SEGMENT TR 001000 030660 065753 104534 
DEPTH(COMHONBLOCK) 065153 065760 
FPACKS/HSCA 9(013) DEPTH $(o) 065781 0OS107 
NOFOOS %(2) 066110 070335 
NCNVTS/FOR69 $(I) 001000 001221 6(2) 070336 070432 
NINPTS/FORE3-CORR s(2) 001222 002616 1(2) 070433 070466 
NFINOS/FOR-E3 1(1) 002617 003036 1I2) 070467 070537 
NFTCH$/FOR-E2 (l) 003037 003321 S(2) 010540 070553 
NOT[N$/FOR-E3 1(1) 003322 003616 Sf2) 070554 070557 
NCLOSS/FOR-E3 5(1) 003617 004054 5(2) 070560 070605 
NRLKS/FOR-E2 S{) 004o55 004077
 
NSWTCS/FORSS 5(t1 004100 004tN
 
NBSGLS/FOR-E3 S(I) 004125 004161
 
NUPoA''roPsGG $() 004162 00421'3
 
NW8L,,/.FOR6B $(1) 004216 004327
f 	 NFCHR/FOR-E3 SIt) 004330 005321 S(21 070606 070758 
o 	 N R(31 005322 005322 $(4) 070757 071030 
NFTV$FOR-E2 9(t) 005323 005345 
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AAAAAA 	 6(03 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S(6) - TITLE 


















































































FFRPSN 	 S(I) 

S13) 
FFCRSS 	 S(3I 

FFTRS3 	 S(I 











































FFTMCK 	 $(11 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SEGIRENT SF 030661 036%3 b0434 226222 
FOLLOHS SEG0ENT TR
 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LINE ('I) 641303 041333 S(O) 106354 106366 



























S(3) NCONST 5(23 ILANKSCOUION 
SETBEA S(5)S(1) PLOT 042081* 042046 S(41(0) NPHASS 1306509 106512 
NPrPLT 
S(3)











































































































S(31 CCONST 5(2) BLANKSCOHMON 



























5(33 NPHASS 5(23 BLANKSCOMMOM 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































911)tPRT 031455 03165 
S13) RCSUHI 



























































































































































































































S(7) ALPH 5(61 NODE 









S(017) NOS 9(0IG) SPCNO 
s(021) DImS $(020) ODTEMP 
1(023) RCARET S(022) RCEMIT 












(I) 041317 041331 5(0) 110747 110752 
1(3) ISPN 9(2) uLANKCOMMON 









S(0133 RCSUM2 $012) RCSUMI 
9(014) ALKRC 
















































































































































HASA1 ART I H AR I E T TA 
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RRR RRR AAAAAAA 
RRR RRR AAAAAAAAA 





AAA AAA SSSSSSSSSS 
AAA AAA SSSSSSS SSSSS 
AAAAA AAAAA SSS S6 
sssssss 
SS 
SS SSS YYYY YYYY 
sssssssssss 1yYy yr 













PROCESSOR EXECUT I ON 
VERSION.MODIFICATION ....UL2E6 
MODIFICATION DATE ...... 061978 
DATE OF RUN ............ 062278 
TIME OF RUN ............ 203529 
JOB NUMBER ............. RV..I 
z 
-4 
DATE 06227' TIlE 203532 THERMAL RAOIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASVS) WIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAM 
flODELaSAMfFLE CONFIG-CASES STEP--I SAMPLE CASE I - PWLOTSFCAL/rrCAL/GSCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RN 
PROCESSING OPERATIONS DATA 
SEQUENCE NOVE cS M ALPt EISS SURF. TYPE ACTIVE -------- TS .--.-.------CO .. 
I I BOXINR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT FRONT 
2 '2 BOXINR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT SIDE 
3 3 BOXINR 1.00000' .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BACK 
4 4 BOXINR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 
5 ii BOXINL J.00000 - .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT FRONT 
6 12 9OXINL 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOH INNER RIGHT SIDE 
7 13 BOXINL 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BACK 
a 14 BOXItI. 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 
9 5 LIDINR I.Q000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT LID 
t0 15 LIDINR t.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER LEFT LID 
II 2t BOXOUT 2.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
le 22 BOXOUT 2.0600 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
13 23 BOXOUT 1.04040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
14 24 BOXOUT 2.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
15 25 BOXOUT 3.04040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
16 28 LIDOUT 2.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACE OF LID 
NODE. AREA, AND PROPERTIES ARRAYS HAVE BEEN WRITTEN ON THE -RSO- TAPE 
BY -BULDC- (ACCESS NUMBER - tl 
-4 
DATE 06227 TINE 203559 THERIAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAGE 2 
NODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGoCASEI 
NODE PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT 
STEP--I SAWLE CASE I - NPLOTISFCALIFVCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
MOVE PLOTTER 
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION OPTION C* DEFAULT 










SCL SCALE FACTOR (3.I5ILARGEST DISTANCE FROM 
CCS ORIGIN IN USER S UNITS) 
AUTOMATIC 
SCALE 
NACT ACTIVE SIDE ARROW FLAG YES * NO NO 
ISHO SHADOWER-ONLY SURFACE PLOT FLAG YES. NO no 
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUMBER OF NODES TO 
BE SELECTIVELY PLOTTED 
ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL 
NODES 











ORDER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU - 3HGEN) 1.2.3 (ANY ORDER)I.2.3 
,INPUT ZERO FOR DEFAULT ACTION 
CALLING SEQUENCE-. 
CALL NOATA (NV. IUV. SCL. NACT. ISHO ISELN. ITIT. ROTX. ROTY. ROTZ, IROTX. IROTY. IROTZ) 
OR 
= CALL NOATAS (NV. IVU. SCL) 
NOTE- IF NO CALLS TO NOATA/NDATAS ARE MADE. A CALL TO NPLOT HILL 
RESULT IN ALL VIEWS AUTOMATICALLY SCALED GENERATED FOR NODES. 
DATE 06270 TIME ED3606 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI 
NODE PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT 
THERMAL RAOATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ITRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION 
STEPu-I SAMPLE CASE I NPLOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/GSCAL/RKCAL 
PAGE 3 
- ORIOINAL RUN 







VIEW-Y-AXIS SCALE- 1.2261 VIER NUBIER-I 
-4\ 
cr 
DATE 062278 TIME 203020 TH1ERMAL RAOIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TflASYSI IJflVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 
POEL-SAKPLE CONFI0-CASEI STEP--I 	 SAMPLE CASE I - RPLOTISFCALIFFCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
SHADOW FACTOR OEcRFTOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE

,cooE I o. 20. %0. 60. go. too. 120. |vo. 160. ISO. 00o.280. Z4.o. 260. 20. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
SOLAR 	 CORE 
SHADOW TABLE 	 ANGLE 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.09 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .81 .64 .33 .11 .00 .00 .17 .67 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .58 .42 .19 .06 .00 .00 .00 .03 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 46.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .19 .25 .17 .08 .00 .00 .00 .17 .61 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00, .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 O80.0 
CLOCK ANGLE
NODE 1 0. 20. 40. 60. 00. 100. 120. 140. 160. 180. 200. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 3-0. 340. 380. 
KNFRA RED CORE 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
1.00 	3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .91 .64 .33 .31 .00 .00 .17 .67 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .OD 22,5
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .58 .42 .19 .06 .00 .00 .00 .03 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .19 .25 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .61 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .Do .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .. 0O .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0 
5 DATE 06227 TIME 203865 TOEMNA. RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAGE 

NODEL-SANPLE COFIG,'CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/GCALRKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LIUX 
CLOtt ANGLE 
NODE 2 0. 20. 40. G0. 0. 100. 120. 30. 160. 180. 200. 220. 240. 20. 290. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
SOLAR CONE
 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.33 .33 .33 .33 -33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0 
.61 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .06 .17 .33 .44 .56 .58 .61 22.5 
.42 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .08 .42 .64 .61 .58 .42 45.0 
.19 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .61 .42 .25 .22 .19 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 o00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 100.0 
CLOCK ANGLE 






.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0 
.61 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .06 .17 .33 .44 .56 .50 .91 22.5 
.4a .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .09 .42 .64 .61 .59 .42 45.0 
.19 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .61 .42 .05 .22 .19 07.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 o,00 .00 .0 .00 .00 .00,180.0 
= 
'­
DATE 0S2270 T|IE 203700 THERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEH (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE a
 
"ODEL-SANPLE CONrIG-CASE! STEP--I SAMPLE CASE I - MPtOT/SFCAL/fFCAL/G2CAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN
 








SHADOM TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 "0.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .06 .08 .03 ,03 .00 .00 .O .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
1.00 	 .01 .53 .31 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .33 .83 1.00 1.00 45.0
 
.33 .42 .31 .25 .08 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .25 .72 .50 .50 .33 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .0O .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 












.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 000 
.00 .00 .08 .03 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
1.00 	 .81 .53 .31 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .33 .83 1.00 1.00 45.0 
.33 .42 .31 .25 .09 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .25 .7Z .50 .50 .33 67.5 
.00 .00 -00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0o .00 .00 .0O 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0 
x£ 
l
DATE O8 -- TIME 203706 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 6 VERSION PAGE 7
 
SOOEL-SAHPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--1 SAMPLE CASE I - nLOTISFCALIFFCAL/GBCAL/RCAL - ORIGINAL RUN
 











.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0 
.67 .56 .38 .39 .39 .29 .11 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .33 .50 .50 .67 .67 22.5 
.00 .00 .06 .08 .00 .00 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .28 .64 .50 .17 .00 .DO 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0o .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 










.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0
 
.67 .56 .36 .39 .39 .20 .11 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .33 .60 .50 .67 .67 22.6
 
.00 .00 .06 .09 .00 .00 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .20 .64 .50 .17 .00 .00 45.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.qo .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 




8 DATE 062278 TINE 203"M TIERNAL RAOIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN'(TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PACE 
ODEL-SANPLE CONFIG=CASEI STEP--I SAFLE CASE t - UPLOTISFCALIFFCAL/GBCALIRKCAL - ORIGINAL RI 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE 
NODE 11 0. 20. 40. 60. 90. t0. 120. 140. 160. IO. 200. 220. 21*0. 260. 280. 300. 320. 31*0. 360. 
SOLAR CONE 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 I.O0 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 .67 .07 .00 .00 .11 .33 .64 .81 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 .03 .00 .00 .00 .06 .19 .42 .59 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .61 .17 .00 .00 .00 .08 .27 .25 .19 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0O .00 .00 o00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 10.0 
CLOCK ANGLE 
NODE II 0. 20. 40. 60. 0o. t00. 120. 140,. 160. 290. 200. 220. 240. 250. 280. 300. 320. 31*0. 360. 
INFRA RED CONE 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
2.00 2.00 t.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.O0 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 .0" 
.00, .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 .67 .27 .00 .00 .13 .33 .64 .81 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 .03 .00 .00 .00 .06 .29 .42 .59 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 '5.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .61 .t7 .00 .00 .00 .00' .17 .e5 .19 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 280.,0 
Ir
 
DATE 052278 TIIf 203719 " THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE - 9 
HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE I - rLaOTISFCALFFCALGBALRKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE 




.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0
 
.61 .58 .56 .44 .33 .17 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00- .61 22.5
 
.42 .58 .61 .64 .42 .09 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .42 45.0
 
.t9 .22 .25 .42 .61 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .19 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 t57.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0 
NODE 12 0. 20. 40. 60. 80. 200. 120. 140; 
CLOCK ANGLE 














































































































































































DATE 062279 TIM 203732 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE to
 
flODEL-SANPLE cO|rIGuCASEK STEP--I SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCALIFrCALIBCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE
 




SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .OD .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .03 .08 .06 .00 22.5 
2.00 	t.00 .83 .33 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .31 .53 .91 1.00 45.0 
.33 .50 .50 .72 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .09 .26 .31 .42 .33 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00, .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 




NODE 13 0. 20. 40. 80. 80. 00. 120. 140. 160. taO. 200. 220. 240. 260. 290. 300. 320. 340. 360.
 
INFRA RED , CO E 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE,
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00' .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 '.O .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .03 .00 .06 .00 22.5 
1.00 	1,00 .93 .33 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .31 .53 .91 2.00 45.0 
.33 .50 .50 .72 .25 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .08 .25 .31 .42 .33 07.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 _00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 '.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 100.0
 
01 
DATE 062270 TIME 203751 THERHALRADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PACE 1it-

MODEL-SAHPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOTSFCALIFFCAL/G8CAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN
 




NODE 14 0. 20. 40. 6O. So. 100. 120. 140. 
CLOCK ANGLE 














































































































































































.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0
 
.67 .67 .50 .50 .33 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .11 .28 .39 .39 .38 .56 .67 22.5
 
.00 .00 .t7 .50 .64 .28 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .06 .00 .00 .09 .06 .00 .00 45.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00, .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00, 160.0
 
02: 
DATE 06278 TINE 203758 THtRNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS sYvSTW (MASVSP OIVAC E9EC 8 VERSION PAGE 12 
MOCEL-SANPLE CONFIG.CASEI SJEPo-3 	 SAMPLE CASE I - VaLOT/SVCAL/FCAL/GCALI/RCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 











.00 .00 .00 .00 .0D .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 -00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .00 .0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .6o .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 45.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 67.5
 
1.00 	1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 '.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 90,0 
.67 .56 .67 .67 .72 .72 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .14 .10t'.33 .50 .50 .67 It2.5 
.33 .39 .33 .33 .33 .3 .3 .11 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .33 .33 335.0 
.00 .03 .09 .1 .14 .14 .11 .09 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 




NODE 5 0. 20. 40. 60. 80. 100. 120. 140. 160. 10. 200. 220. 2'0. 26o. ZOO. 300. 320. 30. 360.
 
INFRA RED 	 CONE
 
SHADOW TABLE 	 ANGLE

.00 '.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . 00.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 AG 
.00 .00 .00 .00 0o .00 .00 .00 0 .00 .60 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 00 .00 .00 22.5 
3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 46.0
 
1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 67.5
 
3.00 	1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .,DO .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 90.0
 
.67 .56 .67 .67 .72 .72 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .94 .14 .33 .50 .50 .67 132.5
 
.33 .39 .33 .31 .33 .33 .31 .22 .11 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .33 .33 135.0
 
.00 .03 .08 .11 .14 .14 .13 .08 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 




DATE 062279 TIh 203803 TIERMAL RAOIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC S VERSION PAGE 13
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG=CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCALIFFCALIGBCALI/KCAL - ORIGINAL RUN
 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK
 
CLOCK ANGLE 





.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 45.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 67.5
 
3.00 	1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 90.0
 
.67 .50 .50 .33 .14 .14 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 .72 .72 .67 .67 .56 .57 112.5
 
.33 .33 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .1 .22 .31 .33 .33 .31 .33 .39 .33 t35.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .09 .33 .14 .V# .11 .08 .03 .00 157.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0
 
CLOCK ANGLE 
NODE 15 0. 20. 40. 60. 90. 100. 120. 340. 160, 180. 200. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
INFRA RED 	 COME
 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 -.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 45:0
 
1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 67.5
 
3.00 	1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 90.0
 
.67 .50 .50 .33 .14 .14 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .72 .72 .67 .57 .56 .67 132.5
 
.33 .33 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .11 .22 .31 .33 .33 .3t .33 .39 A3 t35.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .09 .31 .34 .14 .11 .08 .03 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0 
co, 
DATE 062278 TIME 203032 'THERAL RADIAT1ON ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 2to 
EIODELSSAIPLE COrFIO-CASEI STEP-I SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOTISfCALAFVCALIOSCALICAL - ORIGINAL RUM 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE 
NODE 21 0. 20. 40. 60. 00. tO0. 120. 240. 160. 10. 200. 220. 240. 260. 200. 300. M0. M40. 360. 
SOLAR CONE 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 f.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 90.0 
1.00 5.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 112.5 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 135.0 
1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 157.5
 
1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 180.0 
CLOCK ANGLE 







.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
3.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 90.0 
1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 t.00 2.00 2.00 122.5 
2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 135.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 157.5 




DATE 062278 TIME 203020 THERMAL RACIATIOM ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNKVAC EXEC 8 VEMSION PAGE 25
 
IIODELCSAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-I SAPtE CASE I - 'PLOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL- ORIGINAL RUN
 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK
 
CLOCK ANGLE 







t.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 t.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .0 
2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 22.5
 
1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 45.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 67.5
 
t.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 90.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 t.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 i2.5 
1.O0 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 t.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 135.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 157.5
 
2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 180.0
 
CLOCK ANGLE






1.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 5.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 .0 
1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .o0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 22.5
 
2.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 45.0
 
1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 87.5
 
1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 2.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 90.0 
1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 i.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 112.51.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 t35.0 
2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
 .00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 257.5
 
1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.001.00 190.0 
00 
DATE 062870 TIlt 203925 - THERN2AL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN ITRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC S VERSION PAGE 3o
 
MODEL=SAMPLE CONFIG=CASEI STEP-I SAws.E CASE I - NPLOT/SFCALFFCAL/GOCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN
 










1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.0 1.00 3.00 1.00 22.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00, .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 45.0
 
3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 67.5
 
3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 3.0o 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 90.0
 
3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.0o 1.00 1.00 1.00 112.5
 
3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 t.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 135.4
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 357.5
 
1.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 100.0
 
CLOCK ANGLE' 





1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 .0
 
3.00 .o .00 .00 .00 .00 _.00 .00 .00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 22.5
 
3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4*5.0
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 67.5
 
3.00 .00 .00 .O0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 90.0
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 112.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 135.0
 
3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 157.5
 






DATE 062278 TISS 203034 THtERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAOE 17
 
NODEL-SAHPLE CONFrG-CASEI STEP.-I SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCALIFFCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN
 










3.00 	1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 100 1.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 t.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00_ .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 180.0/ 
CLOCK ANGLE
 
NOHE 2. 0. 20. 40. 60. 9O. 200. 120. 340. 160. 1O. 200. 220. 240. 260. 290. 300. 320. 340. 360.
 
INFRA RED 	 CONE
 
SHADOW TABLE 	 ANGLE 
1.00 	 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .DO .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 I.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 12.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 l.O 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .DO .00 .00 257.5 
1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 180.0 
r] 
C 
DATE 062278 TIME 2039c03 THERAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE to 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONVIG-CASEI STEP--I SAHPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUMd
 




MODE 25 0. 20. 490. 80. 00. 100. 120. 140. 160. 190. 200. 220. 240. 260. 290. 300. 320. 340. 360.
 
SOLAR CONE 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0
 
1.00 2.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .0O .00 '00 .00 .00 3.00 22.5
 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.0b 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 45.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1:00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 67.5
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 90.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 112.5
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 135.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 t.00 157.5
 










1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 22.5
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 V.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 45.0
 
1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 67.5
 
1.00 i.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 322.5
 
1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 135.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 157.5
 





THIS PAGE LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK.
 
H-92 
DA'E 02270 TEI 203850 flRHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASVSD IMIVAC EXEC 8 VS10S PACE is
 
NOCEL"SAKPLE COfFIG-CASEI STEPc-t SAMPLE CASE I - NFLOT1SFCALIFFCAL/GoCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL fU
 
Sk4ADOU FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE 
NODE 26 0. 20. 40. 60. 00. OO. 120. 140. 160. 10. 200. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
SOLAR - CONE 
SHADOW TABLE 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
ANGLE 
.0 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 82.5 
1.00 1.00 Il.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 100 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 I00 .00 .od .00 .00 .Do .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . 0 .00 .00 .00 100.0 
CLOCK ANGLE 
NODE 2B 0. 20. 40. 60. 90. I00. 220. 140. 160, 280. 200. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
INFRA RED CORE 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
1200 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 8.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 .0 
. t.1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.0012.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 22.5 
1.00 	 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 2.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 8.00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 .. 3.001.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.500' 00 2.00 1.00 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00, 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 I2.5 
.00 ,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ..00 .00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0 
SHAOOU FACTORS FOR CONFIGURATION CASE! HAVE BEEN STORED ONl RSO.
 
LAST RECORD NRITTEN , 52
 





OATE 082279 TIME 203852 THEIRNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 
 20 
ODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
FORM FACTORS AND COMBINED FORM FACTORS - USER INPUT AND DEFAULT PARAMETERS 











ORIENTATION ACCURACY PARAMETER 
SHADOWINO ACCURACY PARAMETER 










OVER RIDE SHADOWING PARAMETER 
PARAMETER TO PUNCH FORM FACTORS 
(SHAD.NOSH) 
(YES.NO) 







RATIO FOR USING SUB-NODE TECHNIQUE 
FLAG FOR COMBININO FORM FACTORS 
N/A 
(YES.NO.AUTO.CORR) 
+ -FFPNCH HILL DEFAULT TO -YES- ON CALCULATED VALUES IF THE -RS- FILE IS NOT SPECIFIED IN THE OPTIONS DATA BLOCK 
Is 
DATE os 
78 TINE e03(33 
 THEfR"L RADIAION 
PWYSS SYSTEI (TRASYS)
qODEL-SAPLE CONrIGCAS I UKtVAC EXEC B VERSION
STEP-- PAGE at
SAMPLE CASE I ­
-RPLORISFCALIffCGL/GCALIRGCA,
O OINAL RUN













3 3 I.DOODO 
.900 ,900




5 Is 1-*ODOC 
.900 































I.0 0o .200 .900
 





s Z!6 2.0604O 
.200 .900
 
NUMBER OF NODES 
 1




DATE 062278 TIME 203917 - THERMAL RADIATION ANALYStS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSIONJ PAGE 22
 
MODEL=SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE I - PLfOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL 
- ORIGINAL RUN
 
FORN FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
(4 -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUDOIVIDEDI 
(R -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA)(UN-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION MODE BECAUES OF RSI. RTI. OR CARD INPUT)
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 
NODE I NODE J COMPUTATION FIR(I.J) FIR(J.I) FSOL(I.J) FSOL(J.I) rF(I.J) SHAO.IR SHAD.SOL CP TIME NEI NEJ 

































































































I FF SUM .9690 ROW CP TINE - 5t.084 

































































































2 FF SUM .9203 ROW CP TIME ­ 16.445 














FF SUM • .8378 
.207379 .207379 .207379 
.086058 .086058 .086058 
.032922 .032922 .032922 
.040501 .040501 .040501 
.050426 .050426 .050426 
.011660 .011660 .011660 








































DATE &162-79 TINE 20di133 TEEMAt RADIATION AMALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UIJLt.AC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 23
 
NODEL-SANPLE CONFI3OCASEI SEPn--I SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCL/FFCA_/CCAL/RIKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN
 
FOR" FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
(4 -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUOIVIDEDO 
IR -INDICATES rF CALCULATED FROH NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA) 
(UN-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION MOE BECAUSE OF RSI. RTI, OR CARD INPUT) 
(9.999599 -INDICATES UNKNOIN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 
NODE I MODE J COMPUTATIN FIRII.J) FIR(J.I) FSOL(I.JI FSOL(J,) FF(I,4J SHAD.IR SHAD.SOL CP TIME NEI HEJ 
UfSHAO N/SHAD N/SHAD N/SHAD NO/SHAD FACTOR FACTOR (SECJ 







It EOUIV .040501 .040501 
22 tQUIT .032922 .032922 
13 LOUIV .040501 .04050t 
5 CAL .107798 .t07799 
15 CAL .056851 .056852 
FE SUN - .9007 ROW CP TIME -


































































































It FF SUN - .9690 901 CP TIME - .052 






13 EQUIV .207379 .207379 
14 EQUIV .201379 .201379 
5 EQUIV .0342 2 .034262 
15 LOUIV .096343 .096343 
FF SUM - .9203 RON CP TIME -




































































DATE 062278 TIME 204135 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 24 
HODL-SAMPLE CONFIGmCASEI STEP.-I 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCAL/FfCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
(* -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED)
(R -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA)
(UN-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION MODE BECAUCS OF RSI. RTI. OR CARD INPUT)
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 

















33 Ff SUM - .9378 ROW CP TIME -






5 EQUIV .056851 .056851 .056851 
15 EOUIV .107798 .107798 .107799 
Ff SUN ­ .9007 ROW CP TIME - .033 













5 FF SUn - .5505 ROW CP TINE -
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD ­
.04% 
64 
15 FF SUM - .5505 RON CP TINE -
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD -
.012 
65 
21 FF SUM - .0000 RON CP TIME -
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD -
.009 
66 
22 FF SUN * .0000 ROM CP TINE - .010 
o 
DATE 062270 TIE 2o'u3O TiERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC v VERSION PAGE 25 
MODL-SANPLE CONFIOoCASEI STEPP-I SAMPLE CASE I - NPtOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/GOCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN
 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
 
(9 -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED)

tR -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FRO NODE J TO MODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA)
 
(UN-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION HODE BECAUSE OF RSi. RTI. OR CARD INPUT)
 
(9.99999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT)
 
NODE I NODE J COMPUTATION FIR(I.J) FIR(J.I) FSOLI.J) FSOL(J.1) F(I.J) SHAD.IR SHAD.SOL CP TItlE NE! NEJ 
H/SHAD U/SHAD N/SHAD U/SHAD HO/SHAD FACTOR FACTOR 4SEC) 
FOR" FACTOR RESTART IRSOI RECORD a 67
 
23 FF SUN - .0000 RO CP TItlE - .007
 
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD - so
 
24 FF SUn - .o00 ROW CP TIME - .031
 
FORM FACTOR RESTART CRSO) RECORD - 69
 
25 FF SUN - .0000 ROW CP TIME .007
 
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD - 70
 
26 FF SUN - .0000 ROW CP TIME - .006
 
FORK FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD - 71
 
FF FORM FACTORS FOR CONFIGURATION CASE| HAVE BEEN STORED ON RSO. 
LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN - 71 
4444444444444**44 404444*0 ** 404049 * 4444#El04 4** l 
i0 
'DATE 052278 TINE 20f l4'O TIERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PACE 28.
 
HOOEL-SANPLE CONFIO=CASEt STEPo- SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
SUNNARY OF PORN FACTOR SUNS FOR ALL NODES 
NODE I- FF SUN NODE I- FF SUN NODE I- FF SUN NODE I- FF SUM NODE i- FF SUN NODE I- eF SUM 
1- .9690 2- .9203 3- .9378 4- .9007 II- .9690 12- .9203 
13- .8378 t4- .9007 5- .5505 I5- .5505 21- .0000 22- .0000 
23- .0000 24- .0000 25- .0000 26- .0000 
t 
TOTAL TINE FOR FOR" FACTOR SEGMENT 116.634
 




DATE -06227 TIE 20't'§O TCZR#AL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN CTRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VESION " PAM n7
 
ODL-SAHPLE CONFIGbCASEI STEP--I SAW£LE CASE I - OPLOT/SFCAL/FFCAt/OCAL/OKCAL - ORIGINAL RU 








GBMANo -BOTH BOTH UAVEBAND DEFINITION PARAMETER (2HIfRtlSOL.%N4BOTH)
 
IR GRAY BODIES FOR CONFIGURATION CASEI HAVE BEEN COMPUTED AND STORED ON RSO. 
LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN - 89 
* * 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 e 0 4 4 0 4 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 4 0 4 4~0 4 0 0 4 4 4 
SOL GRAY BODIES FOR CONFIOURATION CASES HAVE BEEN COMPUTED AND STORED ON RSO. 
LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN a 107 
*a04 44 0 o@0* 494 4 0@0 04
04 040a44 4 a 0 4a44eo0a0 

TOTAL TINE TO COMPUTE GRAY BODIES .83
 
0 
28 DATE 08S278 TIM 204147 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAGE 

IODEL-SAHPLE CONFI0-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 














































































PUNCH/NO PUNCH PARAMETER FOR RADKS (YES.NO)
PARAMETER TO ELIMINATE SHALL RAOK S N/A 
INITIAL RADIATION CONDUCTOR ID NUMBER N/A
MNEMONIC FLAG FOR COMPUTATION OF RACKS TO SPACE (SPACE.NO)
 




AREA MULTIPLYING FACTOR N/A
 
PARAMETER TO OUTPUT TO BCD TAPE (TAPE.NO)

SIGNIFICANT RADIATION FRACTION (0. TO I.)

DECIMAL FRACTION OF LAST RADK SAVED N/A





DATE 062270 TIRE EO4148 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEI (TRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 29
 
NODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASCI STEP=-I SAPLE CASE I - NPLOTfSFCAL/FFCAL/GBCALRKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 












DATE 082278 TINE 204340 THERA.AL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN ITRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 30 
SAItPLE CASE a - IPLOT/SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCALIfRKCAL - ORIGINAL RUNHODEL-SANPLE CONFIO=CASEI STEP--! 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK.
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR (RAWKS) CARDS
 
AREA UNITS - INPUT UNITS * AHPF. NERE AMPF - .00000 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 1. I. 2. .30389-09S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 2. 1. 3. .29%34-O9S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 3. 1. It. .30399-09S
 
- - 9. 1. It. .12030-105
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS 

- - 5. 9. 12. .55485-205PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS 

- - 6. I. 13. .12522-095
PUNCHED ANDIOR BCOOU RAOKS 

- 7. I. If. .64507-IS
PUNCHED AND/OR OCDOU RAKS -

PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 9. a. 5. .19915-095
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 9. A. 15. .82979-105
 
- Io. 2. 3. .302N3-09S
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS ­
- - II. 2. 4. .30341-09S
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS 

2. II. .55485-10S
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 12. 

PUNCHED AND/OR SCDOU RADKS ­ - 13. 2. 12. .tOso6-09S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 24. 2. 13. .54412-lOS
 
- - 15. 2. 14. .5402'-ldS
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS 

PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 16. 2. 5. .1399-8095
 
2. 15. .54005-103
PUNCHED AND/OR GCOOU PAOKS - - 17. 

PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS 
- - 18. 3. i. .30228-09S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 39. 3. 11. .12522-09S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 20. 3. 12. .54412-lOS
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 21. 3. 13. .99273-l*S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 22. 3. *4. .63116-tat
 
- - 23. 3. 5. .91540-1IO
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS 

PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 24. 3. M5. .23578-10S
 
4. 13. .64507-105
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 25. 

- 26. , 12. .54024-lOS
PUNCHED AND/OR GCDOU RAKS -

PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS 
- - 27. 4. 13. .63116-10S 
- - 28. 4. li. .90305-111PUNCHED AND/OR OCOOU RACKS 

PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 29. 4. 5. .15910-09$
 
- 30. '9. 15. .03981-IWS
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS -

PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 31. It, 1a. .30388-093
 
PUNCHED ANfDOR BCDOU RACKS 
- - 32. it. 33. .29434-095
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 33. It. 14. .30399-095
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 34. It. 5. .82979-10S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS ­ - 35. It. 25. .199L5-09S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 36. 12. 13. .30243-09S
 
- - 37. 12. itt. .30341-095

-PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS 

PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 30. I2. 5. .54005-10S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR UOOU RADMS 
- - 39. 12. 15. .1439-09s
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 40. 23. 2M. .30228-095
 
CD4 
DATE 06?278 TItE 20%149 THERnAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEti ITRASYS) UNIVAC ,EXEC VERSION PAGE 3t
 
IODCL-SA4PLE CONFIC-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE I - tM.OTISFCAL/FrCALIGDCALIRKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK.
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR (RAOC CARDS
 
AREA UNITS - INPUT UNITS * AHPF. AHERE ANPF - 1.00000 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCOOU RACKS - - 41. 13. 5. .23579-10 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADMS - - 42. 13. Is. .91540-101 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RAKS - - 43, 14. 5. .03921-lOs 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 4', 14. 15, .15910-096 
PUNCHED ANDIOR BCDOU RADKS - - 45, 5. 15. .52902-itS 
PUNCHED AND/R 9COOU RAOKS - - 46, 1. 999. .76955-109 
PUNCHED ANDIOR gCOOU RADKS - - 47, 2. 999. .14541-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR PCDOU RACKS - - 48. 3. 999 .6442-09t 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 49, 4, 999. .17657-099 
PUNCHED AND/OR OCOOU RADKS - - 50. it. 999. .76855-10 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RAOKS - - 51, 12. 999. .14541-099 
PUNCHED AND/OR ACDOU RADKS - - 52, 13. 999 .aS442-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 53, 34. 999. .17657-09t 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 54. 5. 999. .70095-091 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 55, 15. 999. .70095-09 
PUNCHED AND/OR ACDOU RAOKS - - 56, 21. 999. .31765-089 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RAMDS - - 57, P2. 999. .31765-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 59, 23. 999. .16040-O1 
PUNCHED AND/CR BCDOU RAKS - - 59. 24. 999. .31765-092 
PUNCHED AND(OR 6CDOU RADKS - - 60, 25. 999. .16040-08S 
PUNCHED AND/OR 1CDOU RADKS - - 6t, a6. 999. .31765-0Bt 
0: 
rn 
DATE 062279 TIKE 204M*9 THERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 32
 
HODEL'SANPLE CONFIO:CASEI STEP'-I 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LIM. 
SAMPLE CASE I - IfLOTISCAL/FFCAL/BCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 
RADIATION SUNS 
CONSERVAT ION 
FOR EACH NODE 
CHECKS 
BEFORE WIHIM SCREENING 
I - .10000+01 2 - .10000+01 3 - .O00o01 4 - .10000#0| I! - .I0000+OI 12 - .I0000+0t 
13 - .I0000+01 t4 - .10000401 5 - .10000*01 t5 - .I000.01 2 - .10000+01 22 - .20000+01 




DATE 062270 TIHE 204149 TIERfaLRADIATZON ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC S VERSION PAGE 33 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONfIG-CASEI STEPP-I SAMPLE CASE I - NPLOT/SVCAL/FFCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL - ORIGINAL RUN 




RADIATION SUNS FOR EACH NODE AFTER RKMIN SCREENING
 
I - .10000+01 2 - .10000+01 3 - .10000#01 4 - .10000+01 It - .10000+01 18 - .10000+01t3 - .10000+01 2% - .10000+01 5 - .10000+01 15 - .10000+01 21 
- .I0000+0l 22 - .10000+01
 
23 - .10000+01 2'4 - .10000+01 25 - .10000+Ot 26 - .20000+01
 




ST HAS BEEN A PtLEASUNE SERVI YOU. I HOPE YOU ENJOY YOUR 4. rRANES OF S-C 4060 OUTPUT.­
*flWTEC c TRASYS GENERtATED 4 PLOT rR&ZS 































SAIVLE CASE 1 - OPLOT/SFCALIFFCALIGBCALfRCAL - DR1GMAL RUH 
VIEW = X-AXIS
 
SCALE = 1 .2261
 
VIEW NUMBER = 1
 
pow 
IAL/fFCALIOCALInKCA&SAWLE CASE I - PLGTlS 
- ORIGItAL ntj 
II 
VIEW = Y-AXIS 
SCALE = 1.2Z61 








FILE IN FIELD I DISABLED--ACCEPTED
 






















IS:TITLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/OBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
t6:C RESTARTING SFCAL/FCCALfGBCAL FROM SAMPLE CASE I
 
17;C COMBINING NODES IN RCCAL
 
I9:C CALCULATING DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES USING SHADOW
 




al: MODEL - SAMPLE
 
22: RSI w RSTSAM
 























































S0:C---- THE CONFIGURATION NAME 15 PEPEFINOEri 50 THE OO'S WILL USE
 

















59: CALL ODATAStIOO.O.O;O.OC) -





























































MODIFICATION DATE ...... 052178
 
DATE OF RUN................ 062778
 
TIME OF PIrJN ................ 005219
 
JOB NUNPER ............. RVHH2
 
ASA/ HNART I N HAR I ETTA
 






































































DATE 062779 TIME 005224 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVACJEXC a VERSION PAGE I
 
MODEL - N/A 
OPTION AND TITLE DATA BLOCKS 
CARD ORGIN 12345670 I 2345679 2 2345670 3 2345679 4 2345679 5 2345678 6 2345678 7 2345678 9 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL
 
INPUT HEADER OPTIONS DATA 
INPUT TITLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCALIRCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
INPUT C RESTARTING SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL FROM SAMPLE CASE I 
INPUT C COMBINING NODES IN RCCAL 
INPUT C CALCULATING DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES USING SHADOW 
INPUT C FACTOR TABLES FROM SAMPLE CASE I. 
INPUT C 
INPUT MODEL * SAMPLE 
INPUT AS! - RSTSAM 
INPUT RSO - RSTSAM2 
=:r. 
I4 
2 DATE 062"l0 TIE O05 2 THERtAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC S VERSION PAGE 

IOD1EL SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCALGBCAL/RCCALIORBGEN/OPLOT 
TRASYS INFORMATION TO USER 
O0O*QG OO~oOG*4***QeOOt@o#OQOO4*44OOOO4*4**~ 
S A- T E N T 1 0 N T R A S Y S U S ERS 
THIS SECTION OF THE TRASYS PRINTOUT HAS DEVISED TO
 
INFORM THE TRASYS USERS OF THE STATUS OF THE TRASYS
 
PROGRAM HITHOUT HAVING TO PRINTOUT ALL THE STATUS
 
INFORMATION ON EVERY RUN. TO OBTAIN ADDITIONAL
 
INFORMATION ON HO TO USE THIS SECTION OF THE TRASYS
 




FOR TRASYS ASSISTANCE AND/OR POSSIBLE TRASYS PROGRAM
 
PROBLEMS. PLEASE CONTACT OB VDGT AT JSC-2326.
 
NENRL 09/29/77 DOCUMENTATION ADDITION
 
THE TRASYS -N- VERSION HAS BEEN UPDATED TO THE UCaEa 
AND UL2E# LEVEL.
 
SEE LATEST USERS MANUAL FOR INFORMATION ON USER-





END OF TRASYS INFORMATION FILE 
-8 
DATE 062770 TIE 005226 THERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC S VERSION PAGE 3
 




MODEL NAME ................ SAMPLE
 
MODEL TITLE ............... SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCALIFFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
MOD RUN JOB RUN RUN RSI RSO RTI RTO CHERO EMERG BCDOU TRAJ USERI USER2
 
LABEL NUMBER DATA TIME TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE
 
AA RVMHOI 062278 202625 RSTSAN
 




,DATE 062779 TIE 005227 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ITRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC 8 VERSION PAGE 4 
MDEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FVCALIDOCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OFLOT 








































































































C---- ENTER KNOWN ZERO FORM FACTORS AND EQUIVALENT FORH FACTORS FOR 













































































































































































DATE 062778 TINE 005236 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC 8 VERSION PAGE 5
 
MODEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGENOPLOT 
SOURCE DATA EDIT DIRECTIVES 
CARD ORGIN 12345678 1 2345670 2 2345678 3 2345579 0 2345679 5 2345673 6 2345678 7 2345678 S EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
4440 	 *D.195 
o C-..-BUILD THE CASE I CONFIGURATION OLD- 15 AA
 




O C OLD- 199 AA
 
O C ---- PLOT THE CASE I CONFIGURATION INDICATING THE ACTIVE OLD- 199 AA
 
D C ---- SIDES OF THE NODES. OLD-, 200 AA
 
D C OLD- 20t AA
 
O CALL NDATASCO.0.0.YES.0 OLD- 202 AA
 
O L NPLOT OLD- 203 AA
 
4*** 	 4D.205 
D C ---- CALCULATE SHADOW FACTOR TABLES FOR SUBSEQUENT USE OLD- 205 AA 
I C ---- READ AND PRINT THE SHADOW FACTOR TABLES FROM RSI FOR USE IN 154 Ad 
#*** 01,207 
t SFPRNT-YES 157 AS 
of** 0D.210 
D C ---- CALCULATE THE FORM FACTOR MATRIX. OLD- 210 AA 
I C ---- READ THE FORK FACTOR MATRIX FROM RSI 160 AB 
of** *o.214 
D C ---- CALCULATE THE GRAY BODY MATRIX. OLD- 214 AA 
C- READ THE GRAY BODY MATRICES FROM RSI 164 AS 
404 *0,219.221 
D C ---- CALCULATE AND PUNCH RADIATION CONDUCTORS. OLD- 219 AA 
D C OLD- 220 AA 
D CALL RKDATA(0.O.O..SPACE.999.0.0.O.O) OLD- 221 AA 
C- CALCULATE AND PUNCH RADKS WITH COMBINED NODES 169 AD 
I C 170 AS 
I CALL RKDATA(O.0.,0,SPACE,999.0.O.0.SHCASE2) 171 AS 
"*I.22 
IC 173 AS 
IC -- DEFtNE ORBIT AND VEHICLE ORIENTATION (CIRCULAR - PLANET ORIENTED) 174 AD 
I C 175 AS 
I CALL ORBIT2(EAR,O.60.,O.0,,.IOD.6080..IO0.*D600.) 176 AB 
I CALL ORIENT(4HPLAN.,12.3,300..270.,0.) 177 A 
I C 179 AS 
I OROGEN CIRP,.O..IO..2.AQ 179 AD 
C IO AS 
C --- THE CONFIGURATION NAME IS REDEFINDED SO THE 00'5 WILL USC_ let AS 
IC -- THE DESIRED(CASE2) CORRESPONDENCE DATA. 102 AD 
I C 193 AB 
I MODELN=SHCASE2 I9 AD 
I CALL GODATA(3HALL.O,O,0,O,O.)0.0 195 AB 
I L GOCAL 186 AS 
I C 197 AS 
I C-.MAKE ORBIT PLOTS Io AD 
I C 189 AS 
I CALL ODATAS(I.O,,0.O.OBO.0) 19o AS 
DATE 062770 TIlE 005244 TKtRMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC B VERSION PAGE 5
 
MODEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCALIGBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
SOURCE DATA EDIT DIRECTIVES
 
CARD ORGIN 12345670 1 2345678 2 23'5618 3 2345678 4 2345678 5 2345678 6 2345679 7 2345679 9 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. 
LABEL
 
I CALL ODATAS(2.O.O.O.D.9O.0.Ok 293 AD
 
I CALL ODATAS(3.D.O.0,,OIBO..D.O) 192 AD






DATE 062779 TIME 005245 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UtIVAC/EXC 8 VERSION PAGE 

MODEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
SURFACE DATA INPUT BLOCK
 
CARD ORGIN 12345679 I 2345673 2 234567 3 2345678 4 2345679 5 2345678 6 2345678 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
RSI HEADER SURFACE DATA I OLD- I AA 
PSI C 2 OLD- 2 AA 
RSI C --- THIS SURFACE DATA BLOCK IS USED IN SAMPLE CASES I THROUGH 5 3 OLD- 3 AA 
RSK C ---- WITH VARIOUS PORTIONS OF IT BEING ACTIVATED FOR THE DIFFERENT 4 OLD- 4 AA 
RSI C ---- CASES. 5 OLD- 5 AA 
RSI C 6 OLD- 6 AA 
RSI DoCS BOXINR 7 OLD- 7 AA 
RSI S SURFN - I S OLD- 9 AA 
PSI TYPE - RECT 9 OLD- 9 AA 
PSI ACTIVE - BOTTOM tO OLD- 10 AA 
RSK PROP a 0.9,0.9 I OLD- II AA 
PSI PI - 1.8, 0.., 1.e 12 OLD- 12 AA 
RSI P2 - I.0. 0.0. 0.0 13 OLD- 13 AA 
PSI P3 " 1.0. 1.0, 0.0 ti OLD- 14 AA 
RSI CON - * INNER RIGHT FRONT * IS OLD- 15 AA 
PSI S SURFN - 2 16 OLD- 16 AA 
RSI TYPE - RECT 17 OLD- I? AA 
RSI ACTIVE - BOTTOM 10 OLD- 18 AA 
RSI PROP - 0.9.0.9 19 OLD- 19 AA 
RSI PI - 1.0, i.e. 1.0 20 OLD- 20 AA 
RSI P2 - 1.0, 3.0. 0.0 21 OLD- 21 AA 
RSI P3 - 0.0. 1.0. 0.0 22 OLD- 22 AA 
RSi Con - * INNER RIGHT SIDE * 23 OLD- 23 AA 
RSI S SURFN * 3 24 OLD- 24 AA 
RSI TYPE - RECT 25 OLD- 25 AA 
8SI ACTIVE - TOP 26 OLD- 26 AA 
RSI PROP - 0.9,0.9 27 OLD- 27 AA 
BSI Pt - 0.0. 0.0. 1.0 29 OLD- 20 AA 
RSI P2 - 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 29 OLD- 29 AA 
ASK P3 - 0.0, 1.0. 0.0 30 OLD- 30 AA 
PSI CON . * INNER RIGHT BACK * 31 OLD- 31 AA 
RSI S SURFN . 4 32 OLD- 32 AA 
RSI TYPE - RECT 33 OLD- 33 AA 
PSI ACTIVE - TOP 34 OLD- 34 AA 
RSI PROP - 0.9.0.9 35 OLD- 35 AA 
RSI Pt - 1.0. 2.0. 0.0 36 OLD- 36 AA 
R5I CON * * INNER RIGHT BOTTOM * 37 OLD- 37 AA 
RS! 6CS BOXINL.IGBCS-BOXINR.NINC-1O.IREFSF-100 30 OLD- 36 AA 
RSI C 39 OLD- 39 AA 
Rs! C --- THE FOREGOING CAPO IMAGES BCS BOXtNR IN REFERENCE PLANE 3000 40 OLD- 40 AA 
RSI C ---- TO CREATE DOS BOXINL. THE INILRIOR OF THE BOX WAS INPUT IN 4! OLD- 41 AA 
RSI C ---- THIS MANNER TO FAGILITATE THE INPUT OF SAMPLE CASE 4 TO SHOW 42 OLD- 42 AA 
RSI C---- THE USE OF 'HESS' AND 'ERN' NODES. 43 OLD- 43 AA 
RSI C 44 OLD- 44 AA 
: IMAGING SURFACE ( 1) SCS (OXINR), GENERATIMG SURFACE ( II) SCS CPnINL) 
r-)CA, 
IMAGING SURF,,rE ( 
IMAGING S(4RFACE 1 
2) BCS (CLOYINH). 0' r",TNG L, ,CE ( 
3) 6CS (BOXINR), GLdERATING SURFACE ( 
12) RCS 4<INL) 
13) BCS (BOXINL) 
DATE 062770 TIME 005249 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC S VERSION PACE a 
MODEL - SAHPLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
SURFACE DATA INPUT BLOCK 
CARD ORGIN 12345678 1 2345678 2 2345679 3 2345676 4 2345670 5 2345678 6 2345678 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
IMAGING SURFACE C 41 SCS (BOXINR). GENERATING SURFACE C 14) BCS (BOXINL) 





a 3.0. 0.0. 1.0 













- 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 





































AS! CON - * INNER RIGHT LID * 56 OLD- 56 AA 









































1S1 ACTIVE * OUT 64 OLD- 64 AA 
RSK SHADE - NO 65 OLD- 65 AA 
RS! PROP - 0.2.0.9 66 OLD- 66 AA 
RSi PI - 1.0t.-I.01o 1.01 67 OLD- 67 AA 











































RSI ACTIVE m TOP '5 OLD- 75 AA 
SI SHADE - NO 76 OLD- 78 AA 
RSI PROP - 0.2.0.9 77 OLD- 77 AA 
RSI Pi - ..0,-I.O!,0 Ot 79 OLD- 79 AA 






--0.01, 1.01. D.01 















C ---- THE NEXT TWO BCS'S (MESSR AND MESSL) ARE ACTIVATED IN SAMPLE 


































RSI PROP - 1.0.1.0 90 OLD- so AL 
DATE 062778 TIME 005253 THERHAL RADIATION4 AC4ALYSIS SVSTEI (TIRASYS) UWIVACfEXC 0 VERSION PAGE 9 
MODEL - SAMPLE 
SURFACE DATA INPUT BLOCK 
SAMPLE CASE 2 ­ /SFCAL/FFCAL/IBCAL4RCCAL/ORGEN/OPLOT 
CARD ORGIN 12345678 1 2345670 2 2345678 3 2345678 - 2345670 5 23M5670 6 2345670 7 234567 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT No. LABEL 
RSI PI v 1.0. 0.0. 1.0 9t OLD- 9t AA 
RSI P2 - 1.0, 0.0. 0.0 92 OLD- 92 AA 
list P3 a 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 93 OLD- 93 AA 
RSI COn - PRIMARY NESS NODE. RIGHT SIDE * 94 OLD- 9 AA 
RS! ecs hESSL 95 OLD- 95 AA 
RSI S SURFN - 111 96 OLD- 96 AA 
RSI TYPE - RECT 97- OLD- 97 AA 
RSK ACTIVE - BOTTOM 98 OLD- Se AA 
RSI PROP * 1.0.1.0 99 OLD- 99 AA 
RSI PI - 1.0. 0.0. 1.0 100 OLD- 100 AA 
RS! P2 a 1.0. 0.0. 0.0 101 OLD- 201 AA 
RSI P3 - 0.0. 0.O. D.C 102 OLD- 502 AA 
RSK CON a # PRIMARY HESS NODE, LEFT SIDE 103 OLD- 103 AA 
RSI C 104 OLD- 104 AA 
RSI 
IRSI 
C---- THE FOLLORINO OCS (LIOSPI 
C 








RSI sCS LIOSP 107 OLD- 107 AA 















RSI PROP - 0.1,0.1 111 OLD- ItI AA 
RSI SPRI - 0.8 112 OLD- 112 AA 
RSI SPRS - 0.9 113 OLD- 113 AA 







2I.0. 2.0, 0.0 
- 0.0. 2.0. 0.0 















DATE 062778 TINE 605303 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ETRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC C VERSION PAGE 10
 
MODEL - SAMPLE SANPLE CASE 2 - /SFCALIFFCALIOGCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
BCS DATA INPUT BLOCK
 
CARD ORGN 12345679 1 2345678 2 2345678 3 2345679 4 234567 5 2345679 6 2345678 7 2345678 9 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
RSI HEADER BCS DATA I18 OLD- t19 hA 
pSi aCS BOXINR lag OLD- It9 AA 
RSI DCS BOXINL 120 OLD- 120 AA 
aS! DCs LIDINR .0.,4.0...-45.-0. tar OLD- 121 AA 
RSI DCS DOXOUT 122 OLD- 122 AA 
RSI OCS LIDOUT 1O..,.,O.,-45.,O.OLD- 123£23 AA
 
RSI oCS -fESSR 124 OLD- 324 AA
 
RSi DCs nESSL 125 OLD- 125 AA
 
RSI DCs LIDSP .1..0..t..0.,-45..0. *26 OLD- 126 AA
 
rJ 
DATE 062770 'TIE 005306 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ITRASYS) UNIVACIEXC 0 VERSION PAGE II 
NODEL - SA14PLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - /$FCALIFFCAL/OBCALJRCCAL/ORBGENIOPLOT
 
CORRESPONDENCE DATA INPUT BLOCK
 
CARD ORGIN 12345578 1 2345679 2 2345678 3 2345679 4 2345676 5 234568 6 2345678 7 2345870 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL
 
127 OLD- 172 AA
 
RSI C t 12 OLD- 173 A
 
RSI C ---- ENTER CORRESPONDENCE DATA FOh CASE 2 129 OLD- 173 AA
 
PSI HEADER COROESPOHOENCE DATA 

130 OLD- 175 AA
Ps C
RSI F|G CASE2 |31 OLD- 176 AA
 
RSI 1 ,.1.2 132 OLD- 177 AA 
RSI e - 2.25 133 OLD- 178 AA 
RSI 3 3.L3,24 13 OLD- 179 AA 
HSI 4 - t,2.23 135 OLD- IO AA 
PSI 5 a 5.5,21 6 136 OLD- 10t AA 
RS! 18 - 28,23 137 OLD- le AA 
PSI C 138 OLD- 183 AA
 
RSI C --- ENTER CORRESPONDENCE DATA FOR CASE 3 TO COMOINE FORMl FACTORS 139 OLD- 184 AA
 
RSI C 
 140 OLD- 185 AA
 
RS! FIG CASE3.FP 14t OLD- 196 AA
 
RS( I - 2.2.22 142 OLD- 107 AA
 
PSI 2 
 2.25 143 OLD- 169 AA
 
RSI 3 - 3.1324 
 144 OLD- 199 AA 
RSI 4 - 4.14,21 i6$ OLD- 190 AA 
RSI 5 - 5.15.8 246 OL0- 191 AA 
RSI le - 32,23 147 OLD- 192 AA 
-4 
DATE 0877& TIME 005307 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEH (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC 8 VERSION PAGE 
 12
 
MODEL w SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SrCAL/rFCAL/OBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
OPERATION DATA INPUT BLOCK (PASS 11
 
CARD ORGIN IZ34567 
 134t5679 2 2345870 3 2345678 4 2345678 5 2345670 6 2345670 7 2345670 0 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL
 
RSK MEADER OPERATIONS DATA 140 OLD- 193 AA
 




DATE Oemor TIME 005309 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYSI UNIVACIEXC S VERSION PAGE 13 
MODEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCALiGBCAL/RCCALORBGEt4/OPLOT 
OPERA:ION DATA INPUT BLOCK (PASS 21 
CARD ORGIN 12I3578 1 2345678 2 2345678 3 2345678 4 2345679 5 2345678 6 23,5670 7 2345679 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 





BUILD THE CASE I CONFIGURATION FOR SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL RESTART 150 
151 OLD- 198 
AD 
AA 
PROo STEP Cla 
PS! BUILD CASEI.BOXINR.BOXINL.LIOINR.BOXOUT,LIOUT 15e OLD- 197 AA 
PROS CALL BUILDC (BOXINR.6HCASEI 1 0 
PROG CALL ADD (9OXINL) 0 
PROG CALL ADD (LIDINRI 0 
PROG CALL ADD (BOXOUT) 0 
PROG CALL ADD (LIDOUT) a 
RSI C 153 OLD- 204 AA 
INPUT C---- READ AND PRINT THE SHADOW FACTOR TABLES FROM RSI FOR USE IN 154 AD 
RSI C-.SAMPLE CASE 2 IN THE CALCULATION OF DIRECT FLUXES. 355 OLD- 206 AA 
RS! C 156 OLD- 207 AA 
INPUT SrPRNT-YES 157 AD 
RSI L SFCAL 158 OLD- 208 AA 
ASI C 159 OLD- 209 AA 
INPUT C ---- READ THE FORM FACTOR MATRIX FRO" RSI ISO AS 
RSI C 363 OLD- 211 AA 
RSI L FFCAL 162 OLD- 212 AA 
RSI C 163 OLD- 213 AA 
INPUT C ---- READ THE GRAY BODY MATRICES FROM ASI 164 AD 
RSI C 165 OLD- 215 Ah 
RSI CALL GBDATA(BOTH.O.FF) 166 OLD- 226 AA 
RS! L GOCAL 167 OLD- 217 AA 
RS! C 168 OLD- 21 AA 
INPUT C---:--CALCULATE AND PUNCH RADKS WITH COMBINED NODES 169 AD 
INPUT C 170 AS 
INPUT CALL RKDATACO.O.O.0.SPACE.999.0.0.O.SHCASE2I 171 AD 
RSI L RKCAL 172 OLD- 222 AA 
INPUT C 173 AS 
INPUT C ---- DEFINE ORBIT AND VEHICLE ORIENTATION (CIRCULAR - PLANET ORIENTED) 174 AD 
INPUT C 175 AS 
INPUT CALL ORBIT2(EAR.O.6O..0.0..IOo.*6Oeo..tO0.*6080.I ti6 As 
INPUT CALL ORIENT(4HPLANl.2.3,300.,270..O.2 177 As 
INPUT C 179 AD 
FROG C * 0 
PROG C.4*4.4.......... ORBIT GENERATION STARTS HERE a*e4...tt..*e..0 
INPUT COROGEN CIRP.O..190..2.AQ * 179 AB 
FROG C 0 0 
PROG STEP 10000 * 0 
PROG TRUEAN - .000 • 0 
PROG TRUANF - 180.000 0C 
FROG TRUANI ," .000 .0 
FROG Il 0 0 
FPROG IAS . 0* 0 
























































































































msprr - t0000, 


































i|(SHADIN.LT.O.) 00 TO 90400 


















TRUEAN U SHAOINO.1 
IF(TRUEAN.LT.TRUANI.OR. 




















































* 	 0 
0O
 
* 	 0 
0 
* 	 0 
a 
* 	 0 
* 0 
4 0 















* 	 0 
4 	 0 
a 





* 	 0 












* 	 0 
0 
* 	 0 
* 	 0 



















* 	 0 
0 
4 0 
* 	 0 
PROS eoooooo oooo.e ORBIT GENERATION ENDS HERE 
PROD C 
INPUT C 
INPUT C -----THE CONFIGURATION NAME IS REDEFINDED SO THE 




INPUT CALL OODATA(3HALL,0.O.O.0O.OO) 










INPUT CALL ODATAS(I.O.O.0.0.O.,Oo) 

INPUT CALL ODATAS(2.0.O.OO.,90..O.O) 

INPUT CALL ODATASC3.0,O.O.Ot80..O.0) 

INPUT L OPLOT 











































DATE 062778 TINE 005316 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC 0 VERSION PAGE l4 
MODEL . SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCALFFCAL/GBCALIRCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
PROCESSOR CORE ALLOCATION 




TRASYS (0) SEGMENT ......... ;........ .......... 1212131 41611
 
OPERATIONS DATA (NOT KNOWN AT THMSTIKEI ........ 175000/ 64000
 
INITALIZATION SEGMENT ........................... 22300/ 42176
 
FORM FACTOR SEGHENT ............................. 136100/ 48192
 
SHADOW FACTOR SEGMENT .......................... 1360001 4O128
 
ORBITAL PLOTTER SEGMENT 43968
......................... 125700/ 
DIRECT FLUX SEoMFNT ............................. 150500/ 53569
 
GRAY BODY SEGMENT ............................... 124000/ 43009
 
ABSORBED 0-S SEGMENT 42304
............................ 122500/ 
-QO- SEGMENT .................................... 130600/ 45440
 
RADATION CONDUCTOR SEGMENT ..................... 1255001 43640
 
BRAY BODY DYNAMIC COMMON ....................... 000276/ 190
 
-O- DYNAMIC COMON ............................. 003554/ 1900
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR DYNAMIC CO~hON ............. 000574/ ,380
 
GRAY BODY MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE ............... 1235661 42870 - 1231161 42958
 
-QO- MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE .................... 125142/ 43618 - 130552/ 45418
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE ..... 125221/ 43665 - 1254651 4399
 
MINIMUM CORE NEEDED FOR PROCESSOR EXECUTION .... 350500/ 53568
 
MAXIMUM CORE NEEDEo FOR PROCESSOR EXECUTION .... 15050D 53569
 
AMOUNT OF CORE THAT WILL BE USED BY PROCESSSOR . ISOSOD/ 53569
 
(-3 
15 DATE 062779 TIME 005317 THERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC B VERSION PAGE 

MODEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCALIGCALIRCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
NRAP UP OF THE PRE-PROCESSOR
 
PRE-PROCESSOR ACCOUNTING INFORMATION CP-SEC DYM-STORAGE
 
SOURCE EDITING ......................... 2.25t 676
 
DOCUMENTATION DATA PRE-PROCESSING ...... .000 0
 
QUANTITIES DATA PRE-PROCESSING .......... 039 266
 
ARRAY DATA PRE-PROCESSING ............... .000 0
 
SURFACE DATA PRE-PROCESSING (PASS 1) ... 2.009 64
 
SURFACE DATA PRE-PROCESSING (PASS 2) ... .743 114) 
ACS DATA PRE-PROCESSING ................ .260 186
 
FORM FACTOR DATA PRE-PROCESSING ............ 000 0
 
SHADOW DATA PRE-PRdCESSINO ............. .000 0
 
FLUX DATA PRE-PROCESSING ............... .000 a
 
CORRESPONDENCE DATA PRE-PROCESSING ..... .243 101
 
OPERATIONS DATA PRE-PROCESSINO.......... 4.1I4 879
 
SUBROUTINE DATA PRE-PROCESSING ......... .312 0
 
SEOENTIAL TAPE INITIALIZATION ............ .027 0
 
TOTAL CP TIME FOR PRE-PROCESSOR .................. .30.739 DECIMAL SECONDS OR 000013 OCTAL SECONDS
 
MINIMUM DYNAMIC STORAGE NEEDED BY PRE-PROCESSOR 2:41 DECIMAL WORDS
 
DYNAMIC STORAGE AVAILABLE TO PRE-PROCESSOR ........ 10000 DECIMAL NORDS
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VERSION.MODIFICATION ... UL2E6 
MODIFICATION DATE ...... 061978 
DATE OF RUN ............ 
TINE OF RUN ............ 




DATE 062778 TIME 010034 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE
 




SEQUENCE NODE BCS AREA ALPH E£ISS SURF. TYPE ACTIVE -------- COMMENTS ------------

I I GOXINR t.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT FRONT 
2 2 BOXINR 1.60000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT SIDE 
3 3 DOXINR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BACK 
4 4 BOXINR .00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 
5 II BOXINL 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT FRONT 
6 12 BOXINL 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT SIDE 
7 13 BOXINL 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BACK 
B 14 BOXINL I.O000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 
9 5 LIOLNR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT LID 
I 15 LIDINR 2.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER LEFT LID 
It 21 BOXOUT 2.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
12 22 BOXOUT 2.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
13 23 BOXOUT 1.04040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
14 24 BOXOUT 2.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
15 25 BOXOUT 1.04040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
16 26 LIDOUT 2.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACE OF LID 
NODE. AREA. AND PROPERTIES ARRAYS HAVE BEEN WRITTEN ON THE -RSO- TAPE 




DATE 062778 TIME 010042 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 2 
MODEL-SAtIPLE CONFIG-CASEI' STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SrCAL/FFCAL/GBCALRCCAL/OROGEU/OPLOT 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 




NODE 1 0. 20. 40. Go. 0. t0. 120. 140. 160. I00. 200. 220. 2'm. 260. 290. 300. 320. 340. 360.
 
SOLAR CORE 
.SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
1.00 	1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 .0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .81 .64 .33 .11 .00 .00 .17 .67 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .59 .42 .19 .06 .00 .00 .00 .03 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 -.DO 45.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .19 .25 .17 .08 .00 .00 .00 .17 .61 .00 .00 .00 .CO .00 07.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ;o .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 o00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .O 390.0 
CLOCK ANGLE
 






1.00 	3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.90 3.00 .0 
.00 .0 .00 .00 .00 .81 .64 .33 .31 .00 .00 .17 .67 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .59 .42 .19 .06 .OO .00 .00 .03 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .19 .25 .17 .08 .00 .00 .DO .t7 .6t .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 12.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .OQ .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 t57.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 360.0 
(A 
DATE 062770 TIME OO09 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC S VERSION PAGE 3
 
HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-l SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCALIGBCAL/RCCALIORBGENI6PLOT
 











.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0
.61 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .06 .17 .33 .44 .56 .50 .61 22.5
 
.42 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .08 .42 .64 .61 .59 .42 45.0 
.19 .00 .00 .00 .OQ .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .61 .42 .25 .22 .19 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
•.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 '00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0 
CLOCK ANGLE
 







.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0
 
.61 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
 .06 .17 .33 .44 .56 .58 .61 82.5
 
.42 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .08 .42 .64 .61 .58 
 .42 45.0 
.19 .00 .00 .00 .00 
 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .61 .42 .25 .22 .19 67.5

:00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
 .00 .00, .00 157.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
 .00 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 180.0 
-,4 
DATE 062779 TINE 010111 THERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC.O VERSION PAGE 4
 
NODEL-SANPLE CONFIG-CASES STEP--I 	 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCALIfICCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 








SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.00 o00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .06 .09 .03 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
2.00 .91 .53 .31 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .33 .83 1.00 1.00 45.0
 
.33 .42 .31 .25 .08 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .25 .72 .50 .50 .33 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0O .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0 
CLOCK ANGLE
 
NODE 3 0. 20. 40. 60. so. t00. 120. PtO. 160. 390. 200. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
INFRA RED 	 CONE
 SHADOW TABLE - ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 , .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 i06 .09 .03 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
5.00 	 .91 .53 .31 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .33 .83 1.00 1.00 45.0
 
.33 .42 .31 .25 .09 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .25 .72 .50 .50 .33 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 




DATE 062779 TIME 010112 TI4REAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 5
 
MOOEL-SANPLE CONFIG-CASCI STEPu-t SAHPLE CASE 2 - /SFCALJFFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 











.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0
 
.67 .56 .36 .39 .39 .29 .11 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .33 .50 .50 .67 .67 22.5 
.00 .00 .06 .08 .00 .00 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .29 .64 .50 .17 .00 .00 45.0 
;00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 
.od .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 £90.0
 
CLOCK ANGLE







.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0 
.67 .56 .36 .39 .39 .28 .12 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .27 .33 .50 .50 .67 .67 22.5 
.00 .00 .06 .08 .00 .00 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .28 .64 .50 .17 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 £12.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .qo .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5




DATE 062770 TIME 010115 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE $
 
HOOEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I 	 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/OBCALfRCCAL/OBGEN/OPLOT 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE 
KOME It 0. 20. 4i. 60. Go. too. 120. 14o. 160. IGO. 200. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
SOLAR CONE 
SHADON TABLE ANGLE 
2.00 	2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .67 .27 .00 .00 .tl .33 .6 .01 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .03 .00 .00 .00 .06 .19 .42 .58 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 '5.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .61 .27 .00 .00 .00 .08 .17 .25 .19 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 










1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .67 .17 .00 .00 .11 .33 .64 .92 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .03 .00 .00 .00 .06 .19 .42 .50 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .61 .17 .00 .00 .00 .08 .17 .25 .19 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 




DATE 06.778 TIME O017 THERAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAGE 7
 
HODEL-SAIPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-3 SANPLE CASE 2 ­ /SFCALIFFCAL/GSCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE 
NODE 12 0. 20. 40. 60. 0. 100. 12O. 14Q. 160. 190. a0o. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 320. 30. 360. 
SOLAR CONE 
SHADOW TABLE
.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 ANGLE .0 
.61 .58 .56 .44 .33 .17 .06 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .61 22.5 
.42 .58 .61 .64 .42 .09 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .42 45.0 
.19 .22 .25 .42 .61 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00, .00 .00 .00 .00 .19 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0o .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0 
CLOCK ANGLE 
NODE 12 0. 20. 40. 60. 80. IO. 120. 240. 160. Io. 200. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
INFRA RED CONE 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0 
.61 .58 .56 .44 .33 .17 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .61 22.5 
. 2 .50 .61 .64 .42 .08 .00 .00 00 .000 .00 .00 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .42 45.0 
.19 .22 .25 .42 .61 .17 .00 :00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .19 67.6 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00- .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.6 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 19O.0 
:1J 
IJ 
DATE 062778 TItE 01011 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE a
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONVIG-CASEI STEP--,I SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCALIFFCAL/GBCAL/RCCALIORBGEN/OPLOT
 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK
 
NODE 13 0. 20. 40. 60. 00. 100. 20. 1
CLOCK ANGLE 
40. t6O. 180. 200. F20. 240. 260. 200. 300. 320- 340. 360. 
SOLAR 
SHADOW TABLE 
.00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 .00 
1.00 1.00 .83 
.33 .60 .50 
.00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 .00 

























































































































NODE 13 0. 20. s0. 60. 80. loo. 120. 140. 160. lea. 200. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
INFRA RED 	 CONE
 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 o00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ".00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .03 .09 .06 .00 22.5 
1.00 	1.00 .63 .33 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .31 .53 .81 1.00 45.0
 
.33 .50 .50 .72 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .09 .25 .3t .42 .33 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .Oq .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 222.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5





DATE 062778 TIME 010219 TKERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 9
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEt STEPS-I SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCAL/GOCALRCCAL/ORBGN/PLOT
 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK
 




.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0
 
.67 .67 .50 .50 .33 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .11 .29 .39 .39 .36 .56 .67 22.5
 
.00 .00 .17 .50 .64 .29 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .06 .00 .00 .08 .06 .00 .00 45.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 12.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 357.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 280.0 
CLOCK ANGLE
 




SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0 
.67 .67 .50 .50 .33 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .11 .20 .39 .39 .36 .56 .67 22.5 
.00 .00 .17 .50 .64 .20 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .06 .00 .00 .08 .06 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 oo .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .,00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .o .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.yo .00 .00 .o0 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 100.0 
('3: 
DATE 062778 T/nE 010121 THERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC S VERSION PAGE 10
 
KODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGoCASE1 STEP--I 	 SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCALIFFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 










.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
 
t.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 45.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .OU .00 1.00 3.00 3.00 I.O0 67.5
 
1.00 	1.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 t.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 90.0
 
.67 .56 .67 .67 .72 .72 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .14 .14 .33 .50 .50 .67 112.5
 
.33 .39 .33 .31 .33 .33 .31 .22 .13 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 -.17 .33 .33 135.0
 
.00 .03 .08 .11 .14 .34 .31 .08 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 












.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22,5 
3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 I00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 45.0 
3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 .00 .D0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 67.5 
1.00 t.00 3.00 1.00 3.C0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .01 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.O0 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 90.0 
.67 .56 .67 .67 .72 .72 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .14 .14 .33 .50 .50 .67 112.6 
.33 .39 .33 .31 .33 .33 .31 .22 .11 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .33 .33 135.0 
.00 .03 .08 .[1.14 .14 .11 .00 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 t57.5 




DATE 062778 TIME 010122 THERMAL RAD'IATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PACE 12
 
NOOEL-SAPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--i SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK
 
CLOCK ANGLE 





.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 45.0­
1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 67.5
 
1.00 	1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 90.0
 
.67 .50 .50 .33 .14 .14 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .72 .72 .67 .67 .56 .67 112.5
 
.33 .33 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .11 .22 .31 .33 .33 .31 .33 .39 .33 i35.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .00 .11 .14 .14 .11 .08 .03 .00 157.5
 










.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .o .0 .00.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 45.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 67.5
 
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 90.0
 
.67 .50 .50 .33 .14 .14 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .72 .72 .67 .67 .56 .67 112.5
 
.33 .33 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .12 .22 .31 .33 .33 .31 .33 .39 .33 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .08 .41 .24 .14 .11 .08 .03 .00 157.5
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HODELSAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK
 
CLOCK ANGLE 
NODE 21 0. 20. %O. 60. 60. 300. 120. 140. 160. 180. 200. 280. 240. 250. 280. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
SOLAR CONE 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .r00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00- .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 90.0 
2.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 t.00 112.5
 
1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.90 1.00 135.0
 
2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 157.5
 
t.00 2.00 2.00 1.00








SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ".00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ;O .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.5 
.00 .00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 /.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.O0 3.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 90.0
 
1.00 t.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 312.5
 
2.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 .00 1.00 t.'oo 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 135.0
1 00 1.00 1.00 

2;00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.o00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 257.5
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MODELSAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP,-I SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SrCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE 
NODE 22 0. 20. 40. 60. 0. 100. 120. 140. 160. 180. 200, 220. 24'0. 260. 280. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
SOLAR CONE
 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0 
1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 22.5
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 45.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 67.5
 
3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 90.0
 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 :12.5
 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 135.0 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .o .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 157.5 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 190.0 
CLOCK ANGLE 





1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00z.ob 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0 
1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 22.5 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 45.0
 
3.00 3.00 I.O 3.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 67.5 
1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 90.0
 
1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 too z.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 112.5 
1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.0 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 135.0 
3.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 .00 bo .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .oo 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 157.5 
t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 100.0 
.-: 
-I 
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MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCALFFCALIGGCALIRCCALIORBGCNOPLOT
 










1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 ;00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .0
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00,1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 22.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .100 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 45.0 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 '.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 67.5
 
2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 90.0
 
1.00 .00 .00 .0O .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 112.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2 .00, .0000 1.00 135.0
 

1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .OD .00, .00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00, 1.00 1.00 157.5 




NODE 23 0. 20. 40. 60. 80. 100. 120. 240. 160. 180. 200. 220. 240,. 260. 200. 300. 320. 340. 360.
 
INFRA RED CONE 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
-.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 2.0 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.O0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 22.5
 
t.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 45.0
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 67.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 90.0
 
3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 112.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 135.0
 
2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 157.5
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 I.O0.O0 190.0
 
0 
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KODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I' SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCALIGBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK
 
CLOCK ANGLE 





1.O 	 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 toO0 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 .0 00 .00 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00' .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.60 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00-1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 190.0
 
CLOCK ANGLE 





2.00 	1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 2.000 1.002.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
;00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0o .00 .00 .00 .00 t57.5 
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HODEL-SAHPLE CONFIO-CASCI STEP--I SAHPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/rrCAL/GDCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/PLOT
 










1.00 1.00 3.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 .0
 
31.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 22.5
 
1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .o00 ;.00 45.0 
1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 67.5
 
1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 90.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 t.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 It2.5 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 Ob .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 135.0 
1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 157.5
 










1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.070 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 t.00 3.00 .0 
3.00 t.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 22.5 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00, .00 .00 .00 1.00 45.0
 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 67.5
 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 90.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 112.5
 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 t00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 135.0 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 357.5
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MODELwSAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP,-	 SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
SHADOU FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE 
MOC 26 0. 20. '*0. 60. 00. 200. 120. 140. 160. 180. 200. 220. 240. 260. 290. 300. 320. 3140. 360. 
SOLAR 	 CONE
 
SHADOW TABLE 	 ANGLE 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 .0 
2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 22.5
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 45.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 




NODE 26 0. 20. 40. 50. 80. 100. 120. 140. 160. 190. 200. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 320. 3'#0. 360.
 
I NFRA RED 	 CONE 
SHADOW TABLE 	 ANGLE 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 22.5 
2.00 	1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 a.o0 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 335.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0 
SHADOW FACTORS FOR CONFIGURATION CASEI HAVE BEEN STOREO ON RSO.
 
LAST RECORD WRITTEN , 52
 
* ** ** ** 444*44404 * 4 4* 444449 04 0 0 * * ******* 	 4. 
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HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-I SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
FOR FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
 
FORM FACTORS AND COMBINED FORM FACTORS - USER INPUT AND DEFAULT PARAMETERS 




FFACC .0500 .0500 ORIENTATION ACCURACY PARAMETER 
 NIA
 
FFACCS .1000 .1000 
 SHADOWING ACCURACY PARAMETER NIA
 
rFMIN .3-05 1.OE-06 PARAMETER TO ELIMINATE SHALL FORM FACTORS N/A

FFNOSH SHAD SHAD OVER RIDE SHADOWING PARAMETER 
 (SHAD.NOSH)

4FFPNCH NO NO PARAMETER TO PUNCH FORM FACTORS (YES.NDI

FFPRNT YES YES FLAG FOR COMPREHENSIVE FF AND CH PRINT LYES.NO.FF.CM.RB)
 
FFRATL 15.0 35.0 RATIO FOR USING SUB-NODE TECHNIQUE N/A

FFCMB NO CORR FLAG FOR COMBINING FORM FACTORS IYES.NO.AUTO.CORR)
 
+ -FFPNCH 1ILL DEFAULT TO -YES- ON CALCULATED VALUES If THE -RSO- FILE IS NOT SPECIFIED IN THE OPTIONS DATA BLOCK
 
............................4+ .. . .. . .. ......... +
+ ..............
 
RESTARTING - FFCAL - DATA FOR CONFIGURATION- CASEI -FROM UNIT - 1Q 
l) 
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NODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGCASEI STEP-I 
FOR FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
SAMPLE CASE 2 ­ /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORGENJOPLOT 

















































































NUMBER OF NODES ­ 1 NUMBER OF SURFACES i£s 
(* rINDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED) 
(R -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA) 
(UN-INDICATESUNKNOWN CALCULATION NODE BECAUES OF RSI. RTI. OR CARD INPUT) 
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 






















2 pSI .207379 .207379 .207379 
3 RSI .201522 .201522 .201522 
RSI .207379 .207379 .207379 
12 RSI .0329e2 .032922 .032922 
13 RSI .066059 .086058 .06058 
14 RSI .040501 .040501 .040501 
5 AS! .137203 .137203 .137203 
15 8S .056008 .056006 .056006 
FFSUH - .9690 RO CP TIME - .143 

























































a 3 RS! .207379 .207319 .207379 .203-79 .2073-79 1.000000 1.000000 .000 0 0 UN 
DATE 082778 TIMEOICI3S TifERHAL RADIATIOS ANALYSIS SYSTEM ITRASYSI UNIVAC MEC 8 VERSION 'PAGE 20 
fODEL-SANPLE CONFIG-CASEI StEP.-i 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCALOBCALIRCCALIORBGCNIOPLOT 
C4 -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED) 
(R -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA) 
CUR-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION MODE BECAUES OF RSI. RTI, OR CARD INPUT) 
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 

























4 RSK .207379 .207379 .207379 
II RSI .032922 .032922 .032922 
12 RSI .068832 .068838 .068832 
13 RSJ .032922 .032922 .032922 
14 RSI .032922 .032922 .032922 
5 RS! .096343 .096343 .096343 
15 ASI .034252 .034262 .034262 
FfSUn - .920 RON CP TRE - .153 

























































4 RSI .07379 .207379 .207379 
II RSI .06O05O .096059 .096059 
12 RSI .032922 .032922 .032922 
1% ASI .040501 .040501 .040501 
5 RS! .050426 .050426 .050426 
15 RSI .011660 .011660 .011660 
FFSUN - .9378 ROU CP TIME - .O8* 





















































FFSUn - .9007 














































































DATE 062779 TINE 010139 THERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 21
 
NODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE1 STEPS-I SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCALIFFCAL/GBCAL/RCCALjORBGEN/OPLOT
 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
(O -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS SEEN SUBDIVIDED)
(A -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA) 
(UN-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION ODE BECAUES OF RS!. RTI. OR CARD INPUT) 
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNON DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 
























































It FFSUH - .9690 RON CP TINE -








13 RSI .207379 .207379 
14 RSI .207379 .207379 
5 RSI .034262 .034262 
15 RSI .096343 .096343 
FFSU - .9203 RON CP TIME -
















































































5 RSI .056951 .056651 
15 RSI .107798 .107799 
FFSU - .9007 ROW CP TIME -




















DATE 062770 TIRE 010139 TP0NtAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SVSTCH (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 22 
MODEL-SAHPLE CONFID-CASEI 
STEPo-j 
 SAEIPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCAL/GOCAL/RCCALI/ROGN/OPLOT





(f -INDICATES NODf PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED)tR -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA)(UN-INoICATCS UNKNOWN CALCULATION HOLE BECAUES OF PSI, PT?. On CARD tNprui(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNON DATA' VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT)NODE J COMPUTATION |RtI.J) iFIREJ.II FSOL(I,JI FSOL(Jh) FFtI.J) SHAD.IR SHAO.SOL 
I/SHAD ISHAO WiSHAD WISHAD SO/SHAO FACTOR FACTOR 




FORM FACTOR RESTART IRSO) RECORD ­ 64 
55 flSUff - .5505 ROW CP TIME - .00 
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD . a5 
21 FFSUM - .0000 RON CP TIME 
­ .003 
FORK FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD ­ 60 
82 PFSUH - .0000 ROW Cp TIME -
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD -
.004 
67 
a3 rfSU - .o00o ROl CP TIME -
FORK FACTOR RESTART CRSO) RECORD -
.005 
GB 
2't FFSUM O-DnO ROW'Cp TIME -OR kACTOR RESTART CRSO RECORD .004ag 
23 DATE 062778 TIME 0I0It4 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC S VERSION PAGE 

IODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCAL/GBCALIRCCAL/ORSGEN/OPLOT
 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
 
If -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED)
 
(R -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA)
 
(UN-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION MODE BECAUES OF RSK. RTI, OR CARD INPUT)
 
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT)
 
NODE I NODE J COMPUTATION FIR(I,JI FIR(J.I) FSOL(I.J) FSOL(JI) FF(IJ) SHAD.IR SHAO.SOL CP TIME NEI NEJ
 
N/SHAD H/SHAD N/SHAD W/SHAD HO/SHAD FACTOR FACTOR (SEC)
 
25 FFSUM - .0000 ROW CP TIME - .060
 
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD - 70
 
26 FFSUN - .0000 ROW CP TIME - .002
 
FORM FACTOR RESTART CRSO) RECORD - 71
 
FF FORM FACTORS FOR CONFIGURATION CASEI HAVE SEEN STORED ON RSO.
 
LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN 71
 
* 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 * 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 
= 
DATE 062776 TIME 010141 WHRENAL RADIATION ADWLVSIS SYSTEM (TASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 21
 
HODEL-SAHPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I S.nVLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
SUHARY OF FOmi FACTOR SUNS FOR ALL NODES 

























23- .0000 24- .0000 25- .0000 26- .0000 
TOTAL TIME FOR FORM FACTOR SEGMENT 1.557
 
TOTAL TIME SINCE START OF RUN 91.175
 
OD 
DATE 062778 TINE 010142 THERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTE (TRASYS UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 25
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG'CASEI STEP-I SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCALIFFCAL/GBCALIRCCAL/ORBGEMIOPLOT
 








OBMBND BOTH BOTH WAVEBAND DEFINITION PARAMETER (2BW.o3HSOL.QHBOTH3
 
......... ........ ....... .... +++*#.. +++++++++*++ +++**
+ 4++t *+ ... 
RESTARTING - GalR - DATA FOR CONFIGURATION- CASEI -FROM UNIT - 14 
RESTARTING - GBSO - DATA FOR CONFIGURATION- CASE! -FROM UNIT - 14
 
I G+AY BODIES.STORED.FOR .. C LAST.. R..TE....
C..  .ES.TARTRCORD 

IR GRAY BODIES STORED FOR CONFIG. CASEi LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN - 09 
SOL GRAY BODIES STORED FOR CONFIG. CASE! LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN - 107
 




26 DATE 002770 TIRE OI009 THERAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC S VERSION PAGE 

MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--K SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCALIORBGEN/OPLOT
 



















































































PUNCH/NO PUNCH PARAMETER FOR RADKS (YES.NO)

PARAMETER TO ELIMINATE SMALL RADK S 
 N/A

INITIAL RADIATION CONDUCTOR ID NUMBER N/A

MNEMONIC FLAG FOR COMPUTATION OF RADKS TO SPACE (SPACE.NO)
 





AREA MULTIPLYING FACTOR 
 N/A

PARAMETER TO OUTPUT TO BCD TAPE 
 (TAPE.NO)
 
SIGNIFICANT RADIATION FRACTION 
 CO. TO I.)

DECIMAL FRACTION OF LAST RAOK SAVED 
 N/A






27 DATE 062778 TINE 010151 TIERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 

MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 












DATE 062770 TIME 010151 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 9 VERSION PAGE 28
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE3 STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCALIFFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK.
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR (RADS) CARDS
 
AREA UNITS - INPUT UNITS * AMPF, WHERE A"PF u 1.00000 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 1. 1. 2, .35931-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 2. 1. 3. .939t3-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 3. i. 4, .73699-091 
PUNCHED AND/OR GCDOU RAOKS - - 4, 1. 12. .35937-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 5. I. 5. .564z6-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 6. 2. 3. .35665-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR SCDOU RACKS - - 7, 2. 4. .35743-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 8. 2. I2. .10306-09% 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 9. 2. 5. .19769-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR DCDOU RACKS- - 0. 3. #. .73000-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - i. 3. 12. .35685-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDDU RACKS - 12. 3. 5. .21024-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS- - 13. f. 12. .35743-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - 14, 4, 5, .48604-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 15. 12. 5. .19799-09$ 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 16. 1. 999. .33302-09S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 17, 2, 999. .17494-065
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - Io. 3. 999. .37054-08S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 19. 4, 999. .35297-09S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR CDOU RADKS - - 20. 12. 999. .17494-ODS
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 2t, 5, 999. .45792-OS
 
N:z 
DATE 062776 TIME 010152 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 
MOOEL-SAHPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP=-I SAMPLE CASE 2 ­ ISFCAL/FFCAL/OBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK. 
29 
CONSERVATION CHECKS 
RADIATION SUMS FOR EACH NODE BEFORE RKMIN SCREENING 
I ­ .10000+Ot 2 - .10000+01 3 - .a0000+0o 4 - .0000+0o 12 - .I0000+01 5 - .10000+01 
0)P 
(4 
DATE 0S2770 TINE 010152 THERHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASVS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 
tODEL-SAHPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK. 
30 
CONSERVATION CHECKS 
RADIATION SUNS FOR EACH NODE AFTER KHIN SCREENING 
I ­ .10000+01 2 - .10000+01 3 ­ .10000+01 - .000001 12 - .10000+01 5 - .10000+01 
TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE AND CONDENSE RADKS a .61 
-a 
DATE 0277 TIME 010154 THERMAL RAOIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYSI UNIVAC EMC 8 VERSION PAGE 
 31
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONfIG-CASEI STEP-1O000 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/ACCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 






























































**+ BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS +++ 
SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAD.HOSH SHAD DINOSH
 
PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 0.25 DIACC
 
SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.30 DIACCS
 
STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 0 NSPFF
 
TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
 
INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSISI 0.0 TIJIEST
 
.... BASIC ORBIT DATA ....
 
LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE. DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
 
ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 0.0 APER
 
ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES 0.0 OINC
 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA
 
ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC
 
SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
 
SUN DEC ANGLE.OEGREES. 0.0 SUNDEC
 
REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STRRA
 
REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STRDEC
 
+4.4 PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA .... 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTY 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 RoTZ 
ROTATION ORDER -- IROTXIROTYIROTZ 1 2 3 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCL 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCO 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 PLCL 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 PLCO 
... SPIN DATA +..
 
CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES(ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCW-POSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
 
CONE ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 CONE
 
ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
 
TIME SPIN BEGINS 0.0 TIMSP
 
DATE 062770 TIME 010155 THERNAL. RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC S VERSION PAGE 
HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGCASEI STEP-1OOO SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCALIRCCALIORBOGEN/PLOT 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
32 





SUN BETA ANGLE. DEGREES 
STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES 





SUN CIGMA ANGLE. DEGREES 

























PLANET DS EMISS POWER 
PLANET SS ERISS POWER 











DATE 062776 TIE 020356 THERIAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 

MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE1 STEP-i0000 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT

DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
+NOTE++ AN EOF HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED ON RS. LAST RECORD NO. READ - 107 
+NOTE++ INITIATING CALCULATIONS
 
-DICAL - RESTART DATA FOR CONFIGURATION -CASEI 




DATE 062770 TIME 020159 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ITRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 34
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIO-CASEI STEP-IOOO0 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/G&CAL/RCCAL/ORBGENIOPLOT
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP oO 10o0ToUZ ANOMALY - .00000 TIME - .00000 
*++IN THE SUN 0... 
NODE DIRECT UNSHADOWED SHADOW COMPUTATION CP TIME SURFACE SHADOWING 
NUMBER FLUX(QDS) - FLUX FACTOR (SECONDS) ELEMENTS SURFACES 
1 .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPE .001 9 0 
2 .94028+02 .18576 03 .5062 CALC .190 9t 5 
3 .00000 .10725+03 .0000 CALC .307 64 B 
4 .8576+03 .37152*03 .5000 SFTAPE .372 90 0 
II .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPE .420 9 0 
12 .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPE .469 9 0 
13 .10055.02 .10725+03 .0938 CALC .591 64 6 
14 .10664 03 .37152t03 .2670 SFTAPE .653 9! 0 
5 .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPE .699 9 0 
I5 .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPE .747 9 0 
22 .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPE .796 8 0 
22 .10725+03 .10725+03 1.0000 CALC .994 66 10 
23 .18576+03 .18576+03 1.0000 CALC 1.158 at 6 
24 .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPE 1.206 a 0 
25 .00000 -.00000 .0000 SFTAPE 1.255 9 0 
26 .18687+03 .18687+03 1.0000 CALC 1.469 78 10 
NOTE--

FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (4+++.) MAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK, STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP. OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DICON
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 94.820 SECONDS 
03 
DATE 06a778 TiMlE 010204 1iIERfll RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEI CTRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 35
 
IOOEL-SAIIPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEPwIOOGO SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCALIFFCALIGBCAL/RCCALIORBGENIOPLOT
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
ALEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO. - 10000 TRUE ANOMALY - .00000 TIME - .00000 
*# * IN THE SUN *+ 
NODE 
NUMBER 




















































































































































24 CALC .391+02 .Z8.02 .391.02 .268+02 1.000 3.000 11.105 66 30 t0 
25 CALC .39202 .264 02 .382+02 .264402 1.000 1.000 11.854 66 9 10 
26 CALC .659+01 V57+01 .659.01 .457+01 1.000 1.000 12.189 52 a to 
NOTE--

FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (+* *.. MAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DICOHP
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 107.302 SECONDS
 







DATE 062770 TIE 010230 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEH (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 36
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEi STEP-IOO0 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCALIGBCAL/RCCALIORBOGEN/OPLOT
 




VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS 
NAME VALUE 
IAQSOS 10000 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR SOLAR 01 N/A 
STEP NO. 
IAQSDA 30000 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR ALBEDO 0I N/A 
STEP NO. 
IAGSOP £0000 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR PLANETARY 01 N/A 
STEP NO. 
ABSORBED 0 STORED IN STEP £O000
 




DATE 062778 TIRE 010233 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 37
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-lOOOM SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 































































.4.4 BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS + 4-

SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAD.NOSH 

PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 

SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 

STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 

TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 

INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 

... # BASIC ORBIT DATA + .
 
LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 

ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 

ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES 

ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 





SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 

SUN DEC ANGLE.DEGREES. 

REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DEGREES 

REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE. DEGREES 

.... PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA +... 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 

ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 
ROTATION ABOUT YES Z-AXIS TO CCS 
ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX,IROTY.IROTZ 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE, DEGREES 
.+. SPIN DATA ....
 
CLOCK ANGLE. DEGREES(ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCWNPOSITIVE) 

CONE ANGLE. DEGREES 

ROTATION RATE- CCM POSITIVE 































































DATE 062779 TIMEi 010235 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 38
 
HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-I0001 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCALIFFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 






SUN BETA ANGLE. DEGREES 
STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES 





SUN CIGNA ANGLE. DEGREES 










PLANET GRAV CONSTANT 














PLANET DS EPISS POWER 
PLANET SS EMISS POWER 





DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES CALCULATED USING SHADOW FACTORS
 
,-, 
DATE 062779 Tit'E otO23f THZRHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAGE 39
 
ODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEPuloool SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/OBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO IO0OITRUE ANOHALY - 90.00000 TIME f .36701 
*+6+ IN THE SUN 
NODE DIRECT UNSHADOWED SHADOW COMPUTATION CP TIME SURFACE SHADOWING 

















3 .00000 .42900+03 .0000 SFTAPE .157 81 0 
4 .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPE .211 5 0 
It .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPE .263 9 0 


























































25 .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPE .800 , 9 0 
26 .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPE .954 8 0 
NOTE--
FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (++++) MAY HAVE COME FROM AT|, THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP, OR FORCED TO ZERO IN 01CO
 




DATE 06.718 TIKE 0104Z0 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTn (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 40
 
HODCL-SAHPLE CONFIOsCASEI STEPI0001 SAMPLE CASE 2 - ,SFCALIFrCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORGON/OPLOT
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
ALSEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO. a 1O001 TRUE ANOMALY = 90.08000 TIME - .36701
 
06.* IN THE SUN
 
NODE COPUT --DIRECT 1NCID. FLUX-- --- UNSHADOW4O FLUX--- -- SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
 
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEQO PLANETARY ALBEDO PAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
 
I SFTAPE .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .001 66 9 9
 
2 SFTAPE .000 .000 .63800 .000 .000 .000 .292 66 9 9
 
3 SVTAPE .000 .000 .206+01 .000 .000 .000 .54I st 9 19
 
At SFTAPE .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .647 52 9 9
 
II SFTAPE .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .093 66 9 9
 
12 SFTAPE .000 .000 .634+00 .000 .000 .000 3.338 6 9 9
 
13 SFrAPE .000 .000 .206+01 .000 .000 .000 1.369 61 9 9
 
14 SFTAPE .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 ..000 t.*75 52 9 9
 
5 CALC .126+01 .155#02 .24701 .000 .509 .000 Z.r652 133 i6 9
 
15 CALC .125*O( .154+02 .247+01 .ODD .504 .000 3.706 133 1 9
 
21 CALC .143+02 .742+02 .143+01 .000 1.000 .000 6.716 li2 58 t0
 
22 CALC .206401 .268+02 .206+01 .003 1.000 .000 7.3e6 62 t0 10
 
23 CALC .638400 .264+02 .639400 .000 2.000 .000 7.819 66 9 I2
 
24 CALC .000 .268+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 9.444 c6 to to
 
25 CALC .634+00 .E64+02 .634+00 .000 1.000 .000 0.895 66 9 10
 




FLUX VAI JFS FLAGGED (++1++4) HAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN OICOP 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 11.517 SECONDS
 
SA.P FLUXES HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO fSO TAPE, LAST RESTART RECORD NHITTEN * 239
 
-t. 
DATE062179 TIME 010305 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN ITRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 41 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-I0001 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCALIGBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
ABSORBED 0 COMPUTATION LINK. 
ABSORBED HEAT 
VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS 
NAME VALUE 
IAGSDS 10001 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR SOLAR DI NIA 
STEP NO. 
IAGSOA 10001 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR ALBEDO DI MIA 
STEP NO. 
IAQSDP 10001 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR PLANETARY DI N/A 
STEP NO. 
ABSORBED 0 STORED IN STEP 10001
 





DATE 06Z770 TIME 010309 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS YSTEN (TRASYS) tqlVAC EXEC 0 VERSIO PAGE fi2 
HODEL-SAMPLE CowrlG!CASEI STEP-ioooe SAPNPLC CASE B - tSrCaV/FCALIOCAL/RCCAL/o 2BW/OPLOT 






























































DESCRIPTION 	 USeg 

OPTIONS 
*.+0 BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS 6 ++
 
SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAD.NOSH 

PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 

SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 

STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 

TRUE ANONALY ANGLE. DEGREES 

INITIAL TIME (AT PCRIAPSISI 

** BASIC ORBIT DATA +40k 
LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE. DEGREES 

ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 

ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES 

ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 





SUN RA ANGLE.' DEGREES 

SUN DEC ANGLE.DEGREES. 

REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DEGREES 

REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE. DEGREES 

+0* PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA * .
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 

ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 

ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 

ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX.IROTY.IROTZ 

SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 

SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 

PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 

PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 

+00+ SPIN DATA *4*+ 
CLOCK ANGLE. DEGREES(ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCH-POSITIVE) 

CONE ANGLE. DEGREES 

ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 
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IOCELUSAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP=tO00 SAItPLE CASE 2 - /SFCALIFFCAL/GBCALIRCCALIOROEj/OPLOT 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
NSTEP NO :O002 
... COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ... 
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION too VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
60.000 	 SUN BETA ANGLE. DEGREES .000 SUN CIGNA ANGLE. DEGREES 
.000 STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES .000 STAR CIGHAS ANGLE, DEGREES 
.#*4 PLANET --EARTH -- DATA *e 4 
VALUE DESCRIPTION HAKE of VALUE DESCRIPTION 	 NAME
 
.300 PLANET ALBEDO PALO .75073 02 PLANET OS EISS POWER WDS 
.20900+08 PLANET RADIUS PRAD .75073+02 PLANET 55 EISS POWeR NSS 
.14679+01 ORBIT PERIOD 	 PERIOD 
.41731+09 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV .48O0o03 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PS0 SOL 
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IfODLmSAMPLE CONFIG-CASEL STEP-10002 SARLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCCAL/gCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OLOT 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
SOAR DI ECT INCIDENT FLU FOR STEP NG0OOO2TRU ANOMALY - 190.00000 TIPC - .73402 
004 IN THE SH4ADE 400 
MODE DIRECT tmSHADOEO SHADOM COMPUTATION CP ThIC SURFACE SHADON|N

WtrnBER FLUfIODS) FLUX FACTOR (SECONDS) CLEI-1NTS SURFACES
 
1 .00000 .00000 .0000 *+... .001 0 0
2 .00000 .00000 .0000 *. .046 0 0
 
3 .00000 .00000 .0000 *. .085 0 0
 
.00000 .00000 .00D .085 a
 
It .00000 .o00uo .o0oo .108 0 0
 
la .00000 .00000 .0000 *4** 4 .128 0 0
 
13 .00000 .00000 .0000 4 .147 a a
 
14 .00000 .00000 .0000 + . 0 0
171 
5 .00000 .O00QO .0000 ...... .100 0 0
 
i5 .00000 .00000 .0000 ...... .ell 0 0
 
al .00000 .00000 ?+4 0 0
40000 .3? 

Re .o00oo .00000 .0000 *4+.4. .256 0 0
 
.23 .00000 .00000 .0000 44t+ 4 .277 0 0
 
2 .0000 .00000 .0000 44.44, .30a 0 0
 
25 .00000 .00000 .0000 4+4+ .324 0 0
 




FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (4+ *4*) HAY HAVE CONE FROM RTl. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK, STUFFED,FRO ANOTHER STP. Oft FORCED TO ZERO IN DICON 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIKE IN PROBLEM - 119.611 SECONDS 
0, -4
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HODEL-SAIPLE CONFIOCASEI 
STEP-I0002 SAKPLE CASE 2 - /SFCALIFFCALfOBCALIPCCAL/ORaGENIOPLOT 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
ALDODO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIOUT FLUXES FOR STEP NO. - 10002 TRUE ANOMALY - 100.00000 TIME - .73402 
++4- IN THE SHADE +... 
NODE CONPUT ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- ---UNSHAOOUED FLUX--- -- SHADOW FACTORS--
 CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
 
HUNBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALSEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
 
I 4*44+. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .001 0 0 02 + +t+ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .049 0 0 03 +++++ .000 .000 .000 
 .000 .000 .000 .071 0 0 04 ++*+ c .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .091 0 0 0II +++*+ .000 .000 .000 1000 .000 .000 .ie 0 0 0a 0++... .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .132 0 0I +", .000 .000 '000 .000 .008 .000 .156 0 0 
0 
014 .+++. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .175 0 0 05 .+.+ .000 .15502 .000 .000 .000 .000 .195 0 0 a15 +++. .000 .154+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .217 0 0 0
21 ...... .000 .742+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .237 0 0 .0
22 ... .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .259 0 0 0
+ , .268+02 
23 ..+. .000 .264+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .277 0 0 0
24 ++++++ .000 .268+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .303 0 0 0
25 +..... .000 .264+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .328 0 0 0
28 ++++ .000 .'*57+01 .O0o .000 .000 .000 .3? 0 a 0 
NOTE--

FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (4+++4) HAY HAVE CONE FROM RTI, 
THE FLUX DATA BLOCK, STUFFED FrOH ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DICOIP
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - It9.991 SECONDS
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NOEL,'SAfPLE COPWIG-CASEC STEPIOO02 SANPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GCALRCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
ABSORBED a COHPUTATION LINK. 
ABSORBED HEAT 
VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION OPTI ONS 
AMIE VALUE 
IAOSDS 10002 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR SOLAR DI N/A 
STEP NO. 
IAOSDA 10002 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR ALDEDO DI N/A 
STEP NO. 
IAOSDP 10002 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR PLANETARY D N/A 
STEP No. 
ABSORBED 0 STORED IN STEP 10002 
TOTAL TIMlE TO COMPUTE ABSORBED 0 23 
0 
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MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-tO003 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCALIORBGEN/OPLOT
 
































































*4++ BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS ..+
 
SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG 	 SHADONOSH 

PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 

SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 

STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 

TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE. DEGREES 

INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 

4-0++ BASIC ORBIT DATA ++
 
LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 

ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 

ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 

ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 





SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 

SUN DEC ANGLE.DEGREES, 

REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 

REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE. DEGREES 

.... PLANET-ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA +++. 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 

ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TOCCS 

ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 

ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX.IROTY.IROTZ 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK, DEGREES 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE, DEGREES 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE, DEGREES 
....+ SPIN DATA .+.
 
CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES(ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCWNPOSITIVE) 

CONE ANGLE. DEGREES 

ROTATION RATE- CCN POSITIVE 
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HODEL=SAHPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEPoIOO03 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGENIOPLOT
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
*.... *NSTEP No - 10003
 
.+ . COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA+ + 
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 004 VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
60.000 	 SUN BETA ANGLE. DEGREES .000 SUN CIGNA ANGLE. DEGREES
 
.000 STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES .000 STAR CIGNAS ANGLE. DEGREES
 
4+ # PLANET --EARTH -- DATA +.. 
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME *** VALUE DESCRIPTION 	 NAKE
 
.300 PLANET ALBEDO PALO .75073+02 PLANET DS EMISS POWER DS
 
.20900+08 PLANET RADIUS PRAD .75073o02 PLANET SS EIISS POWER WSS
 
.14679+01 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
 
.41731+09 PLANET GRAVCONSTANT GRAV .42900+03 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSD SOL
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MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-10003 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCALRCCALIORGEN/OPLOT
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO IOo03TRUE ANOMALY ­ 105.71977 TIME - .43111 
4+ IN THE SUN +++ 
NODE DIRECT UNSHAOOWED SHADOW COMPUTATION CP TIME SURFACE SHADOWING 


































































































































FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (+++*+) MAY HAVE COKE FROM RTI, THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP. OR FORCED TO ZERO IN ODCON 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 121.615 SECONDS 
ca 
w. 
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HODELSSAIPLE CONFIGsCASEI STEP-10003 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCALIGBCAL/RCCAL/ORGGEN/OPLOT
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
ALEDO AMD PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO. - 10003 1 TIME - .43111TRUE ANOMALY 305.71977 

*4+ IN THE SUN **+
 
NODE CONPUT ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- --- UNSHADOWED FLUX--- -- SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
 
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALSEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLAN (SECONDS$ PLAN SURF SURF
 
I ...... .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 0 a a
 
2 . .... .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .054 0 9 0 
3 *+.+ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .073 a 8 0
 
4 *+++ + .000 000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .096 0 a 0
 
It *.+++ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .119 0 S 0 
12 ... + .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .139 0 9 0 
13 .+... .000 ,.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .165 0 a 0 
34 .+ + .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .195 0 a 0 
5 +*++++ .000 .s1+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .206 0 9 0 
15 ++... .000 .154+02 .000 .000 .000 .ODO .232 0 a 0 
21 *+.. .000 .742+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .257 0 a 0 
22 ++... .000 .86902 .000 .000 .000 .00O .279 0 a 0 
23 ++# .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .299 0 a 0
... .264+02 
24 *...+ .000 a869+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .320 0 a 0 
25 ++++ .000 .264+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .340 0 8 0 
26 ++... .000 .457+01 .000 .000 .000 .000 .363 0 8 0 
NOTE-­
44 
FLUX VALUES FLAGGED ) M THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DICOMP
++ AY HAVE COME FROM RTI. 

TOTAL ELAPSED TINE IN PROBLEM 122.011 SECONDS
 
S.A.P FLUXES HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN - t77
 
co 
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MODEL-SAPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP1OO03 SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCALIFFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGENOPLOT
 








DEFAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS 
IAOSDS 10003 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR SOLAR DI N/A 
STEP NO. 
IAQSDA 10003 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR ALBEDO D NIA 
STEP NO. 
IAQSOP £0003 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR PLANETARY DI NIA 
STEP NO. 
ABSORBED 0 STORED IN STEP 10003
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HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP=10004 SANPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FrCAL/GGCALIRCCALIORBGEN/OPLOT
 

















SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG 
PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 
SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 
STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 
TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 
























LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 
ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 
ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 
ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 
SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 
SUN DEC ANGLEDEGREES. 
REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLEi DEGREES 






























ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS t-AXIS TO CCS 
ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX.IROTY.IROTZ 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE, DEGREES 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 

























CLOCK ANGLE. DEGREES(ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCW-POSITIVE) 
CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 
ROTATION RATE- CCU POSITIVE 
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NODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-10004 SAIPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCALIGBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
NSTEP NO - 3OO'
 
COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ....
 
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION #at VALUE 	 VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
 
60.000 	 SUN BETA ANGLE. DEGREES .000 SUN CIGMA ANGLE. DEGREES
 
.000 STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES .000 STAR CIGNAS ANGLE, DEGREES
 
... PLANET --EARTH -- DATA ++
4 

VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME 6*9 VALUE DESCRIPTION 	 NAME
 
.300 PLANET ALBEDO 	 PALO .75073+02 PLANET OS EMISS POWER NOS
 
.20900+08 PLANET RADIUS PRAD .75073+02 PLANET SS EMISS POWER NSS
 
.I4679+0I ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
 
.41731+09 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAY .42900+03 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSO SOL
 
DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES CALCULATED USING SHADOW FACTORS
 
.,4, I
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MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP=10004 SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCALIGBCAL/RCCAL/ORGGEN/OPLOT
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO IOO04TRUE ANOMALY w 105.91977 TIME - .43193 
4*44 I1 THE SHADE 4+ 
NODE DIRECT UNSHACOWED SHADOW COMPUTATION CP TIME SURFACE SHADOWING 

















































13 .00000 .00000 .0000 *++44+ .149 0 0 
14 .00000 .00000 .0000 # .176 0 0 
5 .00000 .00000 .0000 +..#+ .197 0 0 
I5 .00000 .00000 .0000 +++... .217 0 0 
21 .00000 .00000 .0000 ++++*+ .230 0 0 
22 .00000 .00000 .0000 44+ + .259 0 0 


























FLUX VALUES'FLAGGEO *+ M+ THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROH ANOTHER STEP. OR FORCED TO ZERO In OICOMHAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. 

TOTAL ELAPSED TIME INPROBLEM - 123.070 SECONDS 
io 
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MODEL-SAHPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-IOO04 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO. 
 - 10004 TRUE ANOMALY * 105.91971 TIME - .43193 
IN THE SHADE ..+. 
NODE CONPUT 
 ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- ---UNSHADOWED FLUX--- -- SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
 
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLAWETARY ALSEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
 
I +++.+ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 0 0 0
 
2 ...... .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .000 .000 .049 0 0 0
 
3 +4.4.. .0O0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .069 0 0 0
4 4++.+ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .094 0 0 0 
II ++++.+ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .116 0 0 0

I? .... . .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .000 .000 .141 0 0 0
 
13 +.+. .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .000 .000 .162 0 0 0
 
34 ... ++ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .132 0 0 0
5 ...+.. .000 .155+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .199 0 0 0
 
IS .. +++ .000 .154+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .223 0 0 0
 
21 +++... .000 .742+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .244 0 0 0
 
22 ...++ .000 .269+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .266 0 0 0
 
23 ...... .000 .264+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .206 0 O 0
 
24 +++ .000 .260+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .306 0 0 
 0
 
25 .... .000 .264+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .326 0 0 0
 




FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (..+..) NAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DICOMP
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM t23.457 SECONDS
 
S.A,P FLUXES HAVE SEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN - 196
 
co 
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MODEL-SA"PLE CONFIGsCASEI STEP=I0004 SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 




VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS 
NAME VALUE 
IAQSOS 10004 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR SOLAR DI N/A 
STEP NO. 
IAOSDA 10004 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR ALBEDO DI N/A 
STEP No. 
IAUSOP 10004 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR PLANETARY D| N/A 
STEP NO. 
ABSORBED 0 STORED IN STEP OO04
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HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP1O006 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCALIORBGEN/OPLOT
 








IGOTME I I TINE ARRAY ID NUMBER FLUX TABLES START AT IOOTME I N/A 
QOTAPE NO 2HNO PARAMETER TO OUTPUT TO BCD TAPE (4HTAPE,2HNO) 
OOPNCH NO 2HNO PUNCH/NO PUNCH PARAMETER FOR OUTPUT (3HPUN.2HNO) 
QOAMPF 1.0000 2.0 AREA MULTIPLYING FACTOR N/A 
oOFMPF 1.0000 1.0 FLUX MULTIPLYING FACTOR N/A 
OOTMPF 1.0000 1.0 TIME MULTIPLYING FACTOR N/A 
QOTYPE BOTH NONE PARAMETER TO DETERMINE TYPE OF OUTPUT (3HTAB.2HAV,4HBOTH) 
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MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-IO006 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCALiRCCAL/ORBOEN/OPLOT
 
ABSORBED a OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
 
ADSORBED HEAT RATE TABLES PUNCHED
 
It TIME ARRAY 
.000 * .367+00. 
ENDS 
2S HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.675+01-. .586+01. 
ENDS 
3S HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.993+02. .411+01. 
ENDS 
4S HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.619+01, .218+01. 
ENDS 
5S HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.170+03. .505+01. 
ENDS 
6S HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.42+01. .586+01.ENDS 














































- INPUT 0 RIPV WHERE RNPF -
- INPUT a TIPF WHERE TNPV -
IS ON SUBROUTINE CALL CARDS 
.10000401 
.1000001 
.431+00. .432+00. .734+00 
.549+01, .263+00, .263+00 
.385+01. .199+00. .199+00 
.205+01. .105+00. .105+00 
.473+01. .244+00. .244+00 
.549+01. .283+006 .283*00 
.365.01. .190+00. .196.00 
.205+01. .105+00. .105+00 
.473+01. .244+00. .244+00 
.270+03, .139+02. .139+02 
.270.03. .139+02. .139+02 
.179.03. .130+03. .13803 
.222+03. .497+02, .497+02 
-i 
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MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGCASEI STEP-1O006 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/OROGEN/OPLOT
 
ABSORDED 'O OUTPUT CONPUTATION LINK.
 
ABSORBED HEAT RATE TABLES PUNCHED
 
a - INPUT * RNPF WHERE RMPF - .1000001 
TIME - INPUT * TMPF WHERE TMPF - .10000*01 
AREA IS ON SUBROUTINE CALL CARDS 
145 HEAT RATE ARRAY
 




15S HEAT RATE ARRAY
 




16S HEAT RATE ARRAY
 
.327t02. .249.02. .247*02. ;247+02. .247 02 
ENDS
 
175 HEAT RATE ARRAY
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IODEL-SA1PLE COHEIC-CASEI STEP-1t006 SAHPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCALJGBCALIRCCAL/ORBGH/OPLOT
 
ABSORBED 0 OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
 
OAKINC SUBROUTIVe CALL CARDS
 
AREA = INPUT (UNITS) a AMPF WHERE AHPF .1000001
 
DAIIHC(I.6792t75C O.TIKE.AI A2 .I.O00OOOOE 0,02 )S
 
DAIIHC(t.%6792175E O.TltlE.AI .A3 ,1.O00OOOODE 0,02 )$
 
DAIHC(I.4679275E O,TIIEA ,Af I.O00000000E OQ3 IS
 
CAIIKC(I.46792t75 OTIIEM.At .AS .t.OOOOOOOE OQ4 Is
 
DAIIMC(I.46792175E O.TIMEM.AI .AS *I.OO0000E 0.011 IS
 
DAIINC(I.46792175E O.TIMEN.AI ,A7 t.IOOOOOOOE O.QI2 IS
 
DAIIKCII.46792175E O.TIMEM.AI .AB .00000000E 0.013 55
 
DAIIMCII.46192175C O,TIMEI.AI .A9 .0000000E OQ4 IS
 
DAtIHCII.4t6792115E O.TIHE1.AI *AIO *1.O00OO00OE 0.05 Is
 
DAIIIC(I.'B79a175c a.TIHEM.AI .All .I.o00OOOiE O.Q15 IS
 
OAIIMC(I.46792t75E 0.TINEN.At *AIS .I.OOOOO00CE 0.021 is
 
DAIIMC(,4A6792175E O.TIMEM.AI .A3 *t.00000000E 0,Q22 IS
 
DAIIMC(I.46792175E O,TIHEH,AI .AI% I.O0000000E 0,Q23 IS
 
DAIIMC(I.46792175E O.TIHEMAI *AZS .l.OOO00000E 0,024 IS
 
DAIIMC(I.46792175E OTIMEH,AI .AIS .I.O0000E 0,Q25 IS
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HOVEL-SAHPLE CONFIG=CASEI STEP-10006 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 


































AVERAGE ORBITAL HEATING RATE AND AREA CARDS PUNCHED 
'VALUES ARE RATE - INPUT (UNITS) a RtPF WHERE RMPF .10000+01 

















TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE ABSORBED 0 OUT .59
 
.1 
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HODELnSAPLE CONFIG-CASE2 STEPIO0O6 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORSGEN/OPLOT
 








IOTME I i TINE ARRAY ID NUMBER FLUX TABLES START AT IQOTME + I N/A

GOTAPE NO 2HNO PARAMETER TO OUTPUT TO BCD TAPE (4HTAPE,2HNO)

OOPNCH NO 
 2HNO PUNCH/NO PUNCH PARAMETER FOR OUTPUT (3HPUN.2HNO)

GOAMPF 2.0000 1.0 AREA MULTIPLYING FACTOR 
 NMA
 
OOFMPF 1.0000 1.0 FLUX MULTIPLYING FACTOR U/A
QOTMPF 1.0000 2.0 TINE MULTIPLYING FACTOR 
 NIA

GOTYPE BOTH NONE PARAMETER TO DETERMINE TYPE OF OUTPUT 
 (3HTAB.2HAV.%HBOTH)
 
IGOARY ALL NONE STEP NO. ARRAY DIRECTIVE (3HALL.ARRAY NAME)
 
In 
DATE 062778 TiME 010345 THERMAL RADIATION ANALVSIS SYSTEl ITRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 9 VERSION PAGE 
MIODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGCASE2 STEP-1o06 SAMPLE CASE 2 - ISFCALIFFCALIGSCALIRCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
ABSORBED 0 OUTPUT COHPUTATION LINK. 



































71 HEAT RATE ARRAY 
- .164+D3, .585+03. 
ENDS 
- INPUT 0 RMPF WHERE RCIPC = 
TIlME INPUT 0 TMPF WHERE TJPF m 
AREA IS ON SUBROUTINE CALL CARDS 
.1GO00+0 
.10000+01 
.431+00. k32+00. .734+D 
.233+03. .503+02, .sos+o 
.286.02. .249102. .249.02 
.539+02. .499+02. .N9902 
.189+03. .139403. .139.03 
.300.02. .24902, .24902 




DATE O77'TIrE 010346 THERMAL RAoiATIOH ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UnIVAC EXEC S VERSION PAGE 8q
 
MODEL-SAfMPLE CONFIGtCASE2 STEPIO000 SANIPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT
 
ABSORBED Q OUTPUT COnPUTATION LINK.
 
DAIIC SUBROUTI4E CALL CARDS
 
AREA -- INPUT (UNITS) 0 AIPF HRE AMPF - .200+01OI
 
DAlIMC(I.46792175E OTIHEM.AI .A2 .I.OOOOODOE 0.01 )S
 
DAIIHC(It4.79211SE O.TIEM.AI *A3 .. O0000000OE 0.02 is
 
DAIIMC(I.4679215E O.TIME.AI *A4 *I.O000OOOE 0,03 IS
 
DAIIMC(I.46792t75E O.TIEI.AI A5 .I.O00OOOOOOE 0.0 S
 
DAIIC(I,.6792175E OTIMEM.AI .A6 tl.OOOOOOOE 0.012 I
 





DATE 0-17a TIREt 010346 THRMAL RAOIATIO ANALYSIS SYSTER (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 65 
MODEL-SAPLE CONF'IGCASE2 STEP-IO006 
ABSORBED 0 OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK. 
SAMPLE CASE Z ­ /SFCAL/FFCAL/GSCALIRCCALORBGEN/OPLOT 
AVEfRAGE ORBITAL HEATING RATE AND AREA CARDS PUNCHED 
VALUES ARC 
VALUES ARE 
RATE u INPUT (UNITS) 0 RMPF 






























DATE 062770 TIME 010351 TKZRAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAGE 66 
NODELUSAIPLE CONFIG=CASE2 STEP=I0006 SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCALIRCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT 
ODATA. ODATAS INPUT 
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION OPTION -DEFAULT 
NV VIEW NUMBER 1-6 1 






SCL VEHICLE SURFACE SCALING FACTOR INPUT IN REAL NO. (3.15-SCLR)/2. 
INCHES (MAX VALUE - (3.I5-SCLR)/2.) 
SCLR ORBIT RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER 
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE - 1.6) 
REAL NO. 8.t RPLN/7. 
RPLN PLANET RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 1.4 
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE - 1.4) 
TRUEAN TRUE ANOMALY (PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION IN REAL NO. COMPUTED IF 
DEGREES FROM PERIAPSIS) TIME A 0. 
TIMEST TIME OF PERIAPSIS PASSAGE ?.-L NO. NONE 
TIME TIME AT PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION REAL NO. COMPUTED IF 
TRUEAN A 0. 
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUMBER OF SURFACES ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL 
TO BE SELECTIVELY PLOTTED SURFACES 
ITIT ARRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOB 
TITLE 
IROTX, ORDER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU - 3HGEN) 1,2.3 (ANY ORDER) 1.2.3 
IROTY. 
IROTZ 
ROTX, VIEW ROTATIONS (FOR IVU 3 SHOEN) 0 ANG 360 0.0 
ROTY. 0.0 
ROTZ, 0.0 










CALL OOATAS (NV. VU. SCL, SCLR. RPLN. TRUEAN. TIMEST. TIME)
 
NOTEG 	 IF NO CALLS TO ODATA/ODATAS ARE MADE, A CALL TO OPLOT WILL
 





DATE 062770 TIRE 010351 THERnAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 67 
HODZL-SANPLE CONFIG-CASE2 STEP1o006 SAIPLE CASE 2 - /SFCAL/FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT 
"a 
C 
DATE 062778 TIME 010351 THERHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 6 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE2 STEP-1O006 SAMPLE CASE 2 ­ /SFCAL/FFCALIGBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGENIOPLOT 















































.... BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS +.+ 
TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 

INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 

#*o*BASIC ORBIT DATA .+.
 
LONOITITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE. DEGREES 

ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 

ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES 

ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 





SUN RA ANGLE. DEGREES 

SUN DEC ANGLE.DEGREES, 

REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 

REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE. DEGREES 

+4# PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA .. + 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS To CCS 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 
ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX. IROTY. IROTZ. 
*+ SPIN DATA ... 4
 
CLOCK ANGLE. DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS C&4POSITIVE) 

CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 














































DATE 062778 TIME 010352 THERtrAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UHIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 69 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGCASE2 STEP-I0OOG SAMPLE CASE 2 - /SrCAL#FFCAL/GBCALIRCCAL/ORBGEN/OPLOT 

















... COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA * +
 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE 

SUN BETA ANGLE. DEGREES .000 

STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES .000 

*4+ PLANET --EARTH -- DATA ++. 
DESCRIPTION NAME 00@ VALUE 

PLANET ALBEDO PALB .75073+02 

PLANET RADIUS PRAD .75073+02 

PLANET-SUN DISTANCE PSD .14679+0I 





SUN CIGNA ANGLE, DEGREES
 
STAR CIGHAS ANGLE. DEGREES
 
DESCRIPTION NAME 
PLANET DS EMISS POWER 14DS 
PLANET SS 0M1SS POWER 1SS 
ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD 








































































































IT HAS DEEM A PLEASURE SERVING YOU. I HOPE,YOU ENJOY YOUR 12. FRAHES OF S-C 4060 OUTPUT.
 










SARRE CA SE 2 - SFCAZ. FFCAL /GSCAL/RicCA ,oa3sEFuopL Or 
1 
I% 







.. .,...e* .... °... ... 






TIME e IT: .04 
Arr 
(:f, 






----,,, "  
/ 
I ! ! I b t t 
I I I I 
L L 
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t I I U 
... . .L°t Js... Je,"l.... 
I t I 
I 
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:: VIEW :BETA 
r SCOil E = 30'37 
: .000 STIME 








------ - - L1 
\ --
L-- ­
r SCALE : 3037 
TD)IME .000 
S nFLE CASF _ - /SFCDLIFFC.L #68CAL /OfCAL/Gn8G ErgfP1 Or 
2 
Iy 
;%t ,/9. t 
of I I I 1 I 
VIE SUN VIE 
= .303 ISCALE 
TIME ::.000 
i 








,*. " -.. -. , , •$V - -I" 7I.. o -oo- -
N.4. 
= VIEW = 3-U 
.- SCALE = .303T 
TIME = .000 








PP * 9 1 
I, I I It I t is 
El I I " il I it­
tII 0 8, E I 
---­-% 
- - -- - - - - - - - ; I 
TIME =V BEiiEt 'b. 

- S ALE--- --

TIMtE : .000 












L - -- .-I' -­
o,, 
VIEIt = CtIGtIi 
3 SCALE = .303T 
Time .000 





























































VIEU = SUN VIEW 
-- SCALE = .3037 
TIMfE .000 





















VIEWd = 3-0 
-' SCALE = .303T 
TME0
Ir E : .000 
I 










t-f tVII l II 
-- - - - - --­
30I $ A E I3r 
TIME : .000 
SAIPLE CASE 2 - /SFC~o FFCAL/GGCnL/ICCAL/O'GEJ/OPLOT 
St 































VIE VIEW *tr 

















FILE IN FIELD I DISAOLED--ACCEPTED
 





















I5:TITLE SAMPLE CASE 3 - FfCAL/CMCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN
 
16:C SKIPPING SHADOW FACTOER TABLES ON RSI.
 
17:C RESTARTING FORM FACTORS.
 
19:C COMBINING FORM FACTORS.
 
tstc CALCULATING DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES ITHOUT THE USE OF
 
20:C SHADOW FACTOR TABLES.
 
22: MODEL - SAMPLE
 
23: PSi - RSTSAR2
 








20:C----- SKIP THE SHADOW FACTOR TABLES ON RSI. THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED
 
29:C---- BY REPLACING THE UL SFCALn CARD WITH A uCALL RSTONO CARD
 
















































T WE R A L 
NASAIMART 






A N A L Y S I S 
0 /EXEC C 
S Y S T E 
TTTTTTTTTTTTT 
TTTTTTTTTTTTT 
















































PRE-PROCESSOR EXECUTION sSSsssSsss 
VERSION.NODIFICATION ... UC2E3 
HODIFICATION DATE ...... 052671 
DATE OF RUN ............ 
TIME OF RUN ............ 





DATE 06,078 TIE - 20523a - TERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TOASYS) UNIVAC/EXC S VERSION PAGE I 
MODEL - 4/A

OPTION AND TITLE DATA BLOCKS
 
CARD OIGIN 12345670 1 2345670 2 2345670 3 2345678 4 2345678 5 2345670 6 235676 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL
 
INPUT HEADER OPTIONS DATA
 
INPUT TITLE SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CMCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN

INPUT C SKIPPING SHADOW FACTOER TABLES ON RSI.
 
INPUT C RESTARTING FOR" FACTORS.
 
INPUT C COMBINING FORM FACTORS.
 
INPUT C CALCULATING DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES NITHOUT THE uSE OF
 





INPUT MODEL - SAMPLE 
INPUT RSI - RSTSAH2 
INPUT RSO - RSTSA13 
=z 
I. 
DATE 062970 TIME 205230 THSIUIAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/CXC a VERSION PAGE
 
HODEL SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CICAL/GCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN
 
TRASYS INFORMATION TO USER
 
O ATTENT ION T RASYS USERS 
THIS SECTION or THE TRASYS PRINTOUT WAS DEVISED TO
 
INFORM THE TRASYS USERS OF THE STATUS OF THE TRASYS
 
PROGRAM WITHOUT HAVING TO PRINTOUT ALL THE STATUS
 
INFORMATION ON EVERY RUN. TO OBTAIN ADDITIONAL
 
INFORMATION ON HOW TO USE THIS SECTION OF THE TRASYS
 




FOR TRASYS ASSISTANCE AND/OR POSSIBLE TRASYS PROGRAM
 
PROBLEMS. PLEASE CONTACT 009 VOGT AT JSC-2326.
 
MEURL 08/29/77 DOCUMENTATION ADDITION
 




SEE LATEST USERS MANUAL FOR INFORMATION ON USER-





'END OF TRASYS INFORHATION FILE
 
N) 
DATE 062878 TI', 205241 T#ERWAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASVS) UIVACIEXC B VERSION PAGE 3 
NODEL - SAMPLE 
MODEL HISTORY 
SAMPLE CASE 3 - rFCAL/CHCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN 
MODEL NAME ................ SAMPLE 
NODEL TITLE ................ 
mOD RUN JOB RUN RUN 
LABEL NUMBER DATA TIME 




AT| RTO CHERG EKERo DCDOU 
























DATE 062879 TIM 2O5242 fIHJAL. RADuATION ANALYSIS SVSTE (TAMVS9 WhvAMCIECxc S VSIS( PAGE fa 
DWDEL n SAMIPE 	 SAnPLC CAE 3- oat 
SOURCE DATA EDIT OIRECTIVES
 
CARD GROIN 	 12345670 1 2345670 2 2345570 3 2345570 %423'578 5 M3567@ 6 23455167 7 2-34%570 B Lo1T NO. OLD EDIT PCO. LABEL 
MADER EDIT DATA 
0060460.353.[56
 
D C OLD- 153 AA 
D C ---READ AND PRINT THE SHADOW FACTOR TABLES FRO" RSI FOR USE to OLD- I5- AS 
D C--..SAPLE CASE 2 IN THE CALCULATION OF DIRECT FLUXES. OLD- 155 AA 
o C OLD- M6 AA 
I C 153 AC 
C--- SKIP THE SHADOH FACTOR TABLES ON RS. THIS IS ACCOHPLISHED 154 AC 
SC --­ ly REPLACING THE DL 
C-,.--- TO SET THE SKIP FLAG 




I C 157 AC 
I CALL nsron 158 AC 
444; O.2163. 166 
0 C OLD- 163 AA 
D C----- RAD THE GRAY VODY NATRICES FROM R5 LD- 164 AD 





OLD- 16 AA 
AC 
I C ---- O BInE fCRH FACTORS Is& AC 
I C 167 AC 









I C 13 AC 
I C---- CALCULATE GRAY BODY ATRICES USING COMBIaED FOR FACTORS. 172 AC 
C 173 AC 
I 
40.171 





CALL RKDATA(O,0.,0. SPACE .899.0.0.0.01 
'D.1B7.193 
1"9 
OLD- 671 AS 
AC 
O C OLD- MV" AS 
0 C---- KAKE ORBIT PLOTS OLD- 18 AD 
















D L OPLOT oLD- 893 AS 
:N: 
t' 
DATE 0C-6'7F TIME 205253 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ETRASYS) UN!VAC/EXC B VERSION' PA.C 5
 
MODEL - SAMPLE SAWLE CASE 3 - FrCALICtiCALIGBCALIRCCALIORWGl4 
SURFACE DATA INPUT BLOCK
 
CARD ORGIN 123'4570 1 2n5678 Z 2345878 3 2345670 4 2345678 5 2345670 6 a345578 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT No. LABEL 
RSt HEADER SURFACE DATA t OLD- I A& 
ASI C 2' OLD- 2 AA 
RSI C -----THIS SURFACE DATA BLOCK IS USED IN SAMPLE CASES I THROUGH 5 3 OLD- 3 A 
RSi C ---- MITH VARIOUS PORTIONS OF IT BEING ACTIVATED FOR THE DIFFERENT 4 OLD- 4 AA 
RSI C ----- CASES. 5 OLD- 5 AA 
AS! C 6 OLD- 6 AA 
RSI SOS SOXiNR 7 OLD- 7 AA 
RSI S SURFN . B OLD- B AA 
RSI TYPE - RECT 9 OLD- 9 •AA 
RS ACTIVE - BOTTOM j OLD-. I AA 
ASK PROP a 0.9.0.9 It OLD- It A& 
RSI Pi - I.0. 0.0. 1.0, 12 OLD- 32 AA 
,RSI Pe a *.o. 0.0. 0.0 13 OLD- 13 AA 
.ASI P3 - 1.0. .o. 0.0 14 OLD- 14 AA 
1RSI CON . O INNER RIGHT FRONT * IS OLD- 15 AA 
RS! S SURF) a 2 111 OLD- t6 AA 
RSI TYPE - RECT I7 OLD- 17 AA 
RS! ACTIVE - BOTTON t9 OLD- 1S AA 
RS) PROP - 0.9.0.9 i9 OLD- 19 AA 
RSI PI a t.. f.9. 1.5 ,20 LD- 20 AA 
RGI Pa - t.o. 1.0. 0.0 at OLO- 2t AA 
RSI P3 - 0.0. I.0. 0.0 ,22 OLD- 22 AA 
RSI CON . 4 INNER RIGHT SIDE a23 OLD- 23 AA 
R5 S SuRfl - 3 24 OLD- 24 AA 
RSI TYPE - RECT 25 OLD- 25 AA 
RSI ACTIVE - TOP 26 OLD- 26 AA 
Fi! PROP - 0.9.0.9 27 OLD- 27 AA 
RSI PI - O.0. 0.0. 1.0 20 'OLD- 20 LA 
RSI P2 . O.0. 0.0. 0.0 29 OLD- 29 AA 
RSI P3 - 0.0. 1.0. 0.0 30 OLD- 30 AA 
RSI CON . 0 INNER RIGHT BACK 3 OLD- 31 AA 
aSI S SURrfl 4 32 OLD- 32 AA 
RSI TYPE - RECT 33 OLD- 33 AA 
PSI ACTIVE - TOP 34 OLD- 34 AA 
RSI PROP - 0.9.0.9 35 OLD- 35 AA 
6St Pt - .0. t.o. 0.0 36 OLD- 36 AA 
RSI CON a * INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 37 OLD- 37 AA 
RSI OCS OxINL.InGoCS-BOXInR.NINC-o.IIREFSf=Io00 39 OLD- 38 AA 
PSI C 39 OLD- 39 AA 
RSI C ---- THE FOREGOING CARD IMAGES OCS BOXINR IN REFERENCE PLANE 1000 40 OLD- 40 AA 
RSI C---- TO CREATE BCS BOXINL. THE INTERIOR OF THE BOX HAS INPUT IN %t OLD- 41 AA 
RSI C------ THIS MANNER TO FACILITATE THE INPUT OF SAMPLE CASE 4 TO SHOW 42 OLD- 42 AA 
RSI C ---- THE USE OF *MESS* AND "ERN' NODES. 43 OLD- '*3 AA 
RS1 C 44 OLD- 44 A 
IMAGING SURFACE C 1) BCS (BOXINR). GENERATING SURFACE 1 I1) OCS rEOXINL) 
IMAGING SUP-'CC ( 2) eCS (BOXINRI. GENERATING SUiW- Ct. ( t2 l&CS (sOXINLI 
IMAGING SURFACE 1 3) BCS (BOXINR). GENLRATING SUkFACE ( 13) BCS (BOXINL) 
cy$ 
DATE 062379 TIME 265257 THERAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TVASYS) UNIVAC/ERC 0 VYESION PAGE 6
 
MODtL SAHPLE SANPLE CASE 3 - FrCAL/C9CAL/G2CAL/RCCAL/OR0GEN
 
SURFACE DATA INPUT BLOCK
 
CARD ORGIM 12345670 1 23145670 2 2345670 3'2315678 4 2345670 5 234667C 6 2345670 7 2345S67D EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL
 
PSI R 
IMAOING SURFACE C 
REFUO . 1000 
4) SCS CDOXINR) GENERATING SURFACE C 14) OCS (BOXINL) 
5 OLD- 45 AA 
RSI PI a1.0. 0.0. 1.0 06 OLD- 46 AA 
RSI P2 - I.O, O.O. O. 47 OLD- 47 lA 
ASK P3 - 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 49 OLD- 14 AA 
PSI CON . IMAGING PLANE 49' OLD- 49 AA 
RSI scS LIDINR 50 OLD- 50 AA 
RSI S SURFV u 5 SI OLD- 5t LA 
RSI TYPE - RECT 52 OLD- 5. AA 
RSI ACTIVE - BOTTOM 53 OLD- 53 AA 
RSI PROP - 0.9.0.9 5q OLD- 54 AA 
RSI Pt - I.e. 1.0. 0.0 55 OLD- 55 AA. 
RSI COn c INfNER RIGHT LIU 56 OLD- 56 AA 
RSI S SURFN 15 57 OLD- 57 AA 
RSI IMAGSF a 5 58 OLD- 58 AA 
PSI IREFSF - 1000 59 OLD- 59 AA 
RSt, CON "* INNER LEFT LID 60 OLD- 60 AA 
RSI eCS SOXOUT 6S OLD- 61 AA 
fSI, S SURFN - 21 63 OLD- 62 AA 
RSI TYPE - 9OX5 63 OLD- 63 AA 
PSI ACTIVE - OUT 6% OLD- 64 AA 
RSI SHADE - NO 65 OLD- 65 AA 
RSI PROP - 0.2.0.9 66 OLD- 66 AA 
RSI PI 1i.01.-1.01. 1.01 67 OLD- 67 AA 
RSL' P2 - 1.01. 1.01, 1.01 so OLD- 69 AA 















RSI BCS LIDOUT 72 OLD- 72 AA 
HSI S SURFN - 26 73 OLD- 73 AA 
RAI TYPE - RECT 74 OLD- 74 AA 
RSI ACTIVE - TOP 75 OLD- 75 AA 
RSI SHADE - NO 76 OLD- 76 AA 
RSI PROP - 0.2.0.9 7 OL- 17 LA 
RSI PI - 1.0.-I.Ot, 0.01 79 OLD- 79 AA 
RS! P2 - 1.01. 1.0t. 0.01 79 OLD- is AA 
RSI P3 a-0.01. 1.01. 0.01 80 OLD- so AA 
RSI CON - 0 OUTER SURFACE or LID * el OLD- S1 AA 
RSI C 6 OLD- 02 AA 
PSI 
RS? 
C ---- THE NEXT T1G flCS'S 
C ---- CASE 4 ONLY. 








Rst C 85 OLD- 85 AA 
RSI BCS MESSR 86 OLD- 96 AA 
RSI S SURFN - 101 97 OLD- "7 AA 
RSI TYPE - RECT Be OLD- 89 AA 




PROP - I.floO 90 OLD- 90 AA 
DATE 062919 TIM 205300 THEmAL GADKATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYSI UIIVAC/EXC 9 VERSION PACE 7
 
HODEL - SAmPLE SAHFPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CCCAL/OCAL/RCCAL/OnBGEN
 
SURrACE DATA INPUT BLOCK
 
CARD ORG l23%s679 I 2343S7c 2 23W5S70 3 235670 4 2345670 5 2345679 6 234oSS70 7 2345670 0 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
pS! PI I3.@, O.0, 1.0 93 OLD- 93 AA 
RS! P2 t 3.0, O.0. 0.0 92 OLD- 92 AA 
RS! P3 0 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 93 OLD- 93 AA 
PSI CON a * PRIHARY KESS NODE. RIGHT SIDE 91 OLD- S' AA 
RSK ACS HESSL 95 OLD- 95 AA 
PSi S SURFN ft11 98 OLD- 96 AA 
RSI TYPE % RECT 97 OLD- 97 AA 
RSC ACTIVE - 8OTyo" 9 OLD- s9 AA 
Psi PROP 0 1.0.1.0 99 OLD- 99 AA 
RSI PI 0 1.0, 0.0. 1.0 100 OLD-- 100, AA 
PSI P2 . 3.0. 0.0. 0.0 lot OLD- lot AA 
RSI P3 a 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 308 OLD- 102 AA 
RS! CON % * PRIHARY KESS NODE. LEFT SIDE t£03 OLD- t03 AA 
Rst C 304 OLD- 304 AA 
RS! C ---- THE FOLLOWING ECS (LIOSP) IS ACTIVATED IN SAHPLE CASE 5 ONLY. 105 OLD- 105 AA 
RS1 C sos OLD- 108 AA 
RS! PCS LIDSP 307 OLD- 107 AA 
RS! S SURFN a 200 3o OLD- 10 AA 
RSI TYPE % RECT £09 OLD- 309 AA 
RSI ACTIVE DCOTTOH I0 OLD- 110 - AA 
RSI PROP f 0.1.0.1 t1 OLD- lit AA 
RS! SPRA a 0.0 I32 OLD- Ile AA 
RSI SPRS - 0.0 113 OLD- £13 AA 







- 3.0, 1.0, 0.0 
f t0a. 1.0, 0.0 


















DATE 06278 TIRE 205312 TRiERKAL 9ADIATIOi ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYSI UIVAC/EXC 9 VERSION - PAGCE 
HODEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICHCAL/GBCAL/RCCALIORDGC.
 
ECS DATA INPUT BLOCK
 
CAD ORGOn I23560 I 2Va5S79 2 2345679 3 2345670 4 2345679 5 2345678 6 2345679 7 2345670 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
PSI HEADER OCS DATA its OLD- i2t AA
 
PSI aCS BOXINA 229 OLD- 19 AA
 
RS? SCS OOXINL 120 OLD- 120 AA
 
ASK oes LIDINR .1..O..l.,O..-%5..O. 321 OLD- 121 AA
 
PSI oCS BOXOUT 122 OLD- 122 AA
 
RSI ocS LIDOUT 1..o.....-45..o.OLD- AA
223 123 

FSI BCS HESSR t24 OLD- 124 AA
 
RSI aCS HESSL 125 OLD- 125 AA
 




9DATE 062979 TIfE 205315 TUZRHAL RAWgATION ANALYSIS SVSTEN (TRASYSD UNIVACIEXC 0 VERSION PAGE 

-ODELSAMPLE SArPLE CASE S - FFCAL/CHCALIGeCALIRCCALIOROGE ,

CORRESPONDENCE DATA INPUT BLOCK(
 
CARD OfGIR 12345679 1 23%5619 2 2345679 3 2345670 t 2345679 5 2345678 6 2345S71 7 2345619 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
nSt HEADER CORRESPONDENCE DATA 27 OLD- 127 AA 
Rsl C 129 OLD- 128 AA 
RSi C --- ENTER CORRESPONDENCE DATA FOR CASE 2 129 OLD- 129 AA 
RAI C 230 OLD- 130 AA 
RSI FiG CASE2 l1i OLD- 131 AA 
RSI t 1.11.2a 132 OLD- 132 AA 
ASI 2 - e.25 133 OLD- 133 AA 
fSI! 3 u 3,13.2% 13% OLD- 131 A& 
*15 4 - 4.14 21 135 OLD- 135 AA 
RSI 5 - 5.15.26 136 OLD- 136 AA 
"SI 12 - 12,23 137 OLD- 131 AA 
RSI C 130 OLD- 139 AA 
RBI C ---- ENTER CORRESPONDENCE DATA FOR CASE 3 TO COMBINE FORn FACTORS 139 OLD- 139 AA 
psi C 140 OLD- 140 AA 
RSI FIG CASC3.FF 242 OLD- 142 AA 
RSI I - I.2,2 142 OLD- £'2 AA 
fil a - Z.25 143 O D- 143 AA 
RSI 3 - 3.13.24 244 OLD- t%4 AA 
RSI 4 - 4.14.21 145 OLD- 145 AA 
PSI 5 5.15,26 146 OLD- 146 AA 
PSI 12 22P,23 247 OLD- £47 AA 
CD) 
0 
DATE 06a07O T1RE 205312 T1HENAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS? UMIVACI/EC B VERSION PAGE t0 
NODEL - SAM.PLE SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICnCAL/GOCALIACCAL/ORBGEN

OPERATION DATA INPUT BLOCK (PASS I) 
CARD ORGI 1235670 1 235s78 2 2345676 3 2345670 4 2345670 5 23456768 2345670 7 234S070 0 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL
 
RSI tEADER OPERATIONS DATA 
 Io OLD- 149 AA
 




DATE 062918 TINE 205323 TRAL RADIATION ANiALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UMIVAC/EXC S VERSION PAGE It
 
HODEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 3 - FrCAL/CMCAL/GCAIi.CCALIORBGEIJ 
OPERATION DATA INPUT BLOCK (PASS 23
 
CARD ORGIN 12345879 I 2345679 2 2345670 3 234567 4 2 4M587 5 2345679 6 2345670 7 2345678 9 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LAVEL 
RSI C 349 OLD- 149 hA 
RSK C- B--UILD THE CASE I CONFIGURATION FOR SVCAL/FFCALJGBCAL RESTART ISO OLD- 150 A9 
RSI C 151 OLD- 151 AA 
PROD STEP -2 a 
RS[ BUILD CASEI.bOXINR.BOXINL.LIDINR.DOXOUT.LIDOUT 152 OLD- iS2 AA 
,ROG CALL BUILDC (BOXINR,6HCASEI I a 
PROD CALL ADD (DOXINL)' 0 
PROC 
PROG 
CALL ADD (LIDINR) 
CALL ADD 9DOXOUT) 
0 
0 
PROG- CALL ADD (LIDOUT) 0 
INPUT C 153 AC 
INPUT C---- SKIP THE SHADOW FACTOR TABLES ON RSI. THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED t54S AC 
INPUT C---- BY REPLACING THE UL SFCALU CARO WITH A ACALL RSTONS CARD 155 AC 
INPUT C--- TO SET THE SKIP FLAG 156 AC 
INPUT C 157 AC 
INPUT CALL RSTON IS8 AC 
RSI SFPRNT-YES £59 OLD- 157 AS 
RS! L SFCAL 160 OLD- £50 AA 
RSI C 16£ OLD- 159 AA 
RSI C--- READ THE FORM FACTOR MATRIX FROH RSI 162 01.0- 160 AD 
RBSI C 163 OLD- 151 AA 
RSI L FFCAL 16 OLD- 162 AA 
INPUT C 165 AC 
INPUT C---- COMBINE FORK FACTORS. 166 AC 
INPUT C 167 AC 
INPUT CALL RSTOFF 6e AC 
INPUT CALL CHDATA(O.5CASE3.2HFF.O.OI 169 AC 
INPUT L CNCAL 170 AC 
INPUT C 171 AC 
INPUT C---- CALCULATE GRAY BODY "AIRICES USING COMBIN D FORM FACTORS, 17e AC 
INPUT C 173 AC 
INPUT CALL GBDATAIBOTH.O.CH) 174 AC 
RS! L OBCAL 275 OLD'- 167 AA 
RSI C £76 OLD- 160 AA 
RSI C---- CACCULATE AND PUNCH RADKS WITH COMBINED NODES 177 OLD- 269 AD 
RSI C 170 OLD- £70 AD 
INPUT CALL RKDATACO.O.O.O.SPACE.999,0.0.0,0) 279 AC 
RSI L RKCAL le OLD- 272 AA 
RSI C lot OLD- 173 AD 
RSI C---- DEFINE ORBIT AND VEHICLE ORIENTATION (CIRCULAR - PLANET ORIENTED) 382 OLD- 174 AD 
RSI C 213 OLD- £75 AD 
RSI CALL ORD1T2(EAR.0.60..D.O.O.IOD.6OO.IDO.D6090.I 294 OLD- 176 AD 
RSI CALL'ORIENT(4HPLAN.I.2,3.300..270..O.) 185 OLD 177 AD 
RSI C 186 OLD- 170 AD 
PROD C 0 
PROG C*44.44...G400.ORBIT GENERATION STARTS HERE .- . 
RS! COREGEN CIRP.O..t9D.,2.AO 1207 OLD- 179 AD 
PROC C 0 























































































































lAt - 0 
I4S D 







Nsprr - 10000 





























I. 	 ACCAL 



































































00 TO 90400 

O0 TO 90000 

00 TO 	90100 

00 TO 	90200 




























































FRDG L MACML * 0 
PROS CALL AODATA(IAIOAS.OI *G 
FROG L A4C. * C 
FROG 90300 CONTINUE * C 
FROG 90400 CONTINUE 0C 
PROG CALL ODDATAt3HALLD.O.OO.D.O.0 I 
FROG L QOCAL * a 
FROG C aC 
FROG Co.*..0aootoo ORRIT GENERATION ENDS HERE *ooQO*QoQO4QtOQ0e* C 
PROG C 4 0 
RSI C 10 OLD- IOo AD 
RSK C ---- THE CONFIGURATION NAiE IS REDEFIIED So THE 00S WILL USE 19 OLD- lt AR 
RS! 
RSI 










pSi HODELN'1HCASE2 ) 292 OLD- 104 AS 
RS! CALL GODATAt3HALL.C.OOO.QO.0.O) 193 OLD- 195 AS 
RSI L GOCAL 174 OLD- 185 AD 




DATE 06270 TIE 20339 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASVS) UNIVAC/EXC 0 VERSION PAGE 12 
MODEL - SANPLE SAHLE CASE 3 - FFCALLCNCAL/G9CALIRCCAL/OGZ0 
PROCESSOR CORE ALLOCATION 




TRASYS (0) SEGMENT .............................. t212131 41611
 
OPERATIONS DATA (NOT KNOWN AT THIS TIME) ........ 175000/ 64000
 
INITALIZATION SEGMENT ........................... 122300/ 42176
 
FOR" FACTOR SEGMEHT ............................. 136100/ 49I9e
 
SHADOW FACTOR SEGMENT ........................... 136000/ 40128
 
DIRECT FLUX SEGMENT ............................. 150500/ 53569
 
GRAY BODY SEGMENT ............................... 124000/ 43008
 
ABSORBED 0-S SEGMENT ............................ 122500f 4230%
 
-GO- SEGRENT .....................................130600/ 45444
 
RADATION CONDUCTOR SEGMENT ...................... 125500/ 43G0
 
FORM FACTOR COMBINING SEGMENT ................... 124600/ 43320
 
GRAY BODY DYNAMIC COMMON ........................ 000276/ 190
 
-00- DYNAMIC COMMON ............................. 003554/ 1900
 
RAOIATION CONDUCTOR DYNAMIC COMMON ............. 000514/ 390
 
FORM FACTOR COMBINING DYNAMIC COMMON ........... 000574/ 380
 
GRAY BODY MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE ............... 123566/ 4tZO70 - 123716f 42959
 
-GO- MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE ..................... 12532/ 43610 - 130552/ 454o1
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE ..... 25221/ 43665 - 125465/ '3829
 
FORM FACTOR COMBINING MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE ... 124230/ 43160 - 124426/ 4320G
 
MINIMUM CORE NEEDED FOR PROCESSOR EXECUTION .... t50500/ 53560
 
MAXIMUM CORE NEEDED FOR PROCESSOR EXECUTION .... 350500/ 53569
 







DATE 062970 tt1t 205339 THERMAL NADIATIO9 ANALYSIS SYSTE ICTRASVS) UNIVAC/EXC 0 vE S0 PAGE 13 
flODEL o SAMPLE SAMIPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICOClIGUCALIRCCALIORUGER 
MRAP UP OF Trz PRE-PROCESSOR 
PRC-PpOCESSOn ACCOUNTING iJOfrloATION CP-SEC DYN-STORAGE
 
SOURCE EDITING ......................... 1.449 676
 
DOCUMENTATION DATA pRE-PROCESSIG ...... .0011 0
 
QUANTITIES DATA PRE-PROCESSING ......... .038 266
 
ARRAY OATA PRE-PROCCSSING ............... .000 0
 
SURFACE DATA PRE-PROCESSING (PASS 3) ... 1.766
 
SURFACE DATA PRE-PROCESSING (PASS 2) .... .6 11
 
BCS DATA PRE-PROCESSING ................ .309 ID6
 
FORK FACTOR DATA PRE-PROCESSING ......... .000 0
 
SHADOW DATA PRE-PROCESSING ............. ..000 0
 
vLUr DATA PRE-PROCESSING ............... ..000 0
 
CORRESPONDEHCE DATA PRE-PROCESSING ..... .269 lOt
 
OPERATIONS DATA PRE-PROCESSiNO ......... 4.90a Al
 
SUBROUTINE DATA PRE-PROCESSING .......... .368 a
 
SEGENTIAL TAPE INIETIALIZATION............. .02 0
 
TOTAL Cr TIMlE FOR PC-PROCESSOR .................. .. DECIMAL SECONDS OR 000013 OCTAL SECONDS
3S 

MININUM DYNAMIC STORAGE NEEDED BY PRE-PROCESSOR 114t DECIMAL WORDS
 
DYNAMIC STORAGE AVAILABLE TO PRE-PROCESSOR ....... .. 0000 DECIMAL NORDS
 













L FREE 14 
THER HAL 
NASA InHAAR¥T 'AR' 
RADi AT I0H AHALVS 




SYS T E 
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P RO C E S S O R E X E C U T I O N 
VERSION.MOD[FICATION 
... UL2E6 
MODIFICATION DATE ...... 061978 
DATE OF RUN ............ 
TIME OF RUN ............ 






DATE 06Mr7G TINE 210527 7HERHAL RADIATIOH ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EMEC 9 VERSION PAGE
 




SEQUENCE NODE 3CS AREA ALPH E£115 SURF. TYPE ACTIVE -------- COIMENTS--------------

I I BOXINR t.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT FRONT 
2 2 DOXINR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT SIDE 
3 3 BOXINR t.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BACK 
SO DOXINR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 
5 11 BOXINL 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT FRONT 
6 12 BOXIHL t.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT SIDE 
7 13 BOXINL 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BACK 
a 14 BOXINL 2.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 
9 5 LIDINR .00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE COTTON INNER RIGHT LID 
10 15 LIDINR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER LEFT LID 
It 2t eOnOUT 2.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
12 22 BOXOUT 2.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
13 23 BOXOUT 1.04040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTFR SURFACES 
14 24 SOXOUT 2.06040 .OO .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
25 25 BOXOUT 1.04040 .260 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
i6 26 LIDOUT 2.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACE OF LID 
NODE. AREA. AND PROPERTIES ARRAYS HAVE BEEN WRITTEN ON THE -RSO- TAPE 
BY -BUlLDC- (ACCESS NUBER - I) 
IA 
00 
2 'DATE 062079 TIKE ?10531 THWIAL RADIATION A"IALYSIS-SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION' PAGe 
fODCLoSAHPLE CONF|G-CASE1 STEP=-2 SAHPL CASE 3 - FFCA.ICHCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGE.4
S*0A0 FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
RESTARTING - SFCAL - DATA FOR CONFIGURATION- CASEI -FROM UNIT - 14 
CLOCK ANGLE 






2.00 	 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 .00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .91 .6% .33 .11 .00 .00 .17 .67 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .58 .42 .19 .06 .00 .00 .00 .03 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 43.D 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .19 .25 .17 ' .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .61 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
 .00 .00 .DO .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0O .00 .0 .0 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 151.5 












1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .92 .64 .33 .23 .00 .00 .17 .67 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .50 .42 .19 .06 .00 .00 .00 .03 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .19 .eS .17 .09 .00 .00 .00 .17 
 .61 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0o .00 .00 22 5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 t35.0
.00 
 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .0 i57.5

.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .DO .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 190.0 
I' 
(o 
bATE 062970 TINE 210514 TIEZRgAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) tMlVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 3
 
IODCL-SANFLE CONFGKCASEI STEP--I SAIPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CCAL/iWCAL/RCCAL/ORCGEN
 
SHADO FACTOR GENERATOR LINK
 

























































































































































































.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0 
.61 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .06 .t7 .33 .44 .56 .59 .61 22.5 
.42 .00 .00 .00 '.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .09 .42 .64 .81 .59 .42 45.0 
.19 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 tl .61 .42 .25 .22 .t9 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .,00 .00 .00 .00 .DO .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .0dq .00 .00 0b .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00O .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 o .o .00 .00 .00 .00 15.0 
.00 .00 .00 .A0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .00, .0 .0 .00 .00 .0 0 0.00 .00 .00 180.0 
I, 
DATE 062070 TitE 210540 TERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEC dTRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 4 
MODELmSAPLE COPJFIG=CASEI STEP'-I SAMPLE CASE 3 - FrCAL/CNCAL/GOCAL/RCCALIORBGE"
 




ODE 3 0. 20. 40. 60. 00. 100. 120. £4O. 160. leO. 200. 220. a40. 260. 200. 300. 320. 340. 360.
 
SOLAR CONE 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .06 .09 .03 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
1.00 	 .01 .53 .31 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .33 .93 1.00 1.00 45.0
 
.33 .Q2 .31 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .25 .72 .50 .50 .33 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 








SHADOW TABLE 	 ANGLE

.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0
 
.00 .06 .00 .03 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
1.00 	 .9t .53 .31 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .33 .03 1.00 1.00 '46.0 
.33 .42 .31 .25 .09 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .00 .00 .00 .25 .72 .50 .50 .33 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 o00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 160.0 
I) 
DATE 062076 TIME 210550 THEHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 5
 
HODELtSAMPLE COFIGCASE1 STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 3 - FVCAL/CHCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN
 












.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0
 
.67 .56 .36 .39 .39 .28 .1) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .33 .50 .50 .67 .67 22.5 
.00 .00 .06 .00 .00 .00 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .29 .64 .50 .17 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .09, .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00' .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5. 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0.oq 
NODE 4 0. 20., 40. 60. g0. i00. 120. 140. 
CLOCK ANOLE 






























































































































































DATE 062076 TINE 210555 TGCRCAL RADfATION AdLYSIS SYSTEM ETIASYSI Ut4IVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 6
 
NODEL-SANPLE CONFIG"CASEI STEP--I 	 SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCALtCHCAL/GCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN
 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK
 
CLOCK ANGLE 
NODE It 0. 20. 40. 60. 90. t00. 120. 140. 160. 1O. 200. 220. 240. 260. 200. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
SOLAR 	 CO1E 
SHADOW TABLE 	 ANGLE
 
1.00 	1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 1.00 ,0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .67 .17 .00 .00 .11 .33 .64 .91 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .03 .00 .00 .00 .06 .19 .42 .59 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .61 .27 .00 .00 .00 .08 .17 .25 .19 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 900
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0o .00 .00 .0o .00 .00 512.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 




NODE 1I 0. 20. 40. 60. 00. 100. 120. 140. 160. 190. 200. 220. 240. 260. 200. 300. 320. 340. 360.
 
INFRA RED COME 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
1.00 2.00 	5.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 .67 .17 .00 .00 .23 .33 .64 .95 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .03 .00 .00 .00 .06 .19 .42 .59 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .61 .17 .00 .00 .00 .09 .17 .25 .19 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 528.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 190.0
 
(:A: 
DATE 05E570 TIME 810557 TKHRHAL RADIAYION ANALYSIS SYSTEn (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAG 7 
MMELmSAfPLE COtFIG=CASEI STEP--! SANPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICHCALIGBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN
 








SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.33 .33 .33 .33 '.33 .33 .33 .33 *33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0 
.61 .5 .56 .4%4 .33 .17 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .61 22.5 
.42 .59 .61 .64 .42 .09 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .42 45.0 
.19 .22 .25 .42 .61 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .19 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0

.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 ­
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 190.0 
CLOCK ANGLE
 
NODE 12 0. 20. 40. 6. 80. 100. 120. 140. 160. 190. 200. 220. 240. 260. 200. 300. 320. 340. 360.-
INFRA RED CONE 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0
 
.61 .50 .58 .44 .33 .17 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .61 22.5 
.42 .50 .61 .64 .42 .00 ;00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .Do .00 .00 .00 .00 .42 45.0
 
.19 .22 .25 11? .61 .A7 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .t9 67.5
 
.00 .00 .100 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00, .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00, 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .Do .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .oo .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 100.0 
N 
DATE 062878 TIfl'210559 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC 9 VERSION PAGE a
 
IODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEPS-I SAMPLE CASE 3 - rFCALICMCALGBCAL/ECCAL/ORBGEN
 








SNADO TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .03 .00 .06 .00 22.5 
t.00 	 1.00 .03 .33 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .A7 .31 .53 .01 3.00 45.0 
.33 .50 .50 .72 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .08 .25 .31 .42 .33 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 £12.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 335.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 




NODE 33 0. 20. 40. 60. 90. too. 120. 140. 160. teo. 200. 220. 240. 260. 290. 300., 320. 340. 360.
 




.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0o .00 .0o .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 o00 .0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .03 .09 .06 .00 22.5
 
1.00 1.00 	 .83 .33 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .3t .53 .81 2.00 45.0 
.33 .50 .50 .72 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .25 .31 .42 .33 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 




9 DATE 062070 TINE 210602 TZR iAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEH ITRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 9 VERSION PAME 

HODEL-SAPLE CONrIG-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CHCAL/OGCAL/RCCAL/ORBGI.
 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK
 
CLOCK ANGLE 




































































































































































.33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .0 
.67 .67 .50 .50 .33 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 Itl .20 .39 .39 .36 .58 .67 22.5 
.00 .00 .t7 .50 .64 .28 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .06 .00 .00 .09 .06 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 I12.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0 
0:': 
DATE 062118 TIME 210606 THERHAL RAOIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE s0 
NODELoSAKPLE CONFIGsCASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICMCALIGBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGN 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE
 




SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 O00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 45.0
 
1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 67.5
 
1.00 	1.00 1.00 1.00 1 .00 .00 .00 .OO.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 t.00 5.00 1.00 I.OQ 90.0
 
.67 .56 .67 .67 .72 .72 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 '.00 .14 .14 .33 .50 .50 .67 112.5
 
.33 .39 .33 .31 .33 .33 .31 .22 .31 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .33 .33 135.0
 
.00 .03 .09 .11 .14 .14 .I1 .08 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 











.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .90 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 28.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 o001.00 '5.0 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 3.00 5.00 67.5 
1.00 100 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 90.0
 
.67 .56 .67 .67 .72 .72 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .14 .14 .33 .50 .50 .67 112.5
 
.33 .39 .33 .31 .33 .33 .31 .22 .11 .00' .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .33 .33 135.0
 
.00 .03 .08 .11 .14 .14 .11 .09 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 557.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 t00.0
 
-I 
DATE 062070 TINE 210010 T HAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EN C 8 VERSION PAGE It 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFKG=CASEI STEP-1 SARPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICHCAL/OOCAL/RCCALORBGEN 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE
 
NODE i5 0. 20. 40. so. e0. t0. I20. 140. 160. 190. 200. 220. 240. 260. 2eo. 300. 320. 340. 360.
 
SOLAR CONE 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 *5.0 
1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 .00 .00 D0 .00 .u .00 .0 Go .00 .0 .0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 67.5 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00' .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 90.0 
.67 .50 .50 .33 .14 .14 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .72 .72 .67 .67 .56 .67 112.5 
.33 .33 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .It .22 .31 .33 .33 .31 .33 .39 .33 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .08 .11 .14 .14 .11 .08 .03 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1o0.0 
CLOCK ANGLE
 




SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 45.0 
1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 '00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 67.5
 
1.00 	3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 90.0
 
.67 .50 .50 .33 .14 .t4 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .72 .72 .67 .67 .56 .67 132.5
 
.33 .33 .17 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .11 .22 .31 .33 .33 .31 .33 .39 .33 135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .06 .11 t34 .14 .13 .00 .03 .00 357.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0
 
00 
DATE 062978 TIME 2106t3 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASVS UNIVAC EXEC a VE SION PAGE 12
 
HODtLOSAHPLE CONFIG=CASEI STEP--I 	 SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICRCAL/GBCALIRCCAL/IOflGQG
 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK
 
CLOCK ANGLE 
NODE 21 0. 20. 40. 60. 00. 200. 120. 140. 160. 10O. 200. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 320. 340. 360.
 
SOLAR 	 CONE 
SHADON TABLE ANGLE 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .or .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
1.00 	1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 90.0 
,.00 1,.00,1.00 1.00 1,O. t.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 .00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 O 112.5 
3.00 I.'00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 ILOG i.00 1.00 1.00 14O 3.00 3.00 1.00 135.0 
1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 157.5 
2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2 t.0 0 1.00 .00 3.00 3.90 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 190.0 
CLOCK ANGLE 




SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
. 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 l00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00' .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
2.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 90.0 
3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 12.5 
3.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 t.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 135.0 
3.00 1.00 l.pO 3.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 157.5 
1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3200 .0 .00 .00 100 10.0 
to 
to 
DATE 062079 TIRE 210615 THERIAL RADIAfION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYSI UNIVAC flC 0 VERSION PAGE 13
 
NODEL-SAHPLE cONrlG-CASEI STEP,-I SAMPLE CASE 3 - rrCAL/CHCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN
 










1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0
 
1.00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 22.5
 
1.00 1.00 t.00 3.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 45.0
 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 67.5
 
3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 90.b
 
1.00 t.oO 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 112.5
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 135.0
 
1.00 1.00, 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 i'00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 157.5
 
3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00.3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.90 1.00.1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 300.0 
CLOCK ANGLE
 
NODE 22 0. 20. 40. 60. 00. 100. 120. 340. 160. 290. 200. 220. 240. 260. 290. 300. 320. 340. 360.
 




1.00 1:00 3.00 3.00 1100 2.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 2.0' 1.00 2.00 1.00 .0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 22.5
 
1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 45.0
 
1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 67.5 
.1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 .90 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 90.0 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 i2.5
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 135.0
 
3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00-157.5
 




DATE 06r9 TIMlE 210625 THERHAL RAWtATIWO AVrALVSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UWIVAC EXEC a VEfRSION PAGE !34 
HODEL-SANPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP,.-I 	 SANPLE CASE 3 - rFCAL/CHCAL/OOCALIRCCAL/OBGEN 




MODE 23 0. 20. 40. 60. 80. 300. 120. leiO. 160. too. 200. 220. 240. 260. 200. 300. 320. 340. 360.
 




t.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 t.00 22.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 45.0
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 t.O0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 67.5 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 90.0 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 112.5 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 335.0
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 157.5
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 100.0 
CLOCK ANGLE
 







1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 9.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 t.00 1.00 t.00 3.00 .0 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3o00 22.5 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 45.0 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 67.5
 
t.00 	 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 2.00 1.00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 3..0 0 1..0t  1.00 3..01 0 t 	 1 0  tO 112.5
 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 t.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 335.0 
3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 t.00 1.00 157.5 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 t.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 180.0 
N) 
01. 
DATE 062078 TINE 210628 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTE (TRASYS UNiVAC EUEC 0 VERSION PAGe' i 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONVIG-CASEI STEP"-1 SAMPLE CASE 3 - rFCAL/COCALIGOCALIRCCALORBGEN 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE
 





1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 3.00 10.001.00 2.O1 00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .o 22.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 2.06 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 0 .Do .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 ;00 .00 .00 .00 .00 235.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.0o 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 180.0 
CLOCK ANGLE 







1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0 
.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 le00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 22.5
.00 .00 .00 .00 

.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.6
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
3.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0
 
.00 00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 t,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00"135.0
 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 1.00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5
 
2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 190.0 
I' 
DATE 062870 TIME 210627 TIRHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 9 VERSION PAGE 16
 
fOEL=SAtIPLE CONFIGCASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICHCAL/GOCAL/RCCAL/OR0t1
 












1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 .0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 22.5
 
1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 45.0
 
3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1 3.00 1.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 1.00 .00 1.00 .00 3.00 67.5
 
t.00 3.00 .00 3.00 .00 0. 1 00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 90.0
.00 1.00 3.00 .00 .00 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 312.5
 
1.00 1.00 .. 0O 3.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 ,1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.00 157.5
 












1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 3.001.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 22.5
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 45.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 67.5
 
1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.001.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 90.0
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 
 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 112.5
 
1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 boo .0 .0.00 .00, .00 .bO .00 .00 1.00 135.0
 
1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 2.01.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 '.00 .00 .00 t.00 367.5
 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 I'.00 I.OD 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00- 190.0 
::):
I, 
DATE 062070 TIUE 210630 TOEEAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASVS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 37 
WODEL-SAtPLE CONVIG=CASEI STEP=-1 SANPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICOCALIGSCALIRCCALIORBGEN 
SHADOW FACTOR GENERATOR LINK 
CLOCK ANGLE
 






1.00 1.00 1.o0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .ob 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 .0 
1.00 1.00 I.O0 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1O0 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 22.5 
2.00 	1.00 1.00 t.0011.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 t.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 122.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 .0 . .00 .00 .o.00 . o00 .00 235.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 180.0 
CLOCK ANGLE
 
NODE 26 0. 20. 40. 60. 90. 100. 120. 140. 160. 1o. 200. 220. 240. 260. 280. 300. 320. 340. 360. 
INFRA RED COME 
SHADOW TABLE ANGLE 
3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 ..00 3 00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 .0 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 22.5 
3.00 1.00 LOO 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 45.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 67.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 90.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00. .00 .00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 112.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 135.0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 157.5 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 loo .00 .00 eO0.o 
SHADOW FACTORSoFR CONFIOURATION CASEI HAVE BtH*STORED ON RSO. 
LAST RECORD WRITTEN - 52 




PATE a6 B70 TIRE 2zG3f THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEO'(TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE to 
ODELtSAHPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CHCAL/GDCAL/RCCAL/OROGEN 
rOais FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
roRM FACTORS AND COMBINED FOR" FACTORS - USER INPUT AND DEFAULT PARAETERS 
VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS 
NAHE VALUE 
















SHADOWING ACCURACY PARAMETER 
PARAMETER TO ELIMINATE SHALL FORM FACTORS 
OVER RIDE SHADOWING PARAHETER 
PARAMETER TO PUNCH FORM FACTORS 












RATIO FOR USING SUB-NODE TECHNIQUE 
FLAG FOR COMBINING FORM FACTORS 
N/A 
(YES.RO.AUTO.CORR) 
+ -FFPNCH MILL DEFAULT TO -YES- ON CALCULATED VALUES IF THE -RSO- FILE IS NOT SPECIFIED IN THE OPTIONS DATA BLOCK
 
..+....+4+... . +. .........++44+ ++ ++++..+++..+  4+..4.*.+4+ 
.RESTARTING - FFCAL - DATA FOR CONFIGURATION- CASEI -FROM UNIT - t4 
r 
DATE 062178 TINE 210638 TNERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UOVAC EXEC S VERSION PAGE to
 
NODEL=SAtPLE CONVIG=CASEI STEP=-1 
FORN T&CTOR CALCULATION LItic. 
SAHPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CNCAL/ODCAL/RCCAL/ORfGEN 







































































NUHER OF NODES - 16 NUHBER Of SURFACES - 16 
(I -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED) 
10 -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA) 
(UK-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION MODE BECAUES OF RSI. RTI. OR CARD INPUT) 
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 





















2 RSI .207379 .207379 .207379 
3 'S! .Z01522 .2OI02a .2015?e 
4 RSI .207379 .207379 .207379 
I RS! .032922 .032922 .03292a 
13 RSI .006058 .086059 .09058 
14 RSI .040501 .040501 .040501 
5 AS1 .137203 .137203 .137203 
15 RSI .056006 .056006 .05GOOG 
rrsU - .9690 ROw CP TINE - .t37 









.207379 1.000000 1.000000 
.2015 a I.OO00000 j.O0oo 
.207379 1.000000 1.000000 
.032922 1.000000 1.000000 
.006059 IO00000 1.000000 
.040501 I.00000 I.000000 
.137203 1.000000 1.000000 

































2 3 list .07379 .e07379 .ZQ7379 .207379 .20739 I.000000 1.000000 .000 0 0 UN 
0X. 
DATE 982079 TIME 210639 TtfIAL RADIATION ADALYSIS SYSTES iTHASYS) UNIVAC EteC 0 VEtSION PAGE 20 
HODEL-SAlPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-I SAhPLE CASE 3 - fTCAL/CMCAL/GBCALIRCCALOR8tN 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
(0 -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDEDI (R -INDICATES FF CALCULATED eRPOM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA)
(UN-INOICATES UNKNON CALCULATION MODE UECAUES OF PSI. RTI. OR CARD INPUT) 
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF iNSUFFICICNT CARD INPUT) 
































rrsuN ­ , .9203 
FORM FACTOR RESTART 
.207379 .201379 .Z07379 
.032922 .032922 .032922 
.069832 .069932 .06832 
.032922 .032922 .032922 
.032922 .032922 .032922 
.0S6343 .06343 .096343 
.034262 .034262 .034262 
RON CP TIME - .157 































































FFSUH - :8378 
FOR" FACTOR'RESTART 
.207379 .207379 .207379 
.086050 .009059 .066050 
.032922 .032922 .032922 
.040501 .040501 .040501 
.050426 .050426 .050426 
.011660 .011660 .011660 
ROW CP TIME - .090 

















































Iit PSI * .040501 .040501 
12 ->RS9 .032922 .03Z922 
13 RSI .040501 .040501 
5 RSI . .107799 .107798 
15 RSI .05852 .058851 
FVSUM .9007 ROW CP TIME -







































































DATE 062G79 TIl 210641 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SvSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXCC B VERSION FACE at 
OOEL-SAfPL-E COFIGtoCASE1 STEP=-I 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
SAMPLE CASE 3 - rrCAL/CICAL/O9CALIRCCAL/ORBsGE 
90 -INDICATES NODL PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED) 
IR -INDICATES FF CALCULATED fPRO MODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA) 
(UN-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION NODE BECAUES Of PSI. RTI. OR CARD INPUlt 
19.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 





















14 RSI .20737g .207379 .207379 
5 RSI .056006 .056006 .0GODG 
15 RSI .137203 .137203 .137203 
FVSu - .9690 RON CP TIME - .119 



























13 RS! .207379 .207379 .Z07379 
14 RSI .207379 .207379 .207379 
5 SI .034262 .034262 .034262 
15 NSI .096343 .096343 ,.096343 
FFSUM'- .9203 RON CP TIME - .052 

































14 PSI .267379 .207379 .207379 
.5 PSI .0tl660s .011660 .011660 
15 " RSI .050426 .050426 .050426 
FFSUN - .9319 ROM CP TINE - .047 

























5 PSI .Is51 .056051 
AS RSI .107790 .107790 
fTsUN - .9007 ROW CP TIME -


















DATE 06207 TItE 2106%2 THERMAL RADlATIO ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 22
 
HODEL-SANPLE CONFIGCASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 3 - rFCALICHCALIG6CALInCCALIORBI& 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
(4 -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDEO)

(R -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA)

(UH-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION HODE BEChUES OF RSI. RTI. OR CARD INPUT)

(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE or INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT)
 




5 FFSUn - .5505 
FORM FACTOR RESTART 
RON CP TIME -
IRSO) RECORD a 
15 FFSUH - .5505 ROM CP TIME -
FORM FACTOR RESTART IRSO) RECORD ­
2I FFSUn - .0000 
FORM FACTOR RESTART 
0OM CP TIME -
(RSO) RECORD ­
22 FFSUN - .0000 RON CP TIRE a 
FORM FACTOR RESTART CR50) RECORD ­
23 FFSUn - .0000 ROM CP TIME a 
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD ­
2. FFSUN - .0Dv0 ROM CP TIME -



























DATE 062018 TINE 210643 TtERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 23 
HODEL-SAMPLE COFIGCASEI STEP--I 
FORN FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
SAMPLE CASE 3 - VFCAL/CMCALIGOCAL/RCCAL/CRGEN 
It -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED) 
CR -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J WAS SMALLEST AREA) 
(UN-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION NODE BECAUES OF RSI. RTI, OR CARD INPUT) 
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 















25 FrSuM - .0000 
FORM FACTOR RESTART 




26 FFSUN - .0000 ROM CP TIME -
FOR" FACTOR RESTART (SO) RECORD -
.002 
71 
FF FORM FACTORS FOR CONFIGURATION CASEI 
LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN - 71 
HAVE BEEN STORED ON RSO. 
04 0 4 4 * 4 0 4 4 4 4 04 4 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4
 
C)o 
24 DATE 062870 TItNE 2106t4 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEH (TRASYS) UNIVAC CXEC B VE2SIOU PAME 

NODELsSANPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--! SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCALCMCAL/GCALIRCCAL/ORBGEM
 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
 
SUMNARY OF FOR" FACTOR SUNS FOR ALL NODES
 

























23- 10000 24- .0000 25- .0000 26- .0000 
TOTAL TINE FOR FORM FACTOR SEGMENT 1.517
 
TOTAL TIME SINCE START OF RUN 77.437
 
IN 
25 DATE 062a TIKE 210649 ¥RNAL PAATIO &SALS SvSTE0 ITRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC S VERSION PAGE 
HODEL-SANPLE CONFIG-CASEL STEP-- SAWLE CASE 3 - rrCAL/Ci4CAL/GBCAL/CCAL/ORGEP4 
FORN FACTOR (OHBINIWG LINK. 
SPCULAR SPECULAR
 
NODE AREA ALPH EINSS TrANS(UVI TRANS(IRl KEFL(UV) REFLINR)
 
1 t0. 0 040 . .54"O0 .90 00 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
2 '2.04040 .543*00 .900*00 .000 .o00 .000 .000
 
3 4.06040 .545.00 .900*00 .sea So .000 .000
 
4 4.06040 .545+00 .90000 .lnO .00 .000 .000
 
I2 2.O4b4O .543+00 .900*00 .000 .00o .000 .000
 
5 0.06040 .54500 .900+00 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
NUMBER OF NODES AFTER COMBINING - 6 
I. 
0AL THER
DATE 062978 YIt 2OSbO RADIATION ANALYSiS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PACE 26
 
MODEL-SAHPLE CONrIG-CASEI STEP--I 
FOR" FACTOR CONSINING LINK. 
NODE 1 NODE J COMPUTATION FE(I.JI FE(J.u) 
H/SHAD N/SHAD 
1 2 Come .059182 .117772 
1 3 COMe .14t51 .141651 
I 4 COMB .122096 .12Z096 
I 12 COMB .059102 .117772 
3' 5 COMB .095167 .095167 
I FF SUN - .4773 
2 3 COmo .117772 .059182 
2 0 COm .11777a .059192 
2 12 COmB .03373 .033734 
2 5 COMB .064010 .032166 
2 Fr Sum ­ .4511 
3 4 Como .t209G .122096 
3 12 COmB .059182 .117772 
3 5 Como .030591 .030591 
3 Ff SUM - .127 
4 a Cone .059152 .t11772 
o 5 COmo .091100 .091100 
4 FF SUN - .9437. 
12 5 comS .064010 .032166 
12 FF SUn - .4511 
5 FF SUn - .2712 






































27 DATE 062878 TIME 210651 TIERHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEW (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 
NODELSAMPLE CONFIGCASEI STEP--I SANPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICCAL/GGCAL/RCCAL/ORDGEN 
FOR" FACTOR COHBINING LINK. 
COMBINED FORN FACTOR SUMS FRO" NODE I 
NODE I - FFSUH NODE I - FFSUN NODE I - FFSUn NODE I - flSUN NODE I - FFSUH NODE I - FFSUn 
1- .4772783 2- .4510598 3- .4126S25 4- .4436561 12- .4510590 5- .2711795 
CONOINED NODE. AREA. AND PROPERTIES ARRAYS HAVE BEEN WRITTEN ON THE -RSO- TAPE
 
BY THE FOR" FACTOR COHBINING LINK. (ACCESS NUMBER - 2)
 
#44iItt * * * ** * 0004 * * *t ** O4* 0 o4a0a4a 
C" FOR" FACTORS FOR CONFIGURATION CASEI HAVE BEEN STORED ON RSO. 
LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN u 91 
4.4......4 0 * *44 * *4o * **• **44* • •4** ***** 4*4**eae e **4 * 4**oe 
S 
DATE 062870 TIlE 210653 THERNAL RADIATION ASALVSIS SYSTEM (TIOASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION 
ODEL-SANPLE CONFIO=CASEI STEP--I SAMPE CASE 3 - rFCALCHCAL/GDCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN 
GRAY BODIES COHPUTATIOA LINK. 
OBY BODIES 
VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION 
NAME VALUE 




IR GRAY BODIES FOR CONFIGURATION 
LAST RESR-TTEN u 99 
TASerAVE SEEN COMPUTED AND S ORED ON PS0. 
SOL GRAY BODIES FOR CONFIGURATION CASEI 
LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN - 107 
HAVE BEEN COMPUTED AND STORED ON "SO. 
TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE GRAY BODIES .49 
N 
DATE 062878 TINE 210656 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 29 
CODEL-SAWPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CHCAL/GSCAL/RCCAL/OROGEN
 
QADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK.
 




RKPUCH PUN NO 

RKNIN .0001 0.000! 

IRKCN I I 
RKSP SPACE NO 

IRKNSP 999 32167 

SIGMA .17-08 1.713E-9 

RKANPF 1.00 1.0 

RKTAPE NO NO 

RFRAC .7+00 0.7 

RTOL .990 0.99 







PUNCH/O PUNCH PARAMETER FOR RACKS (YESoNO)
 
PARAMETER TO ELIMINATE SMALL RADK S N/A
 
INITIAL RADIATION CONDUCTOR IC NUMBER N/A
 
MNEMONIC FLAG FOR COMPUTATION OF RADKS TO SPACE (SPACE.NO)
 




AREA MULTIPLYING FACTOR N/A
 
PARAMETER TO OUTPUT TO BCD TAPE (TAPENO)
 
SIGNIFICANT RADIATION FRACTION (0. TO 1.1
 
DECIMAL FRACTION OF LAST RACK SAVED N/A
 




DATE 062070 TIME 210557 T HEHAL RADIATIOM ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 30
 
IODEL-SAlPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP--1 SAMPLE CASE 3 - rFCALCMCALG9CAL/RCCAL/OR8GEN
 













31 DATE O66a7O TIME 210657 THERMAL RDIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXZC 0 VERSION PACE 

HODEL-SANPLC CONVIGCASEI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 3 - FrCAL/CHCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBOGEN
 
PADIATION CONDUCTOR GENEVATION LINK.
 
lADIATIOI CONDUCTOR (RADKS1 CARDS
 
AREA UNITS - INPUT UNITS 0 AIPF. HHERE AIPF 0 1.00000 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - I. I. 2. .34560-OD$
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 2. 1. 3. .91703-099
 
PUNCHED AND/OR DCDOU RADKS - - 3. t. 4. .71096-095
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 4. I. 32. .34560-09S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 5. 2. 5. .54917-095
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 6. 2. 3. .34439-095
 
PUNCHED AND/OR DCDOU RACKS - - 7, 2. 4. .34067-09$
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADCS - - 9. 2. 12. .10226-0BS
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 9. 2. 5. .18906-09s
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 10. 3. 4, .70787-09%
 
PUNCHED AND/OR DCDOU RADKS - - it. 3. 12. .34439-09S
 
PUNCHED ANDIOR DCDOU RADKS - - 2. 3. 5. .1903t-0s 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 13. 4. 12. .34467-092 
PUNCHED ANDIOR BCDOU RAOS - - t4. 4. S. .47049-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 15. 12, 5, .19906-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS- - 16. 1. 999. .34590-o0s 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCOOU RADKS - - 27. 2. 999. .9126-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 19. 3. 999. .38210-0oS 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 19. 4. 999. .36521-0S 
PUNCHED AND/OR OCOOU RACKS - - 20. 12. 999. .19126-OgS 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 21. 5, 999, .46598-08$ 
00 
DATE 062070 TIME 210703 THERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYSD UNIVAC EXEC S VERlSIONS PAGE fl
 
HOOELmSAMPLE CONFIGCASEI STEP=-l SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCALtCfC.LIOCAL/ICCMLIORBGCE 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK. 
CONSERVATION CHECKS
 
RADIATION SUNS FOR EACH NODE BEFORE IKIN SCREENING
 




DATE 062070 TIhRE 20705 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION 
WODEL-SAHPLE CONFIG'CASEI STEPa-I SAMPLE CASE 3 - FrCAL/CNCALIGBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK. 
PAGE 33 
CONSERVATION CHECKS 
,RADIATION SUNS FOR EACH NODE AFTER RKHIN SCREENING 
I - .IOO00+0 2 -, .0O000 O1 3 ­ .OOOO'Os 4 - .tOooo*Ot 12 - .IOOO00O 5 - .10000 OI 
TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE AND CONDENSE RADKS .5! 
CD 
0 
DATE 062070 TIINE 210707 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAGE 34
 
IODELuSAIPLE CONFIGCASEI STEPwIO000 SAMPLE CASE 3 - fFCALICHCAL/GBCALIRCCAL/ORBGEN
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
INPUT DESCRIPTION 	 USER DEFAULT VARIABLE 
VALUE 	 OPTIONS VALUE NAME
 
BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS ++-+
 

SHAD SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAD.NOSH SHAD DINOSH
 
.250 PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 0.25 OIACC
 
.100 SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.10 DIACCS
 
0 STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 0 NSPFF
 
.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
 
.000 INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIHEST
 
o4*4 BASIC ORBIT DATA + 4 
.000 LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE. DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
 
.000 ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 0.0 APER
 
.000 ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 0.0 OINC
 
;6080006 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS, 	 0.0 HP
 
.508000 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 	 0.0 HA
 
.000 ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC 
.000 SUN RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA 
.000 SUN DEC ANGLE.DEGREES. 0.0 SUNDEC 
.000 REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STRRA 
.000 REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STRBEC 
...+ PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA ....
 
300.000 ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 	 0.0 ROTX
 
270.000 	 ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TQ CCS 0.0 ROTY
 
.000 ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
 
2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX.IROTY.IROTZ 2 3 
.30003 SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCL 
.300 02 SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCO 
.000 PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 PLCL 
.t90+03 PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 PLCO 
40+ SPIN DATA ....
 
.000 CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES(ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCi-POSITIVEI 	 0.0 CLOCK
 
.ODO - CONE ANGLE. DEGREES 	 0.0 CONE 
X .000 ROTATION RATE- CCH POSITIVE 	 0.0 RATE 




DATE 062970 TINE 210709 TERHAL RADIATIOM ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION 
HOCELuSA"PLE CONFIG=CASEI STEPIOOO0 SACIPLE CASE 3 - VrCALCUfCAL/G5BCAL/RCCALIORC-E 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
PACE 35 
NSTEP NO 10000 
e COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA *++o 
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 000 VALUE VAAIAI.E DESCRIPTION 
60.000 
.000 
SUN BETA ANGLE.,DEGREES 
STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES 
.000 
.000 
SUN CIGNA ANGLE. DEGREES 
STAR CIGNAS ANGLE. DEGREES 





















PLANET DS ENISS POWER 
PLANET SS EISS POWER 









DATE 1062978 TWE 210712 TUc4A1 RDIATIGM AMLVYSIS SYSTCI (TRASYS) UNIVAC MC 8 VERSION PAGE 36 
HODELtSAIPLE CoNArZO-CASEt STEP-1000l0 
DIRECT IRRADIATIO CALCULATIO LIM'. 
SMaKPE CASE 3 - ffCALICICAL/GtUCALIRCCALIOfOGEI4 
SOLAR DIRECT IXCM9T FLU FOR STEP NO IO000TRUE ANOALY 
in 7w-T SUN 
















































































































































FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (#4-"*) MAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP. OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DI( 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROSLEI 091.S93 SECONDS 
'.4 
DATE O6270 TIRE 210710 fl{R$AL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEW CTRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC U VERSION PACE 37 
NOVEL-SAHPLE CONFIO=CASEI STEP-i0000 SAPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CNCAL#OG6AL/RCCALlGR9GEN
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 




NODE CONPUT ---DIRECT [NCIb. FLUX-- -UNSHADONEO FLUC--- -- SHADO FACTORS-- CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
 
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLANETARY ALOEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
 
I SFTAPE .000 .000 .39t02 .269 02 .000 .000 .000 66 9 9
 
a SFTAPE .000 .000 .190O02 .264+02 .000 .000 .299 66 9 9
 
3 SFTAPE .000 .000 .402+02 .26902 .000 .000 .523 61 9 9
 
t SFTAPE .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .623 52 9 9 
It SFTAPE .000 .000 .391+02 .26002 .000 .000 .840 66 9 9 
12 SFTAPE .000 .000 .389202 .264 02 .000 .000 1.082 66 9 9 
13 SVTAPE .000 .000 .402+02 .268 02 .000 .000 1.313 61 9 9
 
14 SFTAPE .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.413 5?- 9 9
 
S CALC .231+02 .155"02 .934*02 .559 02 .27 .?71 2.508 133 16 9
 
15 CALC .233+02 .15,402 .834+02 .559 02 .279 .277 3.490 133 16 9
 
21 CALC .110+03 .742o02 .110+03 .742+02 1.000 1.000 7.728 112 to to
 
22 CALC .402+0 .26e 02 .402+02 .26a+02 1.000 1.000 8.610 61 30 to
 
23 CALC .400+02 .264+02 .400+02 .264.02 1.000 3.000 9.343 66 9 t0
 
24 CALC .39102 .2680a .391+02 .268+ce 1.000 1.000 10.266 66 to to
 
25 CALC .392+02 .264+02 .392+02 .264.0 3.000 1.000 10.856 66 S tO
 




FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (+4-6+4) HAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DtC 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM = 92.997 SECONDS
 





DATE 062 7 TIME 210917 T*ERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 30
 
HODELSAIPLE CONFIG=CASEI STEP-10000 SAIPLE CASE 3 - FVCALICHCAL/GSCALIRCCALJORBGEN
 




















ABSORBED C STORED IN STEP 10000
 




DATE 06297 TIRE 210920 IOE(RAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UHIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 39 
HODELaSAMPLE CONVIGtCASEI STEP=0001 SARFL CASE 3 - FFCAL/CHCAL/GCAL/RCCAL/ORDGEM 































































4.4 BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS **o 
SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAD.NOSH SHAD DINOSH
 
PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 0.25 DIACC
 
SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.10 DOACCS
 
STEP\NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 0 NSPFF
 
TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
 
INITIAL TINE (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIMEST
 
4+*+ BASIC ORBIT DATA +4++ 
LONGITUDE Of ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
 
ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 0.0 APER
 
ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES 0.0 OINC
 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 -NP-

ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA
 
ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC
 
SUN RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
 
SUN DEC ANGLE.DEGREES. 0.0 SUNDEC
 
REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STRRA
 
REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STROEC
 
+. e PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS.TO CCS 0.0 ROTY
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
 
ROTATION ORDER -I IROTX.IROTY.IROTZ 12 3
 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK.- DEGREES 0.0 SUNCL 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCO 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 PLCL 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 PLCO 
+..0 SPIN DATA +.+.
 
CLOCK ANGLE. DEbREES{ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCW-POSITIVEi 0.0 CLOCK
 
CONE ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 CONE,
 
ROTATION RATE- CCH POSITIVE 0.0 RATE'
 
TIME SPIN BEGINS 0.0 TIKSP
 
DATE 062070 TIME 210O20 TtERHAL RADIATION ANALVSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION 
NODELSAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEPtoooI SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CICAL/GBCAL/ACCAL/OROGEN 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
PACE '0 






SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 
STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES 






SUN CIGMA ANGLE. DEGREES 


























PLANET DS EM|SS POWER 
PLANET SS EHISS POWER 









DATE 028278 TIRE et)Oti TftRU.AL RADIATIO 'ANALYSIS SYSTEH (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 14
 
HODELuSAMPLE CONrtGCASEI STEPO001 SAIPLE CASE 3 - FfCAUICOCALIGOCALI/RCCALIOEWGE.
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO IDOOITRUE ANOMALY 90.00000 TIKE o .36701 
IN~1T4OiE sun4 44 
NODE DIRECT USHADOEO SHADOW COMPUTATION CP TItc SURFACE SHADOWING 
NUMBER FLUX(ODS) FLUX FACTOR (SECONDSI ELEMENTS SURFACES 
1 .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPFE .001 9 0 
a .00000 .00000 .0000 SFTAPE .065 9 0 


























































22 .4o90o 03 .%29D003 3.0000 SFTAPE .457 78 0 
23 .00000 .00000 .0900 SPTAPE .492 9 a 


















FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (*++++ . AY HAVE COKE FROM RTI. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP. OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DIC 
TOTAL ELAPSED TINE IN PROBLEM a 94.280 SECONDS 
z 
N) 
DATE 062070 TitlE 210924 THERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ITRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VCRSION PAGE 42
 
HOOELtSAMPLE CONFIG-CASE! STEP-10001 SAMPLE CASE 3 - FVCALfCICAL/GBCALmRCCAL/OROgEfl
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
ALDEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO. 
 - 10001 TRUE ANOMALY - 90.00000 TIME - .36701 
+6+ IN THE SUN 40+6 
NODE COUPUT ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- ---UNSHADOWED FLUX--- -- SHADOW FACTORS--
 CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
 
NUNBER ALlEDO PLANETARY ALEEDO PLANETARY 
 ALOEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
 
I SFTAPE .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .001 66 9 92 SFTAPE .000 .000 .639600 .000 .000 .000 
 .235 66 9 9
3 SFTAPE .000 
 .OD .206+01 .000 .000 .000 .432 61 
 9 9
4 SFTAPE .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .520 52 9 9
II SFTAPE .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .000 .000 .714 66 9
£2 SFTAPE .000 .000 .634+00 .000 .000 .000 .913 66 9 
9 
9
13 SFTAPE .000 
 .000 .206+01 
 .000 .000 .000 1.101 61 9 9
14 SFTAPE .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .000 .000 1.197 52 9 9
s CALC .126+01 .155+02 .247+01 .000 .509 .000 
 2.034 133 IS 9
15 CALC .125+01 .154+02 .247+01 .000 
 .504 .000 2.802 133 1 9
21 CALC .l43 Ol .742.02 .t43o0l .000 1.000 .000 6.1t2 112 1 10
22 CALC .206 01 .260+02 .206*01 .000 1.000 .000 6.919 61 t0 t0
23 CALC .639+00 .264+02 .639+00 .000 
 1.000 .000 7.370 66 9 
 t0
24 CALC .000 .269+02 .000 .000 
 .000 .000 9.110 66 to t0
25 CALC .634+00 .264+02 .634+00 .0Ob 1.000 .000 0.670 
 66 9 "10




FLUX VALUES FLAGGED t+e ....IAY HAVE CONE FROM RTI, THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN ICO
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 103.420 SECONDS
 




DATE 060"/ TIHV2100o TReAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ETfASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAM Q3 
HODEL-SAMPLE CONFVG-CASEI STEP-0O1 
ABSORBED Q CONPUTATION LINK. 
SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCALtCnCALIOoCALI=CCAL/ORGEN 
VARIABLE 
NAHE 
















STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FON SOLAR 01 
STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR ALBEDO DI 




ABSORBED a STORED IN STEP 10001 




DATE 06270 TIHE 2t10W3 TCERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EMEC B VERSION PAGE '4
 
HODEL.SAHFLE CONFIG-CASE1 STEPIO002 SANPLE CASE 3 - rFCAL/CHCbLIGDCAL/RCCAL/OR0GEN
 






























































DESCRIPTION USER DEFAULT VARIABLE 
OPTIONS VALUE NAME 
.... BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS +c+* 
SHADONING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAD.NOSH SHAD DINOSH 
PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 0.25 DIACC 
SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.10 DIACCS 
STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 0 NSPFF 
TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN 
INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIIEST 
*.* BASIC ORBIT DATA 4 
LONGITUDE Or ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 0.0 ALAN 
ARGUMENT Of PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 0.0 APER 
ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES 0.0 OINC 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA 
ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC 
SUN RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA 
SUN DEC ANGLE.DEGREES. 0.0 SUNDEC 
REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STRRA 
REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STREC 
... PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA .... 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTY 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ 
ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX.IROTY.IROTZ 1 2 3 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCL 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCO 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 PLCL 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 90.0 PLCO, 
.*.. SPIN DATA .... 
CLOCK ANGLE. DEGREESCABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCI-POSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK 
CONE ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 CONE 
ROTATION RATE- CCU POSITIVE 0.0 RATE 
TINE SPIN BEGINS 0.0 TIHSP 
DATE 062878 TIME 210843 TICRHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGvCASEI STEPI1O02 SAIPLE CASE 3 - FrCAL/CKCAL/GBCAL/ECCALtOROGEN 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
PAGE 45 




+.. CONPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION off VALUE 
SUN BETA ANGLE. DEGREES ,.O00 
STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES .000 
...4 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
SUN CIGNA ANGLE. DEGREES 

























PLANET DS EHISS POWER 
PLANET SS (MISS POWER 





DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES CALCULATED USING SHADOW FACTORS 
co 
i"3 
DATE 062070 TIME 220044 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN ITRASVS) 
UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAGE 46 
NOOZLnSANPLE CONFrG-CASEI STEPIO000 
 SAPWE CASE 3 FFCAL/CflCALIGDCALJRCCALIORBGEN 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FON STEP NO IOOO2TRLIE ANOMALY - 180.00000 TIME - .73402 











































































































































FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (+6+ 6* MAY HAVE COKE FRO" AT. 
 THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FRO" ANOTHER STEP, OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DIC'
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 104.550 SECONDS 
IA3 
X 
DATE 062870 TInE 2109'46 TERHIAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TOASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PACE 7
 
HODEL'iSAHPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP180002 SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CHCALIGCALIRCCAL/ORBGEN 
DIRECT tRRADIATIONA CALCULATION LINK. 
ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDNCT FLUXES FOR STEP NO. - 10002 TRUE ANONALY - 180.00000 TIME - .13402
 
4+0 IN UHE SHADE +6++
 
NODE COHPUT ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- ---UNSHADOID FLUX----- SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
 
NUMBER AL.EDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLANETARY ALUEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
 
I +n .000 .00O .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 0 0 0 
2 +4+.. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .059 0 0 0 
3 *+++ .000 .00. .000 .000 .000 .000 .086 0 0 0 
*+*+ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .I.4 0 0 0 
It +**4.t .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .139 0 a 0 
Ia .*+.. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .36' 0 0 0 
i3 +*+. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .191 0 a 0 
t +....+ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .216 0 0 0 
S + .... .000 .155 02 .000 .000 .oo .000 .L39 0 0 C 
IS ++++++ .000 .154+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .Z66 0 0 a 
21 ...... .000 .1.4202 .Ooal .000 .000 .000 .292 a 0 0 
22 *.... .000 .268+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .317 0 0 0 
23 +++ .000 .264+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .341 a 0 0 
elf ...... .000 .260*02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .370 0 0 0 
25 +..+ .000 .. 26B'02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .%0I 0 0 0 
28 ..... .000 .tS7+01 .000 .000 .000 .000 .427 0 0 0 
NOTE--

FLUX VALUES FLAGGED I+o++*) MAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DICOM, 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME Its PROBLEM - k05.017 SECONDS
 





DATE 06.070 TIRE 210349 TOERffAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTCE (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSIONJ PAGC Ri 
MODELtSAtPLE CONVIG=CASEI STEP1O002 SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CHCAL/GBCAL/RCCALIORBGEN 
ABSORBED 0 COMPUTATION LINK. 
ABSORBED HEAT 
VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEryNITION OPTIONS 
MAHE VALUE 






STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR ALDEDO Of 




ABSORBED 0 STORED IN STEP 10002
 




DATE 062810 TIME 21e0s THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE '9
 
HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP"1OO03 SAMPLE CASE 3 - VFCAL/CMCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/6AGEN
 































































... BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS ...o
 
SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAD.NOSH SHAD DINOSH
 
PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 
 0.25 DIACC
 
SHADONING ACCURACY FACTOR 
 0.10 DIACCS
 
STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA a NSPFF
 
TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
 
INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIIEST
 
.... BASIC ORBIT DATA ....
 
LONGITUDE or ASCENDING NODE. DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
 
ARGUMENT or PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 0.0 APER
 
ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES 0.0 0INC
 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 "A
 
ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC
 
SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
 
SUN DEC ANGLE.DEGREES. 
 0.0 SUNDEC
 
REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DEGREES 
 0.0 STRRA
 
REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STRDEC
 
+40+ PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA .+.
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CrS 0.0 ROTX
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO GCS 0.0 ROTY
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
 
ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX.IROTY.IROTZ 1 2 3 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCL 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNCO 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK, DEGREES 0.0 PLCL 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 PLCO 
+0++ SPIN DATA ....
 
CLOCK ANGLE. DEGREESCABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCW-POSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
 
CONE ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 CONE
 
ROTATION RATE- CCU POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
 




fODEL-S5tPLE CONFIGCASEI STEPIODO03 SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CNCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
DATE od2e7e TItZ 210053 T&CHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PACE 

0 * NSTEP NO c 10003 
++ + COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA +0+
 
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
 
60.000 	 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES .000 SUN CIGNA ANGLE. DEGREES
 
.000 STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES .000 
 STAR CIGNAS ANGLE. DEGREES
 
4+. PLANET --EARTH -- DATA 4
 
NAME
VALUE DESCRIPTION 	 NAME *'¢ VALUE DESCRIPTION 

.300 PLANET ALBEDO . PALO .75073+02 PLANET DS EKISS POWER NDS 
.20900+08 PLANET RADIUS 	 PRAD .75073+02 PLANET SS EISS POWER ASS
 
.14679+01 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
 
.41731+09 PLANET GRAY CONSTANT GRAY .42900.03 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSD SOL
 




DATE 0l7' TIME 210o5Q TIMPHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEn (XRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC'o VERSION PAGE 51 
WODEL-SAHPLE COnv1GeCASE1 STP$t0003 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
SAMPLE CASE 3 - FVCALICHCALIGCAL/ICCALOROoE 
SOLAR DIRECT ItNCIDET FLUX FOR STEP NO 10O03TRUE ANOMALY 
" IN INC SUN 













































































































































FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (+ +) HAY HAVE CORE FRO" RTI. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP. OR FORCED TO ZERO IN ol' 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 106.779 SECONDS 
03 
00 
DATE a- 99 TIME 210956 TVERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (IRASVSI) UIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PACE 52 
HODEL-SAMPLE COKrIG-CASEI STEP-10003 SAnrLE CASE 3 - FVCALfCHCALIOGCALIRCCALIORBGEI 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
ALDEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO. - 10003 TRUE ANOMALY - 105.1971 T1u1E - .43111 
416#* IN THE SUN 
NODE CONPUT ---DIRECT IUCID. FLUX-- --.UMSMADONED FLUX--- -- SHADOU FACTORS--
 CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD




































































































































































































FLUX VALUES FLAGGED C+o"+) MAY HAVE COME FROM RT|. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK, STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DlCt
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 107.270 SECONDS
 






53 DATE 06e070 TIME 210900 TEORIAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASVS) UNIVAC EYEC 8 VERSION PAGE 

HODEL-SAHPLE tONFIG-CASEI STEP-I0003 SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICfCAL/OBCAL/RCCAL/ORBGEN
 
















IAOSOP 10003 CURRENT 




AOSORBED.O STORED IN StEP 10003
 




DATE: G0270 TIME 210902 TNC1NAL RADIATION AALYSIS SYSTEM (TRaSS) UNIV&C CiEC a VERSIO PA
 
NODELTSAUPLE CONFIGmCASEI STEPI0004 SAtWLE CASE 3 - FrCAL/C A/GCAL/aCCAL/OGEoZ 



























































DESCRIPTION USER DEFAULT VARIABLE
 
OFTIO 4S VALUE NAME
 
o4t BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS +
 
SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAD.NOSH SHAD DINOSH
 
PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 0.25 DIACC
 
SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.10 DIACCS
 
STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 0 WSPFF
 
TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
 
INITIAL TIME CAT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TINEST
 
*006 BASIC ORBIT DATA +4"4 
LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE. DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
 
ARGUMENT Or PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 0.0 APER
 
ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES 0.0 OINC
 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA
 
ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 CC
 
SUN RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
 
SUN DEC ANGLE.DEGREES. 0.0 SUNDEC
 
REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STRRA
 
REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRDC
 
*+* PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA +*
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS To CCS 0.0 ROTY 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ 
ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX.IROTYIROTZ 1 2 3 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK, DEGREES 0.0 SUNCL 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNCO 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 PLCL 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE, DEGREES 0.0 PLCO 
.*.. SPIN DATA +4+ 
CLOCK ANGLE. CEGREEStADOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCU-POSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
 
CONE ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 CONE
 
ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
 
TINE SPIN BEGINS 0.0 TINSP
 
DATE 062870 TIRE 210903 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION 
HODEL-SAtPLE COFIGCASEI STEP=10004 SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICHCAL/GBCALfRCCALIORBGEN 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
PAGE 55 






SUN BETA ANGLE. DEGREES 
STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES 





SUN CIGNA ANGLE, DEGREES 










PLANET GRAV CONSTANT 














PLANET DS EMISS POWER 
PLANET SS EHISS POWER 





DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES CALCULATED USING SHADQW FACTORS 
tD:N
DATE 06078 TINE t10904 Ttiv-RwAL RADIATION4 AN~ALYSIS SYSTE1 CT2SYS) IJNIV&.C EXEC V VERSIOrN PACE 56 
WODCL-SAMPLE CONFIGCASEI STEP-I0004 SANPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CNCAL/GOCALICCALIORBGEN 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO 1000TUE AMOIALY - I05.91977 TINE - .103193 
6& IN THE SHADE '4k' 
NODE DIRECT UNSHADONED SHADOW COMPUTATION Cr TIME SURFACE SHADOWING 
NUMBER FLUXQODS) FLUX FACTOR (SECONDS) ELEMENTS SURFACES 

















4 .00000 .00000 .coca *+4* .110 0 0 
It .O00OO .00000 .0000 .... .136 0 a 
12 .00000 .00000 .0000 +*+b* ,t64 a 0 
13 .00000 .00000 .0000 44'*+ .160 0 0 
14 .00000 .00000 .0000 +*4++0 .220 0 0 





































25 .00000 .00000 .0000 ++++" .399 0 0 
26 .00000 .00000 .0000 + 4.* .029 a 0 
NOTE-­
rLux VALUES FLAGGED c.~...i*',AY HAVE COME FROM RTI. THE FLUX DATA CLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP. OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DIG
 






DAYE 062917 TIME 210905 1bERNAL RADIATIOW ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TVASYS) UNIVAC'iEC 9 VERSION PAGE 57 
HODELtSANPLE CONFIOGCASEI STEP=IOODO SAWnaE CASE 3 - fFCAL/CNCAL/GCALRCCAL/ORBOEN 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
ALBEDO AND PLAVETARY DIRECT INCIDE T FLUXES FOR STEP NO. - 1O00 TRUE ANOMALY n tO5.91977 TIME - .43193 
+0.IN THE SHADE 004. 
NODe CCKPUT ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- ---UNSHADOWED FLUX--- -SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIME --ELEfENTS-- SHAD
 
NUMBER ALBECO' PLAUETARY ALEEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
 
I 444* .000 .00 .000 .000 .000 .000 .001 0 a 0 
2 .++. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .058 0 0 0 
3 .+ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .007 a 0 0 
4 ..... 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .115 0 0 0 
II ++t. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .138 a 0 0 
32 .+... .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .t66 0 0 a 
13 ++++ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .194 0 a 0 
t4 .... 0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .223 0 a 0 
5 ...... .000 .155+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .246 0 0 a 
IS *+.+++ .000 .15+00 .000 .000 .090 .000 e72 0 0 0 
at *+*.+t .000 .v4e oa .000 .000 .000 .000 .a9 0 0 0 
22 *+4+-* .000 .269+02 .000 .800 .000 .000 .326 0 a 0 
a3 .+.. .000 .264+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .352 0 0 0 
24 ... ,. .000 .29+02 .000 .000 .090 .000 .390 0 0 0 
25 ..... .000 .264+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .409, 0 0 0 
26 4*4 *4 .000 .%57+01 .000 .900 .000 .000 .437 0 0 0 
NOTE--

FLUX VALUES FLAGGED C*n+.+I NAY HAVE COKE FROM RTI. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DICC
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PRORLE - 109.961 SECONDS 
S.A.P FLUXES HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN - £96 
to 
DATE DE2070 TINE 2t009 TVZVAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UHIVAC EXEC a VEnSION 
fODEL-5M.1LE CONFIG=-CASEI STEPI-O9 SAMPLE CASE 3 - FVCAL/CHCAL/GOCAL/RCCAL#ORIGEN 





















STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR SOLAR 01 
STEP HUMBER REFERENCE FOR ALBEDO 01 




ABSORBED 0 STORED IN STEP 1004 





59 DATE 062078 TIME 210911 Tt'ERIAt RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 

2HODEL-SAHPLE CONFIGoCASEI STEPuIO006 SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CHCALIGBCAL/RCCAL/ORPOGEN
 








IGOTHE I I TInE'ARRAY 10 NUMBER FLUX TABLES START AT iQOTE + I NIA 
GOTAPE NO 2HNO PARAMETER TO OUTPUT TO BCD TAPE (QHTAPC,2HNO) 
OOPNCH NO 2HNO PUNCH/NO PUNCH PARAMETER FOR OUTPUT (3HPUN.2HNO)
OOAMPF I.nOOO 1.0 AREA MULTIPLYING FACTOR N/A 
QOFMPF 1.0000 1.0 FLUX MULTIPLYING FACTOR M/A 
QOTMPF 1.0000 1.0 TIME MULTIPLYING FACTOR N/A 
GOTYPE BOTH HONE PARAMETER TO DETERMINE TYPE OF OUTPUT (3HTAD.2HAV.4HBOTH) 
IQOARY ALL NONE STEP NO. ARRAY DIRECTIVE (3HALL.ARRAY NAKE)
 
cn 
60 DATE 062076 TIME 2109t2 TWENAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 

HOCELtSANPLE COmrIGaCASEI STEP-I0006 SAMPLE CASE 3 - VfCAL/CHCALJGBCAL/RCCAL/ORDGEN
 
ABSORBED 0 OUTPUT CONPUTATION LINK.
 
ABSORBED HEAT RATE TABLES PUNCHED
 
a a INPUT R WHERE RMPF - .30000+01HPF 

TIME - INPUT 4 TNPV NHERE TMPF - .10000+01
 








2S HEAT RATE ARRAY
 




3$ HEAT RATE ARRAY
 




41 HEAT RATE ARRAY
 




5S HEAT RATE ARRAY
 




6S HEAT RATE ARRAY
 




76 HEAT RATE ARRAY
 





DATE 062978 TINE 210913 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) U&IVAC EXEC A VERSION PAGE St
 
HODEL=SAMPLE CONFIG-CASEI STEP-tO006 SAMPLE CASE 3 - rrCALICAL/GSCAL/RCCAL/ORBG
 
ABSORBED 0 OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
 
DAIINC SUBROUTINE CALL CARDS
 
AREA - INPUT (UNITS) 4 AMPF WHERE AHPR .tO000 I
 
DAIIHC(l.4679275E O.TIH".AI .A2 .l.O00000DOE 0.01 )S
 
DAIIIC(I.46792175E O.TIMEH.AI ,A3 ,I.DOOOOOOE 0.02 is
 
DAIIHC(I.46798t75E O.TIHEI.A .A4 .I.00000000E 0.03 1s
 
DAtINC(.46792175E OTIHEM.AI oA5 .1.ODOOOOE 0.04 is
 
DAIIKCCI.46792175E 0,TIEM.AI *A6 it.O000000DE 0.012 )S
 
DAIIKC(I.46792t75E O.TIEHE.A .A7 *1.OOOODOOE 0.05 )s 
t0 
62 DATE 062079 TIME 210913 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTENI (TRASVS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 

MODELtSA4PLE CONFIGuCASEI STEP-10006 SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCALCHCALGBCALiRCCAL/ORBOEN
 
ABSORBED 0 OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
 
AVERAGE ORBITAL HEATING RATE AND ARCA CARDS PUCICED
 
VALUES ARE RATE - INPUT (UNITS) 0 RHPV UIHERE, RHPF n .aboooot 

















63 DATE 06_9? TIRE 210913 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASVS) UNIVAC EXEC 6 VERSION PAGE 

HODEL-SAIIPLE CONFIGOCASE2 STEP-O006 SAMPLE CASE 3 
- FFCALICHCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL/ORBCEN
 









IQOTKE I I TIME ARRAY 
1 NUMBER FLUX TABLES START AT IOOTHE I N/A
OOTAPE NO 2HNO PARAMETER TO OUTPUT TO BCD TAPE 
 (4HTAPE.2HNO)

OOPNCH NO 2HNO 
 PUNCH/NO PUNCH PARAMETER FOR OUTPUT 
 (3HPUN.2HNO)
OOAMPF 1.0000 1.0 AREA MULTIPLYING FACTOR 
 N/A
OOFVPF 1.0000 1.0 FLUX MULTIPLYING FACTOR 
 NIA
OOTHPF 1.0000 1.0 TIME MULTIPLYING FACTOR 
 N/A
GOTYPE BOTH NONE 
 PARAMETER TO DETERMINE TYPE OF OUTPUT 
 (3TABS.HAV.4HBOT)
 
WCOARY ALL NONE 




6 DATE 062070 TIME 210915 THERfAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYSD UiIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 
STEP-10008 SAMPLE CASE 3 - FrCALCCALIOGCAL/RCCAL/ORBGE
HODEL-SAMPLE COFI-CASE2 

ABSORBED 0 OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
 
ABSORBED HEAT RATE TABLES PUNCHED
 
a a INPUT RHPF WHERE RMPF ' .1000013 
TINE c INPUT 0 THPF WHERE THPr * .10000*0 








2S HEAT RATE ARRAY
 




35 HEAT RATE ARRAY
 
.122+03. .484+02. .507+02. .264oC2. .264+02
 
ENDS 
46 HEAT RATE ARRAY
 




51 HEAT RATE ARRAY
 




65 HEAT RATE ARRAY
 




76 HEAT RATE ARRAY
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DATE 062978 TtFE 210915 THrO9AL RADIATION ANALySIS SYSTEH (TRASYS) UtIVACEXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 65
 
HODEL-SAPLE COHFIG"CASE2 STEPIOO06 SAEPLE CASE 3 - FFCALICflCAL/GBCALIRCCAL/ORBGEW
 
ABSORBED a OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
 
OAIINC SUBROUTIN4E CALL CARDS
 
AR - INPUT (UNITS) 0 ANPF UHERE AMPF .IO000oI 
DAIINC(I.46769215t .TIHE.AI ,A2 .1.00000000E 0.01 iS
 
DAItC(I.46792t75E OoTIHEH.AI .A3 .I.0000000E 0.02 )s
 
DAItHC(t.46792175E O.TIHEM.AI *A4 .t.O000O00E 0.03 is
 
DAIINC(I.46792175E DTIMEM.AI .A5 .t.0000000DE 0.04 IS
 
DAIIHC(|.46192175E O.TIMEM.AI *A6 .1.0000OOOE O.Qt2 19
 




66 DATE 00207 TIME 210915 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEll (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 

MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGCASE2 STEP-tOOOS SAMPLE CASE 3 - FFCAL/CMCALG0CAL/RCCAL/OR8GEJ
 
ABSORBED 0 OUTPUT CONPUTATION LINK.
 
AVERAGE ORBITAL IEATING RATE AND AREA CARDS PUNCHED
 
VALUES ARE RATE - INPUT (UNITS) 9 RNPF WHERE RHPF - .10000*01 













TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE ABSORBED 0 OUT .39
 















FILE IN FIELD I DISABLED--ACCEPTED
 





















15:TITLE SAMPLE CASE 4 - rFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL
 
16:C--- FORM TUO ENCLOSURES INSIDE THE BOX BY THE USE OF uMESSu NODES.
 
17:C---- CLOSE THE BOX LIo AND CALCULATE FORM FACTORS. GRAY BODY FACTORS,
 
10:C .--- AND RADKIS FOR EACH OF THE ENCLOSURES UTILIZING AN nERNu NODE.
 




21: MODEL - SAMPLE
 
22: RSI a RSTSAN 








27: IPRIHI - Io
 
28: ISECI -Ii 
29: IPRIN2 a tit 















3m .--- SPECIFY CALCULATION OF FORM FACTORS FOR ENCLOSURE I BY 










44:C---- SPECIFY CALCULATION OF FORM FACTORS FOR ENCLOSURE 2 BY
 



































































































































































































































































FURPUR 27R1 RL72-9 06/29/79 20:44:55
 














































DATA T7 RL7--5 06/20-20:4t:36 




T H E G H A L 
ASA / ART 1 
0 A D 1 A T 1 0 H 
U 0 1VAC I I 
0 HA6 P E T T A 
A N A L Y S I S 
tO0IfEU E C 0 
S V S T E H 
TTTTTTTTTTTTT 
TTTTTTTTTTTTT 













































PRE-PROCESSOR EXECUT ION 
VERSKON.MODIVICATION ... UC2E3 
MODIVICATION DATE ...... 052678 
DATE Or RUN ............ 
TIME Or RUN ............ 





DATE B02978 TIME- 205212 THERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS UNIVAC/EXC 9"VERSION PAGE I 
MODEL - HIA 
OPTION AND TITLE DATA BLOCKS 











HEADER OPTIONS DATA 
TITLE SAHPLE CASE 4 - FFCALIGBCAL/RCCAL 
C-..FORH TNO ENCLOSURES INSIDE THE BOX BY THE USE OF nfESSn NODES. 
C ---- CLOSE THE BOX LID AND CALCULATE FOR" FACTORS. GRAY BODY FACTORS. 
C ---- AND RACK'S FOR EACH OF THE ENCLOSURES UTILIZING AN uERJn NODE. 
C ---- IN ENCLOSURE 2. 
C 
MODEL - SAMPLE 
RSK - RSTSAN 
RSO - RSTSA4 
0"
 
2 DATE 062070 TINE E05212 TOEl-AL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTE £TNASVS UrnvaCiEXC 0 VERSION PACE 
MODEL n SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 4 - FFCAL/GOCAL/ICCAL 
TRASYS INFORHATION TO USER 
o 4 
* ATTENT I ON TR ASYS USERS * 
THIS SECTION OF THE TRASYS PRINTOUT WAS DEVISED TO
 
INFORM THE TRASYS USERS OF THE STATUS OF THE TRASYS
 
PROGRAM WITHOUT HAVING TO PRINTOUT ALL THE STATUS
 
INFORMATION ON EVERY RUN. TO OBTAIN ADDITIONAL
 
INFORMATION ON HOW TO USE THIS SECTION OF THE TRASYS
 




FOR TRASYS ASSISTANCE AND/OR POSSIBLE TRASYS PROGRAM
 
PROBLEMS. PLEASE CONTACT BOB VOOT AT JSC-2326.
 
INERL 0/29/717 DOCUMENTATION ADDITION
 




SEE LATEST USERS MANUAL FOR INFORMATION ON USER-





END'O TRASYS INFORMATION FILE
 
= 





SANPLE CASE 4 - FFCAL/GDCAL/RCCAL 
MODEL NAE ............. e.. SAMPLE 
HODEL TITLE 
WOD RUN JOg 








RTI RTO CHERG 






















DATE 0M78 TINE 205213 THERIAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC 0 VERSION PAGE to
 
MODEL - SAMPLE SAnPLE CASE 4 - FFCAL/GEBCAL/RCCAL 
SOURCE DATA EDIT DIRECTIVES
 
CARD ORGIN :2G5670 I 2345670 2 2345670 3 2345678 4 2345678 5 2345670 6 2345670 7 2345670 9 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABL
 
HEADER EDIT DATA 
D HEADER SURFACE DATA OLD- I AA 
I HEADER ARRAY DATA I AD 
I IPRIMI - lt 2 AD 
I ISECl - ItI 3 AD 
I IPRIN2 IlI 4 AD 
I ISEC2 - 101 5 AD 
I HEADER SURFACE DATA 6 AD 
to.. *1.56 




DS LIO2NL.O.,.D.. -45..O. 129 As 
4.4. *1.11137 A 
I O t79 AN 
I C ---- SPECIFY CALCULATION OF FORM FACTORS FOR ENCLOSURE I BY too AD 
I C ---- THE USE OF UNIT-SPHERE LOGIC. (NO SHADOWING) li AD 
I C 192 AD 
I FIG ENCLI 183 AD 
I UNIT I09 AD 
I C t95 AD 
C- SPECIFY CALCULATION OF FORM FACTORS FOR ENCLOSURE 2 BY lea AD 
II C-- THE USE OF UNIT SPHERE LOGIC. (NO SHADOWING)C £97 too AD AD 
I FIG ENCL2 19 AD 
I UNIT 190 AD 
0#40 1.193 
I C 213 AD 
I C ----- FINISHED WITH RSI. RELEASE TAPE DRIVE. 214 AD 
I C 215 AD 




C OLD- 19s AA 
D C---- BUILD THE CASE I CONFIGURATION OLD- 195 AA 
D C OLD- 196 AA 
D BUILD CASEIBOXINR.OXINL.LIDINR.BOXOUT.LIDOUT OLD- 197 AA 
D C OLD- 199 AA 
D C ---- PLOT THE CASE I CONFIGURATION INDICATING THE ACTIVE OLD- 199 AA 
D C---- SIDES OF THE NODES. OLD- 200 AA 













D C---- CALCULATE SHADOW FACTOR TABLES FOR SUBSEQUENT USE 







D C OLD- 207 AA 
O L SFCAL OLD- 2o9 AA 
OATE 067f TIKE aOc317I ERiAtL.'AOLATfON ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TISYSI UIVACIEXC 0 VEASiOM PAGE 5
 
MODEL ~ SflPLE SMWLC CASE 4 - FFCALIGCCALIRCCAL
 
SOURCE DATA EDIT DIRECTIVES
 




D C ---- CALCULATE THE FORK FACTOR MATRIX. OLD- 2|0 AA
 
D C 
 OLD- ll AA
 
0 L FOCAL 
 OLD- 012 AA
 
D C 
 OLD- 213 LA
 
D C--- CALCULATE THE GRAY BODY MATRIX. 
 OLD- 214 AA
 
O C 
 OLD- M15 AA
 










0 C ----CALCULATE AND PUNCH RADIATION CONDUCTORS. OLD- 219 -AA
 
OLD- 22e AA 
O CALL PKCATAIOOD.SPACE,9,OO,O) OLD- ea1 AA 
0 L RKCAL OLD- M AA 
C 217 AB
 









CALL C2GBLKLIDINR.O.,D..t..I.8,3.O..O..O.? 20 As-






C --- BUILD ENCLI CONFIOURATION M3 AS
 C ZZ AD
 
BUILD ENCLI.BOXINR.LIDINR.HESSR 285 AS
 
C 
 226 AS 





CALL RSTOFF 229 AS
 








CALL ODPR(I..S..5) 23, AS
 
CALL IODPR(R..9,.5) 235 AD
 
CALL KODPR(3,.9,.5) 236 AD
 
I CALL I0ODPR(Q..9..5) a37 AD'
 
CALL NODPR(5..9,.5) 23a AS
 
I C 239 AS
 
IC -- PRINTOUT NODE DATA. 240 AD
 
I C a41 AD
 








CALL GODATA(IR.O.Ff 246 AS
 




Ch--- 1 249 ADCALCULATE RADKS FOR ENCLOSURE 

DATE 06,2078 TEOZ 205210 TCifnWAL RADIAT2O0S ANJALYSIS SVSICN EITRASrSI riltI!VACIDIC a VERSIOte PAGE 6 
MODEL - SAHPLE 
SOURCE DATA EDIT DIRECTIVES 
SAMPLE CASE 4 - FVCALIGDCAL/RCCAL 

































































BUILD ENCL2 CONFIGURATION 

CNCLa.OOXI WL.LID IL.K'SSL 





































































































7 DATE 062878 TIME 205220 TI4ERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UWIVAC/ECC 0 VERSION PAGE 

HODEL - SAMPLE 
 SAMPLE CASE g - rrCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL
 
ARRAY DATA INPUT BLOCK 
CARD ORGIN 1234678 I 2345618 2 2345678 3 2345670 4 2345678 5 2345678 6 2345679 7 2345679 0 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LADEL 
- INPUT HEADER ARRAY DATA I AD
INPUT IPRIHI - tot 
 2 AD

INPUT ISEC1 - 11 
 3 AD
 
INPUT IPRIN2 - III 
 4 09
 





DATE 062070 TtE 205221 THERMAL RADiATION ANALYSIS SYSTE (TRASYSI UNIVAC/EC 0 VERSION PAGE 
AOOZL - SAHPLE SAWFLE CASE 4 - rFCALIGRCAL/RCCAL 
SURFACE DATA INPUT BLOCK 
CARD OPGIN 12345678 t 2345610 2 2345610 3 2345S70 0 2"345670 5 2345610 6 2345678 1 23456i 0 8 EDIT HO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
INPUT MEADER SURFACE DATA 6 A0 
ASI C 7 OLD- 2 AA 
RSI C --- THIS SURFACE DATA BLOCK IS USED IN SAMPLE CASES I THROUGH 5 0 OLD- 3 AA 
iSI C --- WITH VARIOUS PORTIONS OF IT BEING ACTIVATED FOR THE DIFFERENT S OLD- $ AA 
RSI C --- CASES. 10 OLD- 5 AA 
RS! C It OLD- 6 AA 
RSI OCS BOXINR 12 OLD- 7 AA 
RSI S SURFN . 1 13 OLD- B AA 
PSI TYPE - RECT M4 OLD- 9 A. 
0S ACTIVE -BOTTON I5 OLD- 10 AA 
RSI PROP - 0.9.0.9 is OLD- It AA 
eSI PI - 1.0. 0.0, t.0 IT OLD- le LA 
RSI Pa * I.9, 0.0. 0.0 10 OLD- 13 AA 















RSI TYPE - RECT 22 OLD- 37 AA 
RSI ACTIVE - BOTTOM 23 OLD- 19 AA 
PSI PROP - 0.9.0.9 24 OLD- 19 AA 
RSI Pt - I.0. I.0. 1.0 25 OLD- 20 AA 
PSI P2 S I.o 1.0. 0.0 26 OLD- 2I AA 
fst P3 m 0.0, I.0. 0.0 21 OLD- 22 AA 
PSI CON . e INNER RIGHT SIDE * 29 OLD- 23 AA 
RS1 S SURFN a 3 29 OLD- 21 AA 
RS! TYPE - RECT 30 OLD- 25 AA 
RSI ACTIVE - TOP 31 OLD- 26 AA 
RSI PROP - 0.9.0.9 32 OLD- 27 AA 
ASi PI - 0.0. D.o 1.0 33 OLD- 29 AA 
RSI P2 - 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 3' OLD- 29 AA 
PSI P3 - C.O. 3.0. 0.0 35 OLD- 30 AA 
RSI CON n # INNER RIGHT BACK 0 36 OLD- 31 AA 
RSI S SURFI -4 31 OLD- 32 AA 
RS[ TYPE - RECT 39 OLD- 33 AA 
RSI ACTIVE - TOP 39 OLD- 34 AA 
RSI PROP - 0.9.0.9 40 OLD- 35 AA 
RSI PI - 1.0. I.0. 0.0 41 OLD- 36 AA 
RSK CON . a INNER RIGHT BOTTON 42 OLD- 37 AA 
RSK eCs BOXtNLINGBCS-DOXINR.NINC-IO.IREFSF-IOO0 '03 OLD- 30 AA 
RSI C 44 OLD- 39 AA 
RSI C ---- THE FOREGOING CARD IMAGES ACS BOCINR IN REFERENCE PLANE 1OOO 45 OLD- 40 AA 
ASi C --- TO CREATE OCS BOXINL. THE INTERIOR OF THE BOX WAS INPUT IN 46 OLD- '01 AA 
RSI C ---- THIS MANNER TO FACILITATE THE INPUT OF SAMPLE CASE 4 70 SHOW 47 OLD- %2 Ah 
RSi C ---- THE USE OF 'NESS' AND 'ERN' NODES. 49 OLD- '03 AA 
RSI C 49 OLD- 44 AA 
Z IMAGING SURFACE ( 11 BCS COOXINRI, GENERATING SURFACE I l OCS (BOXINLI 
IMAGING SURFACE (
IMWAGING SURFACE 0 
2) 0CS (BOXINR), GENERATING SURFACE C 
3) BCS (BOXINR), GENERATING SURFACE C 
12) BCS (BOXINLi
13) 0CS (BOXINL) 
DATE 062 7 TINE 20r?24 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEH (TRASYS) UIVAC/EXC 8 VERSION PAGE 9
 
HODEL - SAHPLE SAMPLE CASE 4 - rFCAL/GBCALIRCCAL 
SURFACE DATA INPUT BLOC% 






6I VCS CDINR). GENERATIND SURFACE 1 14) oCS CDOXINL) 



















RSI P3 - a.o. 0.0. 0.0 S3 OLD- %9 AA 
RSI CON - * tIMAGING PLANE 5 3 OLD- 049 AA 
RSI oCS LIDIR 55 OLD- 50 AA 
RSI S SURCN - 5 56 OLD- st &A 
RSI TYPE - RECT 57 OLD- 52 AA 
RSI ACTIVE - UOTTO1 59 OLD- 53 AA 
RUs PROP - 0.9.0.9 59 OLD- 54 AA 
RAs PI - 1.0. 1.0. 0.0 6o OLD- 55 AA 
USI Con . * INNER RIGHT LID * 61 OLD- se A& 
INPUT ocs LIDINL Ge AD 
RSI S SURF" - 15 63 OLD- 57 AA' 
RS! IHAGSF . 5 64 OLD- 58 AA 
RS! IRErSr - 1000 65 OLD- 59 AA 
RS CON . * INNER LEFT LID * 66 OLD- 60 AA 
RSI acS DOXOUT 67 OLD- sI AA 
RSI S SURF% - 21 69 OLD- 62 AA 
RS TYPE S BOXG 69 OLD- 63 AA 
RSI ACTIVE - OUT 70 OLD- 6 AA 
RS! SHADE = NO 11 OLD- 65 AA 
RSI PROP * 0.2.0.9 72 OLD- 66 AA 
RSi PI - 1.O1.-l.0. 1.0! 13 OLD- 67 AA 
RAI P2 - 1.01. 1.01. 1.0! 74 OLD- 68 AA 
RSI P3 --0.01. 1.0I. 1.01 75 OLD- 69 AA 













RS! S SURFN - 26 79 OLD- 73 AA 
RS! TYPE - RECT 80 OLD- 7f AA 
RS! ACTIVE - TOP ai OLD- 75 Ah 
RI SHADE - NO 82 OLD- 76 AA 
RS! PROP - 0.2.0.9 83 OLD- 77 AA 
RSI Pt n t.ol*-Il. O.O 9i OLD- 76 AA 
RAS P2 - 1.01. 1.03. 0.01 9l OLD- 79 AA 
RSI P3 -­ 1..t1. 0.O 96 OLD- so AA 
RSI Con * * OUTER SURFACE OF LID * 8 OLD- at AA 
RSI C so OLD- 82 AA 
RSI 
RAS 
C --- THE NEXT TWO OCS'S (HESSR AND IESSL) ARE ACTIVATCD IN SAPLE 









RSI C 91 OLD- 95 AA 
Rsi DcS KESSR 92 OLD- 96 AA 
FS1 S SUlFN - IO 93 OLD- 87 AA 
PSI TYPE - RECT 94 OLD- 83 AA 
RST ACTIVE - TOP 95 OLD- O AA 
DATE 062&7 TIP;E 202ali TWEROAL RADAIATIOJ ANALVSIS SYSTEC eTRASYSI UW4VACI.XC 0 VERSIO4 PAGE 10 
"ODEL - SAHPLE SAFPLC CASE ' - rrCAL/GBCALIRCCAL 
SURFACE DATA INPUT BLOCK 
CARD OR011 12345679 I M5678 2 2345679 3 23456"79 ' 2345678 5 2345570 6 2345678 7 2345679 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
psi PROP - 1.0.1.O 96 OLD- 90 AA 
IS! Pi1 - t.0.'.0, 1.0 97 OLD- 9t AA 
ASI P2, - = 1.. 0.0. 0.0 9 OLD- 92 AA 
ASI P3 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 99 OLD- 93 Ai 
I: Con - 0 PSI2IARY NESS NODE. RIGHT SIDE t00 OLD- 94 AA 
RS| aCS MESSL tot OLD- 95 AA 
ASi S -SURF" - It1 2 oLD- 96 AA 
RS! TyPE - RECT, 103 OLD- 97 AA 
ASI ACTIVE - BOTTON Io OLD- 99 AA 
AS! PROP = 1.0.1.0 I05 OLD- 99 AA 
RSI Pt - I.0. 0.0, 2.0 106 OLD- 100 AA 
RS! P2 c I.e. 0.0. 0.0 107 OLD- tot AA 
RSI P3 0D.0. 0.0. 0.0 to OLD- 102 AA 
RSI 
RSI C 








RSI1 C---- THE rOLLOHINO OCS CLIDSP) IS ACTIVATED IN SAMPLE CASE 5 ONLY. III' OLD- 105 AA 
PS C. 22 OLD- 106 LA 
RSi BCS LIDSP 113 OLD- :07 AA 
RS! S SURFN -200 114 OLD- 108 AA 
SI TYPE a RECT t5 OLDO- 109 AA 
AS! ACTIVE - BOTTOM lie OO- 130 AA 
RS; PROP a 0..1 17 OLD- lIt AA 
RSI. SPR! - 0.8 i18 OLD- 112 ARA' 
RS! SPRS - 0.9 It9 OLD- 113 AA 
RSI PI - I.O.-t.0, 0.0 120 OL.o- 1114 A4 
RS! P2 a 1. I1.0. 0.0 121 OLD- I15 AA 
PSI P3 - 00, l.0. 0.0 122 OLD- 16 AA 
RS! CON . SPECULAR LI 0 123 OLD- 117 AA 
r3 
DATE 062078 TIH 205235 THERMAL RADIATIMn ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVACIEXC 8 VERSION PAGE It
 
HOVEL u SAHPLE SAMPLE CASE 4 - F'CALIGDCALRCCAL 
DCS DATA 10PUT BLOCK
 
CARD ORGIN 12345678 I 2345679 2 2345678 3 234567 4 235678 5 2345678 6 2345678 7 2345679 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
PSI HEADER SCS DATA 124 OLD- 1I AA
 
RSI acS BOXINA 125 OLD- 119 AA 
RSI aCS soxitul 126 OLD- 120 AA 
RSI SOS LIDINR *D..O.,I...-45..O. 127 OLD- 121 AA 
INPUT SS LIOINL.O..0..I..O..-5..O. 128 AD 
RSI sCS IOXOUT 129 OLD- 122 AA 
RSI UCS LIDOUT 1...l..0..-t5..0.OLD- AA£30 123 
RSI sCS IESSR 131 OLD- 124 AA 
RSI sCS HESSL 132 OLD- 125 AA 




DATE 06201 TIME 205239 THERMIAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC B VERSION PAGE t2 
VOOEL - SAMPLE SA£PLE CASE 4 - FFCALIGBCALIRCCAL 
FOR" FACTOR DATA INPUT BLOCK 
CARD GROIN 12345679 1 2345678 2 2345679 3 2345670 4 Z345678 5 2345670 6 e345679 7 2345670 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LAOEL 
PS! HEADER FORN FACTOR DATA 134 OLD- 127 AA 
RSI C 135 OLD- 129 AA 
RSI C-..-EMTER KNOWN ZERO FORM FACTORS AND EQUIVALENT FORK FACTORS FOR 136 OLD- 129 AA 
ASK C ---- CASEI. 137 OLD- 130 AA 
9s9 C 138 OLD- 131 AA 
RSK FIG CASEI 139 OLD- i32 AA 
AS! NOOCA 1.2.3o ,%.l1. ,l%.5.I5.21o2.3.,o25.26.END £40 OLD- 133 AA 
RSK BOTH 21.ZERO 141 OLD- 134 AA 
RSI 2a.ZERo 112 OLD- 13 AA 
RSI 23.ZERO 143 OLD- 136 AA 
RSt 24,ZERO t44 OLD- 137 A& 
RSI 25.ZERO 145 OLD- 138 AA 
R52 26.ZEpo £46 OLD- 139 AA 
RSt 1.1.0. £47 OLD- 140 AA 
RS! 11.12.1.2 248 OLD- 142 AA 
RS! 11.13.1.3 149 OLD- 142 AA 
RSI 11.24.1.4 150 OLD- 143 AA 
RSI 11.15.1.5 151 OLD- 144 AA 
RSK 1.11.0. 152 OLD- 145 AA 
RSI t,!.t,t2 153 OLD- 146 AA 
RSI 11.3t,,13 154 OLD- 247 AA 
PSI 2I;4...I4 155 OLD- 148 AA 
AS! 11.5°2.15 156 OLD- 149 AA 
RSt 2.2.0. 257 OLD- 150 AA 
RS1 2.3.1.2 158 OLD- 151 AA 
RB . 2.4.1.# 159 OLD- 152 AA 
RSI 12.13.2,3 160 OLD- 153 AA 
RSI 12.14.2.4 161 OLD- 154 AA 
NSI 12.15.2.5 162 OLD- 155 AA 
RSI 12.3.2.13 163 OLD- 156 AA 
RSI t,.2,14 16% OLD- 151 Ah 
RSI 2.5.2,15 265 OLD- t58 AA 
RSK 3.3.0. 166 OLD- t59 LA 
RSI 3.4.t.4 267 OLD- 26O AA 
SI 13.14.3.4 269 OLD-, 161 AA 
RSI 13.15.3.5 269 OLD- 162 AA 
RS! 3,13.0. 270 OLD- 163. AA 
pSi 13.4.3.14 217 OLD- 16% AA 
fSi 13.5.3.15 172 OLD- 165 AA 
RSI 4..0. 173 OLD- 166 AA 
RS! 14.15.4.5 174 OLD- 167 AA 
Rs 4.t4.0. 175 OLD- 169 AA 
RSI 14..4.ts 176 OLD- 169 AA 
RSI 5.5.0. t77 OLD- 170 AA 
RSI 5.15.0. 178 OLD- 171 AA 
INPUT C 179 AB 
INPUT C-.SPECIFY CALCULATIOH OF FORM FACTORS FOR ENCLOSURE I BY to0 AB 
DATE 06270 TIME 205240 THCRfAL AADIATI# ANALYSIS SYSTEM CTfASVS9 UUIVAC/EXC a VERSION PAGE 13 
MODEL - SAMPLE 
FORM FACTOR DATA INPUT BLOCK 
SASC.E CASE 4 - rFCALIOSCAL/LCCAL 
















C---- SPECIFY CALCULATION OF FORM FACTORS FOR ENCLOSURE 2 BY 

























DATE O6270 TIME 2052'7 TV4ERAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASVS) UNIVAC/EXC 0 VERSION PAGE 04
 
NODEL - SAMPLE SAUPLE CASE 4 - FECAIGOCALI CCAL 
CORRESPONDENCE DATA INPUT BLOCK
 
CARD OGIN t23456705I b345678 2 2345678 3 2345678 4 2345678 5 2345679 6 2345678 7 2345579 9 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT MO. LADEL
 
tSI HEADER CORRESPONDENCE DATA 191 OLD- 172 AA
 
aisi C Ise OLD- 173 AA
 
NSK C----- ENTER CORRESPONDENCE DATA FOR CASE 2 193 OLD- 173 AAC 93 OLD- 175 AA
 
9S[ FIG CASE2 
 195 OLD- 176 AA 
RS! - .tt.22 t96 OLD- 177 AA
 
RSI 2 - 2.25 197 OLD- 178 AA
RS! 3 " 3.13.24 
 190 OLD- 179 AA
 
RS[ 4 - 4.t4.21 Ost OLD- 190 AA
AS! S - 505.26 200 OLD- 191 AA
RS! 12 - 12.23 203 OLD- 182 AA
 
RS C 
 202 OLD- 183 AA
 
E---
RS! C - NTER CORRESPONDENCE DATA FOR CASE 3 TO COMBINE FORR FACTORS 203 OLD- 364 AA 
RS) C 
 204 OLD- 195 AA 
RSI riG CASE3.Fr 
 205 OLD- 186 AA 
RSI I " 1.11.22 206 OLD- 197 AA
RS 2 - 2.25 207 OLD- 189 AA
 
RSI 3 - 3.13,24 209 OLD- 199 AA 
RS '9 - 4.14.21 209 OLD- ISO AA 
RSI S - 5.15.28 at| OLD- 3et AA 




DATE 062076 TINE 20529 TUZRHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UIJIVAC/EXC 8 VERSION PAGE 15 
MODEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 4 - rFCAL/GCAL/RCCAL 
OPERATION DATA INPUT OLOCK (PASS I 
CARD GROIN 12345618 a 2345617 2 2345670 3 2345670 4 2345676 5 2345678 6 2345878 7 23456878 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT 
MO. LAPEL 
RS! #EADCR OPERATIONS DATA 212 OLD- 193 AA 




DATE 062878 TIC 205251 ThERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC 0 VERSION PAGE 
 16
 
WOOEL - SAHPLE sNLE CASE 4 - rrCALIOrCAL/RCCAL
 
OPERATION DATA INPUT BLOCK (PASS 2)
 




INPUT C ---- FINISHED NITH RSI. RELEASE TAPE DRIVE. 

INPUT C 
INPUT CALL RSTOFF 
INPUT C 




INPUT CALL CHGLK(LIDINR.O.oO..I..,2.3.0.,O..O.) 

























CALL BUILDC (BOXINR.6HENCLI ) 

CALL ADD (LIDINRI 

CALL ADD (NESSR I 





INPUT CALL RSTOFF 









INPUT CALL KODPR(I,.9..51 

INPUT CALL HOOPR(2..9..SI 

INPUT CALL NODPR(3..9..5) 

INPUT CALL HODPR(%,.9..5) 

















INPUT CALL GGDATA(IROrr) 









INPUT CALL RCDATA(O.0 0D0..0.00.O,O0.0.O.,.IPRIMI,ISECI) 









PROG STEP -2 
















































































































CALL SUILOC (DOKINL.BgffXCL2 3 





CALCULATE FORE FACTORS FOR ENCLOSURE 2 
FVCAL 





INPUT CALL ROOPRI,.9.I 

INPUT CALL NOOPR(t,.9..5) 

INPUT CALL NODPR(I3..9..5) 

INPUT CALL HODPR(It,.9..5) 

















INPUT CALL GBDATA(IR.SHtENCL28,r) 









INPUT CALL RCDATA(0..0.0.0DO.OO.00,.5.1..55.IPRIt 2.ISEC2 

INPUT L RCCAL 




























































DATE 6,2679 TINE a0i5ta THERHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSIE 1TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC B VERSION PAGE Ii 




THE rOLLOMING IS THE PROCESSOR CONE ALLOCATION FOR THOSE SEoENTS NUICH HILL BE LOADED IN THIS EXECUTION (APPROX.I 
OCTAL/DECINAL
 
TRASYS (0) SEGHENT .............................. 12122/ 416109
 
OPERATIONS DATA (NOT KHOWN AT THIS TIME) ........ 1750001 64000
 
INITALIZATIO SEOENT ........................... 122300/ 42176
 
FOR" FACTOR SEGMENT ............................. 136100/ 49192
 
GRAY BODY SEGmENT ............................... 240001 43009
 
RADATION CONDUCTOR SEGMENT ...................... 1255001 43840
 
GRAY BODY DYNAMIC CONNON ....................... 000276/ 190
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR DYNAMIC COMMON ............. 000574f 380
 
GRAY BODY MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE ............... 123575/ 4877 - 1237251 42965
 
'RADIATION CONDUCTOR MINIHUM - MAXIhUM CORE ..... 1252301 43672 - 125414/ 43936
 
MINIMUM CORE NEEDED FOR PROCESSOR EXECUTION .... 136100/ 49192
 
MAXIMUM CORE NEEDED FOi PROCESSOR EXECUTION .... 136100/ 49192
 
AMOUNT OF CORE THAT HILL BE USED BY PROCESSSOR . 13610/ 49192
 
(.3CA
DATE 062070 TIKE 20525c; flannAL RADIATION AOALYSIS SYSTEM iTRASYS) UAIVAC/EXC a VEASIO PAGE to 
NODEL - SAMPLE SMWPt CASE k - FFCAL/GBCAL/CCA.L
 
WRAP UP or THE PE-PROCESSOR
 
PNE-PROCESSOR ACCOUNTING INFORMATION CP-SEC DYN-STORAGE
 
SOURCE EDITING ......................... 1.534 570
 
DOCUMENTATION DATA PRE-PROCESSIIO ...... .000 a
 
CUANTITIES DATA PRE-PROCESSING ......... .027 566
 
ARRAY DATA PRE-PROCESSItM .............. . 9 20
 
SURFACE DATA PRE-PROCESSING (PASS 11 ... 1.090 co
 
SURFACE DATA PRE-PROCESSIHG (PASS 21 ... .469 114t
 
BCS DATA PRE-PROCESSING .................. 72 201
 
FORM FACTOR DATA PRE-PROCESS1NG ......... .163 1169
 
SHADOW DATA PRE-PROCESSING ............. .000 D
 
FLUX DATA PRE-PROCESSINO ................. .000 0
 
CORRESPONDENCE DATA PRE-PROCESSING ..... .211 10
 
OPERATIONS DATA PRE-PROCESSING ........... 2.036 092
 
SUBROUTINE DATA PRE-PROCESSING ......... .147 0
 
SEGENTIAL TAPE INITIALIZATION .......... . 022 0
 
TOTAL Cp Ti"n FOR PW-PRocEsso.................... 6.963 DECIMAL SECONDS OR 000007 OCTAL SECONDS
 
HnNInUn DYNANIC STORAGE NEEDED BY PRE-PROCESSOR .. 1169 DECIMAL WORDS 
DYNAMIC STORAGE AVAILABLE TO PRE-PROCESSOR ....... .0000 DECIMAL WORDS
 




















































MODIFICATION DATE ...... 061978
 
DATE OF RUN ............ 062878
 
TIME OF RUN ............ 205915
 





RAO 1AT I ON ANALYSIS SYSTEn
 











AAA AAA SSSSSSSSSS 
AAA AAA SSSSSSSSSSSS 
AAAAA AAAAA SSS ss 
595 
SSSsSSSS 
99 999 YYYY YYY 
SS9SSSSSS yYY yyy 









99599S 9 SS 
DATE 092873 TIME 205919 TER2AL RADIATION ANALYSIS SVSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PACE 
HODELuSANPLE CON'IG-ENCLI STEP--j SAMFLE CASE Q - FCAL/GCA-.IRCCAL 
PROCESSING OPERATIOtIS DATA 
SEQUENCE MODVE BCS ARZA &Lfl EMISS SURF. TYPE ACTIVE ------COMMENTS -------------
I I DOxIN 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM IMNER RIGHT FRONT 
2 2 BOMINR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM NNER RIGHT SIDE 
3 3 BOXINR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP IN ER RIGHT BACK 
4 4 BOXINR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 
5 5 LIDINR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT LID 
6 101 MESSR 1.00000 1.000 1.000 RECTANGLE TOP PRIMARY MESS NODE. RIGHT SIDE 
NODE. AREA. AND PROPERTIES ARRAYS HAVE BEEN HRITTEN ON THE -RS0- TAPE
 







DATE 0 279 TIME 205921% THERHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTE TAASVS) UNIVAC E5EC 9 VERSION PAGE 
 2
 




FOR" FACTORS AND COMBINED FORM FACTORS - USER INPUT AND DEFAULT PARAIETERS
 




FFACC .0500 .0500 ORIENTATION ACCURACY PARAMETER MIA
 
FFACCS .1000 .1000 SHADOWING ACCURACY PARAMETER NA
 
rrHIN .1-05 I,OE-na PARAMETER TO ELIMIIATESHALL FORN FACTORS NIA
 
FVNOSH SHAD SHAD OVER RiDE SHADOWING PARAMETER (SHAO.NOS)
 
*FFPNCH NO 140 PARAMETER TO PUNCH FORM FAC70RS IyESNO)
 
FFPRNT YES YES FLAG FOR COMPREHENSIVE FF AND CM PRINT EVES.NO.SF.CH.RB)
 
FFRATL 15.0 IS.0 RATIO FOR USING SUB-MOE TECHNIOUE NiA
 
arcne CORR CORR FLAG FOR COMBINING FORM FACTORS tYcSfO.AUTO.CORRI
 




3 DATE 082870 TIME 2059Z& TNERMAL RADIATION A1ALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UfIIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 

MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-ENCLI STEP--I SAIPLE CASE 4 - FFCAL/GOBCAL/RCCAL 
FOR" FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
SEQUENCE NODE AREA ALPH £ISS
 
I I 2.00000 .900 .900
 
2 2 1.00000 .900 .900
 
3 3 1.00000 .900 .900
 
' 1.00000 .900 .900
 
5 5 1.00000 .900 .900
 
6 lo 1.00000 1.000 l.000
 
NUMBER OF NODES - 6 NUMBER OF SURFACES 56 
c= 
Co) 
DATE Oa07 Ttg4C 205925 THE l AL RADIATIO14 AHNLYSIS SVSTEI tTRASYS) UHIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAGC 
ODEL-SAtIPLE COFIGtENCLI STEP--I SAMPLE CASE t - rrCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL 
FORK FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
0' -INDICATES NODE PAI# HAS BEEN tIUDIVIDEO) 
(R -INDICATES Fr CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA)
(UN-INDICATES UHKNONN CALCULATION NODE BECAUCS OF RSK. RTA. OR CARD INPUT)
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE Or INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 
NODE I "ODE J CONPUTATION FIR(I.J) FIR(J.) FSOLII.J) FSOLIJ.I) FF11.J) SHAD.1R SHAD.SOL CP TINE NEI NEJ 
UISHAD U/SHAD U/SHAD U/SHAD NO/SHAD FACTOR FACTOR (SEC) 
1 2 CAL .199837 .199en .199037 .199837 .19993"7 .000000 1.000000 .109 36 t 
I 3 CAL .200672 .200672 .200672 .200672 .200672 1.O00000 t.000000 .066 36 I 
1 It CAL .199937 .199037 .199937 .199937 .199837 1.00000 1.000000 .064 36 1 
1 5 CAL .199037 .199037 .199937 .399937 .199937 1.000000 1.000000 .067 36 I 
I ot CAL .t9937 .199837 t99937 .19937 .199837 t.000000 t.000000 .665 36 1 
I Fr SUN - 1.ooo0 ROW CP TIME " .431 























2 5 CAL .t99937 .199937 .t99937 .199037 .199937 1.000000 1.000000 .064 36 1 
2 101 CAL .200672 .200672 .200672 .200672 .200672 t.000000 1.000000 .067 36 i 
2 Fr SUN - t.0000 RON CP TIME - .311 
FORM FACTOR RESTART CR5O) RECORD 22 
3 CAL. .199037 .199937 .199937 .199037 .199937 1.000000 1.0000oo .066 36 I 
3 5 CAL .199837 .199937 .199937 .199937 .t99937 2.000000 1.000000 .066 38 I 
3 101 CAL .199837 .199637 .199937 .199837 .199937 1.000000 1.000000 .065 36 1 
3 FF SUM - 1.0000 ROW CP TIME - .232 
FORK FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD - 23 
5 CAL .200672 .200672 .200872 .20067e .200672 1.000000 1.000300 .06a 36 
4 l1 CAL .199937 .199837 .199037 .199037 .199037 1.000000 1.000000 .062 36 1 
It FF SUM * 1.0000 ROW CP TIME * .151 
FORfl FACTOR RESTART IRSO) RECORD ­ 24 
(.o
t0 
DATE 062878 TIME 205929 TERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAGE 5 
MOVEL-SANPLE CONFIG-ENCLI STEPt-I 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LIaK. 
SAHPLE CASE 4 - rFCAL/OBCAL/RCCAL 
(6 -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED) 
CO -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FRO" NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA) 
(UN-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION MODE BECAUES OF RSI. RTI. OR CARD INPUT) 
19.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 



















tot CAL .199037 .199837 
FF SUN - 1.0000 ROW CP TINE -




.199937 .199037 1.000000 1.000000 .064 36 1 
lot r SUn - t.oooo ROW CP TINE s 
FORN FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD -
.009 
26 
4 40 0 0 a e 0 0 a0 0 4 4 4 0 0 0 a 0 0 a4 oa # a a 0 0 a 0 0 4 a 9 4 0 0 a0 
FF FORm FACTORS FR CONFIGURATION ENCLI 
LAST RESTART RECORD URITTEN - 26 
HAVE BEEN STORED ON 14so. 
/ 
* 4 00 40 4 0 40 0 0 0 0 0 e0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 a 0 4 0 
= e ~ ~ ~ o o ~ o e o ~ o o o e o ~ o o e 
C. 
0 
DATE 06878 TIME 205930 I7OERIAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ITRASVS) UNIVAC EUCC 0 VERSION 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-ENCLI STEP"-! SAMPLE CASE 4 - rrCAL/OCAL/RCCAL 
FOR" FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
PAGE 6 
NODE I- rr sul 
1- 1.0000 
SUMMARY or FORN FACTOR SUNS FOR ALL NODES 
NODE I- rr sum Ho00 I- FF suN NODE i- Fr suN 
2- .0000 3- 1.0000 4- 2.0000 
NODE I- rr SUN 
5- 2.0000 
HOt Kr FF SUM 
tt- 2.0Oo0 
TOTAL TIME FOR FORM FACTOR SEGMENT 3.640 
TOTAL TIME SINCE START OF RUN 35.717 
= 
(A, 
7 DATE 062a78 TIME 205931 TEfNNAL. RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTE2 (TRASYS) &NIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PACE 








NODE AREA ALPH ENISS TRAN(SOL) TRANCIR) REFL(SOL) REFL(IR)
 
1 1.00000 .900+00 .500+00 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
2 1.00000 .900+00 .500+00 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
3 1.00000 .900+00 .500+00 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
4 1.00000 .900+00 .500+00 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
5 1.00000 .900+00 .500+00 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
lOt 1.00000 .00+01 .100+01 .000 .000 .000 .000 
NODE, AREA. AND PROPERTIES ARRAYS HAVE BEEN WRITTEN ON THE -RSO- TAPE
 




DATE 06270 TIME 205932 THERMAL RADIATION ANA.YSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC & VERSION PAGE 
 8
 
MODEL-SAHPLE CONFIG-ENCLI STEPi-I SAIWLE CASE - FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL 
GRAY DOOtES COMPUTATION LINK. 
GREY BODIES
 




09BUOND IR BOTH NAVEBAND DEFINITION PARAMETER 42HiR.3HSOL .4HBOTHb
 
IR GRAY BODIES FOR CONFIGURATION ENCLI HAVE BEEN COMPUTED AND STORED ON RSO. 
LAST RESTART RECORD NRITTEN - 44 
TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE GRAY BODIES .21
 
(0 
DATE 0O078 TIME 20593' THEUI&L RADIATION AtALYSIS SYSTEk (TRCASYS UNIVAC £XEC C VEPSION PAGE 9 
£NODELuSAHPLE CONFIG-ENCLI STEP-I SANPLE CASE 4 - FFCAL/GBCALIRCCAL 

















































































PUNCH/NO PUNCH PARAMETER FOR RADOS 

PARAMETER TO ELIMINATE SHALL AAD S 

INITIAL RADIATION CONDUCTOR ID NUMBER 

MNEMONIC FLAG FOR COMPUTATION OF RADKS TO SPACE 





AREA MULTIPLYING FACTOR 

PARAMETER TO OUTPUT TO BCD TAPE 

SIGNIFICANT RADIATION FRACTION 

DECIMAL FRACTION OF LAST RAW SAVED 
























DATE 062070 TIlE 205935 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE to
 
HODEL-SAPLE CONFIGnENCLI STEP--I SANPLE CASE 4 - VFCALIG0CAL/RCCAL
 














DATE 062078 TIM 205935 TERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTC (TRASYS) UNIJAC EXEC 0 VERSOM PACE It 
IODCLtSANPLE CONFIGENCLI STEP"- SAMPLE CASE 4 - FFCAL/GSCAL/RCCAL
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK.
 
UAOIATIO4 CONDUCTOR (R&OKS) CARDS
 
AREA UNITS - INPUT UNITS O ANPF. WHERE ANPF 1.00000 
PUNCHED AND/OR CDOU RAKS - - I. I. 2. .12969-099 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - 2. 5. 3. .130D3-OSS 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCCOU RADKS - - 3. 5. t. .129"7-096 
PUNCHED AND/OR CDOU RACKS - - %. I. 5. .12274-03S 
PUNCHED AND/OR MCDOU RADKS - - 5. -5. 101. .29540-091 
PUNCHED ANDIOR BCDOU RADKS - - 0. -tit. |. .29540-096 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 7. 2. 3. .12969-09% 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RAKS - - a. e. e. .es69-0s 
PUNCHED ANDIOR SCDOU RACKS - - 9. 2. 5, .12969-096 
PUNCHED AND/OR OCDOU RAKS - - 1O. -2. 101. .29594-091 
PUNCHED AND/OR DCDDU RACKS - - It. -111. 2, .29594-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - - Ia. 3. 4. .12974-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCCOU RACKS - M3. 3. S. .12974-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - 14. -3. 101. .28540-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - 15. -tit. 3, .28540-091 
PUNCHED ANDIOR BCDOU RADKS - 16. t, 5. .13003-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - 17. -4. l01. .29540-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS - I. -III. 4. .29540-092 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - t9. -5. 502. .2954-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDO RACKS - - 20, -III. 5. .2940-091 
PUNCHED AND/OR OCDOU RADKS - - 21. -alt. tl. .57899-096 
(o 
cr 
DATE 062670 TIRE a05T41 TRfZWUL RADIATION AALVYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAGE 12 
HOCEL-SAPLE CONFIGtENCLI STEP -1 SANFLE CASE 'e- FFCALIG/ICAICCAL 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK. 
CONSERVATION CHECKS
 
RADIATION SUNS FOR EACH N0VE BEFoRE 9KH1W SC&ENINO 
i - .10000+01 2 - .10000 01 3 - .1000001 - .10000001 5 - .10000+01 -301 - .9376700 
:3; 
IA 
DATE 052078 TIlE 205U4 TNERNAL RADIATION A14ALYSIS SYSTEi (TASYS) UNIVAC EfEC 0 VERSIOM 
HODEL-SAIPLE CONFIG-ENCLI STCP=--t SAIPt CASE N - rrCAL/GCALIRCCAL 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENEPAVION LINK. 
PAGE £3 
CONSERVATION CHECKS 
RADIATION SUMS FOR EACH NODE AFTER RKNIN SCREENING 




DATE 0529 7 TIME 205943 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 9 VERSION PAGE Ito 
0DEL-SANPLE CONFIGENICLI STEP--t SAMPLE CASE ' - FFCAL/OGCALIACCAL 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK.
 
THE INPUT SIGNIFICANT RADIATION FRACTIOl a .700
 
TIlE NUMBER OF CONDUCTORS INPUT a 21
 
THE NUMBER OF CONDUCTORS OUTPUT - 21
 
MulCH IS A .0 PERCENT REDUCTION IN THE NUMBER OF CONDUCTORS. 
100.O PERCENT OF THE TOTAL EMISSIVE POWER IS EXACTLY COUPLED. 
TOTAL TINE To CONPUTE AND CONDENSE RADKS - .51 
(A, 
4 
DATE 062070 TIE 205945 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM £TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE Is
 




SEGUENCE NODE BCS AREA ALPH EHISS SURF. TYPE ACTIVE --------COMMENTS--------------

I It SOXINL 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT FRONT
 
2 12 BOXINL 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT SIDE
 
3 13 BOXINL 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BACK
 
4 14 BOXINL 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BOTTOM
 
5 15 LIOINL 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER LEFT LID
 
$ I11 MESSL. 1.00000 1.000 1.000 RECTANGLE BOTTOM PRIMARY HESS NODE. LEFT SIDE
 
NODE. AREA. AND PROPERTIES ARRAYS HAVE BEEN NRITTEN ON THE -RSO- TAPE
 





DATE 06287 TIe 20599 TFXRNAL RADIATION AWALVSIS SYSTeN tTRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE Is
 
NODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-ENCL2 STEP--2 SAtIPLE CASE 4 - FFCAL/GBCALJRCCAL 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
rova FACTORS AND COMBINED FOR FACTORS - USER INPUT AND DEFAULT PARAMETERS
 




FVACC .0500 .0500 ORIENTATION ACCURACY PARAMETER N/A 
FFACCS .3000 .2000 SHADOWING ACCURACY PARAMETER NIA 
rrtN .1-OS I.OE-06 PARAMETER TO ELIMINATE SHALL FORM FACTORS NIA 
fTNOSH SHAD SHAD OVER RIDE SHADOUING PARAMETER (SHAD.NOSH) 
*FFPNCH NO NO PARAMETER TO PUNCH FORM FACTORS (YES.NO)
 
FFPRNT YES YES FLAG FOR COMPREHENSIVE FF AND CH PRINT yC5sNoFFCK.RB)
 
PTRATL 15.0 £5.0 RATIO FOR USING SUB-NODE TECHNIQUE N/A
 
rfCme NO CORR FLAG FOR COMBINING FORM FACTORS (YES.NO.AUTO.CORR)
 
+ -rrPNCH MILL DEFAULT TO -YES- ON CALCULATED VALUES IF THE -RSO- FILE IS NOTSPECIFIED IN THE OPTIONS DATA BLOCK
 
= 
DATE 06O287 TIWE 205956 TG;Z ]AL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 17 
?ODEL'SAUPLE CONFIGOENCL2 STEP=-2 SAMPLE CASE k - FFCAL/GDCAL/RCCAL 
FORK FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
SEQUENCE NODE AREA ALPH ENISS
 
I it 1.00000 .900 .900
 
2 ,e 1.00000 .900 .900
 
3 13 1.00000 .900 .900
 
14 1.00000 .900 .900
 
5 IS 1.00000 .900 .900
 
6 111 1.00000 1.000 1.000
 
NUMBER OF NODES = 6 NUMBER OF SURFACES 6 
(A)
U' 
DATE 062018 TIME 20595b iHERMALIADATIJrN ANALYSIS SYSTEM ITRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 
 10
 
HODEL-SAMPLE COuFIGENCL2 STEP--2 SAMPLE CASE - VFCAL/GBCAL/IRCCAL 
FORK FACTOR CALCULATION LINK: 
(0 -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED)
(R -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FRO" NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA) 
(UN-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION MODE BECAUES OF RSI. RTI. OR CARD INPUT) 
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 

















































































13 CAL .t99937 .199937 .199837 
t4 CAL .199937 .199837 .199837 
15 CAL .199937 .t99937 .199031 
l1 CAL .200672 .200672 .200672 
FF SUN - 1.0000 ROW CPTIKE - .330 





























14 CAL .199937 .199937 - .199837 
15 CAL .399837 .199937 .199837 
ItI CAL .199937 .199837 .199937 
FF SUM - 1.0000 ROM CP TIME- .251 






















15 CAL .200672 .200672 .200672 
li CAL .t99837 .t99837 .190837 
FF SUM . 3.0000 ROW CP TIME - .160 

















DATE 0e2O'7G Tt 205934 TM=:AL 3O!TW?.YSS 7W1 CTaAsSS Z;N2j~AC DIEC -VE1Sioti PAGE is 
IIODEL-SAMFLE CONVIG=ENCL2 SrEP-2 
FORH FACTOR CALCULATION LiK. 
CA92PLE CASE to- VFCALIOCAL/aCCAL 
(0 -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBODIVIDED) 
(R -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE Nd.t J 01AS SMALLEST AREA) 
(UN-INDICATES UNKNO4H qALCULATION MODE BECAUES Or RSI. RTI. O CARD INPUT) 
(9.999999 -INDICATES UHKNOMN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 



















II CAL .199837 .199037 
FF SUN . 1.0000 ROM CP TIME -




.199937 .199037 1.000000 1.000000 .063 36 1 
III UT SUN . 1.0000 PON CP TIME -
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSOl RECORD -
.009 
63 
40 0  4*4a , 00404a0444It00a4 0 0 00 0*A * a000 04 0 0 064 0 # *10 
FF ropM FACTORS FOR CONFIGURATION ENCL2 
LAST RESTART RECORD NRITTEM a 63 
HAVE BEEN STORED ON RSO. 
@400 0I#a45aa00 00040 0040004040 4 aa 0Q 0 0 a e 0a 
DATE 062870 TINE 206955 T~tRHAL RADnATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION 
KODEL-SAUPLE CONFIo-ENCL2 STEPa-2 SAMPLE CASE k - VFCAL/OGCAL/RCCAL 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
PAGE 20 
NODE I- FF Sun 
it- 1.0000 
SU"NARY or FOR" FACTOR SUMS FOR ALL MODES 
NODE I- FF SUN NODE I- rr SUm NODE I- rr SuN 
12- 1.0000 13- 1.0000 IQ- 1.0000 
NODE I- FF SUn 
15- 1.0000 
NODE I- FE SUN 
Il- 1.0000 
TOTAL TINE FOR FOR" FACTOR SEGMENT 1.731 
TOTAL TINE SINCE START or RUN 38.778 
C13 
C,' 
21 DATE 062079 TIHE 205956 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 








MODE AREA ALPH E"ISS TRAN(SOL) TRANCIR) REFL(SOL4 REL(IR)
 
It 1.00000 .900'00 .500+00 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
12 1.00000 .900+00 .500+00 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
13 1.00000 .900+00 .500+00 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
14 1.00000 .900#00 .500+00 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
15 .oo00oo .900*00 .500+00 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
lit 1.000O .300+01 .I00+01 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
NODE. AREA, AND PROPERTIES ARRAYS HAVE BEEN IRITTEN ON TVE -RSO- TAPE
 
BY -TRASYS- FOLLOWING ODIICATION(S). (ACCESS ?UHOER - 4)
 
cn 
DATE 062@V0 TINE 205957 TI R.AL RADIATION &NALVSIS SYSTEM (TOASYS) UMIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION 
MODELOSAtIPLE COmIG-ENCL2 STEP -2 SAoFLE CASE i - rrCAL/GDCAL/RCCAL 
GRAY BODIES COMPUTATION LINK. 
GMTE BODIES 
VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION 
NAIIE VALUE 




IR GRAY BODIES FOR CONrIGURAT[ON ENCL2 
LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN 81 
HAVE SEEN COIPUTED AND STORED ON :SO. 
TOTAL TIME rO COMPUTE GRAY BODIES .22 
CA 
-4 
DATE 062078 T11E 210000 THERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASTS) UaIVAC EMEC 8 VERSION PAGE 23 
IO0EL-SAMPLE CONFIGoENCL2 STEP--2 SAMPLE CASE 0a - FFCA.IGcAL/RCCM. 

















































































PUNCH/NO PUNCH PARA*ZTER FOR RADKS (YES.NOI
PARAMETER TO ELIMINATE SHALL RAOK S N/A
INITIAL RADIATION CONDUCTOR ID NUMSER NIA
 
MNEMONIC FLAG FOR COMPUTATION OF RADKS TO SPACE (SPACE.ONo






AREA MULTIPLYING FACTOR 
 NIA
 
PARAMETER TO OUTPUT TO BCD TAPE £TAPENO)
 
SIGNIFICANT RADIATION FRACTION 
 (0. TO I.)

DECIMAL FRACTION OF LAST RADK SAVED N/A

EFFECTIVE RADIATION NODE (ERN) NUMBER N/A
 
coCr1 
DATE 062070 TIME 210000 T*4ERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC A VERSION PAGE 24 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGENCL2 STEP©-2 SAIPLE CASE 6 - FFCALGOCAL/RCCAL 










DATE 062978 TIRE 210000 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 9 VERSION PAGE 25
 
MODELtSAIPLE CONFIG=ENCL2 STEP-2 SAMPLE CASE 4 - rVCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK.
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR (RADKS) CARDS
 
AREA UNITS - INPUT UNITS 0 AIPF. WHERE ArPF - 1.00000
 
0eed It. it. .1713000-09 .3031613-01
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 1. It. 13. .13003-69S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 2. -i. III. .29540-095
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 3. -201. I. .285*0-09$
 
It. 12, .tI73000-094 .7570916-01
 
it. tq. .1713000-09' .7573692-0l
 
it. 15. .1713000-08S .7573692-01
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - of. It. 555. .38916-096
 
12. 12. .1713000-00 .3025855-01
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCOOU'RADKS - - 5. 12. 15. .12969-o095
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 6. -12, 1i1. .2859-09s
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 7. -101. 32, .285"-095
 
t2. It, .1713000-008 .757096-01
 
#2. '13. - .I7I3000-0B4 .7570816-01
 
12. 34. .1713000-0G0 .7570015-01
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - , 18. 555. .39906-09S 
33, .1713000-0* 

PUNCHED ANDIOR DCDOU RAOKS - - 9. -13. I1',. .29540-oos
 
PUNCHED AND/OR OCDOU RADKS - - 10. -101., 13. .29540-09$
 
144* 13, .3031613-01 
13. t2. .1713000-08' .7570816-0I
 
t3. 34. .1713000-094 .7573592-01
 
13, 15. .7l30OO0-09* .7573692-0t
 
PUNCHED ANDIOR SCDOU RADKS - - it, 13. 555. .39916-09S
 
4, 34. .1713000-090 .3031613-01
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RAOKS - - 12, 14. 15, .13003-09S
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RAOKS - - 13. -14. 011. Z86540-095
 
00n 
26 DATE 062079 TIHCZO005 TRERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN tTRASYS) UNIVAC EnEC S VERSION PAGe 





RADIATION CONDUCTOR (RADI) CARDS
 
AREA UNITS - INPUT UNITS 0 AHPF. UHERE ANPF - 1.0000
 
PUNCHED AND/Ot OCDOU RADKS - - 34, -301. 34, .20540-09s 
£4. it. .'1713000-080 .7573692-01 
q. 12. .1713000-06' .7570815-01
 
14. 33. .1733,D0OO-09* '.7573692-01
 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 5, 34. 555, .38916-O9S
 
15, 15. .II3000-094 .3031614-01 
PUNCHED AND/OR DCDOU RADKS - - I6. -15. tit. .29540-9s5 
PUNCHED ANDIOR BCDOU RADKS - - 17, -101. 15, .285'0-09S 
15. it. .1713000-09 .7573692-0I
 
5. 13, .371300D-DO8 .7573692-01
 
PUNCHED AND/OR OCDOU RADKS - - to. i5, 555. .25947-09S 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - Is. -II. l0. .17869-095 
(.o 
DArc naio TiN t21001 THERMAL 
WODCL.SAWFILE CONFIGtENCL2 STEP--2 
eADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK. 
RADIATION ANAL-YSIS SYSTEH 
SAMPLE CASEQ 




RADIATION SUNS fOR EACH NODE BEFORE RKNIN SCREENING 
11 - .10000+01 t2 - .10000+01 13 - .lOO0C.O1 14 - .OO00+01 15 - .1O0+0i -III - .93767+00 
ci) 
a.') 
DATE 0287 TIE 2tOOt2 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASVS) UNIVAC EXEC 6 VERSION 
HODEL-SANPLE CONFIG-ENCL2 STEP=-2 SAMPLE CASE '# - fFCAL/GCCAL/RCCAL 




FOR EACH NODE AFTMt RKNIN SCREENING 
It - .10000"1 12 - .10000401 13 - .i0000+01 1' ­ .10000 01 15 - .10000+01 -tt ­ .93767+00 
= 
CA 
DATE'06278 TI ME 2I001 THiERAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTtH (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 9 VERSION, PACE 29
 
HODEL"SAIPLE CONrIG-ENCL2 STEP-2 SAMPLE CASE 4 - FFCAL/GBCAL/RCCAL
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK.
 
TH INPUT SIGNIFICANT RADIATION FRACTION - .500
 
THE NUHBER or CONDUCTORS INPUT - 21
 
THE NUMBER OF CONDUCTORS OUTPUT - 19
 
WHICH IS A 9.5 PERCENT REDUCTION IN THE NUHBER OF CONDUCTORS.
 
69.7 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL EMISSIVE POWER IS EXACTLY COUPLED.
 
TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE AND CONDENSE RADKS - .69
 





















FILE IN FIELD I DISABLED--ACCEPTED
 















4t:HEADER OPTIONS DATA 
I5:TITLE SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/GOCAL 
16: MODEL - SAMPLE 




20:C---- THIS SURFACE DATA BLOCK IS USED IN SAMPLE CASES I THROUGH 5
 







25:5 SURFN s I 
26: TYPE - RECT 
27: ACTIVE a BOTTOM
 
28: PROP - 0.9.0.9 
29: Pi a 1.0. 0.0,,.0
 
30: P2 - 3.0. 0.0. 0.0
 
3t: P3 a 3.0. 3.0. 0.0
 
32: CON . 4 INNER RIGHT FRONT * 
33:S SURFN . 2 
34: TYPE - RECT 
35: ACTIVE w BOTTOM
 
36: PROP - 0.9,0.9
 
37 PI - 3.0. I.0. 1.0
 
38: P2 - 1.0. I.0. 0.0 
39: P3 - -'0.0. 1.0. 0.0 
40: CON - e INNER RIGHT SIDE * 
41:S 	 SURFN - 3
 
*2: TYPE - RECT
 
*3: ACTIVE - TOP
 
44: PROP - 0.9.0.9
 
'5: P1 - 0.0, 0.0. 1.0
 
4: P2 - 0.0. 0.0. 0.0
 
'7: P3 - 0.0. 1.0. 0.0
 
48: CON - * INNER RIGHT BACK 
49:5 SURFN w 4
 
50: TYPE = RECT 
51: ACTIVE m TOP
 
52: PROP - 0.9.0.9
 
53: PI - 3.0. i.0. 0.0
 
54: CON . * INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 4Ca 55:BCS BOXINL.IIGBCS-BOXINR.NINC-I0.IREFSF-IOO0 
m 56:C 
57:C-.THE FOREGOING CARD IMAGES SOCS BOXINR IN REFERENCE PLANE 1000
 
58:C--- TO CREATE BCS BOXINL. THE INTERIOR OF THE BOX HAS INPUT IN
 
t):C-...T1S-3Afll TO FACILITATE TNE INPUT OF SAMPLE CASE 4 TO SHIO 






63; Pt I.0. 0.0. 3.0
 
ft.: P2 , 1.0, 0.0. 0.0
 
651 P3 0.0. 0. 0.0
 
So: CON 0 IAGIO PLANE~ 
1;6GCS LIOUNR 
6et SWWN a 5
 
70; TYPE - RECT
 
710: ACTIVE % BOTTO 
71: PROP 0.9.0.9 
72: PC 1. 0 I1.e. 0.0 
73: CON w * INNER RIGHT LID 
74:S SUFAf t5 
75: IMAGSF - 0 
76: ICsr tacol 








8: ACTIVE OUT 
8: SHADE - NO 
83: PROP 0.2.0.9
 
84: Pt " 0.-t.01. 1.01
 
85: P3 1.01, 1.01, 1.01
 
a6: P3 a-0.01. 1.01, 1.01
 
87: P4 -0.0t. T.Dt.-0.0
 




9et TUR. a 26
 
91: TYPE w AECT
 
9e: ACTIVE - TOP
 
93: SHADE a NO
 
94: PROP , 0..0.9
 
95: PIC 1.01,-t.0t. 0.0%
 
9S: Pa a 1.01. 2.01. 0.01
 
97: Pi -O.UT. 1.01. 0.01 
99: CON 	 OUTER SURFACE Or LID 
99:C
 
100:C- THE NEXT TWO BCSIS (BESSR AND NESSLI ARE ACTIVATED IN SAMPLE
 






104:S SURF - R0T 
105: TYPE m RECT
 
106: ACTIVE a TOP
 
107: PROP - 1.0.1.0
 
Ice: PC - 1.0. 0.0. 1.0
 
109: Pe - 2.0. 0.0. 0.0
 
Zz Ito: P3 ft0.0. 0.0. 0.0
 











Ila? PROP Q 1.0.1.0 
117: P1 1.0. 0.8. 1.0
 
Ile: P2 .0. 00.. 0.0
 
19: P3 - 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 
120: COn - 0 PRIHARY VXSS NODE. LEFT SIDE e 
121 :C 




125:S SURFN a 200 
126: TYP - RECT 
127: ACTIVE - BOTTOM
 
120: PROP 0 0.1.0.1
 
1291 SPRI 0 0,8
 
130s SPRS a 0.9
 
\m
131: Pi 1.0.-1.0. 0.0
 
132t Pa 1.0. 1.0, 0.0
 
133: P3 - 0.0. 2.0. 0;0 























































































































































1 - .1.22 
2 - 2.25 










t99 I - 1,.22
 
200: 2 - 2.25 
201: 3 - 3.13.24 
202: 4 '.14.214 



































































tO 227: CALL RKDATA(O.O.O.O.SPACE.999.0.O,0,O) 
228:L RKCAL 
229:C 
230:C -ocrwsFI ORBIT AND VEHICLE: cMENtAtON (CIflCLLAR-L4LMT-lEUTEO)
231-C 



















































































































































o FAG WARNING OOOag000iaa0 
NASA/NARTIN NAqaIETTA 
HER HAL RADI AT I ON ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
U N IVAC I I O /EXEC a 
TTT1TTTTTTTTT 
TXTTTTTTTTTT 











RR RRR AAAAAAA 
RRR RRR AAAAAAAAA 





AAA AAA SSSSSSSSSS 
AAA AAA ssssssssssss 
AAAAA AAAAA SSS 6S 
Sss 
SS SSS YYYY YVY 












PRE-PROCESSOR EXECUTI ON 
VEASION.MODIFICATION ... UC2ES 
MODIFICATION DATE .... -Js 052679 
DATE OP BUN ............... 062879 
TitlE OP RUN ............... 014922 
Ca JOB9 NUMBER ................. VM*05 
DATE 002,79 TIE 04924 THERNAL RADATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UMIVAC/EXC 8 VERSION PACE I 
MIODEL - MA 
OPTION AND TITLE DATA BLOCKS 








SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCAL/RKCALIORBGN/DRCALIAQCALQOCAL 
MODEL - SAMPLE 
Rso a RSTSAH5 
-r­
DATE 0820Y8 TIGE Olqg,. T4flHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC 8 VERSION PAdE
 
MODEL * SAMPLE SANPLE CASE S - FFCAL/RBCAL/OBCAL/RKCALIOROGEN/ORCALIAGICAL/QOCAL 
TRASYS INFORNATION TO USER 
* 0 





THIS SECTION OF THE TRASYS PRINTOUT WAS DEVISED TO
 
INFORM THE TRASYS USERS OF THE STATUS OF THE TRASYS
 
PROGRAM WITHOUT HAVING TO PRINTOUT ALL THE STATUS
 
INFORMATION ON EVERY RUN. TO OBTAIN ADDITIONAL
 
INFORMATION ON HOW TO USE THIS SECTION OF THE TRASYS
 




FOR TRASYS ASSISTANCE AND/OR POSSIBLE TRASYS PROGRAM
 
PROBLEMS. PLEASE CONTACT 909 VOGT AT JSC-2326.
 
NENR. 09/29/77 DOCUMENTATION ADDITION
 




SEE LATEST USERS MANUAL FOR INFORMATION ON USER-





END OF TRASYS INFORMATION FILE
 




DATE 062078 TIPC O'027 TK'ER9AL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TASYS) EtIVAC/EXC a VEnSOaI PAGE 3
 
MODEL w SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RWCALIOBCAL/CALIOROGEN/ORAL/AGCAL/GOCAL 
MODEL HISTORY 
MODZL MAVnE ................ SAMPLE,
 
ODEL TITLE ................ SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL/OROEN/ORCALIAQCAL/GCAL
 
HOD RUN JOB RUN RUN RSI RSO RTI RTO CHERO EMERG BCDOU TRAJ USERI USER2
 
LABEL NUMBER DATA TIME TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE TAPE
 
AA RVHH05 06288 01492q RSTSAM
 
i 
DATE 0 07G Tint Di4097 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVACIEXC B VERSION PAGE 
ODEL a SAMPLE 
SOURCE DATA EDIT DIRECTIVES 
SAMPLE CASE 5 - FrCALI/RBCAL/GCAL/RKCALIORSGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL 
CARD ORGIN 1345670 1 2345678 2 2315678 3 235678 '* 2345678 5 2345870 6 2345679 7 2345678 e EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
U' 
-4 
DATE 062879 TIME 014937 TIERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UtIVAC/EXC 8 VERSION PAM 5 
MODEL = SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCALIRBCIGBCALI RKCAL/OfPBGEHIDRCALIJAOCALI0OCAL 
SURFACE DATA INPUT BLOCK 
CARO ORGN 1234576 1 ?345678 2 2345678 3 2345679 4 2345670 5 2345670 6 2345610 7 2345676 a EDIT NO. OL. EDIT NO. LABEL 
INPUT HEADER SURFACE DATA I AA 
INPUT C a AA 
INPUT C-.THIS SURFACE DATA BLOCK IS USED IN SAMPLE CASES I THROUGH 5 3 AA 
INPUT C-.HITH VARIOUS PORTIONS OF IT BEING ACTIVATED FOR THE DIFFERENT % AA 
INPUT C ---- CASES. 5 AA 
INPUT C 6 AA 
INPUT BCS BOXINR 7 AA 
INPUT S SURFN 0 j S AA 
INPUT TYPE - RECT 9 Ah 
INPUT ACTIVE a BOTTOM t0 AA 
INPUT PROP - 0.9.0.9 II AA 
INPUT Pt - 1.C. 0.0. 1.0 12 AA 
INPUT P2 a I.0. 0.0. 0.0 13 AA 
INPUT P3 - 1.0. 1.O. 0.0 14 AA 
INPUT CON - 0 INNER RIGHT FRONT i2& A 
INPUT S SURIN - a i AA 
INPUT TYPE - RECT 17, AA 
INPUT ACTIVE a BOTTOM Is AA 
INPUT PROP - 0.9.0.9 19 AA 
INPUT PI 0 1.0. 1.0, 1.0 20 AA 
INPUT P2 - 1.0. 1.0, 0.0 at AA" 
INPUT P3 - 0.0. 1.0. 0.0 2a A 
INPUT CON - * INNER RIGHT SIDE 23 AA' 
INPUT S SURFN - 3 24 AA 
INPUT TYPE - RECT 25 AA 
INPUT ACTIVE - TOP 26 AA 
INPUT PROP a 0.9.0.9 27 AA 
INPUT Pi - 0.0. 0.0, 1.0 as AA 
INPUT PZ - O.o. 0.0, o.o as AA 
INPUT P3 - 0.0, 2.0, 0.0 30 AA 
INPUT CON . * INNER RIGHT BACK * 31 AA 
INPUT S SURFN -4 32 A 
INPUT TYPE - RECT 33 AA 
INPUT ACTIVE - TOP 34 AA 
INPUT PROP - 0.9.0.9 35 AA 
INPUT Pt - 1.0. 1.0. 0.0 36 AA 
INPUT CON . * INNER RIGHT BOTTOM * 37 AA 
INPUT BCS BOXINL.IHGBCSSBOXINR.NNC-t0.IREFSF-1000 30 AA 
INPUT C 39 AA 
INPUT C ---- THE FOREGOINO CARD IMACES BCS BOXINR IN REFERENCE PLANE 1000 40 AA 
INPUT C---- TO CREATE BCS BOXINL. THE INTERIOR OF THE BOX WAS INPUT IN 41 AA 




C-.THE USE OF IMESS* AND 'ERN' NODES.C 
IMAGING SURFACE 1 1) BCS IBOXINRI. GENERATING SURFACE I it) BCS (BOINL) 
4344. AAAA 
(a IMAGING SURFACE 1 2) BCS (BOXINR). GENERATING SURFACE ( 12) BCS (BOXINLI 
IMAGING SURFACE C 3) 9CS (BOXINRI. GENERATING SURFACE 4 13) SCS (BOXINL) 
-DATE 06,a78 TIME 014540 TRCUUAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ITRASYS) UAIVAC/EXC 8 VERSION PAGE a 
SIODEL - SAMPLE SAESR.E CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/OCDCALiRKCAL/OABOEN/DRCAt/IAQCALIQOCAL 
SURFACE DATA INPUT BLOCK 




RErNO a 1000 
41 BCS (COXIMPI.GENERATING SURFACE 1 141 ficS (UOXIHl 
4#5 AA 
INPUT Pt 1.0. 0.0. 1.0 46 AA 
I PUT P2 1.0. 0.0. 0.0 1ri AA 
INPUT P3 - 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 40 AA 
INPUT CON . 6 IMAGING PLANE 49 AA 
INPUT aCS LIDINR So AA 
INPUT S SURFN . 5 
-5I AA 















- %.f, 1.0. 0.0 













INPUT IREFSF - 1000 s9 AA 
INPUT CON a * INNER LEFT LID so AA 
INPUT aCS BOXOUT at AA 
INPUT S SURFN a 1 6 AA 











INPUT PROP a 0..0.9 68 AA 
INPUT PI a i.0Io-1.0I, 1.01 67 AA 
INPUT P8 * 1.01, 1,01, 2.01 68 AA 
INPUT P3 -0.01. 1.01. 1.01 69 AA 
INPUT P4 -0.03. I.0I.-0.OI 70 AA 
INPUT CON - 4 OUTER SURFACES * 71 AA 
INPUT sCS LICOUT 72 AA 
INPUT S SURFN 28 73 AA 
INPUT TYPE - RECT 74 AA 
















INPUT P2 - 1.01. 1,01. 0.01 79 AA 
INPUT P3 "-0.01, 1.01. 0.01 0 AA 
INPUT CON " * OUTER SURFACE OF LID aSt AA 
INPUT C 0 AA 
INPUT 
INPUT 
C ---- THE NEXT TWO BCSIS IMESSR AND NESSL) ARE ACTIVATED IN SAMPLE 













INPUT S SURFN - ot 87 AA 
INPUT -TYPE a RECT as AA 
-u INPUT ACTIVE - TOP 09 AA 
4 INPUT PROP - 1.0,1.0 so AA 
DATE 06297h TIME aa IW THERMtAL nADIATIW ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TNASVS) UN1VACJEgC r8 VERSIONC PACE 7 
iDEL - SAMPLE SAUP.E CASE 5 - VfCALINRCAL/GSCALIRKCLiOnaGEN/DRCALAGCAL/QOCAL 
SURFACE ATA iNPUT COCK 
CARD OMOIN 1345371 2350l8 2 2345578 3 2365670 4 2345673 5 2345078 0 2345670 7 21A5578 8 £DI NO. OLD £DIT NO. LABEL 
INPUT Pt - I.e. 0.o. 1.0 91 A 
INPUT P2 a 1.0. 0.0. 0.0 92 AA 
INPUT P3 - 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 93 AA 
INPUT CON a 6 PRIMARY NESS N100D. RIOT SIDE 94 AA 
INPUT fCs NESSL 95 LA 
INPUT S SURFM - III 0 AA 
INPUT TYPE o RECT 97 AA 
INPUT ACTIVE - BOTTOM 9e AA 
INPUT PROP - 1.0.3.0 99 AA 
INPUT PI - 1.0, 0.0. 3.0 100 AA 
INPUT pa - 1.0. 0.0. 0.0 tot AA 
INPUT P3 *.a. 0.0. 0.0 ice AA 
INPUT CON m * PRIMARY HESS NODE. LEFT SIDE 9 t03 AA 
INPUT C 101* AA 
INPUT C --- THE FOLLOWING GCS ILIOSP) IS ACTIVATED IN SAMPLE CASE 5 ONLY. t0 AA 
INPUT C Io AA 
INPUT OCS LIOSP 107 AA 
INPUT S SURFW - 200 too AA 
INPUT TYPE - RECT 109 AA 
INPUT ACTIVE a BOTTOM iO AA 
INPUT PROP - 0.1.0.1 11 -AA 
INPUT SPRI - 0.8 Sir LA 
INPUT SPAS - 0.9 113 AA 
INPUT PI - 1.0.-1.. 0.0 It. AA 
INPUT P2 - L.C. I.0. 0.0 Its AA 
INPUT P3 - 0.0. 1.0. 0.0 Ila AA 
INPUT CON - * SPECULAR LID 117 AA 
-.4[ 
00 
DATE 03f078 TIM 013958 THRHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UIVACIEXC 8 VERSION - PAGE a 
MODEL - SAPFLE SIIPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RCALIGLCAL/RKCAL/ORBoEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL
eZs DATA INPUT BLOCK 
CARD OOIN 12345670 1 23t 567e 2 2345678 3 2345670 4 2345670 5 2345 7 0 2345670 7 2345670 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
INPUT HEADER OCS DATA Ito AA 
INPUT cs BOXINR i19 AA 
INPUT oCS BOXIeL t20 AA 
INPUT SOS LIDIWR ,0.,O.,t...,-45..O. 2A U 
INPUT Bcs BOXOUT 122 Af 
INPUT ICS LIOOUT .1..,.. 0..-45..O. 323 AA 
INPUT aCS IfESSR 124s AA 
INPUT ScS nESSL 125 AA 
INPUT BCS LIDSP l0..0.,..0.,-5..O. AA128 

Co 
DATE 082878 TIME 015000 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC 8 VERSION PAGE 
 9
 
HOOEL a SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AOCAL/IOCAL
 
FORM FACTOR DATA INPUT BLOCK
 
CARD ORGIN 12345878 I 2345678 2 2345678 3 23"5678 4 2345678 5 2345679 6 2345678 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
INPUT HEADER FORM FACTOR DATA 127 AA
 
INPUT C 129 AA
 
INPUT C---- ENTER KNOWN ZERO FORM FACTORS AND EQUIVALENT FORM FACTORS FOR 129 AA
 
INPUT C---- CASES. £30 AA
 
INPUT C 131 AA
 
INPUT FIG CASE? 13 AA
 
INPUT NODEA 1.2.3.4.1.12.13.4.200.21.22.23.24.25.26.END 133 AA
 
INPUT BOTH 21.ZERO 134 AA
 
INPUT 22,ZERO 135 AA
 
INPUT 23.ZERO 138 AA
 
INPUT 24.ZERO 137 AA
 
INPUT 25,ZERO 138 AA
 
INPUT 26.ZERO 139 AA
 
INPUT I.1.O. 140 AA
 
INPUT 1t.12.1.2 141 AA
 
INPUT 11.13.1.3 142 AA
 
INPUT II.4.1.4 143 AA
 
INPUT lt.200.I.200 144 AA
 
INPUT 1.11.0. 145 AA
 
INPUT 11.2.1.12 346 AA
 
INPUT 11.3.1.13 147 AA
 
INPUT I14,,1,14 148 AA
 
INPUT 2.2.0. 149 AA
 
INPUT 2,3.1.2 150 AA
 
INPUT 2.4.1.4 151 AA
 
INPUT 12.13.2.3 152 AA
 
INPUT 12,14.2,4 353 AA
 
INPUT 12.200.2.200 154 AA
 
INPUT l2 3..13 155 AA
 
INPUT 12.4. t4 156 AA
 
INPUT, 3.3;0. 157 AA
 
INPUT 3.4,1.4 159 AA
 
INPUT 13.14.3.4 159 AA
 
INPUT 13.200,3,800 ISO AA
 
INPUT 3.13.0. lo1 AA
 
INPUT 13.4,3.14 162 AA
 
INPUT 4.4.0. 363 AA
 
INPUT 14.200,4.200 164 AA
 
INPUT 4.14,0. 165 AA
 
INPUT 200,200.0. 166 AA
 
ODC) 
DATE C620O TIME 015063 TZRAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM CTcASYS) UIVAC/EXC 0 VERSION PAGE 10 
HODEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 5 - rPCAL/RCAL/G9CAL/RKCAL/ORDEN/DRCALIAGCAL/GOCAL 
CORRESPONDENCE DATA INPUT ,.LOCK 
CARD ORGIN 12W15679 t 234579 2 23670 3 2V45676 4 234.5678 5 2345670 6 2-t#56 70 7 2345679 8 EDIT NO. OLD EDIT NO. LABEL 
INPUT HZAOER CORR1ESPONOECE DATA 167 AA 
INPUT C I6 AA 
INPUT C---- ENTER CORPESPODENCE DATA FOR CASE 2 £89 AA 
INPUT C 170 AA 
INPUT PIG CASES 171 AA 
INPUT 1 - 111.2 ,17 AA 
INPUT 8 .c 2.25 173 AA 
INPUT 3 3,13.24 114 AA 
INPUT 4'..14.21 175 AA 
INPUT, 5 5.15.26 176 AA 
INPUT 12 12.23 177 AA 
INPUT C I78 AA 
INPUT C----ENTER CORRESPONDENCE DATA FOR CASE 3 TO COMBINE FORN FACTORS 179 AA 
INPUT c too AA 
INPUT FIG CASE3.FF lt AA 
INPUT I - 1,11.22 182 AA 
INPUT 2 = 2,25 183 AA 
INPUT 3 - 3.13.84 8ti AA 
INPUT 4 a 4,14.21 185 AA 
INPUT 5 - 5.15,26 lea AA 
INPUT 3e a 3e.23 187 AA 
OD 
DATE 062010 TIEC 015005 TFHRMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVACIEXC 0 VERSION PAGE It 
NODEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCALIJSCAL/GBCALIRCAL OROGEO.RCAL/AOCAL/OOCAL 
OPERATION DATA INPUT BLOCK (PASS 1) 
CARD OIN 1235670 1 2345678 2 2345678 3 23-5678 4 2345678 5 2345670 6 2345G70 7 2345678 8 EDIT No. OLD EDIT NO. 
INPUT HEADER OPERATIONS DATA too 
LABEL 
AA 
+ 4 OPERATIONS DATA BLOCK (PASS I) COMPLETE + 
r 
DATE 06,S70 TWE 015006 THNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SVSTER tTRASYS) UNIVACIEXC 6 VERSION PAGE 12 
6ODEL a SAMPLE SAKPLE CASE 9 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCALIRtCAL/OROEN/DRCALiAGCAIOOCAL
 
OMERATION DATA INPUT GLOCC PASS 2)
 




INPUT C ---GUILD THE CASE 5 CONFIOURATION 
 t90 Ah
 19! AA
INPUT 	 C 

0
PROD 	 STEP -1 
192 	 AA
INPUT BUILD CASES.BOXINR.BOXINL.LIDSP.BOXOUT.LIDOUT 

PROG CALL BUILOC (BOXINR.6HCASE5 I a
 
PROD CALL ADD (BOXINL) 0
 
PROD CALL ADD (LIOSP ) 0
 
PROD CALL ADD (BOXOUT) 0
 




INPUT C---- CALCULATE THE FORN FACTOR MATRIX, 19q AA 
195 	 AA
INPUT 	 C 

198 	 AA
INPUT 	 L IFCAL 

IV7 	 AINPUT C 
to 	 LAINPUT C ---- CALCULATE IMAGE FACTORS 
 199 	 AINPUT 	 C 

200 	 AA
INPUT 	 CALL RODATA(0.0.0.0.0) 
eat 	 AA
INPUT 	 L RBCAL 
 202 	 AAINPUT 	 C 

INPUT C --- CALCULATE THE GRAY BODY MATRIX USING IMAGE FACTORS. 	 203 AA 204 AAINPUT 	 C 
 205 	 AAINPUT 	 CALL O9DATA(BOTH.OoRB) 

208 	 AA
INPUT 	 L OSCAL 
 207 	 AA
INPUT - C 20 	 A&
C ---- CALCULATE AND PUNCH RADIATION CONOUCTORS.
INPUT 
 209 	 AA
INPUT 	 C 

INPUT CALL RKDATA(0.0.O.0,SPACE,999.0.0.O0.) 	 210 AA 
-21I 	 AAINPUT 	 L RKCAL 
 212 	 AAINPUT 	 C 

INPUT C---- DEFINE ORBIT AND VEHICLE ORIENTATION (CIRCULAR-PLANET-ORIENTED) 	 213 AA 
2110 AAINPUT 	 C 

a1s 	 AA
INPUT 	 CALL ORIT(EAR.O.1.,Oo.0.0,I0O.6OBO..IOO.0OGO.) 
&t6 	 AA
INPUT 	 CALL ORIENT(4HPLANI,2.3.300.o270.,O.) 217 	 AAINPUT 	 C 

INPUT C --- SET UAQPRNTv TO PRINT THE COMPONENT VALUES OF ABSORBED Q'S. 	 ae AA
 
219 	 AAINPUT 	 C 
 220 	 AA
INPUT 	 AQPRNT -eYES 

22J 	 AA
INPUT 	 C 
 22i 	 AA
INPUT- C----CALCULATEINCIDENT FLUXES PLUS SPECULAR REFLECTIONS. 
 223 	 AA
WCUT 	 c 

0
PROD. '- C 

PpQO Co* 4 *Geo e 44Oo4Oo ORBIT GENERATION STARTS HERE- 04400e00000OO 22 0
 AA








PROD TRUANF o 190.000 0 0
 
PROD TRUANI o .000 0 0
 
PROO IA! - 0 t 0 
PROD IAS - 0 4 a 
PROD PLTYPE - SPLSAVE 0 
FROG CCALL OICOP(O.,0) 0 0 















PROD STEP 100C1 0 0 
PROD TRUZAN - 90.000 • 0 
PROD CALL DICOHP(O.O.I0000) * 0 
PROD L DCAL * 0 
PROD CALL AOOATA(IAI.ZAS.O.O.0) 0 
PROD C AQCAL * 0 
PROG STEP 1002 0a 
PROS TRUEAN - 180.000 0 
PROD CALL DICONP(O.O.I0000) * 0 
PROD L DICAL S 0 
,PROD CALL AGDATA(|AI.?AS.0,0.0) 0 
PROD C AQCAL 0 




TRUCAN - SHADIN-0.1 












PROD CALL DICOKP(O.4HZERO.10000) 0 0 
PROD L OICAL 0 0 
PROS CALL AGDATA(IAI.IAS.O0.00) 0 
FROG C ACAL 0 a 




TRUEAN - SHADIN+O.Z a 
§a 
0 





00 TO goto0 $ 0 
0 






'PROD 90100 CONTINUE * p 
PROG STEP 10005 0 0 
FROG TRUEAN a SHAOUT+O.l 4 0 







00 TO 90200 S 0 
0a 
a 
PROD CALL AQOATA(AI.IAS.,,O.C) 0 
PROD C AQCAL * 0 
PROG SOO0 CONTINUE 0 0 
PROS STEP 10006 a 
PROG TRUEAN - SHAOUT-O.1 • 0 
. PROC IF(TRUEAN.LT.TRUANI.OR. 0 0 











PROD CALL AQDATA(IAIIAS.0,.0) * 0 
PROG C ACAL • 0 
PROD 90300. CONTINUE a 
• 0




PROS COROOo4OO*eo04Q r5fIT GENERATION EDS HERE *floe0eQ oooG#0@@e 0 
* SPROD C 
 225 AA
 
INPUT ,STEP 10010 
 226 A
 






INPUT CALL AODATA(0.0.0.0) 
 229 AA
 
INPUT L AOCAL 




INPUT STEP OOll 
 232 A
 
INPUT CALL DROATA(O00I.O) 
 233 AA
 
INPUT L. DRCAL 
 m AA
 
INPUT CALL AQOATA(OO.O.O.0) 
 235 Ah
 
INPUT L ACCAL 
 238 AA
 INPUT C 
 237 AA
 
INPUT STEP 10012 
 239 AA
 
INPUT CALL ORDATA(I0002.0) 
 239 A&
 
INPUT L DRCAL 
 240 AA
 
INPUT CALL AODATA(.O.O0..0) 
 2'.l AA
 






INPUT STEP 10013 
 24 AA
 
INPUT CALL DRDATA(10003.0U 
 2'5 AA
 
INPUT L DRCAL 
 246 AAL
INPUT CALL AOATA(DO.OO.00) 87 
247 AA
 
INPUT L AQCAL 
 m AA 
INPUT C 249 AA
 
INPUT STEP I0014 
 250 AA
 
INPUT CALL DROATA(I0004.0) 
 253 AA
 
INPUT L ORCAL 
 250 AA
 
INPUT CALL AGOATA(O.0.0.0.0) 
 2 " AA
 






INPUT CALL GODATA(3NALL,.O.OO.O.0.0) 
 256 AA
 
INPUT L OOCAL 
 257 A
 





DATE 062978 TIME 9159O2 TIERAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UIVAC/EXC 8 VERSION PACE 13 
WOQEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/ROtCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORBOE.J/DRCAL/AQCAL/GOCAL 
PROCESSOR CORE ALLOCATION 




TRASYS (0) SEtE1T .............................. t212201 41616
 
OPERATIONS DATA (NOT KNOWN AT THIS TIME) ........ 175000/ 64000
 
INKTALIZATION SEGMENT ........................... 122300/ 42176
 
FORH FACTOR SEGMENT ............................. 1381001 48192
 
DIRECT FLUX SEGMENT ............................. 50500/ 53568
 
GRAY BODY SEGMENT .............................. 224000/ 43009
 
ABSORBED C-S SEGMENT ............................ 22500/ 42304
 
-00- SEGMENT .................................... 13000/ 45440
 
REAL BODY.SEOMENT ............................... 142600/ 50560
 
RADATIO CONDUCTOR SEGMENT ..................... 1255001 43840
 
DIRECT FLUX REAL BODY SOMENT .................. 126000/ 41032
 
GRAY BODY DYNAMIC COMMON ....................... 000276/ 1s0
 
-00- DYNAMIC COMMON ............................ 0035541 1900
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR DYNAMIC COMMON ............. 000574/ 380
 
GRAY BODY MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE ............... 923573/ 42975 - 1237e3/ 42983 
-40- MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE .................... 125147/ 43623 - 130557/ 45423 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR MINIMUM - MAXIMUM CORE ..... 1252251 43670 - 1254121 4383% 
HINIHUH CORE NEEDED FOR PROCESSOR EXECUTION .... 150500/ 53560
 
MAXIMUM CORE NEEDED FOR PROCESSOR EXECUTION .... 160500/ 53569 




DAT 02707 TIM2 015013 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC/EXC 0 VERSION PAGE - I-
HODEL - SAMPLE SAMPLE CASE S - FFCAL/RBCALGDCALRICCAL/ORBOEN/DRCALIAOCAL/QOCAL
 
URAP UP OF THE PRE-PROCESSOR
 
PRE-PROCESSOR ACCOUNTING INFORMATION CP-SEC DYH-STORAOE
 
SOURCE EDITING ......................... t.900 676
 
DOCUI#VNTATION DATA PRE-PROCESSIiO ..... . .O0 0
 
QUANTITIES DATA PRE-PRGCESSING .......... .034 ass
 
ARRAY DATA PRE-PROCESSINO .............. 000 0
 
SURFACE DATA PRE-PROCESSING (PASS I) . .832 sit
 
SURFACE DATA PRE-PROCESSINO (PASS 8) .. .579 1141
 
ECS DATA PRE-PROCESSING ................. .210 298
 
FORM FACTOR DATA PRE-PROCESSING .......... 65 1038
 
SHADOW DATA PRE-PROCESSING .............. .000 0
 
FLUX DATA PRE-PROCESSINO ................ .000 0 
CORRESPONDENCE DATA PRE-PROCESSING ..... . 52 got
OPERATIONS DATA PRE-PROCESSINO ..........4.177 a"4t
 
SUBROUTINE DATA PRE-PROCESSINO .......... .302 0
 
SEQENTIAL TAPE INITIALIZATION ........... .025 0
 
TOTAL CP TIME FOR PRE-PROCESSOR .................. 10.655 DECIMAL SECONDS OR 000013 OCTAL SECONDS
 
NININUDYNAMIC STORAGE NEEDED BY PRE-PROCESSOR ., 1141 DECIMAL WORDS
 
DYNAMIC STORAGE AVAILABLE TO PRE-PROCESSOR ....... .10000 DECIMAL WORDS
 

















ASA/flARTI N AR'iETTA 
THERHAL RAD I AT I ON ANALYS I S 






















































PROCESSOR E XECUTION0SSSSSSSSS 
9ssssssssss 
VERSION.NODIFICAT1OM ... UL2E6 I 
MODIFICATION DATE ...... 061978 
DATE OF RUN / ............ 
TINE OF RUN ............ 





DATE 0z078 TtMZ 2226 TUERAL. RADIATI0W AMALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PACE 
10DEL-SAOPLE COtFrIOCASES STEP--i S&MLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/ROC.AL/GBCALi RntCALIORBGCEN/DCALi&ACAL/IQOCAL 
PROCESSING OPERATIONS DATA
 
SEQUENCE NODE BCS AREA ALPH ENSS SURF. TYPE ACTIVE -------- COMMENTS -------------
I I BOXInR l.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT FRONT 
2 2 BOXINR 3.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT SIDE 
3 3 BOXINR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BACK 
% 4 BOXIMR 1.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 
5 It BOXINL 3.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT FRONT 
6 .2 BOXINL 3.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM INNER RIGHT SIDE 
7 13 BOXINL 3.00000 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BACK 
o I BOXINL 1.00DO0 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 
9 200 LIOSP 2.00000 .300 .100 RECTANGLE BOTTOM SPECULAR LID 
Io 81 BOXOUT 8.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
it e2 BOXOUT 2.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
%a Z3 BOXOUT 1.04040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
13 24 BOXOUT 2.06040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
14 R5 BOXOUT 1.04040 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACES 
15 t6 LIDOUT 2.06040 .200 .9oO RECTANGLE TOP OUTER SURFACE OF LID 
NODE, AREA. AND PROPERTIES ARRAYS HAVE BEEN WRITTEN ON THE -RSO- TAPE
 




DATE 0S607C TIME 022233 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYStS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNtVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 
 2
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIO-CASE9 STEP=-I SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GDCAL/RKCAL/0OlCG/DJ CA.IAOCAL/QOCAL
 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
 
FORK FACTORS AND COHDINED FORM FACTORS - USER INPUT AND DEFAULT PARAMETERS
 











ORIENTATION ACCURACY PARAMETER 
SHADOWING ACCURACY PARAMETER 













OVER RIDE SHADOWING PARAMETER 
PARAMETER TO PUNCH FORM FACTORS 










RATIO FOR USING SUB-NODE TECHNIQUE 
FLAG FOR COMBINING FORM FACTORS 
N/A 
IYES.NO.AUTO.CORR) 




3 DATE 062208 TIME 0223t TWERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ITRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC S VERSION PAGE 
&ODEL-SAPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEPt-I 
 SANPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCAL/RKCALIOROGEN/DRCALIAaCAL/OOCAL 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
SEQUENCE NODE AREA ALPH EMISS 
I I 1.00000 .900 .900
 
2 2 1.00000 .900 .900
 
3 3 1.00000 .900 .900
 
it 4 1.00000 .900 .900
 
5 It 1.00000 .900 .900
 
o 12 1.00000 .900 -900
 
7 13 1.00000 .900 -900
 
a t4 .00000 .900 .900
 
9 200 2.00000 .100 .100
 
to e) 2.06040 .200 .900
 
it 2 2.06540 .200 .900
 
12 23 1.04040 .200 .900
 
13 24 2.06040 .200 .900
 
245 1.O'OO .200 -900
 
15 26 2.06040 .200 .900
 




DATE 056208 TIM 022300 T*,.R,.&RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ETRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAE 4 
MODEL-SAMPLE COMFO-CASE5 STEP=-
FORn FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
SA4PLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RSCAL/OBCAL/R CAL/ORGENIDRCALIAGCAL/OOCAL 
(O -INDICATES IODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED) 
(H -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA) 
CUNt-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION NODE BECAUES OF RSI. RTI, OR CARD INPUT) 
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 






















2 CAL .207379 .207379 .207379 
3 CAL .201522 .20t522 .201522 
4 CAL .207379 .207379 .207379 
1 CAL .03292e .032922 .032922 
13 CAL .066059 .09605 .086058 
14 CAL .040501 .040501 .040501 
209 CAL .193994 .096997 .13394' 
FF SUN - .9698 RON CP TIME - 68.579 





























































Fr SU .9218 
FORM FACTOR RESTART 
.207379 .207379 .207379 
.207379 .20'379 .207379 
.032922 .03292Z .032922 
.06883Z .0663E .069832 
.032922 .032922 .032922 
.032922 .032922 .032922 
.132107 .066054 .132107 
PON CP TIME 56.148 

















































I! CAL .006058 .086056 .086058 
12 CAL .032922 .03Z922 .032922 
t4 CAL .040501 .040501 .040501 
200 CAL .060738 .030369 .060738 
FF SUM - .9365 ROW CP TIME - 55.291 



























II CAL .040502 .040501 .04050 " .04050! .040501 t.000000 1.000000 20.992 1024 1024 * 
:3 
DATE 0-.62079 TI1E §2702 TtEAWL RADIAT" ANJALVSIS SVSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 
SODZLaSAfEPLE CONFIO-CASE5 STEP-3 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/O8CAL/RtCCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/00CAL. 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
(a -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED) 
(R -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA)
(U-INDICATES UNKNOOiM CALCULATION MODE BECAUES OF RSI, RTI. OR CARD INPUT) 
(0.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT) 




















12 CAL .032922 .032922 .032922 
13 CAL .040501 .040501 .040501 
200 CAL .164009 .082404 .16'809 
FF SUN * .9009 RON CP TIME g %3.999 
























12 CAL .207379 .207379 .207379 
13 CAL .201522 .203522 .201522 
34' CAL .207379 .207379 .207379 
200 CAL .193994 .096997 .193994 
Fr SUN - .9699 ROw CP TIME " 35.989 





























t3 CAL .207379 .207379 .207379 
14 CAL .207379 .207379 .207379 
200 CAL .132D07 .066054 .132107 
rF+ Sum ­ .9219 ROW CP TINE - 41.774 












































33 FF SUM ­ .8365 ROW CP TIME -
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD -
26.056 
27 
34 200 CAL .164809 .082404 .164609 .062404 .164009 1.000000 1.000000 .324 36 32 
(, 
DATE 088067 TIKE 023059 THIERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 6 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RDCAL/GOCAL/RKCALORBGEN/DRCAL/AGCAL/QOCAL
 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
 
(0 -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED)
 
CR -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA)
 
(UN-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION NODE BECAUES OF RSI. RTI. OR CARD INPUT)
 
(9.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT)
 















to Fr sUm - .9009 ROM CP TIME -
FOR" FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD -
1.115 
20 
200 FF SUM - .5518 ROM CP TIME -
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD ­
.6511 
89 
21 Fr SUM . .0000 
FORM FACTOR RESTART 




22 FF SU" ­ .0000 ROM CP TIME -
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD * 
.386 
31 
23 Ff SU" ­ .0000 ROM CP TIME -
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD -
.334 
32 
2% FF SUN - .0000 ROM CP TIME -





DATE 0eaO70 TIRE 023105 THERAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNtIVAC EXEC 9 VERSION PACE 7 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIO-CASE5 STEP--I SA'LE CASE 5 - FFCAL/NSCALGSCALIRKCAL/ORSGEN/ RCAL/ACAL/GOC L
 
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
 
(0 -INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED)
 
(R -INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM NODE J TO NODE I BECAUSE NODE J HAS SMALLEST AREA)

(UN-INDICATES UNKNOWN CALCULATION MODE BECAUES OF RSI. RT!. OR CARD INPUT)

(.999999 -INDICATES UNKNOWN DATA VALUE BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT CARD INPUT)
 
NODE I NODE i COMPUTATION FIR(IQJI FIR(JI) FSOL(I.J) FSOL(J.i) rFrI.J: SHAD.IR SHAD.SOL CP TIME NEI NEJ 
N/SHAD H/SHAD H/SHAD U/SHAD NO/SHAD FACTOR FACTOR (SEC) 
25 FF sun .oooo ROW CP TIME - .145
 
FORH FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD - 34
 
26 Fr SUM * .0000 ROW CP TIME - .009
 
FORM FACTOR RESTART (RSO) RECORD - 35
 
0**40440,O09a0eoao0.o00 OO0O40 O *0 4 0 4 a0 0 0 
FF FORM FACTORS FOR CONFIGURATION CASES HAVE BEEN STORED ON RSO. 
LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN o 35 
* O 0 , , , 0 0 . O Q O . * 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 4 0 0 0 4 
DATE CB2Ef70 TIISE 023105 THflR4D.L RADIAIOM AN~ALYSIS SVSTElt (WRASYSI UH2tVAC EM~C 0 VERSIONI pAE a 
ROEL-SAMPLE CONFtG-CASE5 STEP=-I SACWLE CASE 5 - FC&.,.PCAL/IMCAL /V4CAL/ORSGDID/OCAL/AGCAL/OCAL 
FORN FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
SUNHARY OF FORN FACTOR Sums ron ALL MODES 

























24- .0000 25- .0000 e6- .0000 
TOTAL TIME FOR FORM FACTOR SEGHENT 331.794
 





9 DA~TE 062970 TIREi 023106 I4ZUHAL AADIATIOW ANALYSIS SVSTEW (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 






































MOVEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP--! 





















































































I5 NUMBER OF SURFACES 

to 
DATE 062070 IE"S 023106 TFgHIA-. RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TOASTS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE to 
MODELcSAlPLE CONFIG"CASES STEF--I SAMPLE CASE-'U - FFCAL/RCCAL/GOCAL/RKCALORGEH/DRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL 
IMAGE FACTOR CALCULATION LINK. 
(0 INDICATES MODE PAIR HAS EEN SUBDIVIDED) 
(R INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM J TO 11 
MODE I NODE J COMPUTATION IFECI.J) IFECJI) IFA(I.J) CP TIm
 
N/SHAD U/SHAD N/SHAD (SE)
 
a I CAL. .053297 .053297 .053297 .166 
1 2 CAL. .221283 .221283 .221283 .292 
3 CAL. .201522 .201522 .201522 .36 
4 CAL. .217092 .2t7091 .217091 .472 
2 It CAL. .037057 .037057 .037057 .617 
22 CAL. .049449 .049499 .049440 .737 
I 13 CAL. .006059 .086059 .066056 .805 
1 14 CAL. .047559 .047559 .047559 .929 
200 CAL. .193994 .096997 .193994 .937 
1 ROW CP TIME a .989 - RECT INNER RIGHT FRONT 
I ROW RESTART RECORD - 37, HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE 
I 	 ROW CP TIME - t.007 + RECT INNER RIGHT FRONT 
ROW RESTART RECORD 0 39. HAS BEEN WRITTEN To THE RSO FILE 
2 3 CAL. .207379 .207379 .207379 .23t 
2 4 CAL. .208755 .209765 .209765 .243 
2 21 CAL. .049448 .049448 .04449 .373 
2 12 CAL. .077642 .077642 .077642 .491 
2 13 CAL. .032922 .032922 .032922 .557 
2 14 CAL. .034963 .034983 .034983 .651 
2 200 CAL. .132107 .066054 .132107 .659 
2 RON CP TIME - .711 - RECT INNER RIGHT SIDE 
2 ROW RESTART RECORD - 38. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE 550 FILE 
2 ROW CP TIME - .734 RECT INNER RIGHT SIDE 
2 ROW RESTART RECORD - 39. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE 
3 4 CAL. .207379 .207379 .207379 .106 
3 It CAL. - .086058 .086058 .006059 .171 
3 12 CAL. .032922 .032922 .032922 .217 
3 I CAL. . .040501 .040501 .040501 .309 
3 200 CAL. .C60738 .030369 .060739 .317 
3 ROW CP TIME .364, + RECT INNER RIGHT BACK 
3 RON RESTART RECORD - 39. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE 
w 3 ROW CP TIME - .363 RECT INNER RIGHT BACK 
00 3 ROW RESTART RECORD - 40. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THERSO FILE 
31 DATE 062,07 TIKE 023113 THERMAL RADIATICN ANALySIS SYSTEM (TRASYS UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 

MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP-- SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AOCAL/GOCAL
 
[MADE FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
 
(t INOICATES-NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDEOP 
CH INDICATES FF CALCULATED 'FROM J TO I) 















13 ' CAL. 
200 CAL. 
ROW CP TIME = 
RON RESTART RECORD 
.047559 .047559 .047559 .204 
.034983 .034993 .034903 .328 
.040501 .040501 .040501- .394 
.'164809' .082404 ".364909 .498 
.546 + RECT INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 
- 40. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE 
. RON CP TINE - .553 6 RECT INNER RIGHT BOTTOM 








It CAL. .053297 .053297 .053297 .137 
112 CAL. .2212a3 '.221293 , .221283 .254 
t3 CAL. .201522 .201522 .201522 .323 
14 CAL. .217091 .217091 .217091 .441 
200 CAL. .19399% .096997 .193994 .448 
ROW CP TIlE .482 - RECT INNER RIGHT FRONT 
ROW RESTART RECORD 7, 41. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THERSO FILE' 
It 
It 
ROW CP TIME 
RN RESTART RECORD 
.499 I RECT INNER RIGHT FRONT 









ROW CP TIME -
RON RESTART RECORD 
.207379 .207379 .207379 .137 
.?09765 .208765 .'209765 .247 
.132107 .066054 .132107 .259 
..310 - RECT INNER RIGHT SIDE 
42. HAS BEEN WRITTEN'TO THE ,RSO FILE 
32 
12 
ROW CP TIME -
ROW RESTART RECORD -
.331 
43. 
+ RECT INNER RIGHT SIDE 





34 CAL. .207379 .207379 .207379 .301 
200 CAL. .060738 .030369 .060739 .109 
ROW CP TIME - .160 + RECT INNER RIGHT BACK 
ROW RESTART RECORD ­ 43, HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE 
(A 
DATE 062918 TIKLE 023118 ThRHJ..'RADIATIOU ANALYSISSYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE £2
 
IODECLSAHPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP--I SAHS'LE CASE S - FFCAL/RSCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/ACAL/QOCAL 
IHAGE FACTORCALCULATION LINK. 
(0 INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS SEEN SUBDIVIDED)
 
cR INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM J To I)
 
NODE I NODE J COMPUTATION IFE(7I.J iFE(J.I) IFA(I.J) CP TIlE 
HISHAD U/SHAD H/SHAO (SEC) 
13 RON CP TIME - .199 + RECT INNER RIGHT PACK 
£3 RO4 RESTART RECORD - 44. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE 
14 200 CAL. 
14 ROW CP TIME ­
14 ROW RESTART RECORD 
14 ROW CP TIME ­
14 ROW RESTART RECORD 
Z00 ROW CP TIMlE 

200 ROW RESTART RECORD 

200 ROW CP TIMtE 
200 ROW RESTART RECORD 
21 RON CP TIME ­
21 ROW RESTART RECORD a 
a1 ROW CP TIME -
21 ROW RESTART RECORD 
22 ROW CP TIME -
22 ROW RESTART RECORD 
2Z ROW CP TIME -
ap ROW RESTART RECORD 
.164809 .092404 .t 409 .119,
 
.170 RECT INNER RIGHT BOTTOM
 
- 44. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE
 
.108 RECT INNER RIGHT BOTTOM
 
45. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE
 
.067 - SECT SPECULAR LID 
45. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE 
.087 + RECT SPECULAR LID 
4 HAS BEEN HRITTEN TO THE RSO FILEQE. 

.054 RECT OUTER SURFACES
 
46. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE
 
.076 + RECT OUTER SURFACES 
- 47. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO TIE RSO FILE 
.054 + RECT OUTER SURFACES 
- 47, HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE 
.071 + RECT OUTER SURFACES 
- 48. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE 
C 
C 
DATE 062076 TIrV 023120 THER"AL fADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXCC 8 VERSION PAGE 13
 
EODELoSAIIPLE CONFIGCASES STEP&.I SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GSCAL/RkCALORBGEN/CRCAL/AGCAL/QOCAL
 
IHAGE FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
 
( INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS'BEEN SUBOIVIDED)
 
CA INDICATES FF CALCULATED FROM J TO I
 
NODE I NODE J COMPUTATION IFE(I.JJ IFEJo, IFA(I.J) CP TIME
 
HISHAD U/SHAD -/SHAD (SEC)
 
23 ROW CP TIME - R OUTER SURFACES.069 5ECT 

23 -. ROW RESTART,RECORD - 48. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE
 
23 ROW CP TIME - .006 RECT OUTER SURFACES 
R3 ROW RESTART RECORD - 49. HAS SEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE
 
24 ROW CP TIME - .021 + RECT OUTER SURFACES 
2% RON RESTART RECORD '9.4 HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE
 
24 ROW CP TIME - .039 + RECT OUTER SURFACES 
24 ROW RESXARTRECORD - 50, HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE
 
25 ROW CP TIME .023 0 RECT OUTER SURFACES 
25 PI RESTARTRECORD - 50. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE
 
25 ROW CP TIME * .042 RECT OUTER SURFACES 
25 ROW RESTART RECORD - 51. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE 
26 "ROW CP TIME - .013 RECT OUTER SURrACE OF LID 
26 ROW RESTART RECORD - 51. HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE 
26 ROW CP TINE a .037 + RECT OUTER'SURFACE OF LID 
26 ROW RESTART RECORD a 52 HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE RSO FILE 
TOTAL CP TIME (SEC) FOR PROBLEM t 4:712 
C 
DATE 062'70 TIM-- 023122 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PACE 14 
fODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP=-I SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/OBCALIRKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AOCALOOCAL 
GRAY BODIES COMPUTATION LINK. 
GREY BODIES
 
VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS 
NAHE VALUE 
GBNBND BOTH BOTH NAVEBANO DEFINITION PARAMETER (2H|R.3HSOL.4HBOTH) 
KR GRAY BODIES FOR CONFIGURATION CASES HAVE BEEN COMPUTEO AND STORED ON RSO.
 
LAST RESTART RECORD WRITICN 69
 
SOL GRAY BODIES FOR CONFIGURATION CASES HAVE BEEN COMPUTED AND STORED ON RSO.
 
LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN sB
 




ATE 062970 Tfln 023133 THERMAL RADIATION ANALSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE I5 
NODELtSAMFLE CONFIGaCASE5 STEP--I SAIILC CASE 5 - FFCAI.RDCAL/GBALIRCCAL/ORBGENIM/CAL/AQCAL/QOCAL 














































































PUNCH/NO PUNCH PARAMETER FOR RADKS (YES.oO)

PARAMETER TO ELIMINATE SHALL RADK S NIA
 
INITIAL RADIATION CONDUCTOR ID NUMBER N/A
 
MNEMONIC FLAG FOR COMPUTATION OF RADKS TO SPACE (SPACE.NO)
 




AREA MULTIPLYING FACTOR N/A
 
PARAMETER TO OUTPUT TO BCD TAPE (TAPE.NO)
 
SIGNIFICANT RADIATION FRACTION (0. TO 1.)
 
DECIMAL FRACTION OF LAST-RADK SAVED N/A
 
EFFECTIVE RADIATION NODE (ERN) NUMBER m/A
 
4J3 
DATE 05070 TUEX 025133 TnZnAL flADIATiOl AMALYSIS SYSTEM £TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PACE Is
 
MODEL-SAMPLE COIFIGCASE5 STEPo-I SIPLE CASE 5 - FFCALIC2CAL/GOCAL/RKCAL/ORSGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL
 














THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM'(TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE t7 
NODEL-SAHPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEPn-I SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/R6CAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/OCAL 
DATE 062079 TIME 023133 

RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK. 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR (RADKS) CARDS 
AREA UNITS - INPUT UNITS * AMPF. WHERE ANPF - 1.00000 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RAOKS 













PUNCHED AND/OR CCDOU RACKS 













PUNCHED AND/OR GCDOU RACKS - - 5. a. 12. .81362-105 
PUNCHED AND/OR ECDOU RADKS -











PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS 













PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS -
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS -
PUNCHED AND/OR GCDOU RADKS -
PUNCHED AND/OR 9COOU RAKS -


























PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RAOKS -











PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RAOKS 



















PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS -











PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS 
PUNCHED AND/OR OCDOU RADKS 



















PUNCHED'ANDIOR BCDOU RADKS - - 25. 4. 14, .10041-10O 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 26. 4. 200. .27106-105 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS -











PUNCHED AND/OR ECDOU RADKS -
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS -
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS -





















PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS -
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS -
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RACKS -
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS -
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS -































PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 39. 3. 999, .34933-095 




DATE 062078 TIE 02313&2 THEPIAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS), UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION
I 
tIODEL-SAMPLE CONFIO-CASE5 STEP--I SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCALIGBCAL/RKCALIORBREN/ORCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK.
 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR (RADK) CARDS
 
AREA UNITS - INPUT UNITS 0 AMPF. WHERE AHPF - 1.00000 
PUNC$IeD AND/OR DCDOU RADKS - - q1, 11. 999. .11 0-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR DCDOU RACKS - - 42. 12. 999. .24900-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR SCOOU RADKS - - 43. 13. 999. .34933-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR SCDOU RADKS - - 't*, 34. 999. .35431-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR sCDOU RADKS - - 45, 200. 999. .15660-091 
PUNCHED AND/OR SCOOU RADKS - - 46. 21. 999. .31765-085 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 47. 22. 999. .31765-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 48. 23. 999. .16040-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR SCDOU RADKS - - 49. 24. 999. .31765-08 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 50. 25. 999. .16040-095 
PUNCHED AND/OR BCDOU RADKS - - 51. 25. 999. .31765-SS$ 
0 
DATE 062670 TIME 023135 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 
 to
 
ODEL-SAMPLE CONFIOGCASE5 STEP--I SANPLE CASE 5 - FVCAL/ABCALIOCALIRKCALiORBGN/DRCALAQCALIQOCL 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK. 
CONSERVATION CHECKS 













































eA!E OS287e TIME 023135 TC=AL flAD1ATZ31=_m (Tr:AsSS UNISVAC EXEC 0 Vsr~SION - PAc-E 20SAVSI1S SYSTEN 
IODEL-SAMlPLE CONFIO-CASE5 STE'=-I sAmP.E CASE 5 - FrCAL/RJCAL/OeCAL/RKCAL/OROEN/DRCAL/AOCAL/OOCAL 
RADIATION CONDUCTOR GENERATION LINK. 
CONSERVATION CHECKS
 
RADIATION SUtS FOR EACH NODE AFTER RKNIN SCREENING 
I - .1000001 2 - .10000,41 3 - .10000.!0 - .1000001 II - .10000+01 12 - .00000 1 
13 - .10000+01 14 - .10000+01 200 - .10000+01 21 - .10000+01 22 - .10000+01 23 - .10000"I 
24 - .10000+01 25 - .30000 Ot 26 - .10000+01 
TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE AND CONDENSE RADKS .57 
0 
0 
DATE 062078 TIME 02313 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM CTRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAGE 
 21
 
fODEL-SANPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP-1O000 SAMPLE' CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCALIRKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AOCAL/QOCAL
 































































** BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS ....
 
SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG 	 SHAD.NOSH SHAD DINOSH
 
PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 	 0.25 DIACC
 
SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 	 0.10 DIACCS
 
STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 	 0 NSPFF
 
TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE. DEGREES 	 0.0 TRUCAN
 
INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 	 0.0 TIKEST
 
*4* BASIC ORBIT DATA ....
 
LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE. DEGREES 	 0.0 ALAN
 
ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 	 0.0 APER
 
ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES 	 0.0 Oi1
 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 	 0.0 HP
 
ORBIT -ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 	 0.0 HA
 
ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 	 0.0 ECC
 
SUN RA ANGLE. DEGREES 	 0.0 SUNRA
 
SUN DEC ANGLE.DEGREES. 	 0.0 SUNDEC
 
REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DEGREES 	 0.0 STRRA
 
REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 	 0.0 STRDEC
 
+#+ PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA ....
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 	 0.0 ROTX
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 	 0.0 ROTY
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 	 0.0 ROTZ
 
ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX.IROTY.IROTZ 	 1 2 3 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 	 0.0 SUNCL 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE, DEGREES 	 0.0 SUNCO 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 PLCL 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 PLCO 
*4.4 SPIN DATA .+..
 
CLOCK ANGLE. DEOREES(ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCI-POSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
 
CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 CONE
 
ROTATION RATE- CCJ POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
 
TIME SPIN BEGINS 0.0 TIMSP
 
DATE 06-070 TINE 023137 THIEINAL RADIATION ANALVSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION 
 PAGE 22
 
£ODEL-SANPLE CONrIGnCASES STEPIO00 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCALIRKCAL/ORBGSEN/DRCAL/ACAL/QOCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
6 4 NSTEP NO 10000
 
.. +.COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA t t 
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION odt VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE. DEGREES 
.000 SUN CIGNA ANGLE, DEGREES 
.000 STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES .000 STAR CIGNAS ANGLE. DEGREES 
04o PLANET --EARTH -- DATA ++$ 
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME *00 VALUE DESCRIPTION WAKE
 
.300 PLANET ALBEDO 
 PALB .75073+02 PLANET DS EMISS POWER 
 140O

.2090000 PLANET RADIUS 
 PRAD .75073+02 PLANET SS EMISS POIQER 
 SS

'1P679+01 ORBIT PERIOD 
 PERIOD

.401731+09 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT 




DATE 0021'78 TIMC 023130 T"ERHAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTER (TRASYSI UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION" PACE 23
 
ODLcSAHPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP=10000 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCALIGBCAL/AICALjORBGENIORCAL/AQCALIOOCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDCNT FLUX FOR STEP NO IOOOOTRUC ANOMALY .00000 TIRE .00000
""o4 IN THE SUN +*
 
HODE DIRECT UNSHADOIRED' SHADOW COMPUTATION CP TIM SURFACE SHADOWING 
NUMBER FLUX(ODS) FLUX FACTOR (SECONDS) ELEENTS SURFACES-
It .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .001 9 0 
2 .94028+02 / .18576+03 .5062 CALC .069 91 4 
3 .00000 .10725#03 .0000 CALC .130 64 7 
4 .16512 03 .37152+03 .4444 CALC .199 at a 
It .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .209 9 0 
12 .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .219 9 0 
13 .10955+02 .,0725+03 .0938 CALC .266 64 a 
li .9734+02 .37152*03 .2489 CALC .330 8 7 
200 .OO0 .00000 .0000 CALC .340 8 0 
23 .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .350 a, 0 
z2 .10725 03 .10725+03 1.0000 CALC .%29 66 9 
23 .18576+03 .19576+03, 1.0000 CALC .503 at S 
2t .00000 .ooo00 .0000 CALC .514 9 0 
25 '.00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .525 9 0 
25 .1969703 .1868703 1.0000 CALC .633 79 9 
NOTE--
FLUX VALUES FLAGGED I ..++) MAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. Ti FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP. OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DICON 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 403.015 SECONDS 
PLANETARY'FF HAVE BEEN WRfTTEN TO RSO TAPE, LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN " 91 
= 
DATE 062870 TIME 023140 TiERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 24 
NODELnSAMPLE CONFIGaCASES STEPIO000 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
SAMPLE CASE 5 - FrCALiRBCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL/ORBOEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL 
ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO. 
++*t IN THE SUN 
- IOf00 
P* 
TRUE ANOMALY - .00000 TIME = .00000 
NODE 
NUMBER 














I CALC .000 .000 .391+02 .268+02 .000 
PLANETARY FF HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN ­
.000 
93 
.000 65 9 7 
2 CALC .Doo .000 .400+02 .264+02 .000 
PLANETARY FF HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO SO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN -
.000 
95 
.470 66 9 5 
3 CALC .000 .000 .402+02 .260+02 .000 
PLANETARY FF HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN -
.000 
97 
.895 SI 9 7 
4 CALC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
PLANETARY FF HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN -
.000 
99 
.975 2 9 7 
,11 CALC 
PLANETARY 
.000 .000 .391+02 .268+02 .000 
F HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN -
.000 
lot 
1.399 66 9 7 
12 CALC .000 .000 
PLANETARY Fr HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO 
.392+02 .264+02 .000 
SO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN -
.000 
103 
1.821 66 9 5 
13 CALC .000 .000 .402.O2 .26pso .000 
PLANETARY FF HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN ­
.000 
105 
e.200 61 9 7 
14 CALC .000 .000 .00 .000 .000 
PLANETARY FF HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE, LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN ­
.000 
107 
Z.361 9 7 
200 CALC .215+02 .144+02 .834.02 .559+02 .258 
PLANETARY FF HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN -
.257 
to 
4.078 133 to 8 
21 CALC 
PLANETARY rF 
.110+03 .742+02 .110+03 .742+02 1.000 
HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN ­
I.O00 
III 
6.497 212 i8 9 
22 CALC .402+02 .26+02 .402+02 .269+02 1.000 
PLANETARY FF HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN ­
t.000 
113 
7.070 6 to 9 
23 CALC .400*02 .264+02 .400.02 .264+02 1.000 
PLANETARY FF HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN -
1.000 
115 
7.593 66 9 7 
24 CALC .391+02 .262+02 .391+02 .269+02 1.000 
PLANETARY FF HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE. LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN ­
t.000 
117 
0.204 66 t0 9 
M 
DATE 062073 TIME 023156 TICRMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC G VERSION PAGE 25 
HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE5 ,STEP-IO000 SARPLE CASE 5 - FFCALIROCALiSCAL/RKCALIORBGNt/DRCAL/AGCALI/OCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
ALSEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIOENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO. = 10000 TRUE ANOMALY * .00000 TIME .00000
 
+-+IN THE SUN4 .
 
NODE CORPUT ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- --- UNSHADOMED FLUX----- SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
 
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLANETARY- ALBEDO FLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
 
25 CALC .382+02 .264+02 .392+02 .264+02 1.000 1.000 0.703 66 9 7
 
PLANETARY FF HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE, LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN - 119
 
26 CALC .659+01 .457+0! .65940Al .?57+01 1.000 1.000 9.973 52 2 9
 
NOTE--
FLUX VALUES FLAGGED .] MAY HAVE COME FROM RTi. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DICOmP 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM 412.485 SECONDS
 
S.A.P FLUXES HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE, LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN - 129 
-S 
DATE 062879 TINE 023I59 THEORNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 
 25
 
MODEL-SAHPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP-IO001 SANPLE CASE 5 - FFCALIROCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AOCAL/QOCAL
 




























































DESCRIPTION USER DEFAULT VARIABLE 
OPTIONS VALUE NAME 
000# BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS +4+4 
SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAO SHADNOSH SHAD DINOSH
 
PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 0.25 DIACC
 
SHADOWINO ACCURACY FACTOR 0.20 DIACCS
 
STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 0 NSPFF
 
TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
 
INITIAL TINE (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIMEST
 
*e.. BASIC ORBIT DATA ..+.
 
LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE. DEGREES 0.0 ALAN 
ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 0.0 APER 
ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES 0.0 OINC 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 Hp 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA 
ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC 
SUN RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA 
SUN DEC ANGLEDEGREES. 0.0 SUNOEC 
REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STRRA 
REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STRDEC 
*.+ PLANET-ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA *
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTY
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
 
ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX.IROTY.IROTZ 1 2 3 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCL 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCO 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK, DEGREES 0.0 PLCL 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 PLCO 
*+ SPIN DATA *t t 
CLOCK ANGLE. DEGREES(ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCW'POSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
 
CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 CONE 
ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE 
TIME SPIN BEGINS 0.0 TIMSP 
27
 
WODEL-SANPLE CONrIO=CASE5 STEPCrICCG SAMPLE CASE 5 - FCALIRBCALIGB;[LIR(CA.,ORBG.NIDRCALIAQCALIQOCAL 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINt. 
DATE 0C2070 TINE 023200 TKfMlAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASVS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 
NSTEP NO t0001 
COMPUTED'OR INPUT ORBIT DATA + 
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 400 VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
60.000 	 SUN BETA ANGLE. DEGREES .000 SUN CIGNA ANGLE. DEGREES
 
.000 STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES .000 STAR CIGMAS ANGLE. DEGREES
 
PLANET --EARTH -- DATA 0 
















PLANET DS EISS POWER 
PLANET SS EIISS POWER 





DATE" 08Z87 TIME 023201 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PACE 
 28
 
fODEL-SAPLE CONFGCASE5 STEP-10001 SAMFLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GOCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/ACALOOCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO IODOITRUE ANOMALY - 90.00000 TIME .3801 
0o+0 IN THE SUN +000 
NODE DIRECT UNSHADOWEC SHADON COMPUTATION CP TIRE SURFACE SHADOWING 
NUMBER FLUX(QDS) FLUX FACTOR (SECONDS) ELEMENTS SURFACES 
I .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .001 9 0 
2 .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .037 9 0 
3 .00000 .4a900+03 .0000 CALC .096 al 7 
4 .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .097 9 0 
II .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .107 9 0 

















200 .30335#03 .30335+03 1.0000 CALC .203 79 a 
at .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .296 a 0 
Z2 .42900+03 .4Z900+03 1.0000 CALC .368 70 9 


























FLUX VALUES FLAGOED (...+) MAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP. OR FORCED TO ZERO IlN DICOI
 




DATC 062010 TItE 023203 TMnHAL RADIATION ANALVYSIS SYSTEI (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PACE 29 
N20DZL-SAPIPLC CONFIGoCASE5 STEP-10001 SAIPLE GAR 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEM/DRCALtAOCAL/COCAL 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
ALSEQO AND PLANETARY OIRECT INCIOENT FLUMES FOR STEP NO. = MCOGI TRUE ANOMALY m 90.00000 T1M - -3670t
 
44tIN THE SUN 40
 
NODE COMPUT ---DIRECT INC1D. FLUX-- --- UNSADOWED FLUX---- -- S1ADOM FACTORS-- CP TIME -- ELEMENTS-- SHAD
 
NUttBSR ALBEO PLAETARY ALBEDO PLAN4ETARY ALEEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
 
I CALC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 86 a 0 
Z CALC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .061 66 0 a 
3 CALC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .094 61 8 0 
4 CALC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 ,09 1 6 0 
It CALC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .147 B6 6 0 
12 CALC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 00 .t9l 6 6 0 
13 CALC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .229 61 a 0 
1t CALC .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .49 3 8 0 
200 CALC .120Qo .14+02 .%65+01 .559+02 .259 .251 .325 £33 9 a 
21 CALC .t43+01 .742+02 .143+01 .742.02 1.000 1.000 .383 112 a 0 
E2 CALC .eoB+ol .268.OR .206+0 .26802 1.000 3.000 .423 at a a 
23 CALC .639+00 .264+02 .639+00 .26,4+02 1.000 1.000 .465 66 8 0 
24 CALC .000 .269+02 .000 .268002 1.000 1.000 .503 66 a 0 
25 CALC .634+00 .25402 .634+00 .264+02 1.000 1.000 .544 66 8 0 
26 CALC .000 .457.03 .b0 .45701 3.000 3.000 .579 52 a 0 
NOTE--

FLUX VALUES FLAGGEO (+++...I MAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. THE FLUX OATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DICOOP
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 413.997 SECONDS
 







MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP-10002 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCgL/R.CALGQCAL/RCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AOCAL/OCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 

































































*+.$BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS .+. 
SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAD.NOSH 

PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 

SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 

STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 

TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 

INITIAL TIRE (AT PERIAPSIS) 

4.04 BASIC ORBIT DATA 00 
LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE. DEGREES 

ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUe, DEGREES 

ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 

ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 





SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 

SUN DEC ANOLE.DEGREES. 

REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DEGREES 

REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE. DEGREES 

.... PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA +.+t 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 

ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 

ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 

ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX.IROTY.IROTZ 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE . CLOCK. DEGREES 

PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 

+++ SPIN DATA ++ #
 
CLOCK ANGLE. DEGREES(ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCW-POSITIVE) 

CONE ANGLE. DEGREES 

ROTATION RATE- CC POSITIVE 





























































DATE 06278 TItM 023200 Y¥fflARADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VCRSION PAGE 31
 
f0OELbSAMPLE CONFIO-CASE5 STEPIO002 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCALIROCAL/GBCAL/RKCALIORBGEN/DRCALIAQCAL/OOCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
NSTEP NO , 10002 
*o. COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA +*.+ 
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION of* VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
60.000 
.000 
SUN BETA ANGLE. DEGREES 
STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES 
.000 
.000 
SUN CIGNA AI.GLE. DEGREES 
STAR CIGHAS ANGLE. DEGREES 
4ooo PLANET --EARTH -- DATA .... 
















PLANET OS EHISS POWER 
PLANET SS EISS POWER 






DATE 062.8 TIME 093209 Tl"UnGAL RADIATIOM ANALYSIS SVSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 32
 
GODEL-SAHPLE CONFIG-C&SES STEP-tO002 SAHMLE CASE 6 - FFCL/RGCAL/GOCAL/RtCCALiORGENIDRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO 1002TRUE ANOMALY - 180.00000 TIME = .73402 
4- 1N TilE SHADE "4444 
NODE DIRECT UNSHADOID SHADOW COMPUTATION CP TIRE SURFACE SHADOWING 
NUMBER FLUX(ODS) FLUX FACTOR (SECONDS) ELE#ENTS SURFACES 
1 .00000 .00000 .0000 *.+. .000 0 0 
2 .00000 .00000 .0000 ++++ .034 0 0 
3 .00000 .00000 .0000 ++4+++ .038 0 0 
4 .00000 .00000 .0000 *.444 .045 0 D 
II .00000 .00000 .0000 ++44+ .049 0 a 
12 .00000 .00000 .0000 *+*+ .053 0 0 
I3 .00000 .00000 .0000 05 0 0 
14 .00000 .00000 .0000 .+4+44064 0 0 
200 .00000 .00000 .0000 ++..+ .068 0 0 
2t .o0o0o .00000 .0000 * .+4 .072 0 0 
22 .00000 .00000 .0000 tt.0,16 0 0 
23 .00000 .00000 .0000 ++4+4 .000 0 0 
24 .00000 .00000 .0000 *44+4 .099 0 0 
25 .00000 .00000 .0000 ++n+ .0B3 0 0 
26 .00000 .00000 .0000 ,+.+ .092 0 0 
NOTE--

FLUX VALUES FLAGGED C..+++ +) MAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. THE FLUX DATA BLOCK, STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP, OR FORCED TO ZERO I" DICOm
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 414.518 SECONDS 
r.3 
0 
DATE 068079 TIn 023210 THECMAL RADIATION- ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASVSI UNIVAC EXEC 9 VERSION PAGE 33 
fODEL-SAHPtE CORFIOcCASE5 STEP- 0002 SAIPLE CASE 5 - FrCAL/RCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/ANCAL/OCAL 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
ALet00 AtD PLAtETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO. a 10002 TRUE ANOMALY ­ 180.00000 TIME - .73402 
*+" IN THE SHADE '+ 
NODE COHPUT ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- --- UNSHADOWED FLUX--- -- SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALiEDO PLANETARY ALSEDO PLAN (SECONDSV PLAN SURF SURF 
I .+.+. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .001 0 0 02 ++t+ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .031 0 0 03 +o++ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .038 0 0 04 *.+++ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .042 0 0 ait ++... .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .047 0 0 012 +4.... .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .051 0 0 0 
13 ..... # .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .056 0 0 0It *++. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .060 0 0 0 
o0 ++...* .000 . 44+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .065 0 0 02 +*++++ .000 .742+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .072 0 0 0
a2 ..... .000 .268+oa .000 .000 .000 .000 .017 0 0 023 .+++++ .000 .264+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .085 0 0 a2' ..... .000 .268+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .06 0 a 025 ..... .000 .264+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .091 0 0 028 .+...+ .000 .457+01 .000 .000 .000 .000 .095 0 0 0 
NOTE--

FLUX VALUES FLAGGED ( *+-+) MAY HAVE COME FROM RTi, THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP 0A FORCED TO ZERO IN DICOMP
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 404.030 SECONDS
 
S.A.P FLUXES HAVE SEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE, LAST RESTART RCORD WRITTEN - 155
 
-J 
DATE 08?870 TINE 023213 TERNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION" PAGE' 34 
NODtL=SAWLE CONFItGCASE5 STEP=10003 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/R=CAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AGCAL/00CAL 
































































** BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS +-#
 
SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAO SHAD.NOSH SHAD DINOsH
 
PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 0.25 DIACC
 
SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.10 DIACCS
 
STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 0 NSPFF
 
TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
 
INITIAL TIME IAT PERIAPSIS 0.0 TIP4EST
 
*+O+ BASIC ORBIT DATA *+++ 
LONGITUDE OF ASCENOING NODE. DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
 
ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 0.0 APER
 
ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES . 0.0 OINC
 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA
 
ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC
 
SUN RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
 
SUN DEC ANGLEDEOREES, 0.0 SUNDEC
 
REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DECREES 0.0 STRRA
 
REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STRDCC
 
*#0* PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA t
 
ROTATION ABOUT YCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTY

ROTATION ABOUT VCS 2-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
 
ROTATION OROER -- IROTX.IROTY.IROTZ I e 3 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCL 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNCOPLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 P.CL 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 PLCO 
++0+ SPIN DATA ....
 
CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES(ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CC-POSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
 
CONE ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 CONE
ROTATION RATE- CC POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
 
TIME SPIN BEGINS 0.0 TINSP
 
DATE 062B70 TIME 0232f THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SVSTEN ITRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE- 35
 
HOD L-SAIPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP=t0003 SAMLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RGCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGENIORCALIAOCAL/QOCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
NSTEP NO - 10003 
*+*+ COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ++00 
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 0*0 VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
60.000 
.000 
SUN BETA ANGLE. DEGREES 
STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES 
.000 
.000 
SUN CIGNA ANGLE. DEGREES 
STAR CIGNAS ANGLE. DEGREES 
'VALUE DESCRIPTION 
.. PLANET --EARTH 
NAME see 
-- DATA *++4 
















PLANET DS EHISS POWER 
PLANET SS ENISS POWER 





DATE 06237 TIME 023214 THERNAL RADIATION AMALVSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 9 VERSIOR PACE 
 36
 
HODEL=SAMPLE CONFIO-CASES STEP10003 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCALIOBCAL/RKCALIORGEN/DRCALIAQCALIQOCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINN.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP No IODO3TRUE ANOMALY 1 TIl,! - .43111
05.71977 

++ IN THE SUN +0
 
NODE DIRECT UNSHADOED SHADOW COMPUTATION CP TIME SURFACE SHADOWINO 
NUMEER FLUXtQDS) FLUX rACTOR (SECONDSI ELEMENTS SURFACES 
1 .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .000 9 0 
2 .00000 .69478+01 .0000 CALC .048 9 4 
3 .00000 .41697.03 .0000 CALC .104 at 7 
4 .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .311 9 0 
It .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .3z% 9 0 
12 .00000. .00000 .0000 CALC .134 9 0 
13 .0O00 .41697 03 .0000 CALC .190 at 7 
14 .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .200 9 0 
200 .24401+03 .36601+03 .6667 CALC .285 78 a 
.21 .10066+03 .10066+03 1.0000 CALC .359 55 9 
ea .41695.03 .41598+03 1.0000 CALC .460 78 9 
23 .69478+01 .69478+01 3.0000 CALC .479 9 5 
24 .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .494 8 0 
25 .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .504 9 0 
26 .00000 .00000 .0000 CALC .513 0 0 
NOTE~.
 
FLUX VALUES FLAGGED ++ M THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP. OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DICON
HAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. 

TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 415.581 SECONDS 
DATE O.2870 TIRE 023215 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) 
UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 37
 
HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP-10003 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCALIRBCAL/GOCAL/RKCALIORBGEN/DRCALAQCAL/QOC&L
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
ALBED AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIODENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO. - 10003 TRUE ANOMALY - 105.71977 TIMlE - .43312
 




 FLUX-- ---UNSHADOWED FLUX----- SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIMlE --ELEIINTS-- SHAD
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEO0 PLANETARY ALBEDO 
 PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF 
1 4++* .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .001 0 a +*++ .000 .000 .000 .000 
a a 
.000 .000 .032 
 0 8 0
3 *"++ .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .000 .000 .037 0 
 9 a4 ..+. .000 .000 .000 
 .000 .000 .000 
 .042 0 a 0
iI +*+* . .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .000 .000 .046 
 0 9 0
la +.. ++ .000 .000 .000 
 .000 .000 .000 
 .051 a a 0
13 ++. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .055 0 
 a 0
14 +++ + .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .000 .000 .060 
 0 8 0
200 ++. .000 .144+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .065 0 
 8 0
21 +++.. .000 .742+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .00 0 8 0
28 **++**+ .000 .268+02 
 .000 .000 .000 
 .000 .075 0 8 
 0
23 
++... .O0 .264+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .019 0 a 024 4*++ .000 .26+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 
 .0m 0 a 0




FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (*...+. MAY HAVE COME FROM RTI, 
THE FLUX DATA BLOCK, STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP OR FORCED TO ZERO IN DICOMP
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 415.691 SECONOS
S.A.P FLUXES HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO TAPE, LAST RESTART RECORD WRITTEN - ISD 
P0 
DATE 062878 TINE 023218 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 
 30
 
HODEL-SANPLE CONFIO-CASE5 STEP-I0004 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/OCAL 




























































DESCRIPTION USER DEFAULT VARIABLE 
OPTIONS VALUE NAME 
4,4. BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS +*4. 
SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAD.NOSH SHAD DINOSH
 
PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 0.85 DIACC
 
SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.10 DIACCS 
STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 0 NSPFF
 
TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
 
INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIMEST
 
.. * BASIC ORBIT DATA 
4
 
LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE. DEGREES 0.0 ALAN 
ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS. DEGREES 0.0 APER 
ORBIT INCLINATION. DEGREES 0.0 OINC 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP 
ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA 
ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC 
SUN RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA 
SUN DEC ANGLE.OEGREES, 0.0 SUNOEC 
REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 STRRA 
REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRDEC 
... PLANET-ORIENTED. ORIENTATION DATA ++. 
ROTATION ABOUT YCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTY
 
ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
 
ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX.IROTY.IROTZ 1 2 3 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCL 
SUN LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 SUNCO 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CLOCK. DEGREES 0.0 PLCL 
PLANET LOOK ANGLE - CONE. DEGREES 0.0 PLCO 
.... SPIN DATA +*.
 
CLOCK ANGLE. DEGREES(ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CCW-POSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK 
CONE ANGLE. DEGREES 0.0 CONE 
ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE 
TIME SPIN BEGINS 0.0 TINSP 
DATE 062979 TIME 023219 TN, RAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 
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HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIO-CASES STEP-IO000 SAMPLF CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AGCAL/QOCAL 
DIRECr IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
.+.+.NSTEP NO a 10004 
.... COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA .... 
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION *go VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
60.000 
.000 
-SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 
STAR BETAS ANGLE. DEGREES 
.000 
.000 
SUN CIGNA ANGLE. DEGREES 
STAR CIGMAS ANGLE. DEGREES 
.... PLANET --EARTH -- DATA o+4+ 
















PLANET DS EMISS PO4ER 
PLANET SS EISS POWER 






DATE 962078 TIME 023220 TERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 

MCDEL=SAHPLE CONFIGOCASE5 STEP-1O004 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/OBCAL/RKCALIORBGEN/DRCAL/AGCALtQOCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO 1OD04TRUC ANOMALY o ID'.91977 TIME - .43193 
0*t IN TRZ SHADE +.c 
NODE DIRECT USHAOOUED SHADOW COMPUTATION CP TItE SUPFACE SHADOWING
 
NUMBER FLUX(QDS) FLUX FACTOR (SECONDS) ELEMENTS SURFACES
 
1 .00000 .00000 .0000 4+ + .000 0 0 
2 .00000 .00000 .0000 4+' . .028 a 0
 
3 .00000 .00000 .0000 "'" .033 0 0
 
1# .OoOO .000oO .0000 4+++ .037 0 0
 
It .00000 .00000 .0000 *+4 .041 0 0
 
12 .0o00O .00000 .0000 ... .045 0 0
 
13 D0000 .00000 .(00O +o* .050 0 0
 
14 .00000 .00000 .0000 .+. .055 0 0
 
200 .0000o .00000 .0000 .,, .059 0 0
 
21 .DOOOO .00000 .0000 "+4. .065 a 0
 
2e .00000 .00000 .0000 +*4+** .070 0 0
 
23 .ooo .OOuUO .0DOO .074 0 0
Coco 

24 .0000 .00000 .0000 * o t .079 0 0
 
25 .00000 .00000 .0000 *.. .084 0 0
 




FLUX VALUES FLAGGED (*,++ M THE FLUX DATA BLOCK, STUFFED FROM ANOTHER STEP. OR FORCCD TO ZLRO IN DICOMfAY HAVE COME FROM RTI. 

TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PRODLEM 416.21G SECONDS
 
ca 
DATE 062979 TIME 023220 YHTRAL fADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM CTEASYSI UNIVAC EXEC 0 VFRSION PAGE 41
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGoCASES STEPnI0004 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GaCAL/RKCAL/GhBGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. 
ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXFS FOR STEP NO. loon,# TRUE ANOMALY - 105.91977 TIME - .43193
 
+.++ IN TIE SHAbE 4+O4
 
NODE COMPUT ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- ---UNSHADOWED FLUX--- -- SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIHE --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
 
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLANETARY ALOEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
 
I +. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .00! 0 0 0 
2 +++ .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .032 a 0 0 
3 .+.. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .038 0 a 0 
4 .++ .00 .000 .000oco 00 .000 .043 0 0 0 
II ..4+.. 000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .048 0 0 0 
12 OD .O0D .000 .000 .000 .052 0 0 0.000 .000 

13 .00D++D .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .057 0 0 0
 
14 .... .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .064 .0 0 0
+ .000 

200 4+++" .000 .1414,02 .000 .000 .000 '000 .068 0 0 0
 
21 :+000 .742402 .000 .000 .000 .000 .073 0 0 a
 
22 +..... .000 .269 02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .0,79 0 0 0
 
23 *..... .000 .2b5+02 .000 .000 .000 .000 .084 0 0 0
 
24 ...... .000 .260802 .000 .co .000 .000 .0S9 0 a 0 
25 ..... .000 .264-02 .000 .000, 000 .000 .097, 0 0 0 
26 .+n+ .000 .457+0? .000 ,, .000 :000 .oDD .102 0 0 0 
NOTE--

FLUX VALUES FLAGGED +.+.+) MAY HAVE COME FROM RT, THE FLUX DATA BLOCK. STUFFED 'FROD ANOTHER STEP OR FGr.EV TO ZL ' IN DICO !P 
TOTAl, ELAPED ,TIE IN PROJLEM. 416.333 SECO' OS 
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HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIO-CASE5 STEP-1o01 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/OCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION WITH SPECULAR SURFACES.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO 9 
IN TIE SUN 
TRUE ANOMALY 
.... 




















































TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM 4135.676 SECONDS 
(*3:
0 
43 OATE 13E"07 TIMt 023223 ThERTIAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN tYRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 
MODELoSAMPLE CONFPI-CASES STEP=1010 SAHPLE CASE 5 - FFCA.IRBCALIGBCALIRKCALIORBGENIDRCALIAQCALIQOCAL 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION HITH SPECULAR SURFACES. 
ALEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP No 9 TRUE ANOMALY - .00000 TIM - .00000 
NODE COnPUT ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX--
NUMBER ALeEDO PLANETARY 
1 .000 .000 
2 .000 .000 
3 .000 .000 
4 .000 .000 
It .000 .000 
12 .000 .000 
13 .000 .000 
12 .000 .000 
200 .215+02 .I4%+02 
21 .110+03 .7%2+02 
22 .402+02 .268+02 
23 .400+02 .e64+02 
24 .39+02 .268602 
a5 .392+02 .264+02 
26 .659+01 .457+01 
*+" IN THE SUN #++* 



























TOTAL ELAPSED TINE IN PROBLEM - 43S.757 SECONDS 





44 DATE O&2979 TIME 023224 TVZRIIAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTFH (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC A VERSION PAGE 

MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP-1O0I0 SAMPLE CASE 5 - TFCALIRUCALICGCAL/RKCAL/OROGEN/DRCAL/AOCAL/OOCAL
 




VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS 
NAME VALUE 
IAQSDS 10010 CURRENT STEP NUMDER REFERENCE FOR SOLAR DI N/A 
STEP NO. 
IAOSDA 0OOlO CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR ALBEDO DI N/A 
STEP NO. 
IAOSDP OOlO CURRENT STEP NUMBER RZFERENCE FOR PLANETARY DI N/A 
STEP NO 
r,) 
DATE 062878 TIME 023226 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 6 VERSION PAGE 45 
ODELS-AMPLE CONrIG=CASE5 STEP-I0Q0 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FrCAL/RSCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORUGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL 
ABSORBED Q COMPUTATION LINK. 
ABSORBED HEATING RATES FOR ORBIT POINT 1 TRUE ANOMALY = .0000 TIME s .00000010 

UNITS ARE ENERGY PER UNIT TIME
 
IN THE SUN 6 
NODE SOLAR ALBEDO PLANETARY TOTAL HEAT RATES 
DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL 
I 0000 .59530+01 .00000 .40089+00 .00000 .26715+00 .00000 .66210+01 
2 .84625+02 .08420+02 .00500 .26120+00 .00000 .19739+00 ' .8325+02 .88997+02 
3 .00000 .54750+01 .00000 .14461+00 .00000 .96367'01 .00000 .57160+01 
4 .14861+03 .15002403 .00000 .34009+00 .00000 .22717+00 .t4081+03 .15139+03 
II .00000 .341I#.01 .00000 .40089+00 .00000 .26715000 .00000 .40854+01 
1? .00000 .33593.01 .00000 .291P0+00 .00000 .18739+00 .00000 .30279+01
 
13 .90492#01 .11836+02 .00000 .14461+00 .00030 .98367-Q .90492+01 .12127+02
 
t4 .92561.02 .83356+02 .00000 .34080+00 .OOGJ1 .22717.00 .8251+02 .83024+02
 
200 .00000 .59547+00 .430Z6+qI .43WP6+01 .20712+01 .20739+01 .71763+01 .77019+01
 
21 .00000 .00000 .45Z64+02 .45:/4+02 .t3769.03 013765+03 .tB302+03 .18302+03
 
22 .44196+02 .44196+02 .165"2.02 .tSsd02 .49744+02 .4974402 
 .1105Z+03 .I105Z'03
 
23 .38653#02 .38653+0P .83275+01 .83875+01 .24746+02 .24746#0: .71727 02 .717Z7+02
 
24 .00000 .00000 .16131.02 .16131+02 .49G58+02 .4sD6u+o - .65799+02 .657q9g02
 
25 .00000 .00000 .79547+01 .79547+01 .24746+02 .24748+02 .32701+02 .3P701+02
 
26 .77005+02 .7700502 .2716b+0l .27165+01 .84736+01 .4736+01 .BB195+02 .cat95+02
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROCfLM - 417.193 SECOHDS 
ABSORBED 0 STORED IN STLP 10010
 
TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE AOSORSEO Q .37
 
DATE 082818 TIME 023a29 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC a VERSION PAO 46 
HODEL-SAMPLE COHrtGOCASE5 STEPtO01t SAHPt.E CASE 5 - FFCALIABCALIGOCALI/KCAL/OPBGENIDRCALIAOCALI0OCAL 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCUL.ATION HITH SPECULAR SURFACES. 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO 10 
** * IN THE SUN 
TRUE ANOMALY 
*++ 




















































TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM 417.856 SECONDS 
4, 
47 DATE 062878 TIME 023229 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEMI (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 

MOOEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP.40II SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/IRCAL/GOCAL/RKCAL/URODCN/ORCAL/ACAL/QOCAL 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION WITH SPECULAR SURFACES. 
ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO I TRUE ANOHALY - 90.00000 TIME - .36701 
+ + IN THE SUN 
NODE COMPUT --- DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- --- DIRECT ABS. FLUX --

NUMBER ALBFDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLANETARY
 
1 	 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
2 	 .000 .000 .000 .000 
3 	 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
4 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
It .000 .000 .000 .000
 
12 	 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
13 	 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
24 	 .000 .DCO .000 .000
 
200 	 .120+01 .144+02 .120+00 .144+01
 
21 J143+01 .742+02 .286+00 .659.02
 
22 .206+01 .260+02 .If20 .241.02
 
23 .639+00 .264+02 .128+Z0 .230.02
 
24 .000. .269.02 .000 .241.02
 
25 .634+00 .264.02 .127+00 .23I02
 
26 . .000 .457+01 .000 .411+01 
TOTAL ELAPSFD -TIME IN rROqLEl O17.93G SECONDS 
S.A.P FELIXES HAVE DEN WRITTEN TO fi.,O. LAST RLSTART RECO'O WRITTEN - 193 
U-, 
40 DATE 062870 TIME 023230 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 
ODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGUCPSE5 STEP-O011 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCAL/RgCAL/O ,GN/DPCAL/AOCAL/QOCAL 
ABSORBED 0 COhPUTATION LINK. 
ABSORBED HEAT 
VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS 
NAME VALUE 
IAQSDS 10011 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR SOLAR DI NIA 
STEP NO. 
IAOSDA ootI CURRENT STEP NUMEER REFERrNCE FOR ALBEDO 0I N/A 
STEP NO. 
IAQSOP 10011 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFEPENCE FOR PLANETARY DI NIA 
STEP NO. 
C-' 
DATE 062870 TINE 023231 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 6 VERSION PAGE 49
 
HIODELoSAHPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP-l001 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCALGBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/ACAL/OOCAL 
ABSORBED Q COMPUTATION LINK. 
ABSORBED HEATING RATES FOR ORBIT POINT - 10011 TRUE ANOMALY . 90.0000 TIME - .3670, 
UNITS ARE ENERGY PER UNIT TIME
 
++t IN THE SUN + 
NODE SOLAR ALBEDO PLANETARY TOTAL HEAT RATES
 
DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL
 
1 .00000 .1153302 .00000 .22339-01 .00000 .26715.00 .00000 .1180202
 
2 .00000 .93697+01 .00000 .15569-01 .00000 .18739+00 .00000 .95727+01
 
3 .00000 .74731.01 .00000 .60580-02 .00000 .95367-01 .00000 .75775+01
 
4 .20589.03 .21117+03 .00000 .18995-01 .00000 .22717+00 .205B9.03 .21142+03
 
It .00000 .11533+02 .00000 .22339-01 .00000 .26715+00 .00000 .11022+02 
12 .00000 .93697+01 .00000 .15o69-0 .00000 .18739+00 .00000 .95727+01 
13 .00000 .74731.01 .00000 .80579-02 .00000 .96367-0! .00000 .75775 01 
14 .20589+03 .21117+03 .00000' .1G995-01 .00300 22717.00 .20509+03 .21142+03 
200 .60670+02 .61530.02 .24009+00 .2t031+00 .2712+01 |.20739 0I .63781+02 .64645.02
 
21 .00000 .00000 .5S"14+00 .5914+00 .13765 03 .13765+03 .3ZP.4 03 .13C2i+03
 
22 .17678+03 .17b76+03 .84940+00 .84940+00 .49744 02 .49744+02 .22737 03 .22737t03
 
23 .00000 .00000 .13273+00 .13273+00 .24746+02 .4740+02 .24979.02 .24S79+02
 
24 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000 .49660.02 .49689+02 .149668 02 .4S538+02
 
25 .00000 .00000 .13197.00 .13197+00 .24746+02 .24746+02 .24878+02 .24870+02
 
26 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .84735+01 .84736+01 .84736+01 .84736+01
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TItE-IN PROBLEM u 418.357 SECCNOS 
ABSORBED 0 STORED IN STEP 10011 
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 50
 
HODELmSAPLE CONFIOwCASE5 STEP-IOOI2 SAMPLE CASE S - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCALiRKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AOCAL/QOCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION WITH SPCCULAR SURFACES.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO II 
IN THE SHAD3E 
TRUE ANOMALY 
* 



















































TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 4t9.134 SECONDS 
ca 
51 DATE 062878 T lE 023235 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 
HOOEL-SAMPLE CONFrG1CNSE5 STEP-it012 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCALIROCAL/GDCAL/RKCAL/ORBOEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION WIHH SPECULAR SURFACES 
ALBEO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUYES FOR STEP NO 11 TRUE ANOMALY 180.00DO TINE - .73402 

















*+ + IN THE SHADE +t++ 
INCID. FLUX-----DIRECT ADS. FLUX---
PLANETARY ALUEDO PLANETARY 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
.144#02 O0D .194401 
.742+02 .ODO .669.02 
.260+02 .000 .24V*02 
.264+02 .Onf .238f02 
.26S+02 .000 .241+02 
.264.02 .000 .238+02 
.457+01 .000 .I11+01 
- TOTAL ELAPSED TIMC IN F10LEn N SECONDS419.216 

S.A.P FLUXES HAVE SEEN 6bTTEN TO RSO. LAST P$LAIAT RECORD IlRITTCt * 202 
(-0­
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NODELmSAHPLE CONFIG"CASE5 STEP-100I2 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RDCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/ACALIQOCAL
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HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP-10012 SAMPLE CASE 5 - rFCAL/RBCAL/GRCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AOCAL/OOCAL
 
ABSORBED 0 COMPUTATION LINK.
 
ABSORBED HEATING RATES FOR ORBIT POINT ioo02 TRUE ANOMALY 18B0.000C TINE - .7340 
UNITS ARE ENERGY PER UNIT TIME 
0+,. IN THE SHADE *4 
NODE SOLAR ALBEDO PLANETARY TOTAL HEAT RATES 
DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL 
1 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .26715+00 .00000 .26715+00
 
2 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .19739+00 .00000 .18739+00
 
3 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .96367-01 .00000 .9 SC7-01
 
4 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .22717+00 .00000 .22717+00
 
11 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .2E715+00 .00000 .26715+00
 
12 .00000 .00000 .0000 .00000 .00000 .19739+00 .00000 .10739,00
 
13 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .96367-01 .00000 .96367-01
 
14 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .22717+00 .00000 .22717.00
 
200 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .28712+01 .29739+01 .28712o01 .28739+01 
21 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .13765+03 .13765+03 .137C5+03 .t3765+03 
22 .00000 .00000 .OO000 .00000 .%9744+0a .49744+02 .49744+02 .49744+02 
23 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .24746#02 .2474G+02 .2474G02 .24746.02 
24 .00000 .000o .00000 .OU00O ..fl668t02 .4s669+02 .496t9+0 .49r68+02 
25 .00000 .00000 .00OO .00000 .24746#02 .247 .6+02 .24746+02 .24746+C2 
. 26 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .84736.01 .64736+01 .84736+01 .e4736+01
 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM 419.666 SECONDS
 
ADSORBED 0 STORED IN STEP 100t2
 
TOTAL TIME TO COhPUTE ABSORBED 0 .40
 
DATE 062879 TIME 023241 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 5,
 
MODEL-SAIPLE CONFIG-CASES STEP-10013 SAMPLE CASE 4 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GECAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/OOCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION HITH SPECULAR SURFACES.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO 32 
IN THE SUN 
TRUE ANOMALY a 
.... 




















































TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM ­ 420.637 SECONDS 
i) 
DATE 06287e TIVE 02321o THERMAL RADIATION AqALYSIS SYSTEN (TRASYS) UUIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 
 55 
ODL-SAHPLE CONFIOCASC5 STEPIOOI3 SAHPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/ODCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/OOCAL 
DIRECr IRRADIATION CALCULATION WITH SPECULAR SURFACES. 
ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDLNT FLUXES FOR STEP NO 12 1 TIME - .431iTRUE ANOALY 205.71977 

NOCE COIPUT ---DIRECT INCID FLUX-
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY 
I .000 .000 
2 .000 .000 
3 .000 .000 
4 .000 .000 
it .000 .000 
12 .000 .OD 
t3 .000 .000 
14 .000 .000 
200 .000 .144+02 
21 .00 .742+o2, 
22 .000 .268+02 
23 .000 .264+02 
24 .000 .25b+02 
25 , .000 ­ .264+02 
2b ,. .000-.'' .457+01 


















A.TOTAL ELAP,5PTIHE IN PRC ,LrM - 420.701 C7CONOS -
FLUES NAVE na~r* WRITTEN TO RSO. LACST RESTART RECOHO WRITTEN - 211 
S-F
 
56 DATE 062878 TIH 023243 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 

HODEL=SAMPLE CONFIG-CASES STEPIOOI3 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCALRBCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/OOCAL
 




VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS 
NAME VALUE 
IAOSDS 10013 CURRENT 
STEP NO. 
STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR SOLAR DI /A 
IA'QSDA 10013 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR ALBEDO DI/A 
STEP NO. 
IAQSDP 10013 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR PLANETARY D1 N/A 
STEP NO. 
4I 
DATE 02970 TIHE 003244 TSRMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN, £TRASVS) UNIVAC EXEC B VERSION PAGE 57
 
HODEL'SANPLE COUFIGCASE5 STEP-I0013 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/nGCAL/G0CAL/RICAL/OR8GEN/DRCAL/ACAL/QOCAL
 
ABSORBED a COMPUTATION LINK.
 
ABSORBED HEATING RATES FOR ORBIT POINT - 10013 TRUE ANOMALY 105.7198 TIVr = .4311, 



































00+4, IN THE SUN 
ALBEDO PLANETARY TOTAL HEAT RATES 
TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL 
.46055#02 .00000 .00000 .00000 .26715+00 .36233402 .46322*02 
.11970-02 .00000 .00000 .00000 .16739+00 .33345+01 .12157.o2 
.72246 01 .00000 .00000 .00000 .96367-01 .00000 .73210+01 
.1721?403 .00000 .00000 .00000 .22717#00 .16676+03 .1723b+03 
.45996+02 .00000 .000o0 .00000 .26715+00 .36233+02 .46264.02 
.86579.01 .00000 OOOO0 .00000 .18739+00 .00000 .6645301 
.71652+01 .00000 .00000 .00000 .96367-01 .00000 .72615+01 
.11206+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .22717+00 .t6676+03 .17229+03 
.49671+02 .00000 .00000 .29712+01 .2873+01 .51673+02 .52545+02 
.41479f02 .00000 .00000 .33765+03 .13765+03 .17913 03 .17313'+03 
.171203 .000O .00000 .49744+02 .49744.02 .22157+03 .22157+03 
.14457+01 .00000 .00000 .24746+02 .24746+02 .26192.02 .2310?+02 
.00000 .00000 .00009 .49660+02 .49660+02 .4966q+02 .49GR+02 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .24746+02 .24746+02 .24746+02 .247i5+02 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .84736+01 .84736,01 .84736+01 .64736+01 
ELAPSED TIME IN PROrLEI 4*21.143 SECONDS 
ABSORBED 0 STOPED ,IN TEP 10013 
TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE ABSORBED 0 .39 
c-f7 
-i 
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tOEL-SAMPLE CONFIG4CASE5 STEP-I004 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCAL/RCALJOROGEN/DRCAL(AOCALIOOCAL
 
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION WITH SPECULAR SURFACES.
 
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO 13 
*++. IN THE SHADE 
TRUE ANOMALY 
*444 




















































TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM - 422.02 SECONDS 
mc 
DATE 0 2'07 T!M- 022'W? TICRNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEN (TnASYS; U3IVAC EXEC 8 VERSrON PAGE S9 
STEPI 001,4 	 SAP-LrtE CASE 5 - FFCALIRBAL/GCAL/RILcaIORBGEIDRCAL/AQCALOOCALHOUCL-SAIIPLE CONFIGwCASE5 

DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION MITH SPECULAR SURFACES.
 
TRU ANOfNALY 105.91977 TINE - .43193ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO 13 

*4++ IN THE SHADE **..
 
NODE COMPUT ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- --DIRECT ADS. FLUX---

NDIVER ALGEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLANETARY
 
I 	 .000 .000 .000 .000 
2 	 .000 .000 .000 .000 
3 	 .000 .000 .000 .000 
4 	 .000 .000 .000 .000 
II .000 .000 .000 .000
 
-12 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
13 .000 .000 .000 .000
 
tit .D00 .000 .000 .000
 
200 	 .000 .144+02 .000 .144+01
 
21 .00'd .742+02 .000 .66980
 
22 	 .000 .268+02 .000 .24t +02
 
23 	 .000 .264+02 .000 .239*02
 
24 	 .000 .26802 .000 .241 02
 
25 	 .000 .264+02 .000 .238.02
 
6 	 .000 - .457+01 .000 .41+01 
'22.137 .SECONDS
TOTAL EL'APSED TINE IN PROOLEN 4 

220
S.A.P FLUXES HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO RSO. LAST RESTART RECORD MRITTEN  

I4-4 
DATE 052878 TIME 023249 THERMAL RADIATION ANdALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYSI UlIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 6o 
HODEL-SAMPLE COFIG-CASES STEP-1O014 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/BSCALfla(CAL/ORBGEN4/DRCAL/AOCAL/QOCAL 
ABSORBED 0 COMPUTATION LINK. 
ABSORBED HEAT 
VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS 
NAKE VALUE 
IAUSDS 10014 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR SOLAR D MIA 
STEP NO. 
IAQSOA 10014 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR ALBEDO D I/A 
STEP NO. 
IAUSDP 10014 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR PLANETARY D NIA 
STEP NO. 
co 
DATE 06 878 TIME 023250 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTZH fT7rASYS) U:SIVAC EUEC 0 VERSION PAGE , 61
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIO-CASE5 STEP-10014 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FrCAL/RBCAL/GDCAL/RKtCAL/ORBGENi/DRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL 
ASSORBEb a COMIPUTATION LINK. 
ABSORBED HEATING RATES FOR ORBIT POINT = 10014 TRUE ANOMALY - 105.9198 TIME - .4319
 
UNITS ARE ENERGY PER UNIT TIME
 
4A4'+ IN-THE SHADE 0+ 4 
NODE SOLAR ALBEDO PLANETARY TOTAL HEAT RATES
 
DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL DIRECT TOTAL
 
t .36683+02 .41960*02 .00000 .00000 .00000 .26715+00 .36O83+02 .42235 02
 
2 .34194+01 .88797+01 .00000 .00000 .00000 .10739+00 .34194+01 .9CS71+01
 
3 .00000 .55391+01 .00000 .00000 .00000 .963G7-01 .00000 .56955+01
 
4 .16664.03 .16615+D0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .22717+00 .160G4+03 .1038+03
 
it .36682*02 .41907+02 .00000 .00000 .00000 .26715+00 .3660Z. 02 .42174+02
 
12 .00000 ,54836+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .18739+00 .00000 .56710+01
 
13 .00000 .55381+01 .00000 .00000 .00000 .96357-01 .00000 .56345001
 
14 .16664+03 .16609+03 .00000 .O00J .00000 .22717+00 .16664+03 .16° 03
 
200 .00000 .82513+00 .00000 .00000 .28712+01 .2a739+01 .20712+01 .3cLJ 01 
21 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .13765+03 .13765+03 .13765+03 .13/6-+03 
22 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .49744+02 .4974'+02 .49744.02 .4S744.C2 
23 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .24146+02 .24746+02 .2t74G*02 .24740.02 
24 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .49660+02 .49669+02 .49569+02 .49a59+02 
25 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .24746+02 .2474+021 .24746+02 .Pk7 '0C2 
26 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .8473501 .84736+01 .04733O .80,3r5+0Z 
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PRODLEH - 422.592 SECONDS 
ABSORBED Q STORED IN STEP 10014
 
TOTAL TIMETO COtPUTEARSRREO 0 .41
 
Is 
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MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIG-CASE5 STEP-1O014 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/GOCAL
 
ABSORBED Q OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
 
ABSORBED OUT O 




IOOTHE I a TIME ARRAY ID HUMBER FLUX TABLES START AT IQOTME I N/A

COTAPE NO 2HNO PARAMETER TO OUTPUT TO BCD TAPE 14HTAPE.2HNO)
 
QOPNCH NO 2141c PUNCH/NO'PUNCH PARA-ETER FOR OUTPUT C3HPUN,*2HNO)

QOAMPF 1.0000 1.0 AREA MULTIPLYING FACTOR N/A
 
QOFHPF 1.0000 1.0 FLUX MULTIPLYING FACTOR N/A
 
QOTMPF 1.0000 1.0 TIME MULTIPLYING FACTOR, N/A
 
QOTYPE BOTH NONE PARAMETER,To DETERMINE TYPE OF OUTPUT (3HTAB.2HAV.4HBOTH)
 




DATE 062818 TItiE 023213 THEnNAL nADIATIOI ANALYSIS S,5TE1 TflASVS) U18VAC EEC 0 VERSION PAGE . 63 
HODELmSAPLE CONFIG=CASE5 SIEP-10014 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FrCAL/IICAL/GBCAL/RKCALIORBGN/DRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL
 
ALSORO0D Q OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
 
ABSORBED HEAT RATE TABLES PUNCbHED 
0 - INPUT a RMPF WHERE RKPF - .tOoO*0 t 
TIME . INPUT 0 THPF WHERE TMPr .Oo0000oo 
AREA IS ON SUBROUTINE CALL CARDS 
1S TIME ARRAY 
.000 .361 00. .%3100. .432.00, .734+00 
ENOS 
2S HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.662+01. .1002. .%63.02, .422+02. .267+00 
ENDS 
3S HEAT RAIE ARRAY 
.689.02, .957+01. .12202. .907+0?, .187+00 
ENDS 
4$ HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.572401. .758+01, .732.0!. .570+01. .954-01 
ENDS 
5 HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.151*03. .211403. .172.03. .tGQ+03. .227400 
ENDS 
65 HEAT RATE APRAY 
.409+01. .11802, .463+02. .422+02. .267+00 
ENDS 
11 HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.393+01, .957#01. .885+01. .567.01 .17+00 
ENDS 
85 HEAT'RATE ARRAY 
.121+02, .750+Q1. ..26+01. .563+01, .964-01 
ENDS 
9S HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.839+02, .211l03. 172.03, .160.03, .227+00 
ENDS 
I0 IEAT RATE ARRAY 
.179.01. .646.02. .525+02. .370+0, .287+01 
ENDS 
tt$ HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.183.03, .138+03, 179+03. .138+03. .138+03 
ENDS 
12 HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.111,03. .2703. .222+03. .497.C2. .497+02 
ENOS 
13 HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.717.02. .249+G02. .262s02. .247+02. .247+02 
ENDS 
(:fl 
DATE 062079 TIME 023254 THER"IAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEI (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 8 VERSION PAGE 6%
 
MODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGCASES STEP-I00I4 SAHPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL/ORBGEN/DRCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL
 
ABSORBED 0 OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
 
ABSORBED HEAT RATE TABLES PUNCHED
 
0 o INPUT 0 RMPF WHERE RHPF a .O000 I 
TIRE INPUT 0 TtPF WHERE TNPF .oooo Oz 
AREA 'S ON SUBROUTINE CALL CARDS 
14S HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.6580+02. .497.02. .497+02. .49702, .497+02 
ENDS 
£55 HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.327.02. .249+02. .247#02. .247+02. .247.02 
ENDS 
16$ HEAT RATE ARRAY 
.682+02, .647+01, .847#01. .847+01, .67.01 
ENDS 
U, 
DATE 062870 TIME 023254 TPRMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEa (IRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 65
 
HODEL-SAMPLE CONFIGCASE5 
STEP-10014 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/GBCALIRKCAL/ORBGEN/ORCAL/AQCAL/QOCAL
 
ABSORBED a OUTPUT COtRPUTATION LINK.
 












(UNITS) * ANPF WHERE AMPF 
,I.DOOOOODE 0,01 )S 
.1.000000OE 0.02 is 
.I.OUCOOOOE 0.03 )s 

















.I.OOOOCOUOE 0.012 ')s 
.i.000coac 01013 )s 
.I.OOOO0000E 0.014 )5 
.I.O0000O0OE O,Q200 IS 
.. 0000cooo 0.021 Is 
.I.O000OCOCE 0.022 IS 
DAIIHC(I.46792176E O.TIIEIAI .A13 .1.o0000000E 0.023 I5 
DAIIMC(I.467'3d17E O.TIrMtH.AI 












DATE 062018 TIME 023254 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) UNIVAC EXEC 0 VERSION PAGE 66
 
tODEL-SAMIPLC CONFIG"CASES STEP-10014 SAMPLE CASE 5 - FFCAL/RBCAL/OBCAL/RKCAL/OROGEN/DRCAL/AGCAL/OOCAL
 
ABSORBED 0 OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
 
AVERAGE ORBITAL HEATING RATE AND AREA CARDS PUNCHED
 
VALUES ARE RATE - INPUT (UNITS) - RMPF WHERE RMPF - .10000 































TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE ARSORRED 0 OUT .b2
 
NORMAL TERMINATIO't BY PROCESSOR
 
BPHD.PLEB
 
8BRKPT PRINTS
 
NASA-JSC 
